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July 15th, 2019

Parks Canada Agency 
Lake Louise, Yoho, and Kootenay National Parks Field Unit, 
Box 213 
Lake Louise, AB 
T0L 1E0 
Attn: Rick Kubian, A/Superintendent

Dear Mr. Kubian:

RE: Submission of the Lake Louise Ski Area’s first Long Range Plan, Detailed 
Impact Analysis and Public Consultation Report 

The Lake Louise Ski Area (LLSA) is pleased to submit its first Long Range Plan (“LRP”) 
and associated documents, the Detailed Impact Analysis (DIA) and the Public Consultation 
Report. 

These documents have taken four years to complete since the July 2015 approval of 
the Lake Louise Ski Area Site Guidelines for Development and Use (“Site Guidelines”). 
The Site Guidelines themselves were the result of five years of extensive consultations 
with Parks Canada and discussions with the public, stakeholders, Environmental Non-
Governmental Organizations, and Indigenous communities. The Site Guidelines were 
supported by letters of concurrence by the then CEO of Parks Canada, Alan Latourelle and 
myself. 

The basis of the 2015 approval of our Site Guidelines was the fact that the ski area was 
willing to give up 50% of the area of its lease - including critical wildlife habitat in the 
Whitehorn wildlife corridor and ecologically sensitive areas in both Purple and Wolverine 
Bowls - in exchange for Licenses of Occupation for winter only use of Hidden Bowl and 
West Bowl. The net result was a 30% reduction of the terrain available for skiing. Other 
substantial environmental gains were agreed to by the ski area and are fully outlined in the 
Site Guidelines and supported by the LRP. 

Following the approval of the Site Guidelines, the ski area engaged Mr. David Day, a 
renowned conservationist with extensive experience in senior positions, including as a 
former Banff National Park Superintendent, to manage the preparation of this LRP, the first 
Long Range Plan for the Lake Louise Ski Area since the one I signed in 1981.
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Mr. Day, in turn, engaged numerous other professionals, including leading scientists and  
researchers, to assist in the preparation of the necessary documents to support this first 
LRP, which is fully consistent with the Site Guidelines for Development and Use of the Lake 
Louise Ski Area. 

This LRP commits the Lake Louise Ski Area to undertake measures to ensure that the four  
Substantial Environmental Gains sought by Parks Canada and approved in the Site 
Guidelines are realized, including the 50% reduction of the land under lease to the ski 
area. An amendment to Schedule 5 of the Canada National Parks Act to allow these land 
use changes has been passed by Parliament so the land given up may be returned to 
wilderness status. 

The first draft of this LRP was completed in June 2018, following which the ski area 
continued its discussions with various Indigenous Groups and ENGOs, incorporating many 
of their suggestions, as well as those from the public and stakeholders following a 60-day 
period of full consultation. This final version of the LRP, which we submit today, contains 
many important improvements suggested by these groups. 

In addition to strengthening our relationships with external stakeholders, the four years that  
have passed since we embarked on this long-range planning undertaking have brought 
our research and planning team and our senior managers into continuous contact and 
communication with Parks Canada staff at the Field Unit. Throughout this process, we have  
never lost sight of the role of Parks Canada as the Government of Canada’s national parks 
land manager and continue to respect its role as regulator of our lease and operations. 

We would not be submitting this LRP and DIA today without the full support and 
cooperation of the local Parks Canada managers, scientists, land use planners, 
environment assessment specialists, and the public consultation specialist. The completion 
and submission of these documents was not only a team effort, but also one for which we 
assume full responsibility and accountability. 

This letter of transmittal would also not be complete without reference to the efforts that 
our team of scientists and ski area planners have made to ensure that the projects and 
measures included in this first LRP will effectively protect and enhance ecological integrity. 
Core measures for protecting ecosystem resources, including those designated for 
special protection under the Species at Risk Act, and other Acts are addressed in detail in 
Management Strategies prepared for wildlife, vegetation, and water and aquatic resources. 
We have designated these as “living” documents which will be kept current and updated by 
our team of environmental specialists working consultatively with Parks Canada’s team of 
resource and land-use specialists.
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This LRP requires the Lake Louise Ski Area to make considerable investments to bring 
the ski area’s services and infrastructure into an improved balance, while gradually 
expanding its capacity to welcome winter and summer visitors and offer them a world class 
experience. Significantly, this LRP introduces a number of projects which will dramatically 
enhance year  round interpretation and education facilities and programs. In anticipation that 
these will be  signed by the Minister in time for the ski area to initiate certain of the planned 
projects during the summer of 2020, we have begun the lengthy process of final design and 
engineering  necessary to obtain building permits so that certain projects can be started 
next summer. 

The ski area understands that in conjunction with this LRP, a new mutually acceptable 42 
year lease, with provisions allowing for renewal prior to its termination, together with the 
required accompanying and mutually acceptable Licenses of Occupation covering the new 
areas granted in exchange for land surrendered pursuant to the recent revision to Schedule 
5, will be agreed to, thereby providing the reasonable land use and business certainty 
necessary in order to  justify these considerable investments. 

The ski area strongly believes that it is highly important that the collaborative approach that 
has formed the foundation of this LRP be continued during its implementation. We trust 
that the mutual sincerity and associated goodwill that this collaboration has generated will 
facilitate achieving the considerable potential of this LRP. 

In summary, after more than 10 years of working diligently with both senior Parks Canada  
personnel and various other scientists, we are delighted to submit these documents. As we  
move forward The Lake Louise Ski Area is committed to being a leader in environmental  
management, stewardship and best practices, and sustaining its vital role in the use, 
enjoyment and protection of Banff National Park, while at the same time providing 
significant benefits to both ecological integrity and visitor experience.

Yours truly,

The Lake Louise Ski Area Ltd. 

Charles Locke, President
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INTRODUCTION FOR READERS

A READERS GUIDE TO THE LAKE LOUISE SKI AREA ‘LONG-RANGE PLAN’

This Long-Range Plan (LRP), and the accompanying Detailed Impact Analysis (DIA), 
constitute the most comprehensive planning and environmental assessment program ever 
undertaken by the Lake Louise Ski Area (LLSA).  Together, these documents are intended 
to meet the expectations of Canadians for protecting ecological integrity and ensuring high-
quality visits in Canada’s National Parks.  Those expectations are nowhere higher than for 
Banff, Canada’s first national park, and the heart of the internationally renowned Canadian 
Rocky Mountains UNESCO World Heritage Site.  In her 2018 report on the Minister’s 
Round Table on Parks Canada “Let’s Talk Parks, Canada”, the Minister of the Environment 
and Climate Change re-affirmed her government’s commitment to ensuring that preserving 
ecological integrity will be given priority in all decisions affecting Canada’s national parks.  
This Long-Range Plan and Detailed Impact Analysis support that commitment.

Comprehensive and specific direction for this plan and Impact Assessment was provided 
by Parks Canada in 2015 in two documents that are central to the 2006 National Park Ski 
Area Planning Process.  The “Lake Louise Ski Area Site Guidelines for Development and 
Use” and the accompanying “Strategic Environmental Assessment” were released by Parks 
Canada in 2015 following a period of public consultation.  

Parks Canada’s direction establishes an ultimate capacity of 11,500 skiers per day, subject 
to the ski area’s being able to meet comprehensive goals with respect to ecological 
integrity.  This first Long-Range Plan (“LRP”) proposes developments over a ten to fifteen-
year period that would allow the ski area to welcome 9,000 skiers at one time, while 
achieving goals established by Parks Canada to realize four ‘substantial environmental 
gains’ and to ensure a balance between the need for, and provision of essential visitors 
facilities and services.  Additional information about the process leading to the release of 
these documents by Parks Canada is provided in Chapter 1 of this plan.

NB.  Readers wishing to receive larger-format versions of Figures 6-1, or 8-1 should 
contact the planning team directly at Dave.Day@skilouise.com.  
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Corporate Commitment 

The Lake Louise Ski Area is a privately-operated ski and summer resort situated on land 
leased for that purpose by Parks Canada, the federal government agency responsible for 
the development and operation of Canada’s system of national parks, historic sites and 
marine conservation areas.  The LLSA is a family-owned business.  The Locke family are 
proud Albertans who themselves have a long association with the towering, snow-capped 
mountains that define our memories of and appreciation for Lake Louise.  They are keenly 
aware of society’s growing awareness of the value we place on protected places in a world 
increasingly connected by social media.  

This LRP affirms the LLSA’s commitment to providing high quality visitor experiences, in 
a resort where every decision must reflect a core concern for ecological integrity.  The 
investments in this LRP that the LLSA has made in the past four years are intended to 
ensure that the Lake Louise Ski Area will be a truly sustainable business, and one in which 
we can all take pride.

How is this Long-Range Plan Organized?

“We recognize that the comprehensive nature of the LRP and the accompanying DIA make 
it very challenging for readers to get through so much material.  In addition to the LRP and 
DIA, the Appendices and Annex include over 25 studies that have been undertaken over 
the past four years to meet the requirements of the 2015 Site Guidelines and to support 
the submitted plan.  During the 60-day period assigned by Parks Canada for public review 
and consultation, all cited reports, plans and strategies were made available for reading or 
downloading at a special website (www.lrp.skilouise.com) that was created for that purpose.  
That website, and all associated plans and reports remains available to the public, and 
will be used to post the approved copies of the LRP, DIA and Engagement Reports.  In 
addition to the 60-day public review period, Open Houses were held in Lake Louise, Banff 
and Calgary for interested individuals and groups, and special meetings were held with 
Indigenous and Environmental groups”.  

To assist many readers, a short Executive Summary follows this Introduction.  That 
summary focuses on the planning process, and the facilities and services that the ski 
area proposes to develop during the first LRP.  It will assist readers who may be seeking 
additional information about the LRP and DIA.

Chapter-by-Chapter Summary of the Long-Range Plan:

Chapter 1 presents an overview of the historic, geographic, legislative and planning 
context for readers.  It summarizes the process and chronology for applying the provisions 
of the National Parks Ski Area Planning Process, and the principal elements of the Site 
Guidelines for the Development and Operation of the LLSA, and the accompanying 
Strategic Environmental Assessment, both issued by Parks Canada in 2015.  Finally, it 
describes the process established by Parks Canada for engaging Canadians in the Long-
Range Planning process for the LLSA.   
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Chapter 2 introduces readers to the planning, design and consulting team, assembled by 
LLSA for the LRP process.  It presents a summary of the numerous research and planning 
reports that were undertaken for the ski area to assist both the design of ski area facilities 
and to assess the measures that would be required to protect ecological integrity with a 
focus on species of concern including those listed under the Species at Risk Act.  Chapter 
2 also presents a summary of LRP development proposals and describes the alternatives 
that were considered during the LRP process.     

Chapter 3 presents a comprehensive overview of the social and economic context for ski 
area development and operation in North America, Western Canada and the Mountain 
National Parks.  The contributions of our heritage; the growth of Alberta and its key cities 
Calgary and Edmonton; and the emergence of regional and destination tourism all factor 
into the tourism market issues, trends and expectations that underlie the LLSA’s business 
plan.  These strategic issues are presented and discussed in Chapter 3 together with a 
summary of the LLSA’s long-range sustainable business and visitor capacity goals. 

Chapter 4 addresses the environmental protection context within which National Park ski 
area planning and operations plays an integral role.  For this LRP, the LLSA has addressed 
the fundamental challenge of protecting ecological integrity while developing and operating 
a world-class ski area in Banff National Park; itself at the core of the UNESCO Canadian 
Rocky Mountains World Heritage Site.  Specific strategies for protecting high-profile 
species, including SARA and COSEWIC-listed species are described, together with the 
‘Substantial Environmental Gains’ sought by Parks Canada as a condition of LRP approval.  
The critical issue of Climate Change that will affect future ski area operations are described 
in detail.

A number of ‘Best Management Practices’ (BMP’s) that are required by the 2015 Site 
Guidelines, but which are specific to the LLSA, are discussed in Chapter 4.  These Best 
Management Practices are in addition to a series of more general BMP’s, issued by Parks 
Canada in 2008, which apply to all National Park ski areas. 

Chapter 5 presents the LLSA’s vision for enhancing its broadly-based program of Heritage 
Interpretation and Education.  To achieve goals established in the 2015 Site Guidelines, 
the LLSA will relocate its summer visitor program to a proposed new day lodge on Eagle 
Ridge; create new and dedicated, year-round Interpretation displays and theatre programs 
at the Whisky Jack Base Area, and at the new Eagle Ridge Lodge; strengthen its extensive 
program of guided interpretation activities; and create new self-guided trails on Eagle 
Ridge.
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Chapters 6, 7 and 8 comprise the LLSA’s proposed ‘Mountain Plan’, and a fresh update on 
the design of visitor facilities at day lodges and at the Whisky Jack Base Area.  Prepared 
collaboratively by British Columbia-based Brent Harley Associates and Ecosign Mountain 
Planners, the Mountain Plan provides details for all LLSA facilities ranging from access and 
parking; to ski lifts and ski terrain; day lodge services including parking, day care, locker 
rooms, bathrooms, and restaurants; and operations facilities. The LLSA will use this long-
range planning program to better balance the demand for outdoor recreation experiences 
at the LLSA with the provisions of required facilities and essential services.  

Chapter 6 provides a description and analysis of existing ski area facilities and assesses 
the shortcomings that require action to ensure that the ski area can better balance the 
need for, and supply of visitor services.  Chapter 7 presents an overview of the analytical 
information that is the building block of contemporary ski area plans, including required 
utility services.  Chapter 8 presents the ski area’s proposals for winter and summer visitor 
developments that are advanced in this first Long-Range Plan to increase the LLSA’s visitor 
capacity, and to ensure an improved balance between the demand for, and supply of all 
visitor service needs, including parking and regional transportation.  

Chapter 9 presents an initial plan for implementing the provisions of the Long-Range Plan 
at this time. The implementation plan, and project phasing is subject to change and does 
not represent a commitment by the ski area to undertake projects in any specific order. 

Chapter 10 is a list of the key documents that guided the Long-Range Planning Process.  
Readers can access and download PDF versions of these documents from the Long-
Range Planning Portal: www.lrp.skilouise.com.   

Chapter 11 is an Appendix of the key planning documents that were presented in the body 
of the LRP in summary form.  Readers can access and download PDF versions of these 
documents from the Long-Range Planning Portal: www.lrp.skilouise.com.   

Chapter 12 is a list of all the support documents that were prepared by the ski area’s 
consulting team for the Long-Range Planning process.  Readers can access and download 
PDF versions of these documents from the Long-Range Planning Portal: www.lrp.
skilouise.com.   

Anticipated Long-Range Plan Approval Schedule:

The first draft of this Long-Range Plan was submitted to Parks Canada on June 29th, 
2018.  At that time, the Agency initiated its own internal review process, and authorized the 
LLSA to release that draft for preliminary consultation and engagement with Indigenous 
Groups and key environmental stakeholders.  Those consultations were completed in the 
fall of 2018, and input received was used to develop a second draft of the LRP which was 
submitted in November 2018 to Parks Canada for further review, and to Golder Associates 
for preparation of the draft DIA.  
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David L. Day. M.Sc., Project Manager 
Lake Louise Ski Area Long-Range Planning Program

June 20, 2019

This is the third draft of the Long-Range Plan.  It has been modified to incorporate 
feedback obtained from:

• Parks Canada’s internal review of the second draft;

• Input received during continuing consultations with regional Indigenous peoples and 
key environmental stakeholder groups;

• Input received by the ski area from Golder Associates’ first draft of the Detailed 
Impact Analysis (DIA); and 

• Additional input from the ski area’s considerable expert team of Long-Range 
planners and specialist consultants.  

The Long-Range Plan, together with the companion DIA was presented to Canadians for 
review at three Open Houses, held in April, 2019 at Lake Louise, Banff and Calgary, and 
through a 60 day public review period that has allowed full consideration by Indigenous 
peoples, key stakeholders and Canadians everywhere.  Key stakeholders, including 
Indigenous groups and environmental non-government organizations (ENGO’s) have been 
engaged in review processes since the first draft was presented to Parks Canada in June, 
2018. 

Feedback from public consultation has been summarized by the ski area for review by 
Parks Canada and the ski area’s managers and owners.  An on-line summary of all 
feedback will be provided on both the ski area’s (www.lrp.skilouise.com) and Parks 
Canada’s websites.  The final versions of the Long-Range Plan and Detailed Impact 
Analysis reflect the ski area’s response to public input. These reports will be submitted to 
Parks Canada in June 2019, and to the Minister of Environment and Climate Change for 
final consideration. 

Your interest in this lengthy and comprehensive National Park ski area planning process is 
much appreciated!
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The Lake Louise Ski Area Long-Range Planning Process

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

National Park Ski Area Planning Process: 

In July 2015, following an extended period of consultation with the Lake Louise Ski Area, 
and a program of public consultation, Parks Canada released the Lake Louise Ski Area 
Site Guidelines for Development and Use (“2015 Site Guidelines”).  The purpose of these 
Site Guidelines is defined in Parks Canada’s 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines, 
a planning policy document that specifies the approach that the Parks Canada Agency 
must take in developing new long-range plans for National Parks ski areas including 
setting permanent visitor capacities for each.  For the Lake Louise Ski Area, the 2015 Site 
Guidelines establish growth limits and specific parameters to guide future development 
and operations to ensure ecological integrity, and high-quality visitor experiences that build 
heritage awareness and appreciation.

To ensure that ecological integrity goals would be met, the draft Site Guidelines were 
the subject of a comprehensive Strategic Environmental Assessment (“SEA”) which was 
completed prior to the release of the Site Guidelines.  The 2015 Site Guidelines also 
identified four substantial environmental gains that the ski area would have to provide in 
its first Long-Range Plan to allow certain developments to proceed, and required that all 
proposed developments be submitted to a Detailed Impact Analysis and public consultation 
before Parks Canada would submit the plan for Ministerial review.

Industry-Leading Consultants Recommend Ski Area Capacity and Design:

To ensure that the 2015 Site Guidelines would provide for high-quality winter and summer 
visitor experiences, Parks Canada retained the services of an independent U.S.-based ski 
area design firm, while the ski area retained the services of British Columbia-based Brent 
Harley & Associates.  The 2015 Site Guidelines require that the first Long-Range Plan 
(LRP) address existing imbalances between the need for and supply of essential visitor 
facilities and services including the lift system and mountain ski terrain; access and parking; 
and core day lodge facilities including food service, bathrooms, ski rentals, equipment and 
gift shops, and day care.  This balance is to be maintained as the first, and any other LRP’s 
are implemented.  Chapter 1 provides further details about the 2015 Site Guidelines and 
the Long-Range Planning process for National Park ski areas.  The release of the 2015 
Site Guidelines and the SEA set the stage for the preparation of a first Long-Range Plan 
by the Lake Louise Ski Area.  The 2015 Site Guidelines establish a permanent capacity of 
11,500 skiers at one time.
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Sustainable Business Plan and First Long-Range Plan based on Rigorous Market Analysis: 

Based on an extensive market analysis, the ski area’s business plan (Chapter 3) anticipates 
that skier / snowboarder demand requires that the approved winter-season planning 
Comfortable Carrying Capacity (CCC) for the LLSA must be increased from the existing 
6,000 to 9,000 skiers at one time.  For facility planning purposes, Peak-day winter 
attendance can add up to 10% more skiers on select snow days, and holidays.  

During that same time period, the ski area forecasts that non-skier visits (primarily to the 
base lodges and the proposed new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge) will increase from the existing 
maximum of 500 visitors at one time to 1,000 visitors at one time when the first LRP is fully 
implemented.  Non-skier visits include winter sightseers who generally wish to purchase 
single-ride tickets on the Grizzly Gondola to enjoy the view of Lake Louise and snowshoers 
who partake in guided educational tours. They also include parents, spouses or friends 
waiting for skiers.  Although non-skier visitors are excluded from the ski area’s CCC 
calculation, their demands for support facilities (i.e. parking, bathrooms, restaurants) must 
be factored into day lodge designs and capacities.   

Daily maximum summer visitation is and will remain well below that for the winter season.  
The relocation of the summer program to a new day lodge on Eagle Ridge, coupled with 
improved interpretation exhibits and new, panoramic ridge-top trails will enhance the quality 
of the summer visitor experience, and disperse a portion of visitors away from the busier 
sites at Lake Louise and Moraine Lake.  The ski area anticipates that peak-day summer 
visitation has the potential to increase to as much as 3,000 visitors over the 10 to 12-year 
lifespan of the LRP.

Ensuring Ecological Integrity:

The 2015 Site Guidelines specify conditions and background studies that the ski area 
would have to satisfy as a condition of long-range planning.  Principal among these is an 
overall reduction in the land area dedicated for skiing (held under a Lease and Licenses 
of Occupation) and the return to wilderness designation of areas of high-value wildlife 
habitat in exchange for skiable terrain in areas of lower-value wildlife habitat.  The ski area 
and Parks Canada negotiated an agreement that sees the ski area return Purple and 
Wolverine Bowls and other portions of the original lease (a 50% reduction in land area) in 
return for seasonal access to ski terrain in West and Hidden Bowls subject to development 
restrictions that ensure ecological integrity.  The net result is that when a new Lease and 
Licenses of Occupation are issued, the current leasehold of 2,190 hectares will be reduced 
by approximately 30%, to 1,536 hectares.  That reduction will allow a large area of high-
value habitat for Grizzly Bears and other wildlife species to be declared as wilderness by 
Parks Canada.  The Lake Louise Ski Area supports this exchange and will undertake such 
additional studies and planning as are required to support access by skiers to new terrain in 
West and Hidden Bowl.
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More than 25 detailed studies have been completed by the ski area to support the 
preparation of this first Long-Range Plan and the companion Detailed Impact Analysis.  
Major studies have focused on wildlife, water use and aquatic resources, and vegetation 
management to ensure that ecological integrity can be assured as the ski area implements 
the Long-Range Plan. Other studies have addressed such diverse topics as the impact 
of the LRP on regional transportation and utility supply networks, architectural design, 
snowmaking system improvements, and the improvement and expansion of interpretation 
and education programs for both the winter and summer visitor seasons.  

Chapter 2 provides a description of the planning team and a summary description of 
all studies undertaken.  Chapter 3 summarizes the ski area’s Business Plan and visitor 
capacity goals.  Chapter 4 provides a broad overview of the studies undertaken to ensure 
that the potential for impacts to environmental resources would be addressed in the 
planning process.  Chapter 5 describes in more detail, the ski area’s plans to expand and 
improve Interpretation and Education facilities, exhibits and programs.  

Ensuring High-Quality National Park Visitor Experiences:

Detailed plans for all projects presented in this LRP are presented in Chapter 8 (the 
Mountain Plan).  Chapter 2 also presents a summary and map of the developments 
proposed in this first LRP.  The first LRP includes comprehensive proposals to increase 
the capacity of alpine ski terrain and ski lifts to provide high-quality visits for up to 9,000 
skiers at one time.  The Lake Louise Ski Area currently has 551 hectares (ha) of skiable 
terrain.  The 2015 Site Guidelines allow for the development of an additional 466 ha of ski 
terrain at build-out, bringing total skiable terrain to 1,017 ha. (including lands within both 
the Lease and Licenses of Occupation).  This first LRP includes proposals that will create 
approximately 315 ha of additional skiable terrain, bringing the ski area total to 866 ha, 
within the 1,017 ha. capacity limit established in the 2015 Site Guidelines.  

LRP Provisions for Ski Lifts and Ski Terrain: 

Provisions of the proposed LRP that address ski terrain and the lift system include:  

• On peak attendance days, the capacity of lifts to move skiers out of the Whisky 
Jack Base Area (the base area) and onto the ski terrain of their choice has been 
a recurring planning issue.  To address this issue, the capacity of the existing 
Glacier and Grizzly Gondola lifts will be increased, and two new high-capacity 
chairlifts, Juniper and Meadowlark (to be accessed directly from the base area or 
via the Sunny Side Chairlift) will double the capacity of Base Area lifts to transport 
skiers to ski terrain of all skill levels.  Above the proposed Meadowlark Chairlift, a 
replacement lift for the Eagle Chairlift will be installed providing access from the 
Whitehorn Lodge area to Eagle Ridge. The Lower Juniper and new Eagle Chairlifts 
each replace former lifts (Olympic and old Eagle, respectively) that have been 
removed, and for which alignments have been rehabilitated;

• The Summit Platter will be replaced by a fixed-grip chairlift and re-aligned to reduce 
wind-exposure.  It will be extended to allow skiers direct access to the Pika Bowl ski 
runs;  
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• The “Sunny Side” beginner teaching and fun play area which is situated at the 
east side of the Whisky Jack base area will be expanded uphill to increase skiable 
terrain (allowing the installation of a new chairlift) and better separation of beginner 
‘carpets’.  (If used to provide access to the lower terminal of the Meadowlark 
chairlift, the Sunny Side chairlift will be a high-speed, detachable design). The 
Tubing Park will be lengthened and re-designed to create tighter, better carved 
lanes with improved slopes (safety improvements).  A new ‘adult’ learning centre will 
be developed on terrain in the lower portion of the Juniper ski pod, located above 
Whisky Jack Lodge and adjacent to the alignment of the former Olympic Chairlift.

• West Bowl will be opened for skiing at the early stages of the first LRP.  West Bowl 
will offer skiing under natural (side country) conditions.  No snowmaking, grooming 
or ski runs will be developed, although some of the forested terrain will be gladed 
to provide additional terrain for skiers, and to enhance natural recruitment of 
Whitebark Pine, a species at risk.  A ski out egress trail, sufficient to be maintained 
by snow-grooming machines, will be developed to return skiers to the top of the 
new Juniper ski pod.  West Bowl can be accessed from Whitehorn Ridge, requiring 
that no new lifts be developed. 

• A new detachable quad chairlift will be installed to provide access to extensive new 
beginner and intermediate and ski terrain on the SW-facing slopes of Richardson’s 
Ridge.  In addition to the open, SW-facing slopes, the NE-facing steeper slopes 
of Richardson’s Ridge provide the opportunity for the ski area to develop gladed 
skiing, with skiers returning to the base of the lift via an egress skiway paralleling  
portions of Hidden and Corral Creeks.  To provide access from Temple Lodge to the 
lower terminal of this new chairlift (to be situated near the confluence of Pika and 
Corral Creeks), a low-capacity transportation lift will be installed on the lower slopes 
of Prunepicker Hill.

LRP Provisions for Day Lodges, Interpretation and Commercial Services:

The 2015 Site Guidelines report that the Lake Louise Ski Area currently has 7,527 m2 
of commercial space in day lodges at the Temple, Whitehorn, and Whisky Jack visitor 
nodes (6,515 m2 commercial and 1,012 m2 operational support).  The 2015 Site Guidelines 
recommend that 1.5 m2 of commercial space per visitor is an appropriate industry standard 
for a day-use only ski area, located distant from the nearest major population centre.  For 
the combined LRP capacity of 9,000 skiers and 1,000 non-skiers for the first Long-Range 
Plan this translates to approximately 15,000 m2 of commercial space, or an increase of 
about 7,450 m2.

In fact, the planning provisions of the first LRP call for the development of 7,940 m2 of new 
commercial space, including 850 m2 of operational support space.  The proposed additions 
include expansion of Temple Lodge, and construction of the new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge, 
two-day lodges for which only one phase of construction can realistically be envisaged.  
The estimated distribution of commercial space between lodges and within lodges is 
described in detail in Chapter 8 with final allocation to be done at the project development 
stage.  
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Subject to ‘definitions’ that will be finalized in the new lease, an additional 650 m2 for child 
care and nursery space in the Whisky Jack Base Area, and 900 m2 for dedicated, year-
round Interpretation exhibits and theatres at the Eagle Ridge Day Lodge and at the Base 
Area Edu-Lodge will be included as either commercial or non-commercial space.  

The first Long-Range Plan includes the following proposed day-lodge developments and 
improvements:

• The ski area proposes to develop two new day lodges at the Whisky Jack Base 
Area (Whisky Jack II, and the Edu-Lodge), and to double the space available for 
child care and nursery services for staff, area residents and visitors.  The proposed 
new Edu-Lodge will be phased to fit seamlessly with proposed re-development of 
the Sunny Side Beginner-Teaching and Snow-Play Area, and improvements to the 
tubing park. A third floor will be added to the existing Whisky Jack Lodge, and decks 
will be enclosed at the Lodge-of-the-Ten Peaks.  In total, approximately 4,250 m2 
of additional visitor service space will be provided at the Whisky Jack Base Area to 
meet industry-standards for core visitor services and to meet goals for interpretation 
and education. 

• The LLSA proposes to double the space available at Temple Lodge to provide 
sufficient space to accommodate projected skier growth, and ski lift and ski terrain 
expansion on Richardson’s Ridge and ultimately, in Hidden Bowl.  The existing 
Temple Lodge offers approximately 925 m2 of customer service space (restaurant, 
bathrooms, and warming-area) in a unique square-timber building that has 
architectural heritage value.  Temple Lodge expansion will respect the building’s 
fabric and character, and site restrictions.  

• A new Operations Centre will be built in the Temple / Ptarmigan base area.  The 
distance from this area to the existing Whisky Base Area Operations Centre, points 
to the need for a second facility to fuel snowcats; support snow safety; and house 
snow grooming operations.  

• A Warming Hut will be built on Whitehorn Ridge near the upper terminals of the 
existing Top-of-the-World chairlift and the proposed Upper Juniper and Summit 
chairlifts.  At this stage, 350 m2 of space has been allocated for this Hut.  This 
warming hut will provide shelter, brown-bag seating, bathrooms and limited food 
and beverage service during the winter season; and will be used to support ski 
racing during the early season period that the World Cup downhill course is in use.  
It will also be open as a warming hut in summer, providing bathrooms, brown-bag 
seating, and snack service to serve the needs of hikers and interpretive groups 
using the proposed Eagle Ridge system of interpretive and hiking trails.
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• A new day lodge will be built on Eagle Ridge to allow the relocation of the summer 
visitor program from high-value grizzly-bear habitat that is evolving adjacent to 
Whitehorn Lodge.  The proposed new lodge will provide an estimated 1,635 m2 of 
aggregate visitor service space, and a dedicated space for year-round interpretive 
theatre and exhibits.  Other space will be assigned to support operations and 
security requirements.  This new lodge will be designed to blend-in with its site and 
have limited visibility from the valley floor and backcountry trails.  It will provide a 
360º view of the Canadian Rocky Mountains including Lake Louise.

• When the summer visitor program has been re-located to the proposed new day 
lodge on Eagle Ridge, Whitehorn Lodge will revert to winter-season use only.  The 
ski area will improve the building’s appearance and the functionality of existing 
interior space on the main and lower levels.  The former gondola bay will be 
converted to a bar, and the kitchen expanded to allow improved food service.

A detailed analysis of day-lodge visitor service space requirements is presented in the BHA 
Mountain Master Plan, Chapter 8 of this Long-Range Plan.  The BHA space use analysis is 
based on industry standards as specified in the 2015 Site Guidelines.  

LRP Provisions for Transportation, Parking and Infrastructure:

• The LLSA actively pursues independent and partnered programs to encourage 
skiers and other visitors to arrive by bus.  An analysis of alternatives for increasing 
the use of mass transit, and/or increasing the number of passengers per private 
vehicle has been undertaken for the ski area by BUNT & Associates and is 
presented in Chapter 8.

• The 2015 Site Guidelines identify improvements to parking lots 1, 2, 3 and 4 that 
will accommodate in excess of 3,000 private vehicle parking stalls and 50 bus 
parking stalls.  This represents an addition of more than 1,100 parking stalls from 
the current supply of 1,951.  The finished capacity of the ski area’s parking lots, 
coupled with planned increase to bus access, will meet or exceed LRP visitor 
demand.  The ski area plans a phased approach to developing available parking 
spaces with initial projects focusing on existing Parking Lots 2, 3 and 4.  

• The LLSA’s summer visitor program requires less than 500 parking spaces, allowing 
these and other visitors to park all day, without having to deal with increasing 
congestion at Village and upper Lake Louise parking lots.  From the LLSA’s parking 
lots, rapid connections to Lake Louise itself, and to the Village are available using 
the ski area’s free passenger shuttle bus system.  
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• To ensure that power, water, sewer and waste management systems are adequate 
to meet the needs of these proposed developments, the LLSA has developed 
a Utilities Plan for the first LRP in consultation with utility providers FORTIS 
Alberta (FORTIS) for electrical supply and distribution, and Parks Canada which 
operates the Lake Louise Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP) and waste 
transfer management system and facilities.  All LLSA wastewater is collected by 
underground pipeline and delivered to the Lake Louise WWTP.   Solid waste is 
transferred by private haulers for the LLSA to regional disposal facilities located 
east of Banff National Park.  

• The LLSA’s snowmaking system was first developed in 1984, and since then has 
expanded to include most popular ski runs on the SW-facing slopes of Whitehorn 
Mountain.  Limited snowmaking has been installed in the Larch area, much of it 
using mobile water-only fan guns and surface water hoses.  The ski area plans 
to extend snowmaking to new ski terrain on Richardson’s Ridge, and improve 
snowmaking in the Larch and Ptarmigan ski pods.

• The ski area’s consultants conducted extensive studies to determine the most 
optimal way to supply potable and snowmaking water.  The ski area’s main water 
supply is from an intake gallery installed in the bed of the Pipestone River near 
the Trans-Canada Highway.  To reduce water demand in the lower-flow winter 
months, a major reservoir will be constructed at the Gondola Base (taking water 
from Pipestone Creek), with a smaller reservoir proposed for a site in the Temple 
/ Ptarmigan base area.  An alternative site for the main water reservoir at the 
Gondola-base has been identified adjacent to the Whisky Jack base area.  This 
alternative is described in further detail in Chapter 8 (Section 4) of the LRP.  The 
Temple reservoir would take water from Corral Creek during the Spring run-off 
period, as well as from local surface and sub-surface sources.  This LRP includes 
a proposal to use groundwater resources to supply all or a portion of the ski area’s 
water demand from wells developed in 2003 on land leased by the ski area in Lake 
Louise Village.

Implementing the Long-Range Plan:

The full implementation period for this first LRP has been projected to be between 10 and 
12 years.  The Long-Range Plan (LRP), provides many alternative opportunities to improve 
the visitor experience, provide a better operational balance and add to the environmental 
appreciation for visitors. There are many projects described within the LRP that will 
directly and indirectly contribute to these goals. To ensure that the LRP is achievable, an 
implementation plan has been developed which will address a complex web of variables. 
This plan is presented in further detail in Chapter 9. 
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The implementation plan has been broken down into several phases for analysis.  Each 
phase represents projects required to complete the work for one functional area of the ski 
area’s development, but each phase may or may not be completed in chronological order. 
It is recognized that within any given year, the ski area may be pushed out of balance with 
respect to some of the criteria listed above. However, the goal is to restore ski area balance 
by the completion of any one phase of the development.

Projects assigned to the first phase of LRP implementation include:

Primary Projects:

• Richardson’s Ridge Express Lift, Run Development, Glading and Snowmaking;

• Prunepicker Transportation Lift, Play Area and Surface Lift(s), and Snowmaking;

• Lower Juniper Chairlift, Ski Runs, Adult Learning Centre, Play Area and 
Snowmaking;

• G-Base (or alternative site) Water Reservoir;

• If approved by Parks Canada following completion of hydrological tests and a DIA, 
redevelopment of the wells at the 4-2 Site, and the installation of a water pipeline to 
the pumphouse at the Gondola-Base;

• Temple Lodge Expansion;

• Initiate Construction of the Eagle Ridge Day Lodge;

• Initiate Construction of the Eagle Ridge Interpretive Hiking Trails; 

• Construct Richardson’s Ridge Egress Skiway Route (ski out);

• West Bowl, Glading, and Construct Egress (ski out); and

• Summit Chairlift Construction (re-location).

Dependent Projects:

• 4-2 Staff Accommodation Expansion (already underway); and

• Pika-Boo Ski Run Redevelopment



xxx
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Praise and Best Wishes for Matt Hadley

Matt has been a key member of the Lake Louise Ski Area’s design team from the 
outset of the Long-Range Planning program.  Raised in New Brunswick, and now a 
Canmore resident, Matt is a Trails Technologist for McElhanney Engineering.  He brought 
enthusiasm and his unique perspective as an outdoor adventurer, and once Canada’s 4th 
ranked mountain biker, to the design of a system of interpretive hiking trails linked to the 
proposed new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge.  His designs include trails for a full range of visitor 
capabilities, including those with impaired mobility.

Matt’s right leg, arm and hand were seriously injured in a life-threatening accident when 
struck by a falling rock while hiking with his wife Catherine Vipond (herself a past mountain 
biking champion) near Moab, Utah.  Saved by Catherine’s fast action, and brought to safety 
by the Grand County EMS, Matt spent 20 days in hospital in Denver undergoing numerous 
surgeries before being flown to Calgary.  His rehabilitation continues at the Foothills 
Hospital.  A GoFundMe page has been established to help Matt and Catherine with what 
will be a lengthy rehabilitation.

The Lake Louise Ski Area and all the members of the Long-Range Planning team join to 
extend best wishes to Matt and Catherine for his rehabilitation.  We fully expect to see Matt 
this summer back in the mountains he loves and returning to work as one of the best trail 
designers in Canada’s Rocky Mountains.    
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1.0 NATIONAL PARK SETTING AND SKI AREA 
LONG-RANGE PLANNING PROCESS

1.1 NATIONAL PARK AND REGIONAL SETTING

The Lake Louise Ski Area (LLSA) is one of four long-standing and internationally 
recognized downhill ski areas located within Banff and Jasper National Parks. It is also a 
key summer attraction for visitors to Banff National Park.  Administration of the Lake Louise 
Ski Area is delegated to the Superintendent of Parks Canada’s Lake Louise, Kootenay and 
Yoho National Parks Field Office whose head offices are located at Lake Louise, Alberta.

Lake Louise is located almost 200 km (a two-hour drive) west from Calgary on the 
Trans-Canada Highway which is twinned to the Continental Divide.  Banff National Park 
encompasses 6,641 km2, while the four Rocky Mountain National Parks occupy in excess 
of 20,000 km2, 97% of which has legislated wilderness designation and protection under 
the National Parks Act.  Banff and the neighbouring Kootenay, Yoho and Jasper National 
Parks are internationally renowned protected areas whose wildlife, alpine scenery, rivers, 
lakes and glaciers attract almost 5 million visitors annually.  

Established in 1984, the Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks UNESCO World Heritage Site 
encompasses Banff, Kootenay, Jasper and Yoho National Parks as well as adjacent Mount 
Robson, Mount Assiniboine, and Hamber Provincial Parks.  Together these protected 
natural heritage parks encompass almost 2.3 million hectares, exemplifying the physical 
features of the Rocky Mountain Biogeographical Province1.  The Burgess Shale, exposed 
in Yoho and Banff National Parks is one of the most significant Cambrian fossil areas in the 
world, featuring abundant soft-bodied marine organisms.

Lake Louise is the highest-elevation permanent settlement in Canada.  There are three 
distinct development nodes: the small valley-floor Hamlet (Lake Louise Village); Upper 
Lake Louise which is four kilometres uphill from the village and home to Lake Louise, 
the Chateau Lake Louise and Deer Lodge; and the Lake Louise Ski Area and Summer 
Sightseeing Gondola, nestled across the valley on the southwest-facing slopes of 
Whitehorn Mountain.  Banff is a 40-minute drive east of Lake Louise on the Trans-Canada 
Highway.  It was incorporated as an Alberta Municipality in 1990.  

To ensure that its policies to restrict growth are observed, the federal government has 
final approval authority for the Town of Banff’s Municipal Development Plan and Land Use 
Bylaw.  Banff has a population of approximately 8,000 permanent residents and is flanked 
on all sides by towering mountains, including Mount Rundle, Sulphur Mountain, Mount 
Norquay, and Cascade Mountain.

1 UNESCO, World Heritage List, 2018
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Figure 1-1. Regional Context

Parks Canada and the Mountain National Parks are increasingly recognized for 
conservation leadership in Canada and globally.  Cutting-edge programs for climate 
change, prescribed burns to increase habitat diversity, aquatic restoration to reverse 
decades of stocking with non-native species, transportation corridor wildlife mitigations, and 
species-at-risk protection programs demonstrate Parks Canada’s long-term commitment to 
heritage protection and presentation.  

This is the setting in which the four long-standing national park ski areas are situated, three 
in Banff (Mt. Norquay, Sunshine Village and Lake Louise Ski Area) and Marmot Basin in 
Jasper.  As previously noted, Parks Canada has also been actively managing the national 
park ski areas, pursuing new long-range plans for their development and operations which 
include development caps.  The two smaller ski areas, Mt. Norquay in Banff and Marmot 
Basin in Jasper have completed new long-range plans.  

The Lake Louise Ski Area, the largest of the four will be the third ski area to complete its 
long-range plan on a new, 42-year lease that is 50% reduced in area from the existing.  The 
addition of 2 winter-season licenses of occupation reduce the net area reduction to 30%.  
A total of 1,536 hectares of land will be used for skiing at the LLSA, less than one-tenth of 
one-percent of Banff’s area. 

1.2 REGIONAL SKI AREA CONTEXT, HISTORY, TRADITIONS AND 
COMMUNITY LINKS (A SUMMARY)

Banff and Lake Louise have a meaningful heritage that is worthy of commemorating and 
sharing.  Indigenous people have lived in the foothills and forests of the Rocky Mountains 
for thousands of years.  Many areas within today’s Park boundaries were sacred places 
where medicines and necessities of life were gathered and hunted, trades were conducted, 
and celebrations, ceremonies and visions occurred. 



Figure 1-1. Regional Context
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1.2.1 BANFF AS A TOURISM DESTINATION:

1883: Railway workers stumbled upon Banff Hot Springs in the railway settlement of ‘Siding 
29’ (now the Town of Banff). The Cave and Basin Hot Springs was identified as a prime 
tourist attraction. The Canadian Government established a protective reserve as a result of 
competing claims.

Sir William Van Horne, President of the CPR: “If we cannot export the scenery, then 
we will have to import the tourists.” 

1885: The Rocky Mountains Park of Canada (later renamed Banff National Park) was born, 
Canada’s first national park, and the third in the world. Thousands of tourists from Canada 
and Europe began visiting each summer.  

During WW1 and the Great Depression, Work camps provided low-cost labour to extend 
national park roads and parkways to foster tourism; and to construct and work on various 
other National Park visitor facilities.

1.2.2 THE BIRTHPLACE OF SKIING IN CANADA:

1880s: Concurrent with the advent of summer tourism, Swiss mountain guides who came 
to guide summer climbers began to stay through winter, too, introducing big mountain 
alpine mountaineering and skiing to the area.

1917: The Banff Ski Club was formed, based at Mt. Norquay. Ski runs and jumps were 
created, and chalets were built at Norquay and elsewhere. 

1930s: The Ski Club of the Canadian Rockies built several other ski buildings and huts in 
Banff National Park.  

1931: Skoki Lodge, the first overnight commercial ski lodge in Canada, was built in the 
backcountry of what is now the Lake Louise Ski Area. The ski pioneers deemed this spot 
as optimal in Banff National Park for its incredible terrain, spectacular scenery and reliable 
ski conditions. Skoki Lodge is now a National Heritage Site operated by the Lake Louise 
Ski Area. 

1938: The Temple Ski Lodge was built as a mid-way link between the Lake Louise Ski 
Lodge in the current day village and Skoki Lodge. Temple Lodge still exists on the backside 
of the present-day Lake Louise Ski Area and the Lake Louise Ski Lodge became the Post 
Hotel.

1954: The first mechanized ski lift at Lake Louise was installed, a tow lift above Temple 
Lodge.  
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1959: The Whitehorn Sedan (Gondola) Lift was built from the Lake Louise valley floor to 
halfway up the frontside of Whitehorn Mountain. It operated in summer and winter as a 
sightseeing and ski lift.

1960s: A ski lift from the top of the Gondola to the top of Whitehorn mountain was installed 
to link the Temple Lodge area. 

1960s: Local mountaineers, (including Charlie Locke, who went on to purchase the Lake 
Louise Ski Area), began to scale peaks around Lake Louise and Banff National Park. Their 
many first ascents and other mountaineering feats were precedent-setting, and some have 
not been repeated since.

1.2.3 LAKE LOUISE SKI AREA’S FAILED DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL – 
1970s:

1971: The investor group that operated the current lifts presented a proposal for a large 
scale and dramatic expansion of the ski lifts and village of Lake Louise. The proposal was 
deemed inappropriate for a National Park and included, at the base of the ski area, a large 
commercial and residential village with numerous hotels and condos. Further, it did not 
have any provisions for Environmental Assessments. The proposal was ultimately denied, 
and its proponents then exported the blueprints for the plan westward. The ski resort area 
of Whistler was based on the concept initially proposed for Lake Louise. 

1970’s – 1980s: Despite the reassurance that Lake Louise would not evolve as an 
accommodation-based resort, no new vision or master plan was implemented throughout 
the next decade. This made it very difficult for the ski area to evolve in keeping with 
industry standards and national park guest expectations over the coming decades. 

1.2.4 LAKE LOUISE SKI AREA’S INITIAL MASTER PLANNING PROCESS – 
1980s: 

1981: The ski area lease was purchased by Charlie and Louise Locke of Calgary and Banff, 
who remain the operators today.

Early 1980’s: The priority became negotiating a ski area development plan with Parks 
Canada that would be much more reasonable than that previously proposed. The 1981 
plan, although modest in scope, incorporated updated industry standards and did address 
environmental protection safeguards. It continues to guide many aspects of ski area 
development and operations and will be replaced by the provisions of this Long-Range 
Plan.
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1980 – 2019: Despite having its 1981 ‘approved plan’, in practice, some projects had only 
been partially permitted, while others had stalled. By the early 2000s, it was recognized 
that the 1981 Lake Louise Ski Area Long-Range Plan was not providing for long-term 
adequate servicing of key visitor needs and expectations. This current 2019 Long-Range 
Plan will finally provide a solid, well-thought out, master planning process to place firm 
limits on future development.

1.2.5 A NEW ERA OF MANAGEMENT FOR BANFF NATIONAL PARK – 
1990s – 2019: 

The 1990s saw improved cooperation between businesses and park managers which 
allowed mutual goals to be met. The notion of being stewards of the land became a 
fundamental core value. 

Of critical importance became engaging and educating the public about National Park 
values and inspiring visitors to receive and adopt conservation messages.

The ski area re-established its summer sightseeing program in 1993 to build awareness 
about the importance of ecological conservation and imbue an appreciation for the natural 
area in its visitors. It also became the first ski area in the Canadian Rockies to create an 
Environmental Management Department. The Ski Area retained Dave Day, retired Banff 
National Park Superintendent, to develop both initiatives, thus ensuring that messaging and 
goals would align directly with those of Park Managers. 

For the past 40 years, ecological integrity has been a key and primary focus of the ski area, 
and numerous multi-decade studies and data collection programs have been conducted, 
particularly in the area of vegetation reclamation but also pertaining to wildlife and water. 
The ski area has been a North America industry leader in many environmental-related 
areas. 

Today, the Environmental Department’s role includes aspects associated with 
contemporary Environment Management Systems (EMS), for example: 

• Mitigating or avoiding environmental impacts;
• Monitoring wildlife;
• Reclaiming and re-vegetating disturbed sites in the Subalpine and Alpine life zones;
• Monitoring and reducing water use;
• Tracking and reducing fuel use and emissions;
• Promoting investments in energy efficiencies;
• Implementing recycling and reuse programs;
• Reducing and eliminating the use of plastics;

• Promoting thoughtful and efficient building designs. 
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1.2.6 THE LAKE LOUISE SKI AREA’S GOALS & VISION: 

The Lake Louise Ski Area is a family owned and operated business. Ownership and 
management believe passionately in honouring the natural environment and in the following 
organizational goals: 

• Safeguarding key ecological resources and ecosystems in Banff National Park for 
all future generations; 

• Contributing positively to assure healthy and whole local communities. (As one of 
the largest employers in Banff National Park, and as local volunteers, leaders and 
philanthropists);

• Providing safe, fulfilling and engaging workplaces for young people starting out 
who require work experience; and meaningful career opportunities and professional 
development for employees, supervisors and managers of all stages of their 
careers; 

• Contributing to and fostering sport development and outdoor and nature 
appreciation;

• Providing safe, high-quality sport, recreational and educational experiences for 
national park visitors in a setting that inspires visitors of all ages to appreciate 
Banff’s natural environment and heritage;

• Providing high-quality tourism products and services and contributing positively to 
the local, regional and national economies;

• Advancing environmental education, and promoting the region’s history, cultural, 
heritage, art and stories of this special area; and

• Engaging regional community members, including Indigenous communities, to 
share the stories of their cultures, traditions, and values.

With a skilled management team and a large qualified group of environmental experts, 
scientists and ski industry planners, the Lake Louise Ski Area looks forward to sharing 
with key stakeholders a development plan framework that thoughtfully demonstrates 
complementary suites of environmental, visitor experience, heritage programming, 
economic, community and social welfare-related gains.
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1.2.7 THE LAKE LOUISE SKI AREA’S WORKFORCE: 

The Lake Louise Ski Area is one of the largest employers in Banff National Park. With 
up to 700 employees during the winter, and about half this number in summer, it provides 
valuable job experience and training for many young people and stable careers for many 
long-term residents. The ski area:

• Facilitates and funds ongoing professional development for its employees;

• Sponsors the pursuit of professional accreditation in the trades; 

• Supports staff to secure outdoor education-related certifications such as the 
Association of Canadian Mountain Guides certifications, and participation in 
courses to do with mountain and avalanche safety;

• Supports community volunteering and engagement;

• Attends job fairs across the country (including Indigenous job fairs). About 80% of 
the ski area’s workforce is Canadian, and this is largely comprised of youth in the 
early stages of their careers. New developments proposed in the LRP will add 200-
250 new positions

1.2.8 THE LAKE LOUISE SKI AREA & COMMUNITY SUPPORT:

The Lake Louise Ski Area partners with local organizations and provides financial support 
to a variety of community groups, for instance:

• With Canadian Rockies Outdoor Learning Centre: to offer a high school course 
for Bow Valley students that focuses on outdoor learning and safety. The ski area 
provides learning spaces and instructors;

• With Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies: to further enhance the museum’s 
relationship with the Bow Valley’s Indigenous people and their stories; to preserve 
and promote the history of mountaineering; and to showcase activities that promote 
the area’s heritage of skiing;

• With Banff Canmore Community Foundation: The LLSA is proud to be one the 
original Community Champions of the Banff Canmore Community Foundation, 
which sponsors community capital investments and local grants and scholarships;

• By financially supporting: Canadian Red Cross; STARS Air Ambulance; Canadian 
Mental Health Association; Summit Foundation for Cystic Fibrosis;  Alberta Cancer 
Foundation; Southern Alberta Brain Injury Society; Alberta Adolescent Recovery 
Centre; YWCA Canmore; Bow Valley Victim Services; Banff Mineral Springs 
Hospital; Children’s Wish Foundation; Dreams Take Flight Calgary; Rocky Mountain 
School District; Banff Elementary School; Didsbury Preschool Society; Lake 
Louise Local Firefighter Fund and Santa’s Anonymous; Local and regional youth 
sporting clubs and groups; Small ski areas across the Prairies; and other charitable 
organizations.
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1.2.9 THE LAKE LOUISE SKI AREA & SPORT DEVELOPMENT:

Fostering youth and amateur athletic development is a key goal and the ski area is a strong 
supporter of youth and amateur athletic development. For instance, the ski area;

• Provides training space to local ski and snowboard clubs and the hundreds of 
children enrolled in these programs;

• Hosts dozens of youth and amateur ski and snowboard competitions each year 
(Races, Freestyle & Freeride competitions);

• Provides administrative and financial support to ski and snowboard clubs;
• Hosts and provides financial support to the annual Men’s and Women’s World 

International Cup Alpine Races;
• Offers numerous low cost or free-of-charge initiatives to introduce people and 

communities to snow sports: New Canadians; first-time skiers; underprivileged 
youth;

• Offers low cost multi-week camps and lesson series for local and regional youth;
• Hosts community ski days for Bow Valley locals to ski inexpensively, donating 100% 

of proceeds from heavily discounted lift tickets to local community causes;

• Supports world level athletes such as Olympic gold medallist, Brady Leman.

1.3 OVERVIEW OF THE NATIONAL PARK SKI AREA PLANNING 
PROCESS

1.3.1 THE CANADA NATIONAL PARKS ACT (2000):

Banff National Park is Canada’s first and most popular National Park, established in 1885.  
Like all of Canada’s National Parks, Banff is administered by the Parks Canada Agency 
(“Parks Canada”) and is subject to the provisions of the Canada National Parks Act2 which 
was first proclaimed in 1930.  The Canada National Parks Act authorizes the Government 
of Canada to protect natural and historic heritage in a system of national parks (47), historic 
sites (171) and marine conservation areas.  

The dedication clause of the Canada National Parks Act provides that, “The national parks 
of Canada are hereby dedicated to the people of Canada for their benefit, education and 
enjoyment, subject to this Act and the regulations, and the parks shall be maintained and 
made use of so as to leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations”.  The 
Canada National Parks Act confirms that ecological integrity will be the first priority in 
decision-making for national parks, a principle that underlies the policy planning process 
that Parks Canada has established for national park ski areas including setting capacity 
limits and specific goals for preserving ecological integrity. 

2 Government of Canada; Canada National Parks Act, (SC 2000, c 32).  The Canada National Parks Act was first 
proclaimed in 1930. 
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1.3.2 THE PARKS CANADA AGENCY (1999):

Established in 1999, Parks Canada is a Government of Canada organization that reports 
to the Minister of Environment and Climate Change and is accountable to Canadians 
through Parliament3.  The mandate of the Parks Canada Agency is to protect and present 
nationally significant examples of Canada’s natural and cultural heritage while fostering 
public understanding, appreciation and enjoyment in ways that ensure their ecological and 
commemorative integrity are preserved for present and future generations of Canadians.  
To meet this challenge, Parks Canada has established several Policy and Planning 
processes that are described in this section of the Long-Range Plan (“LRP”).  

Parks Canada supports a healthy and viable ski industry consistent with the Banff National 
Park Management Plan4 which recognizes that a carefully planned and managed ski 
area can contribute to meaningful engagement of park visitors in both winter and summer 
seasons, while complementing the conservation and restoration objectives of the federal 
government and making valuable contributions to the economy.

1.3.3 THE BANFF NATIONAL PARK MANAGEMENT PLAN (2010):

The Canada National Parks Act mandates the Parks Canada Agency to prepare 
Management Plans for all National Parks.  The Banff National Park Management Plan 
(the “Park Management Plan”) received Ministerial approval in 2010 and will be updated in 
2020.  Its progress is reviewed annually by Parks Canada in consultation with key public 
interest groups.  Its scope includes the area of Banff National Park which is administered 
by the Lake Louise, Kootenay and Yoho Field Unit (whose offices are situated in the Village 
of Lake Louise, and in Field and Radium, B.C.) and within which the Lake Louise Ski Area 
(“LLSA”) is entirely situated.

There are several important provisions of the Park Management Plan that clarify Parks 
Canada’s goals for the management of National Park Ski Areas, and specifically the LLSA.  
The Park Management Plan recognizes that, “The area has a long winter, with the earliest 
access to cross-country skiing.  The Lake Louise ski area is an international destination. It 
hosts World Cup downhill ski events in November and December”.   The Park Management 
Plan sets as a goal, “Providing long-term certainty for Banff’s internationally acclaimed ski 
areas, as a cornerstone of winter tourism”.  The Park Management Plan commits Parks 
Canada to:

3 Let’s Talk Parks, Canada! Report of the Minister’s Round Table on Parks Canada, Parks Canada, 2018.
4 Parks Canada Agency; Banff National Park Management Plan, 2010.
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“Work with each ski operator, to develop site guidelines that include negotiated permanent 
limits to growth in a manner that:

• Builds on and enhances Banff’s international reputation for unique national park 
skiing experiences;

• Supports the maintenance or restoration of the park’s ecological integrity;

• Facilitates memorable national park visitor experiences and educational 
opportunities; and 

• Provides ski area operators with clear parameters for long-range and business 
planning in support of an economically healthy operation”.

Specifically, the Park Management Plan notes that, “Parks Canada’s Ski Area Management 
Guidelines will guide all future ski area development at Lake Louise ski area, including 
summer use”.  The Plan commits Parks Canada to work with ski area operators to 
complete the development of Site Guidelines and negotiated growth limits.  

The current approved planned skier capacity for the Lake Louise Ski Area is 6,000 skiers 
per day.  Negotiating growth limits for National Park Ski Areas is a direct extension of 
parallel effort by the Agency to establish limits to development in Banff National Park for 
towns and visitor centres, and for commercial developments including Outlying Commercial 
Accommodations.  

The Banff National Park Management Plan notes that limits to development in Canada’s 
national parks were established in the late 1990s and early 2000s as a result of extensive 
analysis and public review.  They are prescribed within the Canada National Parks Act 
for national park and community plans, national park zoning, and land-use agreements.  
A large part of the park is legislated as Declared Wilderness.  The Park Management 
Plan recognizes that maintaining limits to development and commercial activity in Banff 
National Park must be done while encouraging creative redevelopment to enhance visitor 
experiences and the quality of the built environment.

Important for the LLSA is the commitment by Parks Canada in the Park Management Plan 
to protect wildlife corridors north and south of the community of Lake Louise.  North of 
the Trans-Canada Highway, a key portion of the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor (about which 
substantial new information has and continues to be collected) crosses the existing ski area 
lease below and traverses the LLSA’s Whitehorn Drive.  The Park Management Plan notes 
that the effectiveness of the Whitehorn corridor is to be maintained or improved, while the 
Fairview corridor effectiveness is to be improved.
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1.3.4 PARKS CANADA SKI AREA MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES (2006): 

Parks Canada’s Ski Area Management Guidelines (2006)5 are a Policy document that 
applies to all national park ski areas, providing direction for ski area boundary and land 
tenure agreements, capacity, planning, development and operations.  The Ski Area 
Management Guidelines specify that Parks Canada’s primary goal for the management of 
ski areas is to achieve long-term use and certainty that: 

• Ensures ecological integrity will be maintained or restored;  

• Contributes to facilitating memorable national park visitor experiences and 
education opportunities; and  

• Provides ski area operators with clear parameters for business planning in support 
of an economically healthy operation. 

The Ski Area Management Guidelines provide overarching direction for:  

• The approach and principles to ski area planning and management;  

• The scope of permissible ski area land use and development;  

• Conditions that apply to the development of buildings and infrastructure;  

• Ecological management; and 

• The development of ‘Site Guidelines’ that provide a framework for the preparation of 
Long-Range Plans for each ski area. 

While the provisions of the Ski Area Management Guidelines apply to all ski areas, they 
also permit Parks Canada to consider exceptions to the guidelines if there are associated 
substantial environmental gains.  Potential exceptions and associated substantial 
environmental gains are considered in the development of Ski Area Site Guidelines and 
implemented through Long-Range Plans.  The Ski Area Management Guidelines provide 
the main direction for ski area planning.

1.3.5 THE LAKE LOUISE SKI AREA SITE GUIDELINES FOR 
DEVELOPMENT AND USE (2015):

The Lake Louise Ski Area Site Guidelines for Development and Use6 (“2015 Site 
Guidelines”) is a Parks Canada policy-planning document drafted in collaboration and 
with the Lake Louise Ski Area as leaseholder and business operator. The development of 
the 2015 Site Guidelines is based on an analysis of key strategic considerations focused 
primarily on sustainable business practices, visitor experience, and resource protection and 
restoration requirements.

5 Parks Canada Agency, Banff National Park; Ski Area Management Guidelines, 2006.
6 Parks Canada Agency, Lake Louise Ski Area Site Guidelines for Development and Use, 2015
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The Lake Louise Ski Area Site Guidelines for Development and Use were approved in 
2015 by Parks Canada’s Chief Executive Officer.  Consistent with the provisions of the Ski 
Area Management Guidelines (2006), they establish the scope, management parameters 
and conditions on which future development and use proposals may be considered for 
the foreseeable future.  The format for the 2015 Site Guidelines includes a ‘Core Concept’ 
and strategies which serve as the basis for ski area planning and development including 
adjustments to the leasehold, capacity and growth limits, ecological management strategies 
and parameters and heritage tourism direction.  General guidelines provide a planning 
framework based on accepted industry standards.  Area Concepts provide a greater level 
of clarity and detail on the scope of potential use and activity that may be considered for 
different zones within the ski area.

1.3.6 PARKS CANADA’S ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
PROCESS: 

Parks Canada’s Environmental Impact Analysis Process meets its obligation under the 
Canadian Environmental Assessment Act7 (“CEAA”) for identifying and managing the 
adverse environmental effects of projects for which it has decision-making authority. 

Consistent with the Ski Area Management Guidelines and Parks Canada’s Environmental 
Assessment Policy, a Strategic Environmental Assessment (“SEA”) was subsequently 
prepared by Parks Canada specialists and reviewed by independent scientific peers.  Both 
the 2015 Site Guidelines and the SEA were subject to comprehensive public participation 
and review prior to approval. 

1.3.7 PROJECT PERMITTING AND DEVELOPMENT:

This, Long-Range Plan does not include any requests for Project Development approval.  
This first LRP seeks approval to advance a suite of projects that will be brought forward 
by the LLSA for development over a projected useful lifetime of 10 to 15-years.  Sufficient 
information has been submitted for all projects in this LRP to allow the completion of a 
Detailed Impact Analysis (DIA) by Golder Associates. 

This first LRP includes a preliminary sequence for major projects (focused on those 
which address commercial and other visitor services which are presently below the 
industry standard on peak attendance days); however, the order in which projects will be 
advanced to Parks Canada for project development will be determined by LLSA.  An initial 
Implementation Scheme is included as Chapter 9 of this Long-Range Plan.  Many variables 
will affect this, and any Implementation Scheme will almost certainly affect the pace and 
sequence of project development.  

7 Government of Canada; Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 (S.C. 2012, c. 19, s. 52).
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The LLSA anticipates that a second LRP will be advanced when wildlife studies allow 
conceptual skiing use of Hidden Bowl to be fully developed, and prior to the implementation 
of all aspects of the first LRP.  This may happen within 5 - 10 years, when developments 
on Richardson Ridge have been completed.  Any such further LRP will include already 
approved, but unbuilt projects from the first LRP, as well as new or updated development 
proposals.  It will be submitted to the same planning and review process applied to this first 
LRP.

Subsequent to LRP approval, further consultation with Parks Canada is required at the 
project development stage to ensure that all legislative, regulatory, and policy requirements 
are met.  The procedure for advancing projects to the development (permitting) stage is 
established in the 2006 Parks Canada ‘Ski Area Management Guidelines’, and for many 
types of projects further guidance is provided in the 2008 Mountain National Parks ‘Best 
Management Practices for Development at Ski Areas in Banff and Jasper National Parks’8.  
These consultations are intended to ensure that the ski area is meeting Parks Canada’s 
detailed expectations for siting requirements, construction methods, and environmental 
protection.

1.4 2015 SITE GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPMENT AND USE FOR THE 
LAKE LOUISE SKI AREA (PRINCIPAL DIRECTIONS)

1.4.1 PARKS CANADA LETTER OF CONCURRENCE

“The Lake Louise Site Guidelines for Development and Use represent a significant step 
towards ensuring ongoing protection of Banff National Park, while sustaining its unique 
appeal as a national park destination within a UNESCO World Heritage Site”.  This 
affirmation of confidence in the integrity of the Lake Louise Ski Area long-range planning 
process is included in the opening remarks by then Chief Executive Officer (CEO) for Parks 
Canada, Mr. Alan Latourelle in his Statement of Concurrence at the lead in to the 2015 Site 
Guidelines.  

The CEO was affirming remarks made by the Commissioner of the Environment and 
Sustainable Development in a 2013 report which concluded that Parks Canada is fulfilling 
its key responsibilities for maintaining or restoring ecological integrity in Canada’s national 
parks and has developed a solid framework of policies, directives, and guidelines

The CEO highlighted that, “Banff National Park has earned a reputation as a global 
leader in innovative and leading-edge conservation initiatives; and has become an 
international model for a variety of bear management practices, aquatic restoration, and 
fire management”.   “At the same time, Parks Canada is the country’s number-one provider 
of Canadian tourism destinations.  Parks Canada has an overarching obligation to work 
closely with the people and communities whose livelihood depends on visitor spending.  

8 Parks Canada Agency, Mountain Parks, Best Management Practices for Development at Ski Areas in Banff and 
Jasper National Parks, 2008
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He continued, “Parks Canada supports initiatives by the tourism industry that enhance 
visitor experiences that connect people to our treasured places to foster meaningful and 
lasting connections.  For many Canadians, downhill skiing in iconic Banff and Jasper 
National Parks is a regular pastime, a cherished memory or a bucket-list activity, fostering 
a lifelong relationship with our national parks that will help ensure their future on our 
landscape for generations to come”.  “Parks Canada approaches planning with the 
Mountain Parks ski areas carefully and in a principled fashion, respecting the rigorous 
requirements of Ski Area Management Guidelines 2006, our governing policy instrument, 
and the legal requirements of our governing legislation, including the Canada National 
Parks Act, Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 2012, and Species at Risk Act”.

“To respond to the evolving nature of the industry, and to continue to meet the demands of 
visitors, Lake Louise would like to renew its services and facilities.  To meet this challenge, 
Parks Canada and Lake Louise worked together to develop these Site Guidelines, which 
provide clear direction in terms of allowable commercial development, growth and visitor 
opportunities for the future”.  

“For ski areas, Site Guidelines serve as a useful planning tool.  They describe the nature 
and scope of development and use that can be considered in the future and identify 
proposed permanent growth limits.  The Site Guidelines are intended to serve as a road 
map for both Parks Canada and the ski area operator and ensure that decisions are 
consistent with Parks Canada’s mandate, the 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines, the 
Park Management Plan, and the needs of the ski area”.

This first part of this section of Chapter 1 is largely drawn from the ‘Statement of 
Concurrence” submitted in the 2015 Site Guidelines by then Chief Executive Officer for 
Parks Canada, Mr. Alan Latourelle, and that submitted by Mr. Charlie Locke, Owner / 
Proprietor of the Lake Louise Ski Area.  Together, these letters are the opening pages of 
the 2015 Site Guidelines - their importance cannot be underestimated.  
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The CEO re-iterated the Policy Planning Principles established in the Ski Area 
Management Guidelines that will apply to implementing the 2015 Site Guidelines:   

Ski Area Management Guidelines: Five Principles

The 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines govern planning for ski areas in the mountain 
national parks.  The guidelines clarify the type of land use that can be considered in these 
areas.  The 2015 Site Guidelines apply five key principles from the Ski Area Management 
Guidelines;

1.  The approach taken to manage growth, and the preparation of the Site 
Guidelines and long-range plans at ski areas, will be similar to that taken for 
communities and outlying commercial accommodation.  

Similar to the approach that was previously established for managing national park 
communities and outlying commercial accommodations (“OCAs”), Parks Canada 
will carefully consider managed, limited growth at the mountain national park ski 
areas within specified parameters. Negotiated, permanent growth limits and clearly 
articulated management parameters will address ecological challenges, contribute 
to a higher quality visitor experience, and support Lake Louise Ski Area’s efforts to 
remain financially viable.

The potential development contemplated in the 2015 Site Guidelines will be 
advanced through subsequent long-range plans. Potential development will take 
place over time and will balance key components such as lifts, terrain, day lodges, 
parking and other services. Issues regarding infrastructure, parking and staff 
housing will be addressed before any development takes place.

2.  Inside the existing developed area, new development may be considered if 
potential ecological impacts can be mitigated.

To prevent any significant impact on wildlife, vegetation and aquatic environments, 
the 2015 Site Guidelines include key ecological management parameters. 
Development proposals must clearly demonstrate that these parameters will be 
achieved.

The existing ski area lease covers 2,190 hectares. Much of the existing lease has 
not been developed for skiing and lies outside its developed area. The developed 
area includes ski runs, gladed areas, buildings, parking lots and other structures. 
Initiatives that the ski area may wish to pursue that can be considered within this 
area, if advanced as part of formal long-range plan proposal, include new lifts, 
runs and gladed areas; run widening; expanded terrain covered by snowmaking; 
parking expansion inside the existing developed area; increased use of mass transit; 
expansion of existing, and construction of new day lodges (commercial space); and 
development of warming huts.
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Consistent with the 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines, in recognition that it 
will take time to prepare a long-range plan, Parks Canada may consider projects 
following the approval of Site Guidelines, but in advance of the first long-range 
plan, if proposals are “entirely within the existing Developed Area, do not contribute 
significantly to cumulative effects, are not linked to other projects and long-range 
plan decisions and do not result in incremental expansion.”  

3.  Outside the developed area, new development may be considered if it results 
in a substantial environmental gain.

• The 2015 Site Guidelines contain four key proposals that can be considered 
substantial environmental gains, including:

 ◦ Removal of Purple and Wolverine Bowl lands from the ski area 
lease. These lands have long been identified by Parks Canada as 
important wildlife habitat and as a corridor link with soil and vegetation 
complexes with groundwater that feeds into Corral Creek; 

 ◦ Removal of land associated with the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor from 
the ski area. The addition of these lands to the protected area of the 
park will provide greater certainty that wildlife movement through 
these areas will remain unimpaired (for details on the implementation 
of these land exchanges, readers are referred to Section 1.6 of this 
Report);

 ◦ Relocation of summer use to improve Grizzly Bear habitat. Moving 
summer season sightseeing and hiking to the upper ridge of 
Whitehorn Mountain will relocate visitors and operational use away 
from prime mid-mountain summer Grizzly Bear habitat; and 

 ◦ Significant reduction of water withdrawal during low flows from the 
Pipestone River and Corral Creek. Higher-volume water withdrawal 
from the Pipestone River in the fall for snow making during low flow 
will be reduced with the introduction of reservoirs to be charged during 
high flow. These measures will protect listed Species at Risk (species 
of concern), including Westslope Cutthroat Trout and COSEWIC listed 
Bull Trout.

The Lake Louise Ski Area has agreed to these substantial environmental gains to 
make it possible for several initiatives that would be considered exceptions to the 
2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines. Exceptions include:

• Parks Canada will issue winter-use-only Licenses of Occupation for West and 
Hidden Bowls for lands currently outside the ski area lease. While one lift can 
be proposed in Hidden Bowl, no lifts are allowed in West Bowl. There will be 
no cut runs in the bowls, and no grooming, although some limited glading and 
bowl egress trails will be allowed.
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• The ski area will conduct avalanche control and provide safety patrols;

• The ski area will be allowed to develop Richardson’s Ridge and the West 
Juniper areas as lifted beginner and intermediate terrain;

• The ski area can develop a lodge in the vicinity of the top terminal of the 
Grizzly Gondola to replace the use of the mid-mountain Whitehorn Lodge in 
the summer. In winter, the lodge will provide additional day lodge support skier 
services, relieving current congestion at other lodges and improving visitor 
experience; and

• Terrain modifications will be allowed on three existing skiways that pose skier 
safety challenges because they are narrow, congested, prone to icing, and 
have sudden slope transitions.

All potential future initiatives that are being considered as exceptions to the 2006 
Ski Area Management Guidelines must be advanced by the Lake Louise Ski Area 
as part of their long-range plans and the associated application of the Canada 
Environmental Assessment Act 2012.  A new lease that confirms the lease boundary 
reconfiguration (including the concurrent Licenses of Occupation for Hidden and 
West Bowls) is a requirement for proposals that constitute exceptions to proceed.

4.  Ski areas will contribute to a unique, memorable national park experience and 
promote public appreciation and understanding of the heritage values of the 
park, the world heritage site and local conservation initiatives.

Improvements to lifts, day lodges, parking, runs and ski terrain, if advanced as 
proposals, will enhance the skier experience. To complement these efforts, and to 
reinforce the location of the ski area in a national park, the ski area will:

• Apply Mountain Park ski area best management practices; 

• Develop and apply an architectural theme for building development and 
renovation; and

• Develop a ski-area specific best management practices for managing noise 
and external lighting, competitive events and providing signage.

The current Lake Louise Ski Area summer use program reflects a suite of conditions 
and limitations that were put in place in 2002 primarily to protect Grizzly Bears while 
allowing visitors the opportunity to enjoy the dramatic, iconic viewscapes of Victoria 
Glacier and Lake Louise. The program has been a success both for Grizzly Bears 
and visitors. The existing summer use program may continue until a long-range plan 
is completed and summer operations are relocated.
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The 2015 Site Guidelines outline specific parameters and limitations for proposals 
for changes to summer use. Decisions on any changes will be made in a long-range 
plan subject to the application of the Canada Environmental Assessment Act 2012.  
The 2015 Site Guidelines allow the Lake Louise Ski Area to advance summer use 
relocation and extend gondola operating hours subject to several requirements.  
These include undisturbed periods of time for wildlife, no use of Whitehorn Lodge 
in the summer (once the summer program has been relocated) and restrictions and 
limits on vehicle disturbance, noise and lighting.

To ensure substantive improvements to the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor, the 2015 
Site Guidelines require the ski area to pay the costs of construction, completed by 
Parks Canada, of a wildlife crossing for Whitehorn Road, and to relocate the Fish 
Creek Road and trailhead parking area.  In addition, the ski area must prepare a 
Heritage Tourism Strategy to include winter and summer education.  Programs for 
visitors and ski area staff will help increase the awareness and understanding of 
the heritage values of the park and its world heritage site status. Education and 
interpretation will continue to be a cornerstone of summer operations and will help 
further understanding and the protection of Grizzly Bears.

5. Ski areas will be leaders in environmental management, stewardship and best 
practices.

The 2015 Site Guidelines set out the parameters for attaining ski area balance 
by ensuring long-range plan proposals consider parking, traffic circulation, skier 
congestion, infrastructure impacts, staff accommodation and other aspects. The 
long-range plans also must consider the impacts of their proposals within the current 
national park community and Outlying Commercial Accommodation growth limits 
outlined in the Park Management Plan.

The 2015 Site Guidelines also contain several specific requirements the ski area 
must complete related to environmental management and visitor experience. These 
include an Environmental Management and Monitoring System Strategy, a Water 
Management and Snowmaking Infrastructure Plan, a Ski Run and Vegetation 
Management Improvement Strategy, a Parking and Transportation Management 
Strategy, and a Heritage Tourism Strategy. The ski area must also apply Mountain 
Park Ski Area Best Management Practices for Development in Jasper and Banff 
National Parks, which outline protection measures for routine projects.
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The CEO concluded his remarks as follows: 

“The Lake Louise Site Guidelines for Development and Use and its associated Strategic 
Environmental Assessment detail what can occur over a period of years to ensure any ski 
area development is balanced, improves visitor experience and ensures that ecological 
integrity is maintained or improved. The Site Guidelines provide the framework regarding 
what can be brought forward in future long-range plans, and the parameters and 
requirements that must be met.

The substantial reduction in the leasehold area, improvements to the Whitehorn Wildlife 
Corridor, improved mid-mountain habitat for Grizzly Bears and other wildlife, aquatic 
systems improvements, the establishment of permanent limits to growth, the enhancement 
of environmental stewardship programs and new education programs for skiers and ski 
area staff on the natural and cultural heritage values of Banff National Park, collectively 
represent a major commitment to conservation by the owners / operators of the Lake 
Louise Ski Area that will contribute to the protection of Banff National Park’s ecological 
integrity over the long term. At the same time, improvements to ski terrain, lifts, facilities, 
services and public education opportunities will enhance the winter and summer visitor 
experience.

New summer hours linked with the relocation of visitor use to Eagle Ridge, should these be 
advanced through a Long-Range Plan, will be considered consistent with the parameters 
and requirements of the Site Guidelines and the Strategic Environmental Assessment.

With approval of these Site Guidelines, the Lake Louise Ski Area will be well positioned 
to play an ongoing leadership role within the skiing sector in the use, enjoyment and 
protection of Banff National Park”.

1.4.2 THE LAKE LOUISE SKI AREA LETTER OF CONCURRENCE

The Lake Louise Ski Area’s Letter of Concurrence from the 2015 Site Guidelines is as 
follows:

“The Lake Louise Ski Area (Lake Louise/LLSA) firmly supports both the content and 
the intent of these Site Guidelines.  Lake Louise understands that future development 
proposals that are clearly consistent with the Site Guidelines and are advanced through 
a Long-Range Plan and the associated application of the Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Act will be supported by Parks Canada.

Further, LLSA believes these Site Guidelines represent a sincere and environmentally 
progressive effort on the part of the ski area, in a collaborative negotiation with Parks 
Canada carried out with mutual good faith, to ensure that Lake Louise can achieve its 
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primary goal - namely that LLSA epitomizes a world-class, National Park Ski Resort that 
can also offer a world-class, all-season sight-seeing and educational component that is 
fully consistent with Canadian National Park values and goals.

To achieve these objectives, Lake Louise has offered significant leasehold reductions 
and several highly positive ecological initiatives, which in totality are expected to 
result in significant overall environmental gains, and to more than compensate for the 
exceptions contained within the Guidelines. 

Lake Louise understands that, following the formalization of these Guidelines, a new, 
mutually acceptable 42-year lease, together with the various accompanying and 
mutually acceptable Licenses of Occupation, as outlined in the Guidelines, including 
provisions for negotiations of renewals of the new Lease and Licenses, will be 
negotiated with Parks Canada. LLSA also understands that the existing lease, with all 
its terms and conditions, will remain in full effect, until such new Lease and Licenses of 
Occupation are signed by Parks Canada and Lake Louise.

Lake Louise further understands that the issuance of a new 42-year lease is contingent 
on amendments to Schedule 5 of the Canada National Parks Act and the associated 
National Parks Wilderness Area Declaration Regulations, enshrining the new lease 
boundaries into law. Lake Louise expects that the Government of Canada will move 
expeditiously with these amendments to ensure the issuance of a new lease so that 
projects approved in the first long-range plan can be implemented immediately.

Finally, Lake Louise understands too, that, on ratification of these Site Guidelines, 
even prior to the issuance of a new lease and licenses of occupation, LLSA may now 
begin the Long-Range Planning process, which can be undertaken in entirety or 
incrementally, at the discretion of the ski area. It is Lake Louise’s clear expectation that 
the individual projects and initiatives outlined in these Guidelines can be reasonably 
attainable and without undue delay, in accordance with the stated goal of the over-
arching Ski Area Management Guidelines of providing a climate of reasonable land-use 
and overall business certainty in which the Mountain Park ski areas can operate.

Lake Louise wishes to thank Parks Canada for its intent to support these initiatives, 
which from a policy perspective, Parks Canada has determined to be acceptable as 
evidenced by inclusion in these Site Guidelines. Lake Louise strongly believes that it 
is highly important that the collaborative approach that has formed the foundation of 
these Site Guidelines be continued all through the forthcoming Lease and Long-Range 
Planning negotiations and processes, and that the mutual sincerity and associated 
goodwill that this collaboration has generated will facilitate achieving the considerable 
potential of the Guidelines to provide significant benefits, going forward, to both 
ecological integrity and visitor experience.”
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1.4.3 IMPLEMENTING THE 2015 SITE GUIDELINES

Further to discussions with Parks Canada to clarify steps in the LRP process (discussions 
which have continued throughout the LRP process), in November 2016, the LLSA launched 
the process to develop a first Long-Range Plan.  From the outset, LLSA recognized that the 
requirements established in the 2015 Site Guidelines, including the task of preparing major 
strategies to manage water, vegetation, wildlife and interpretation / education programs, 
parking and transportation, and the collection and analysis of considerable information 
about the status of ecological resources at the ski area would require at least two years.  
The numerous projects that have constituted the LRP process have required securing the 
services of several external consultants.  

Throughout the process, the ski area has been supported by Parks Canada staff and 
managers at the Lake Louise, Yoho, and Kootenay Field Unit who have provided process 
guidance, and support time in reviewing and providing considerable feedback and advice 
on Terms of Reference.  This support, and timely feedback has been critical on issues 
affecting detailed boundary selection and survey, and management of issues, such as fire 
management, that respect no administrative boundaries.

However, to clarify, all the responsibility for the conduct of the Long-Range Planning 
process, including the full cost of studies, and the preparation of plans and strategies has 
been, and remains with the Lake Louise Ski Area.  The LLSA is fully responsible in the way 
planning direction established in the 2015 Site Guidelines has been applied.
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1.5 ENVIRONMENTAL GAINS AND CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

A key environmental prerequisite to the 2015 Site Guidelines was the agreement by the 
Lessee to several changes to the land-use provisions and the boundary of the ski area’s 
42-year lease.  The area of the year-round lease will be reduced by 50%, including the 
return of Purple and Wolverine Bowls which Parks Canada rates to be “important wildlife 
habitat and a corridor link with soil and vegetation complexes with groundwater that feeds 
into Corral Creek”.  Parks Canada seeks to designate this area as ‘wilderness lands’ under 
the Canada National Parks Act.  

To secure alternate terrain for winter ski use, Hidden Bowl and West Bowl were to be 
provided to the ski area by way of seasonal (winter) Licenses of Occupation.  The addition 
of these lands will result in a net 30% reduction in the land area available to the Lessee.  
These land-tenure changes, and a new lease that reflects Parks Canada current policy are 
requirements of Long-Range Plan.

The 2015 Site Guidelines include a suite of “substantial environmental gains” and offsetting 
development “exceptions” that Parks Canada negotiated with the operators of the Lake 
Louise Ski Area.  The gains and exceptions were cited as a balanced way forward to 
achieve mutual desired outcomes for protecting ecological resources, providing outstanding 
visitor experiences, and creating a sustainable business. 

1.5.1 SUBSTANTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL GAINS

Parks Canada considers that four key proposals have the potential to result in the long-
term certainty of maintaining ecological integrity and can be considered to be substantial 
environmental gains consistent with the 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines (2015a, 
Parks Canada). 

• Permanent legislated return of Purple and Wolverine bowls to the protected zones 
of Banff National Park (537 ha);  

• Permanent legislated return of lands currently within the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor 
to the protected zones of the park or to limited and prescribed operational uses 
regulated by a License of Occupation (488 ha);  

• Relocation of the summer season hiking, sightseeing and interpretive programs 
to the upper ridges of Whitehorn Mountain to mitigate the impacts to wildlife 
associated with the current summer use program located at mid-mountain; and  

• Re-configuration of water supply systems, including the development of off-stream 
storage reservoirs, to provide protection for aquatic systems and sensitive species”. 
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The LLSA’s response to these four challenges, and the broader requirements of the 2015 
Site Guidelines is documented in this LRP.  The ski area boundary reduction is described 
in Section 1.6.  The relocation and strengthening of the summer sightseeing / interpretation 
program, and winter-season interpretation are described in detail in Chapter 5.  The ski 
area’s Wildlife Protection and Management Strategy is presented in Chapter 4, Section 4.1, 
and the Water and Aquatic Resources Management Strategy is presented in Chapter 4, 
Section 4.2. 

Permanent legislated protection for Purple and Wolverine Bowls and the Whitehorn 
Wildlife Corridor (1,025 ha), coupled with improved summer Grizzly Bear habitat security 
and stream flow conditions, made it possible for Parks Canada to consider a number of 
developments in the LRP that are otherwise exceptions to the 2006 Ski Area Management 
Guidelines. Exceptions provided in the 2015 Site Guidelines include: 

• Development of new ski terrain outside the current lease in the West Bowl (194 
ha) and Hidden Bowl (180 ha) areas. These areas will be governed by winter use 
seasonal Licenses of Occupation;  

• Development of new ski terrain inside the current lease but outside the current 
developed area at Richardson’s Ridge (81 ha) and in the West Juniper (30 ha) area;  

• Development of a new day lodge in the vicinity of the Grizzly Gondola top terminal 
to support relocated summer use operations; and  

• Significant terrain modification in key locations to improve skier safety and 
circulation. 

1.5.2 SETTING GOALS FOR PRESERVING ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY

Because of their relatively large size, location and the nature and intensity of use, ski area 
development has the potential to adversely impact ecosystem function at local and regional 
scales.  To maintain ecological integrity and protect sensitive species and habitat, Parks 
Canada identified key valued ecosystem components that require careful management 
and ecological management parameters to guide project planning, review and assessment 
(2015a, Parks Canada Agency).  (For more information on the context, ecological 
parameters and related issues, readers should refer to the Strategic Environmental 
Assessment (SEA) completed for the 2015 Site Guidelines).

Of course, this same relatively large size allows national park ski areas to be able to 
locate and operate winter and summer facilities in ways that avoid or mitigate impacts 
to key ecosystem resources.  In fact, ski area developments can have the effect of 
creating habitats that are attractive to wildlife, or that give preference to certain species.  
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Examples at the LLSA are the effects that opening the canopy for ski run development 
has by allowing other vegetation, including berry bushes to create attractive, mid-
mountain summer habitat for Grizzly Bears.  In the upper subalpine life zone, Whitebark 
Pine prospers where glading and ski run clearing open the canopy.  These effects were 
unintended consequences of ski area development but are now recognized as potentially 
effective ways to compensate for restricting natural processes such as wild fire events.  

Vegetation management, with an emphasis on forest clearing or thinning for glading and 
ski run development is addressed by vegetation specialists in the Vegetation (Ski Run) 
Management Strategy in Chapter 4., Section 4.3.  

Valued ecosystem components identified through the Strategic Environmental Assessment 
process were included in four key areas of consideration in the 2015 Site Guidelines: 
native vegetation, wildlife, the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor and aquatic ecosystems.  Valued 
components were identified with respect to each of these considerations including:  

• Native Vegetation - Forest structure, fire disturbance regime, Whitebark Pine, alpine 
bowl habitat.

• Wildlife - Grizzly Bear, Mountain Goat, Mountain Caribou, Wolverine and small 
carnivores.

• Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor - Small mammal habitat fragmentation, wary carnivore 
movement.

• Aquatic ecosystems - Westslope Cutthroat and Bull Trout, surface and subsurface 
flow regimes, riparian habitat, fens/tarns/ponds, water quality.

Ecological management parameters included in the 2015 Site Guidelines provide broad 
conditions that must be considered, designed for and achieved in relation to the valued 
ecosystem components.  All future proposals for expansion, development, changes in 
use or other proposals consistent with the 2015 Site Guidelines must demonstrate that 
ecological parameters for each component will be met.  More specific mitigations for 
valued components such as Species at Risk, in relation to specific elements of the Site 
Guidelines such as potential development near watercourses, are identified in the SEA.  
Mitigations specified in the 2015 SEA are considered essential to achieving the Ecological 
Management Parameters.  

The challenge for the Lessee is to bring forward Long Range Plans that respect the scope 
of future development that is specified by the 2015 Site Guidelines, and to do so while fully 
respecting these goals for ecological management, and the parameters for ecosystem 
protection that are outlined in more detail in the SEA” (2015a Parks Canada Agency).  
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1.5.3 ACHIEVING ECOLOGICAL INTEGRITY GOALS 

To respond to these ecological goals, the ski area initiated (and will maintain) a series of 
detailed investigations to determine lasting protection strategies for all ecological resources, 
with a clear focus on valued ecological components.  These strategies address the ways 
by which the LLSA will protect wildlife and wildlife habitat, water quality and quantity and 
aquatic resources, and vegetation communities (at the ecosite level) during both the project 
development stage and operations.  They are reported in Chapter 4 of this LRP. 

In addition to elaborating long-term planning strategies for protecting and enhancing 
Valued Ecological Components, the LLSA has undertaken a number of detailed studies 
to complete plans to address the environmental components of ski area development and 
operations, such as the supply system for potable water, the collection and treatment of 
solid waste and wastewater, and energy conservation.  An Environmental Management 
System which will be maintained by the ski area’s on-hill Environment Office has been 
developed for the ski area by Golder Associates.  It is described in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.   

The effects of climate change are expected to be a future challenge for ski hill operators.  
Rising temperatures and reduced precipitation have the potential to reduce the length 
of the ski season, and impact snowfall and snowmaking.  Despite its high elevation 
location in the Rocky Mountains, the LLSA needs to carefully monitor existing and 
emerging Climate Change models to determine possible short and longer-term impacts 
on facilities and operations.  Funded in part by the Canada West Ski Areas Association, 
Dr. Michael Pidwirny, a climate scientist with UBC’s Okanagan Campus Department of 
Earth, Environmental and Geographic Studies has undertaken Climate Change Impact 
Assessment for 11 ski areas in Western Canada including the LLSA.  His work has been 
applied to the Snowmaking Plan submitted with this LRP (Chapter 4, Section 4.4) and has 
will be used by LLSA to develop a measure to manage long-range Climate Change. 

1.5.4 LONG-TERM AND CONTINUOUS MONITORING

In the past, environmental monitoring activity by the LLSA has been largely limited to 
follow-up studies to evaluate the success of reclamation mitigations (sometimes linked to 
performance bonds), or to ensure effective environmental protection during construction 
activity.  Monitoring ecosystem conditions to ensure that long-term national parks goals for 
protection of natural resources are achieved (especially for valued ecological communities) 
has been the exclusive domain of Parks Canada.  
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During the course of this LRP, LLSA staff and consultants have been obliged to become 
actively involved in all aspects of ecosystem monitoring to meet the Terms of Reference 
established by Parks Canada for both LRP planning, and for the associated Detailed 
Impact Analysis (DIA) the first draft of which was completed in the late fall of 2018.  To 
realize the commitments established in the LRP and the DIA, many of the ecosystem 
monitoring activities already undertaken to protect wildlife, wildlife habitat, vegetation 
communities, aquatic systems, and water resources will have to be continued, some 
continuously.

Examples of continuous monitoring programs undertaken in consultation with Parks 
Canada Resource Conservation specialists are:

• Wildlife movement monitoring (camera, tracks) for the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor 
and Hidden Bowl.  The ski area is providing financial support for a collaborative 
research program led by Parks Canada to apply satellite telemetry to monitor the 
movements of the “Slate Range” Mountain Goat herd;

• Mountain Goat monitoring (camera, tracks, satellite collars) in Hidden Bowl and the 
broader Slate Range; 

• Whitebark Pine (Canada Species at Risk Act (“SARA”) -listed) mapping and 
condition monitoring, and assessment of ski area vegetation management activities 
such as brushing, glading and thinning;  

• Water flow quantity and quality monitoring in the Pipestone River and Corral Creek 
where the COSEWIC listed Bull Trout (Committee on the Status of Endangered 
Wildlife in Canada) is found.  Corral Creek is home to a population of the Westslope 
Cutthroat Trout which are listed as threatened on Schedule 1 of SARA;

• Organic (dyes) use for marking snow for downhill racing; UREA, applied for snow-
hardening for ski racing; and fuel use by staff are monitored to ensure there are no 
residual effects;

• Monitoring the success of construction sites where reclamation projects to prevent 
erosion, and to preserve vegetation and topsoil have been implemented.  Linked to 
reclamation monitoring is the application of a new Best Management Practice which 
assesses ecosystem functionality (EFA), a practice which focuses on the outcome 
of reclamation efforts at all disturbed sites.  The EFA is essentially a reclamation 
and re-vegetation certification program to identify when disturbed sites have met 
pre-determined criteria for vegetation growth and site stability.

• Water resource (quantity) monitoring for groundwater resources at the 4-2 well site; 
and 

• Climate Change risk and effects monitoring as knowledge expands.
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LLSA assistance may take the form of primary monitoring (supervision by Parks Canada 
or Consulting Specialists), or by making financial contributions to Parks Canada-led study 
programs.  The implementation of the LLSA’s new Environmental Management System will 
add further monitoring and reporting responsibilities for ski area staff.

To meet these and other emerging challenges, the LLSA has further developed its internal 
capacity at the ski area to undertake or manage a range of roles including:

• Drafting the environmental protection component of Project Descriptions;

• Drafting Terms of Reference for environmental assessments to contribute to 
more effective project management by including the company in all stages of 
environmental planning, implementation and follow-up; 

• Providing construction-site environmental monitoring;

• Providing environmental input into proposed development projects and operations; 

• Educating and training staff; and 

• Selecting and supervising environmental consultants.

1.5.5 CONCLUSION

The commitments that are set out in this Chapter, and in the broader LRP represent 
an augmentation of past approaches to environmental management at LLSA.  Since 
the development and approval of the 2015 Site Guidelines, LLSA has implemented 
strengthened environmental management systems to ensure that ecosystem goals are 
always of primary consideration in all aspects of operations.

In 1992, the LLSA became the first of the national park ski areas to hire an on-hill 
Environmental Coordinator (the author) whose primary goal was to ensure that the 
company’s environment obligations were being met in a responsible manner.  The 
Environmental Coordinator had diverse initial challenges including:

• Providing environmental support for development projects and operations including 
conducting or securing environmental assessments;

• Training staff and managers to ensure that they better understood their obligations 
under the Canada National Parks Act;

• Providing or securing environmental surveillance for construction activities; 

• Developing best management practices and training programs for a variety of 
operational activities including for competitive events such as World Cup Races.
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In 2002, this role was transformed by the creation of an Environmental Management 
Department.  This department has worked closely with area stakeholders by attending 
various workshops and conferences on environmental initiatives while also striving to build 
relationships and develop rapport with the Parks Canada Ski Area Coordinator, Parks 
Canada Resource Conservation Specialists, various community members and groups to 
cooperatively achieve mutual goals of sustainable recreation use.  This was insightful as 
the Parks Canada Agency has progressively raised its expectations for the ways in which 
national park ski areas act as stewards of the natural resources under their influence.

LLSA continually strives for excellence in and improvement of its environmental 
performance, as its environmental behaviour is critical to its reputation as a key national 
park tourism destination. LLSA’s goal is to prevent unanticipated environmental events and 
achieve goals for preserving ecosystem integrity by working in close partnership with Parks 
Canada.  The LLSA recognizes that a track record of success is required to demonstrate to 
Parks Canada that the LLSA can be counted on as a serious partner in conservation and 
in heritage interpretation and appreciation.  Strong bonds have been forged between the 
LLSA and Parks Canada.  

The LRP cannot have been achieved without considerable guidance from Parks Canada 
at many levels to ensure that the intent of the 2015 Site Guidelines is being met.  LLSA is 
confident that a strong relationship can be continued based on trust, honesty in reporting, 
collaboration, and communication.  This in NO WAY reduces the responsibility of Parks 
Canada to regulate and monitor the LLSA, or to insist on a high level of professionalism in 
the ways in which the LLSA implements LRP projects and other projects brought forward 
under the terms of the 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines.
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Figure 1-2. Ski Area Boundary (Lease) Revisions

1.6 SKI AREA BOUNDARY AND LAND TENURE CHANGES

As noted in the previous Section, a core foundation of the 2015 Site Guidelines is that 
four key ‘substantial environmental gains’ be assured by the ski area as a condition for 
advancing development proposals that are ‘exceptions’ to the Ski Area Management 
Guidelines.  Two such gains require the ski area to agree to:

• The removal of Purple and Wolverine Bowl lands from the ski area lease.  These 
lands have long been identified by Parks Canada as important wildlife habitat and 
as a corridor link with soil and vegetation complexes with groundwater that feeds 
into Corral Creek;

• The removal of land associated with the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor from the ski 
area.  The addition of these lands to the protected area of the park will provide 
greater certainty that wildlife movement through these areas will remain unimpaired;

The Lake Louise Ski Area has agreed to these conditions to make it possible to advance 
several initiatives that would otherwise be considered exceptions to the Ski Area 
Management Guidelines.  The ski area’s lease boundaries will be changed (Fig. 1-2) to 
remove these lands, allowing Parks Canada to initiate a process to have all or most of this 
land declared wilderness area through an amendment to the National Parks Wilderness 
Area Declaration Regulations of the Canada National Parks Act.  Schedule 5 of the Canada 
National Parks Act will also require an amendment to reflect the new lease and license 
boundaries.  This change would result in a net increase in declared wilderness area for 
the park which already represents over 97% of Banff National Park.  Declared wilderness 
designation means no commercial development is allowed. 

Figure 1-2 illustrates the proposed ski area leasehold boundary adjustments.  The area 
highlighted in orange is that part of the existing lease that will be permanently removed.  
This area represents close to 50% of the existing leasehold.  The areas shaded in pale 
green, Hidden and West Bowls, will be made available to the ski area for winter-season use 
only using Licenses of Occupation.  Developments in these areas are restricted compared 
to those in the ‘developed’ area of the lease which is not coloured.  The addition of these 
two winter-use only areas brings the net reduction in the size of the Lake Louise Ski Area to 
approximately 30%.  Portions of the Temple Road, and specific avalanche trigger zones will 
be made available on a restricted use basis using Licenses of Occupation.  

When these changes are complete, the proposed boundary changes would reduce the ski 
area’s current 2,190 hectare (ha) area by approximately 30 per cent, to 1,536 ha.  Hidden 
Bowl occupies 180 ha while West Bowl occupies 194 ha. Approximately 669 hectares 
of ecologically sensitive land will be returning to Parks Canada. To put 669 hectares in 
context, this area is equivalent to the areas of the Mount Norquay and Marmot Basin ski 
areas combined or more than 800 Canadian football fields.



Figure 1-2. Ski Area Boundary (Lease) Revisions



Surveying the Lake Louise Ski Area Lease Boundary and Licenses of Occupation
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The operators of the Lake Louise Ski Area understand that a new, mutually acceptable 
42-year lease, together with the various accompanying and mutually acceptable Licenses 
of Occupation, as outlined in the 2015 Site Guidelines, including provisions for negotiations 
of renewals of the new Lease and Licenses, will be negotiated with Parks Canada.  LLSA 
also understands that the existing lease, with all its terms and conditions, will remain in full 
effect, until such new Lease and Licenses of Occupation are signed by Parks Canada and 
the LLSA.

The operators further understand that the issuance of a new 42-year lease is contingent on 
amendments to Schedule 5 of the Canada National Parks Act and the associated National 
Parks Wilderness Area Declaration Regulations, enshrining the new lease boundaries into 
law.  The ski area expects that the Government of Canada will move expeditiously with 
these amendments to ensure the issuance of a new lease so that projects approved in the 
first Long-Range Plan can be implemented immediately.

1.7 OVERVIEW OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT PROCESS

1.7.1 APPLICATION OF THE CANADA ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
ACT (2012) FOR THE PREPARATION, IN 2015 OF A STRATEGIC 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (SEA) OF THE 2015 SITE 
GUIDELINES 

Projects undertaken on federal land and projects using federal funds are subject to the 
provisions of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, 2012 (“CEAA”)9.  Within 
National Parks, the Parks Canada Agency is responsible for the administration of CEAA 
and has established the process for its application in the policy document, “Parks Canada 
Directive on the Implementation of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 201210”.  

The Parks Canada process respects all aspects of CEAA including the 2004 Cabinet 
Directive on the appropriate procedure for conducting an environmental assessment of 
a plan or policy, as opposed to a specific project.  That Directive specifies that in specific 
cases, policies, plans and programs (as opposed to a specific ‘project’ are, subjected 
to Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA).  That directive specifies that a Strategic 
Environmental Assessment will be undertaken when the following two conditions are met:

• The proposal is submitted to an individual minister of Cabinet for approval; and

• Implementation of the proposal may result in important environmental effects either 
positive or negative.

9 Cabinet Directive on Environmental Assessment of Policy, Plan and Program Proposals, Government of Cana-
da, 2004.

10 Parks Canada Agency, Lake Louise Ski Area Site Guidelines for Development and Use, 2015.
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The 2015 Site Guidelines11 meet both these two criteria, so for that reason, and recognizing 
that the ski area’s geographic area within iconic mountain landscapes is of considerable 
public interest, it was the subject of a Strategic Environmental Assessment by Parks 
Canada, with independent, third-party review.  Both the 2015 Site Guidelines, and the 
associated 2015 Strategic Environmental Assessment were subsequently subjected to a 
period of public review and engagement.  

Certain key outcomes of the SEA were incorporated into the 2015 Site Guidelines.  Both 
the 2015 Site Guidelines, and the SEA note that, “The SEA is neither the first nor the last 
step in the environmental analysis of the ski area. It falls between a very broad overview 
and the Detailed Impact Analysis required for projects brought forward in the Long-Range 
Plan.”

In fact, before a project included in the 2015 Site Guidelines and the LRP can proceed, 
two further stages of project definition (design) and environmental assessment must be 
completed.  First, the LRP, and the projects it contains, will be the subject of a Detailed 
Impact Analysis, or DIA.  At the DIA level, plans submitted in an LRP must be described 
in enough detail to allow Parks Canada to determine whether each project’s direct effects, 
and the plan’s cumulative effects respect the resource protection parameters established in 
the SEA.  Finally, projects included in an approved LRP must be described in detail at the 
Project Development phase of the 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines12.  At that time, 
the ski area must demonstrate that the project design is consistent with the provisions of 
the approved LRP.

In accordance with procedures defined in the 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines, 
public engagement and consultation is included at each step in the project planning, 
design and environmental assessment process.  The scope of public engagement 
and consultation will include Indigenous peoples; key stakeholder groups including 
environmental non-government organizations (ENGOs) and Canadians from coast-to-
coast.  The public engagement and consultation program for this LRP is described in more 
detail in Section 1.8 of this report.

The SEA concluded, “…ski area development that proceeds in accordance with the 
parameters of the Site Guidelines and that responds to the planning and information 
requirements of the SEA is expected to achieve outcomes for ecological integrity, cultural 
resources, visitor experience and infrastructure capacity consistent with direction in the Ski 
Area Management Guidelines and the park management plan”.

The SEA identified several mitigations and planning / information requirements that must 
be addressed in future long-range plans proposals and environmental assessments.  Its 
authors noted that, “While the majority of these are reflected in the [2015] Site Guidelines, 
the ski area will need to use the SEA in tandem with the [2015] Site Guidelines in preparing 
its proposals”.

11 Parks Canada Agency, Parks Canada Directive on the Implementation of CEAA, 2012.
12 Parks Canada Agency.  Ski Area Management Guidelines, 2006
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1.7.2 PRINCIPAL FINDINGS OF THE STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL 
ASSESSMENT

The following summary, a working document prepared by Golder Associates for the LLSA 
during LRP preparation, summarizes the more important areas of further research and 
assessment identified in the SEA:

a) Wildlife, Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor (SEA, P. 57)
• Changes to the summer use program and the development of new ski runs along 

with supporting facilities and infrastructure, may reasonably be expected to affect 
the Whitehorn Corridor in ways that are different from the current situation. Plans 
and decisions should be based on wildlife research and information specific to the 
proposals being considered and areas of the wildlife corridor that may be impacted. 

• Some of the wildlife data considered pre-dates recent developments and activities 
in the Lake Louise area that may affect wildlife movement. These include twinning 
and fencing of the TCH, the construction of wildlife crossing structures, changing 
patterns of human use, and creation of fire guards around the community. Newer 
data, including snow tracking, remote camera, and GPS telemetry data, would be 
useful in understanding whether and how wildlife movement patterns have changed 
over time. 

• The development, design and assessment of future Long-Range Plan proposals 
should be informed by comprehensive, year-round data on wildlife activity in the 
corridor including assessment of: 

 ◦ Existing wildlife movement routes within the corridor that identify and 
describe how wildlife movement may be impacted. 

 ◦ Existing seasonal and other temporal patterns of wildlife movement that 
identify and describe how wildlife movement may be impacted. 

 ◦ Characteristics of existing effective movement routes to inform 
management and restoration, or enhancement of existing or new routes. 

 ◦ Opportunities for habitat restoration or enhancements to corridor 
effectiveness. 

 ◦ Natural changes in forest cover and other ecological conditions that may 
impact corridor effectiveness. 

 ◦ Wildlife response to existing ski area activity including human use and 
sensory disturbances including noise thresholds. 
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b) Wildlife, Grizzly Bear (SEA, P. 68)

• The development, design and assessment of future LRP proposals should 
be informed by updated, on-site information on Grizzly Bear habitat use and 
disturbance thresholds including assessment of: 

 ◦ Site-specific Grizzly Bear movement pathways, patterns, frequency and 
importance that link high quality habitats on either side of the ski area 
including assessment of Grizzly Bear movement over Eagle Shoulder. 

 ◦ Noise decibel and lighting disturbance levels that would disturb Grizzly 
Bears from habitat or adjacent movement routes. 

 ◦ Thresholds and patterns of Grizzly Bear use that would provide indication 
of the success of the summer use visitor program and management 
protocols. 

 ◦ The presence of den sites in the surrounding area of the lease and licenses 
of occupation that may be impacted by ski area use and operations such as 
avalanche control or out-of-bounds backcountry skiing from the ski area. 

c) Wildlife, Mountain Goat (SEA, P. 79)

• Long-range plan proposals including lift siting, avalanche control measures, 
seasonal maintenance and operations, and visitor education will be informed by 
assessment of the Slate Range Mountain Goat population likely to be affected 
by ski area operations with a particular focus on goat use of Mt Richardson, 
Richardson’s Ridge and Hidden Bowl areas and links to habitat nodes in Purple and 
Wolverine bowls and Mt Redoubt area 

• Local assessment of Mountain Goat habitat use should identify pockets of winter 
range and habitat use and other important seasonal nodes of use such as the use 
of mineral licks, kidding areas, travel routes and escape terrain. 

• More than any other valued component considered in this strategic assessment, 
there is a need to acquire additional information on wintering Mountain Goats, to 
inform the design of specific development, visitor use and management measures 
at the LRP stage.

d) Wildlife, Mountain Caribou (SEA, P. 89)

• Long-range plans should refer to the Federal Recovery Strategy for the Woodland 
Caribou, Southern Mountain population (Environment Canada 2014) and any 
associated action plan(s) in the development of proposals and conduct of Long-
Range Plan environmental assessments 

• Long-Range Plan environmental assessments should consider the potential of ski 
area development proposals to contribute to changes in predator densities that 
would influence the function of Type 2 matrix range. 
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e) Wildlife, Wolverine (SEA, P. 94, 95)

• Environmental Long-Range Plan proposals should be informed by current 
information on Wolverine use and den potential in or adjacent to areas of ski terrain 
expansion 

• Such information should be used to inform the location of facilities and management 
of new ski terrain in ways that are not likely to reduce the effectiveness of Wolverine 
denning habitat adjacent to the ski area. 

f) Wildlife, Canada Lynx (SEA, P. 100, 101)

• It is expected that the ecological management parameters and other conditions 
and mitigations of the 2015 Site Guidelines will be applied wherever feasible to 
effectively address issues related to the persistence of lynx on and around the 
ski area.  Parks Canada also recognizes that there may be situations where the 
parameters and conditions of the 2015 Site Guidelines may not be strictly feasible 
and where minor adjustments or other approaches to management of lynx habitat 
may be possible. 

• Any proposed departure from the parameters or conditions of the Site Guidelines 
with respect to lynx habitat and persistence must be brought forward as part of a 
LRP.  As appropriate, LRP proposals will be informed by further research on lynx 
habitat and lynx use of the ski area including:

 ◦ Denning and resident habitat.

 ◦ Movement routes and spatial temporal patterns.

 ◦ Lynx/Snowshoe Hare dynamics.

g) Vegetation, Rare Plants (SEA P. 105) 

• LRP’s that include proposals for run and lift development, or other infrastructure 
development will be informed by rare plant surveys and mitigations as appropriate. 
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The Pika Bowl after Vegetation Rehabilitation by the Lake Louise Ski Area.

h)   Vegetation, Whitebark Pine (SEA P. 110)

• Detailed information on Whitebark Pine on the ski area has been under 
development since species listing under SARA. As vegetation cover and health 
are dynamic over time there is a need for on-going monitoring of Whitebark Pine in 
the ski area. Vegetation management strategies in Long-Range Plans, and other 
individual project proposals should be informed by a Whitebark Pine monitoring 
program that: 

 ◦ Tracks all known locations and age classes of all Whitebark Pine 

 ◦ Tracks incidental damage, trees at risk, and success of protection 
measures 

 ◦ Records actions to replace and restore individual trees and habitat 
conditions. 

i) Vegetation, Fire Management (SEA P. 113)

• The development of run and vegetation management strategies associated with 
LRPs will be based on integration with Parks Canada’s fire program. No additional 
requirements for environmental assessment or supplemental information are 
identified as part of the strategic environmental assessment.
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Species At Risk Westslope Cutthroat Trout found in Corral Creek.

j) Aquatic Resource and Ecosystems (SEA P. 132) 

• Uncertainty exists with respect to localized climate change as existing climate 
model predictions may not be reflected at the scale of the ski area. If early winter 
season flows were to generally increase, withdrawal affects would be lessened. If 
early season flows were to generally decrease the effects of any water withdrawals 
on stream environments would be compounded. 

• A scientifically rigorous alternative to the 10/90 rule has not been identified through 
past work. Alternatives to the 10/90 rule, if proposed, should be based on an 
assessment of in-stream flow needs based on the concept of the natural flow 
paradigm to align with both the ecological integrity mandate and Federal efforts 
to manage for native trout species. Such work will provide a scientifically credible 
minimum flow criteria to guard against a declining average flow scenario. The 2015 
Site Guidelines address the potential for alternative approaches to water withdrawal 
indicating that: 

 ◦ Where the LRP proposes to increase water withdrawal limits or adjust 
conditions the review of the water limits will: 

 ◦ Allow for seasonal variations in downstream water flow that corresponds to 
the needs of aquatic life and riparian communities. 

 ◦ Consider in-stream flow, seasonal flow and natural drainage (specific 
hydrological studies will be undertaken to determine requirements). 

• Specific environmental information and assessment requirements are identified to 
ensure that expected ecological outcomes are realized. These should be included 
as part of future planning proposals or environmental assessments as indicated: 

 ◦ An adaptive management approach based on on-going monitoring of 
climate trends including precipitation, temperatures, snowpack and runoff, 
and surface and groundwater flows at a scale relevant to ski area water 
management will be required as part of a water management strategy. 
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1.7.3 SKI AREA’S RESPONSE TO THE STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL 
ASSESSMENT

To respond to these challenging expectations, a series of research and planning policy 
development projects were launched by the LLSA in the fall of 2015.  For most data and 
policy gaps, a two-year period of data collection, planning and evaluation were assigned.  
For wildlife concerns in Hidden Bowl and the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor, additional years 
of data collection will be required before projects in those areas can be brought forward in 
a subsequent LRP.  The projects which have been undertaken by the LLSA are described 
in Section 2.2 of this report.

1.7.4 APPLICATIONS OF CEA (ACT) (2012) - DETAILED IMPACT ANALYSIS (DIA)

The Detailed Impact Analysis (“DIA”) is the most intensive form of Environmental Impact 
Analysis (“EIA”) required by Parks Canada and may require evaluation of alternatives, 
expert advice, and development of a follow-up monitoring program.  The DIA is intended 
for complex projects that require in-depth analysis of project interactions with valued 
components; that may affect a particularly sensitive environmental setting or threaten a 
particularly sensitive valued component.  These types of projects may lead to high levels 
of interest from public, partner or stakeholders and Indigenous peoples in relation to the 
potential for adverse effects. 

In addition, this level of EIA requires public engagement and consultation, including:

• Notification from Parks Canada to relevant parties (the public, stakeholders, 
Indigenous peoples) of the decision to undertake a DIA for a project, and provide 
information on the planned EIA including a project summary, an overview of the 
valued components to be assessed, and an outline of planned review, engagement 
and consultation opportunities.

• Opportunity to review and comment on the draft DIA, at a minimum, is required 
(the opportunity to review the draft Terms of Reference for the DIA may also 
be considered, at the discretion of the Field Unit Superintendent/Director of a 
Waterway).

The level of detail in a DIA and the type of engagement and consultation undertaken will 
vary from project to project and will be proportionate to the risk and likelihood of the project 
leading to significant adverse effects.  Additional information on the DIA process is found 
in Appendix 2 of the Parks Canada Environmental Impact Analysis Process – Guidance 
for Determining the Requirement for a DIA as well as in the Parks Canada Detailed Impact 
Analysis Process Outline, both of which are available on-line on the Parks Canada website.
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1.7.5 TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THE DETAILED IMPACT ANALYSIS

The Terms of Reference for the DIA of the ski area’s Long-Range Plan proposals are 
included in this report as Appendix 11.4.  These Terms of Reference were drawn up by 
Parks Canada and submitted for public consultation (see Section 1.8).  

The DIA was conducted by Golder Associates at the ski area’s cost.  The DIA initially 
reviewed the first draft of the Long-Range Plan which had been submitted to Parks Canada 
for review on June 30, 2018.  However, as the DIA progressed, feedback from Parks 
Canada on the original draft and from initial consultation with Indigenous peoples and 
environmental groups was incorporated into the LRP and included in the final DIA process.  
Those updates are included in the second draft of the LRP which is intended for the second 
phase of public engagement and consultation.     

1.7.6 DETAILED IMPACT ANALYSIS (DIA) PROCESS

During the preparation of the DIA, the ski area was required by Golder Associates to 
submit a considerable amount of additional design and construction information to meet 
the DIA standard.  Supplementary information was provided for the following classes of 
development:

• Alternative measures, facility designs, locations and scale;

• Building designs, materials, functions, commercial space, construction access and 
methods, equipment and reclamation procedures;

• Ski lift design, capacity, alignment, tower locations, construction access and 
methods, equipment and reclamation procedures;

• Ski run design and shaping, skiway design and locations, locations of glades and 
glading methodology;

• Snowmaking coverage and infrastructure locations, construction access and 
methods, equipment and reclamation procedures;

• Impacts on staff and visitor accommodations;

• Impacts on UNESCO Canadian Rocky Mountain World Heritage Site values, 
integrity, and protection status (see Appendix, Section 11.5); 

• Impacts on regional transportation systems (Section 12.3);

• Impacts on the quality of the national park visitors’ experiences; and

• Impacts on regional utility systems (Section 12.4).
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Supplementary reports that focus on issues of access and construction methods for 
Buildings; Ski Lifts; Ski Runs, Skiways, Glading and Snowmaking; and Utility systems are 
presented in Section 12.5 of this report. 

To minimize the risk of direct and cumulative impacts, the LRP design process (Drafts 
1 and 2) used a series of team (Section 2.1) design meetings (Maquettes) at which time 
all proposed developments were subjected to extensive review.  Through this process, 
additional field data collection was identified as a priority for wildlife use of Hidden Bowl and 
the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor.  In collaboration with Parks Canada, projects were initiated 
(and are on-going) to expand the use of cameras to record wildlife use and movement.  The 
ski area agreed to fund a Parks Canada executed project to install and monitor satellite-
radio collars on 12 Mountain Goats in the Slate Range Herd.

A significant focus was put on projects that have the potential to interact with species that 
have been assigned special protection status, whether by COSEWIC, SARA or Parks 
Canada.  Ensuring that Valued Ecological Components (VC’s) were given protection priority 
was a team task, the outcome of which was to demonstrate to Parks Canada and the public 
that Ecological Integrity could be assured even as the ski area implements the projects that 
comprise the first Long-Range Plan. 

1.7.7 DETAILED IMPACT ANALYSIS (DIA) RESULTS 

The results of the DIA conducted by Golder Associates are contained in a 480-page report 
which assesses the impacts of Long-Range Plan projects on classes of resources (wildlife, 
water and aquatic resources, vegetation, cultural resources, etc.).  Golder Associates uses 
a series of Tables to describe potential impacts, measures taken for impact avoidance or 
mitigation, and risk of residual effects.  

The DIA concludes that the Long-Range Plan, as submitted to Parks Canada by the Lake 
Louise Ski Area, can be implemented without significant direct and cumulative impacts 
provided the protection parameters of the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA, 
2015) and the Detailed Impact Analysis (DIA, 2019) are fully respected.  

The full citation and an on-line source for both the SEA and the DIA are provided in 
Chapter 10.
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1.8 OVERVIEW OF THE PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION 
PROGRAM

The Lake Louise Ski Area is committed to early, ongoing and transparent engagement with 
Indigenous communities and stakeholders interested in operations and development plans 
at the Ski Area. In support of this commitment, in the Spring of 2018, the Lake Louise Ski 
Area, in association with Parks Canada, began early engagement on the first draft of this 
LRP with Indigenous communities and key stakeholder groups. On April 15, 2019, a draft 
of the Long Range Plan (LRP) and the associated Detailed Impact Analysis (DIA) were 
released for public review and comment. The public comment period on the LRP and DIA 
ended on June 15, 2019. 

The Parks Canada Agency (Parks Canada, PCA) requires that Canadians be consulted 
on the potential effects of the Long-Range Plan (“LRP”) in accordance with the provisions 
of the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (“CEAA”).  Engagement and consultation 
activities were focused on Indigenous peoples; key stakeholder groups including 
environmental non-government organizations (“ENGO”s); and the public from coast-to-
coast.  While open-houses were held in Calgary, Banff and Lake Louise to review the 
Long-Range Plan (LRP), the Ski Area ensured that Canadians everywhere were provided 
with ample opportunity to review both the LRP and its many resource documents using an 
on-line engagement platform managed by the Lake Louise Ski Area.  The full scope of the 
engagement and consultation program included:

• Indigenous engagement on the Terms of Reference for the DIA

• Indigenous engagement on the DIA and the proposed Long-Range Plan

• Stakeholder and public engagement on the Terms of Reference for the DIA; and

• Stakeholder and public engagement on the proposed Long-Range Plan. 

The following section provides an overview of engagement activities undertaken on 
the LRP and DIA. For details regarding feedback received during the Indigenous and 
stakeholder engagement program and LLSA’s consideration of that feedback please see: 
Lake Louise Ski Area Long Range Plan Engagement Summary Report, July 2019.
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1.8.1 INDIGENOUS ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM PLAN

1.8.1.1 Indigenous Engagement Program Objective and Principles: 

The Lake Louise Ski Area recognizes the unique relationship that Indigenous peoples 
in Canada have to the land and natural resources and therefore understands that 
Indigenous communities would likely have unique interests and considerations relating to 
the LLSA’s proposed Long-Range Plan. To that end, the LLSA is committed to seeking 
feedback from Indigenous communities through inclusive and ongoing engagement 
opportunities. 

The following principles were used to design the LLSA’s Indigenous engagement 
program. 

Respectful: The Lake Louise Ski Area respects the constitutional rights, unique cultural 
diversity, languages and traditions of Indigenous peoples in Canada. Lake Louise Ski 
Area will engage Indigenous communities in a way that is respectful of Indigenous 
community values and traditional knowledge.

Early and Ongoing Outreach: Early and ongoing outreach to Indigenous communities 
will help inform the design of the Indigenous engagement program and will ensure that 
sufficient time to provide input has been given to Indigenous communities potentially 
impacted by the proposed LRP.

Meaningful Engagement: Lake Louise Ski Area will provide opportunities for 
meaningful engagement with Indigenous communities. This includes ensuring sufficient 
time for review and comment on Project plans as well as multiple opportunities for 
dialogue.

Transparent and Accountable: Lake Louise Ski Area is committed to ensuring that all 
relevant feedback received during the Indigenous engagement program is meaningfully 
considered. LLSA will report back to Indigenous communities on how their feedback was 
considered and/or incorporated into the proposed LRP.
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1.8.1.2 Indigenous Communities Engaged:

The following Indigenous communities were identified for engagement on the Lake Louise 
Ski Area LRP. These Indigenous communities were identified through discussions with 
Parks Canada Agency. Throughout the life of the engagement program, LLSA will remain 
open to engaging with other Indigenous communities who express an interest in the LRP.

•  ?Akisq’nuk First Nation

• ʔaq’am (St. Mary’s Band)

• Bearspaw First Nation

• Blackfoot Confederacy

• Blood Tribe/Kainai 

• Chiniki First Nation

• Ktunaxa Nation Council

• Métis Nation of Alberta, Region 3

• Piikani Nation 

• Shuswap Indian Band

• Siksika Nation 

• Stoney Nakoda Nation

• Tobacco Plains Indian Band

• Tsuut’ina Nation

• Tsuut’ina Tribal Council

• Wesley First Nation

• Yaqan nu?kiy (Lower Kootenay Band)
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1.8.1.3 Indigenous Engagement Plan: 

The Indigenous engagement program was divided into three phases: 

Phase 1: Initial Outreach and Indigenous Engagement on the DIA Terms of 
Reference 
April-August 2018

Parks Canada led the first phase of Indigenous engagement. It consisted of initial outreach 
via letter to identified Indigenous groups to notify about the Long-Range Plan and to seek 
input into the Terms of Reference for the DIA.

On April 18, 2018, Parks Canada Agency issued outreach letters to Indigenous 
communities potentially affected by the proposed project. Following the issuance of 
those letters, two Indigenous communities responded to Parks Canada: the Métis Nation 
of Alberta, Region 3 and the Shuswap Indian Band. Parks Canada and LLSA attended 
introductory meetings with those communities.

Phase 2: Initial Outreach by Proponent and Early Engagement on LRP 
September 2018-March 2019

Following the completion of engagement on the DIA ToR, LLSA conducted initial outreach 
to Indigenous groups to initiate early engagement on the Long-Range Plan in advance of 
the release of the LRP and DIA for public review and feedback, as well as to seek input on 
how these groups would like to be engaged going forward.

On September 21, 2018, LLSA issued an introductory letter to potentially interested 
Indigenous groups to introduce the Project and to invite them to participate in an 
introductory discussion regarding the Long-Range Plan. Follow-up phone calls were 
conducted between October 1 and November 30, 2018. 

Phase 3: Engagement on Draft DIA and LRP. 
April-June 2019

On April 8, 2019, Lake Louise Ski Area issued copies of the draft LRP and DIA to all 
identified Indigenous communities for review and comment and offered to meet with 
interested Indigenous groups to discuss the plans. Follow-up phone calls to Indigenous 
communities were made between April 8 and June 18 2019. 

Two communities, the Métis Nation of Alberta, Region 3 and the Tsuut’ina Nation, each 
requested face- to-face meetings with Lake Louise Ski Area. Parks Canada Participated in 
these meetings. At the meetings, overviews were provided on the following topics:

• The LRP and DIA

• Environmental management and monitoring programs

• Water usage and license/restrictions
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• Protection of cultural findings during project development

• Incorporation of cultural knowledge in interpretive centre

Conversations with both communities are ongoing.

Further engagement activities will be developed on the basis of feedback received from 
Indigenous communities, but activities could include: 

• Detailed review meetings with technical experts

• Site visits and ceremonial visits

• Educational youth visits

1.8.2 STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM PLAN

1.8.2.1 Stakeholder Engagement Program Objective and Principles:

Lake Louise Ski Area is committed to early and ongoing engagement with stakeholders. To 
that end, LLSA developed the following objective and principles to guide the development 
and execution of the LRP engagement program.

Objective: To obtain meaningful stakeholder input into Lake Louise Ski Area’s Long-
Range Plan through open, transparent and accessible stakeholder and public engagement 
programs.

The following principles were used to design the stakeholder engagement program and 
helped ensure that it met the objectives outlined above.

Early Outreach: Early and ongoing outreach to key stakeholders will help inform the 
design of the public engagement program and will ensure that sufficient time to provide 
input has been given to stakeholders most impacted by the proposed LRP.

Accessible: In recognition of the fact that the Lake Louise Ski Area and Banff National 
Park have national interest, the engagement program will be designed to be accessible to 
a broad a range of stakeholders. In order to achieve this, a mixture of in‐person and online 
engagement opportunities will be made available.

Transparent and Accountable: Lake Louise is committed to ensuring that all relevant 
feedback received during the engagement program is meaningfully considered. Lake 
Louise will report back to participants on how feedback was considered and/or incorporated 
into the proposed LRP.

Respectful: Lake Louise will engage stakeholders in a way that is respectful of individual 
values and the input that is being provided.
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1.8.2.2 Stakeholder Groups Engaged: 

The following types of stakeholders were identified for engagement on the LLSA LRP. 
Stakeholders were identified through an environmental scan exercise that included 
identifying parties who expressed an interest during the Site Guidelines engagement 
program as well as experience with other major projects in the Banff National Park Area. 
Groups that were targeted for engagement on the LLSA LRP include: 

• Federal, Provincial and Municipal Governments

• Environmental Non-Governmental Organizations

• Tourism Organizations

• Community organizations in the Bow Valley Corridor

• Amateur and professional alpine sport organizations

• Individuals who expressed an interest through the 2015 Site Guidelines process

• General public in Bow Valley, Calgary and across Alberta and Canada

1.8.2.3 Stakeholder Engagement Activities Planned: 

As with Indigenous engagement, the Stakeholder Engagement program was divided into 
three phases: 

Phase 1: Stakeholder Engagement on the DIA Terms of Reference (ToR): 
April-August 2018

On April 30, 2018, Parks Canada released the draft DIA Terms of Reference (ToR) on its 
website for public and stakeholder review and comment. Parks Canada provided interested 
parties with 30 days to review and provide comment. Interested stakeholders were asked 
to provide feedback in writing directly to Parks Canada. Parks Canada issued written 
notification of the release of the draft DIA ToR to key stakeholders who expressed an 
interest in continuing to be informed following the completion of the 2015 Site Guidelines 
Process. LLSA completed phone calls and emails notifying key stakeholders of the LRP 
Project and the release of the draft DIA ToR for consultation.

Following the close of engagement on the Terms of Reference, Parks Canada released 
a final Terms of Reference for the DIA, along with a summary of comments received, on 
August 1, 2018 and directed LLSA to proceed to prepare a DIA. 
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Phase 2: Initial Outreach by Proponent and Early Stakeholder Engagement:  
May 2018-March 2019

Due to the anticipated level of interest and feedback from key stakeholder groups, Lake 
Louise Ski Area engaged these groups early in the process. Groups that were targeted for 
early engagement included environmental non-governmental organizations who have an 
interest in environmental protection of Canada’s mountain national parks. These groups 
were identified based on their expressed interest during the Site Guidelines process as well 
as knowledge of organizations with an interest in Banff National Park and surrounding area. 

Lake Louise Ski Area reached out to these groups with an introductory phone call followed 
by a project introduction email and an offer to meet to discuss the Long-Range Plan further. 
LLSA conducted introductory meetings with key stakeholders to provide information on the 
LRP Project and to seek input into how parties would like to be engaged going forward.

On September 10, 2018, LLSA conducted a one-day meeting with key stakeholders 
to provide information and seek early feedback on the approach to the LRP and DIA. 
On September 27, 2018, LLSA conducted a summer program tour for two interested 
environmental organizations to provide more context for the existing and planned summer 
use program at the hill. 

LLSA provided two interested environmental organizations with copies of the first draft of 
the LRP for preliminary review and feedback.
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Phase 3: Public Engagement on LRP and DIA: 
April-June 2019

On April 15, 2019, Parks Canada Agency and Lake Louise Ski Area made the DIA and LRP 
available for public review and comment for a period of two months. In support of the public 
review and comment period, the following engagement activities were conducted: 

• A general project information email and 1-800 phone line were made available so 
interested public could seek information from and provide feedback to LLSA 

• Draft DIA and LRP made available to public on LLSA and Parks Canada websites

• LLSA hosted an online engagement platform for members of the public to provide 
feedback or ask questions on the draft LRP and DIA

• Parks Canada provided an email address so interested parties could provide 
comments on the LRP and DIA directly to Parks Canada

• LLSA and Parks Canada hosted three open houses, April 23-25,2019, in Lake 
Louise, Banff and Calgary to answer questions and receive feedback from the 
public on the DIA and LRP

1.8.3 INDIGENOUS ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES COMPLETED TO DATE

On April 18th, 2018 Parks Canada Agency issued outreach letters to Indigenous 
communities potentially affected by the proposed project. Following the issuance of 
those letters two Indigenous communities responded to PCA. PCA and LLSA attended 
introductory meetings with those communities. Discussions with these groups is ongoing 
and future engagement activities with these groups will be directed by the interests of these 
communities. 

Following the finalization of the DIA ToR, LLSA reached out to Indigenous communities to 
provide information about the Long-Range Plan and to seek preliminary feedback on how 
these groups would like to be engaged going forward. Outreach activities included: 

On September 21st, 2018, LLSA issued an introductory letter to potentially affected 
Indigenous groups to seek to introduce the Project and to invite them to participate in an 
introductory discussion regarding the Long-Range Plan. Follow-up phone calls were made 
between October 1st and November 30th, 2018.  

Future engagement activities with these groups will be directed by the interests of the 
communities. Indigenous engagement will be ongoing throughout the life of the Project and 
future activities will be reported in subsequent updates to this report.
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1.8.4 PUBLIC AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 
COMPLETED TO DATE 

On April 30th, 2018 PCA released the DIA Terms of Reference on its website for public and 
stakeholder review and comment. PCA provided interested parties with three weeks to 
review and provide comment. PCA issued written notification of the release of the draft DIA 
ToR to key stakeholders who expressed an interest in continuing to be informed following 
the completion of the Site Guidelines Process. 

Following a 30-day review and comment period, PCA released a final ToR for the DIA on 
their website. 

To date, LLSA has completed the following activities in support of public and stakeholder 
engagement on the Long-Range Plan: 

• Completed phone calls and emails notifying key stakeholders of the LRP Project 
and the release of the DIA Terms of Reference for consultation.

• Conducted introductory meetings with key stakeholders to provide information on 
the LRP and to seek input into how parties would like to be engaged going forward.

• On September 10th, 2018, LLSA conducted a one-day meeting with key 
stakeholders to provide information and seek early feedback on the approach to the 
LRP and DIA.

•  On September 27th, 2018, LLSA conducted a summer program tour for two 
interested environmental organizations to provide more context for the existing and 
planned summer use program at the hill. 

• LLSA provided two interested environmental organizations with an early copy of the 
draft LRP for preliminary review and feedback.

Stakeholder and public engagement activities are ongoing throughout the life of the Project 
and will be reported in future updates to this report.



Hidden Bowl, Lake Louise Ski Area
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Long-Range Plan Role Author(s)

Project Manager David L. Day, Principal, OPTIA Environmental 
Consultants 

The Planning Process 

LLSA:

• Dave Day

• Kim Locke

• Robin Locke

Ski Area Markets; Sustainable 
Goals 

LLSA:

• Dave Day

• Kim Locke

• Robin Locke
Strategies for Environmental Protection:

Wildlife Protection Strategy

Golder Associates:

• Martin Jalkotzy

• Cornel Yarmoloy

Water Management & Aquatic 
Resources 

Golder Associates:

• Kasey Clipperton

• Murray Fitch, P. Eng.

• Leah James

• Nancy Guo

Vegetation (Ski Run) Mgmt. 
Strategy

David Walker & Associates:

• Dr. David Walker

• C. Dana Bush

C.W. Associates:

• Cliff White

2.0 LONG-RANGE PLANNING TEAM, REQUIRED 
STUDIES, & PLAN SUMMARY

2.1 THE SKI AREA’S LONG-RANGE PLANNING TEAM

The following individuals played an integral role in the development of the LRP.
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Long-Range Plan Role Author(s)

Environmental Management 
System

Golder Associates:

• Evan Jones P. Eng.

• Brittney Sammons

LLSA:

• Kim Locke

• Veronica Whitney-Crosland

Climate Change Risk / Impact 
Assessment

UBC:

• Dr. Michael Pidwirny

• Kalim Bahbahani

• Shane Pedersen

Wildlife Fire Risk - FireSmart Plan

C.W. Associates:

• Cliff White, Ph.D.

• Mark Heathcott
Heritage Interpretation & Education Strategy

Heritage Interp. Strategy & Visitor 
Programs

LLSA:

• Robin Locke, MBA

• Dave Day, MSc

Summer Program Re-Location to 
Eagle Ridge

LLSA:

• Robin Locke

• Dave Day

Eagle Ridge Interp. Trail Network
McElhanney Consulting:

• Matt Hadley, Trail Technologist
Long-Range Plan for Development & Visitor Use 

Mountain Master Plan

BHA (Brent Harley and Associates):

• Brent Harley, MCSLA

• Kyle Vash, GIS

• Matt Bakker

• Ryan Robertson, GIS

• Christine Bilodeau, MCSLA.
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Long-Range Plan Role Author(s)

Whisky Jack Base Area Design 
Plan 

Ecosign Mountain Resort Planners:

• Ryley Thiessen

• Peter O’Loughlin (3D Modeling)

• Shelagh Thiessen

• Goar Bermúdez García, Architect

• Paula Palmer, GIS

• Sue Stearns
Support Strategies, Plans and Guidelines

Regional Transportation Strategy
BUNT & Associates:

• Kristen Myers, P. Eng.

Ski Area Sign Plan

LLSA:

• Kim Locke

The Tarjan Group:

• Paul Tarjan, Architect
Staff Housing Strategy & Plans LLSA:  Charles Locke, Proprietor

Architectural Design Guidelines

The Tarjan Group:

• Paul Tarjan, Architect

LLSA:

• Dave Day
Infrastructure Development & Operations

Electrical Energy Infrastructure & 
Conservation Derek Uddenberg, P. Eng.

Water & Wastewater Infrastructure 
Plan

McElhanney Consulting:

• Bruno Mannsberger, P. Eng.

• Darin Langhorst, P. Eng.

• Sharon Mao, P. Eng.

Transportation & Service Roads

LLSA:

• Bruno Mannsberger, P. Eng.

• Veronica Whitney-Crosland, Manager of 
Environmental Compliance

• Ron Allen, Summer Program Coordinator.  
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Long-Range Plan Role Author(s)

Snowmaking Master Plan
Torrent Engineering & Equipment:

• Mark Meadows, P. Eng.

Temple Area Reservoir Desktop 
Design

Stantec Consulting:

• Matt Wood, P. Eng.

• Amanda Klimchuk, P. Eng.

• Andrew Bayliss, P. Eng.
Best Management Practices - LLSA Specific 

Race Course Improvements & 
Management

LLSA:

• Dave Schebek

• Ron Allen

• Richard (Rocket) Miller

• Dave Day

Special Events Mgmt. - Outdoor 
Lighting

LLSA:

• Dave Schebek

• Ron Allen

• Richard (Rocket) Miller

• Dave Day

Special Events Mgmt. - Noise

LLSA:

• Dave Schebek

• Ron Allen

• Richard (Rocket) Miller

• Dave Day
Rare Plan Mitigation & Field Survey 

Methodology C. Dana Bush

Ecological Functionality 
Assessment: LLSA Ski Runs and 

Associated Disturbances

C.W. Assoc.:

• Cliff White

• Rhonda DeLong

• C. Dana Bush
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Long-Range Plan Role Author(s)

Protection and Management of 
Whitebark Pine

LLSA:

• Dave Day

C.W. Assoc.:

• Cliff White
Appendices

Parks Canada Ski Area 
Management Guidelines, 2006 Parks Canada Agency

Lake Louise Ski Area Site 
Guidelines for Development and 

Use, 2015
Parks Canada Agency

Lake Louise Ski Area Site 
Guidelines for Development and 
Use - Strategic Environmental 

Assessment, 2015
Parks Canada Agency
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2.2 SUMMARY OF LONG-RANGE PLAN STUDIES AND PLANS

The Lake Louise Ski Area Site Guidelines for Development and Use, 2015 (the “2015 Site 
Guidelines”) and the corresponding Strategic Environmental Assessment, 2015 (the “SEA”) 
direct the ski area to prepare a number of studies, plans and strategies, many of which, 
(such as for wildlife, water and vegetation resources) required initiation well in advance of 
facility planning.  In response, the ski area initiated a series of research and policy planning 
projects in the fall of 2015.  For many data gaps, a two-year period of data collection, 
planning and evaluation were required.  For wildlife concerns in Hidden Bowl and to design 
wildlife mitigations in the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor, additional data collection will be 
required before final design can be advanced.

The projects which have been undertaken by the LLSA are summarized in the following 
text.  An asterisk (*) beside the project name indicates that a Parks Canada review of the 
Project Terms of Reference was undertaken prior to project start.

Several of these projects will result in the creation of far-reaching, lasting ‘strategies’ 
or ‘management plans’ whose recommendations and/or conclusions may have value 
beyond the time span of the first long-range plan.  Many should be updated periodically 
to reflect expanded knowledge, or to respond to emerging policies or legislation.  Such 
strategies and plans should be treated as ‘living’ documents which inform but are not 
‘tied’ to any one long-range plan.  Examples of such strategies include the Parking and 
Transportation Strategy, the Water and Aquatic Resource Protection and Management 
Strategy, the Vegetation (Ski Run) Management Strategy, the Wildlife Protection Strategy, 
the Environmental Management System, and the Heritage Interpretation Strategy.  These 
documents have been summarized in this Long-Range Plan (LRP) and cited in Chapter 
12, an ‘Annex of Support Documents’.  These documents ‘inform’ the Long-Range Plan but 
will not be submitted for Ministerial approval.  They will be available to readers for review or 
downloading on the Long-Range Plan portal at the Lake Louise Ski Area’s website www.
lrp.skilouise.com.

*Lease / License of Occupation Boundary Survey

The final boundary for the Lease and Licenses of Occupation was undertaken by the 
LLSA for approval by Parks Canada.  Minor adjustments were made to the boundary 
outlined in the 2015 Site Guidelines to ensure that required skiways (i.e. West Bowl), 
and all areas subject to ski area management (i.e. avalanche control) were situated 
entirely within the surveyed boundary. 

The survey was undertaken by the Canmore-based firm McElhanney Engineering & 
Surveys.  The final surveys have been approved by the Surveyor General for Canada 
(Natural Resources Canada), assigned Canada Land Survey Registration numbers, and 
registered with the Alberta Land Titles Office.
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*Lease / License of Occupation Development

The 2015 Site Guidelines confirm that a new 42-year lease will be developed in 
consultation with the lessee prior to the final approval of the LRP.  This project is in 
progress at the time of the Long-Range Plan submission.

Staff Housing Strategy 

The LLSA provides accommodation for approximately 70% of its staff in the Village 
of Lake Louise.  As capacity increases, the number of staff will increase.  To ensure 
that adequate accommodation can be provided to meet staff housing needs, a ‘Staff 
Housing Strategy” has been submitted as part of the first LRP. 

*Parking & Regional Transportation Plan

There are two components to this strategy.  It encompasses both the provision of 
required (year-round) parking at the ski hill, and a forward-looking strategy that 
examines the way in which both winter and summer visitors will access the ski area. 
On-hill parking capacity was addressed in detail by Parks Canada.  The 2015 Site 
Guidelines specify both the long-term on-hill parking capacity and designate the 
‘footprint’ which can be considered for parking lot expansion and redesign.  Parking lot 
re-design was addressed by Ecosign Mountain Resort Planners Ltd. as part of a larger 
Whisky Jack Base Area planning study.   

In terms of long-range plans for visitor access to the ski area (summer and winter), 
Parks Canada expects that the LLSA will collaborate with Parks Canada and other 
park businesses to pursue regional transportation solutions, including maximizing the 
opportunity for visitors to use mass transit.  The three ski areas within Banff National 
Park have long collaborated with other park businesses to operate an integrated 
mass transportation system for skiers staying in Banff National Park hotels.  Through 
its active participation in ID. 9 Governance, the LLSA is an active participant, and 
financial partner in all discussions involving mass transit.  The LLSA has retained BUNT 
Transportation Consultants to complete this portion of the Parking & Transportation 
Strategy.  As with Housing, this strategy must address Balanced Resort Capacity.  

*Snowmaking Infrastructure Plan  

This plan is closely linked to the Water Management Plan.  The 2015 Site Guidelines 
require the LLSA to update its Snowmaking Master Plan to identify required 
improvements to the existing system including pumps, power and water distribution and 
pipelines and snow guns.  Further, required expansion to new and existing skied terrain 
is to be identified in the updated plan.  A goal of this process is to improve the efficiency 
and effectiveness of the snowmaking system, including the development of surface 
water reservoirs, and higher-capacity pumps that allow the ski area to complete its 
snowmaking requirements by reducing the demand for water from the Pipestone River 
during low-flow periods in winter.  
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Torrent Engineering was retained to undertake a comprehensive assessment of the 
existing snowmaking and water supply (reservoir, pipelines, pumphouses, etc.) system, 
and to recommend improvements and changes to meet future snowmaking demand 
both to Build Out and at the completion of the first LRP.  The Torrent Engineering 
contract includes developing a preliminary design and operations concept for proposed 
snowmaking water reservoirs at the Old Gondola Base and near Temple Lodge.  This 
project was assisted by senior Golder Hydrologist, Mr. Murray Fitch, and by Derek 
Uddenberg (Engineer) who was retained to incorporate water supply and distribution 
plans into an updated LLSA Utilities Master Plan.

Water Management Strategy 

This project, and the aquatic resources project are closely linked to the Snowmaking 
Infrastructure Plan.  Golder Associates Senior Hydrologists, Murray Fitch (now retired) 
and Getu Biftu undertook the preparation of a comprehensive long-term water supply 
and management strategy that includes existing and surface and proposed groundwater 
supplies.  The project has involved monitoring the impact of water withdrawals on the 
Pipestone River, and from groundwater wells located on the ski area’s leased land in the 
Hamlet of Lake Louise.   

Aquatic Species Protection Plan 

Golder Associates Aquatic Resource Specialist Kasey Clipperton was retained to 
develop strategies and programs for the ski area to implement for protection of Species 
at Risk Act listed Westslope Cutthroat in Corral Creek, and for fish and fish habitat in 
the Pipestone River during periods of water withdrawal for snowmaking, and during ski 
area operations.  He will also develop short and long-term strategies for the role that the 
Lessee can play to support and enhance regional aquatic ecology.  

*Ski Run (Vegetation) Management Strategy, Whitebark Pine Study

Initially led by Dr. David Walker, whose team at David Walker & Associates has played 
a leadership role in vegetation and soils management, protection and rehabilitation at 
the LLSA for more than 3 decades, this project is a wide-ranging research program 
to improve mapping and assessment tools for the ski area, and to assess the result 
of more than 40 years of efforts in site rehabilitation.  The study team, subsequently 
led by Dr. Cliff White (C. W. Associates) and Dana Bush, evaluated more than 100 
previously disturbed and rehabilitated / revegetated sites to determine the principal 
ecological factors for success in the biophysical ecotypes that characterize the ski 
area’s ecological resources.  From this work, the team will develop a report that 
identifies the ways in which vegetation communities and ecosites respond and adapt to 
types of ski area developments and use.  The ski area will use this report to guide future 
development to minimize ecological impacts, and to develop mitigated strategies for 
future development.     
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The research team used previously completed work by Dr. Walker’s team to assess 
the ‘Ecological Functionality’ of vegetation communities in reclaimed areas to guide 
the LRP team’s assessment of development proposals advanced by ski area planners 
to for future developments.  This report, together with Dr. Cliff White’s fire ecology 
assessment, and extensive efforts to map and characterize Whitebark pine occurrence 
in the ski area assisted the identification of areas suitable for ski run development, and 
for forest glading and thinning.

A ski area team of staff and volunteers, led by a Volunteer, Mr. Doug MacDonald, and 
Dr. Cliff White engaged in what is an ongoing project to map and describe the condition 
of all known individuals and clumps of Whitebark pine (Pinus albicaulis) inside the ski 
area.  Whitebark pine, although relatively abundant within the ski area, is a threatened 
species which has been listed in under Canada’s Species at Risk Act (“SARA”).  Any ski 
area activity that may affect Whitebark pine or its habitat must have the prior approval 
of Parks Canada which issues SARA permits in national parks. The goals of this study 
were to map Whitebark Pine for purposes of ongoing ski area operations as well as to 
ensure that LRP proposals avoid or have the least possible impact on Whitebark pine.  
Where ski area operations overlap areas that are subject to natural recruitment by 
Whitebark Pine (such as ski runs or glades), an application for management activities 
such as brushing must be submitted to Parks Canada.

Ecological Functionality Assessment of Ski Runs and Associated Disturbances

A companion report to the Vegetation (Ski Run) Management Strategy, this report 
assesses the Ecological Functionality of diverse vegetation communities (ecological 
sites) at the LLSA based on over 40 years of site reclamation and revegetation 
experience by Dr. Walker and ski area staff.  

Best Management Practice Rare Plant Protection 

A companion report to the Vegetation (Ski Run) Management Strategy, this BMP 
describes methodology used at the LLSA to identify the presence of, and protection 
alternatives for rare plants in areas that will be subject to construction activity.  This 
BMP was authored by Dana Bush using methods pioneered by herself and Dr. David 
Walker.  

FireSmart Plan and Fire Ecology 

The FireSmart Plan and report assesses the extent to which facilities, utilities and 
public programs are at risk to loss or damage by wildfire.  This project was assigned 
to Dr. Cliff White who has extensive experience as a PCA Fire Management Specialist 
in BNP.  As reported in the foregoing report summaries, opportunities to replicate the 
ecological effects (benefits) of wildfire in the design of ski runs have been reported in 
the Vegetation (Ski Run) Management Strategy.
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Wildlife Strategy

Although no specific direction was established in the 2015 Site Guidelines or the 
Strategic Environmental Assessment for a Wildlife ‘Strategy’, the scope and diversity 
of issues relating to wildlife and wildlife habitat speak to why the ski area launched 
a comprehensive strategy to guide required data collection, analysis and impact 
assessment.  Key issues that are highlighted in the 2015 Site Guidelines and SEA 
include habitat protection for Mountain Goats, Grizzly Bears, Wolverine and Caribou 
(although re-introduction would not occur within the ski area); protection measures for 
the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor, including an underpass along the Whitehorn Access 
Road; and visitor use management protocols on the Whitehorn Access Road and at the 
Whiskey Jack base area.    

The preparation of the Wildlife Strategy was prepared by Martin Jalkotzy and team 
at Golder Associates, with technical and field support provided by qualified ski area 
staff.  The Wildlife Strategy identifies further field research work and data collection that 
must be undertaken to complete planning for Hidden Bowl and the Whitehorn Wildlife 
Corridor.  It also identifies priorities for long-term monitoring.

Environmental Management System (EMS)

The 2015 Site Guidelines call for the ski area to develop the ski area’s formal 
Environmental Management Strategy (EMS) as the basis for reducing the use and 
waste of natural resources including energy, materials, food, and water.  The EMS 
will establish conservation and waste reduction strategies and outline a system for 
monitoring and reporting results.  The LLSA contracted this work to Golder Associates.  
The project was led by a Golder team coordinated by Brittney Sammons.  Methodology 
used by the U.S. - based National Ski Areas Association in its EMS process was 
assessed in the course of this project.

Heritage Tourism & Interpretation Strategy

One of the key priorities outlined in the 2015 Site Guidelines is the preparation of a 
long-term plan to identify how the ski area can deliver interpretive messages that focus 
on the conservation mandate of Canada’s National Parks, with specific reference to key 
ecosystem resources that are the focus of protection and management efforts in Banff 
National Park.  Parks Canada has developed extensive policy and practice in the area 
of ‘heritage tourism and interpretation’.  The ski area has been a partner in this mission 
for two decades, with the focus on Grizzly Bear protection and education primarily 
through its summer sightseeing visitor programs.  

The challenge for the ski area is to identify how it can broaden that interpretation / 
education program to address a wider suite of themes and to extend its focus to the 
winter visitor season.  The proposed relocation of the summer sightseeing visitor 
program to a new day lodge to be developed on Eagle Ridge in association with a new 
ridge-top trail system provides a fresh opportunity to re-examine interpretation themes, 
programs and media for summer and winter visitor seasons.    

This project was led by Robin Locke (LLSA Vice-President and a member of the Locke 
family, owners of the LLSA) and ski area Interpretation staff.  
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Eagle Ridge / Whitehorn Mountain Summer Interpretative Loop Trails

The 2015 Site Guidelines identify a potential trail system for Eagle Ridge that would 
replace mid-mountain trails connecting to Whitehorn Lodge.  Portions of this new 
trail network must be constructed and ready for visitor use before the summer visitor 
program is relocated from Whitehorn Lodge to a new mountain-top lodge on Eagle 
Ridge.  A proposed trail network has been identified by Matt Hadley, McElhanney Land 
Surveys and Engineering, Canmore, Alberta.  His report proposes a ‘stacked loop’ trail 
network offering trails of varying length, difficulty and exposure.  Trails and viewing 
platforms for disabled persons are included in that plan.

Architectural Design Theme and Guidelines 

Updating the ski area’s Architectural Design Guidelines is another requirement of the 
2015 Site Guidelines.  The ski area’s principal architect, Calgary-based Paul Tarjan 
(The Tarjan Group) was retained to both update the ski area’s Design Guidelines 
and to develop conceptual designs for new day lodges, and renovations to existing 
facilities that are advanced in the first LRP.  Mr. Tarjan has worked closely with Ecosign 
Mountain Resort Planners Ltd., and Brent Harley Associates (both of Whistler B.C.), 
whose firms were assigned a primary role for LRP mountain planning and design, to 
develop preliminary footprints, space use plans and design concepts for all proposed 
day lodge projects.  

In accordance with this direction, the following Architectural Theme and Design 
Guidelines have been established for the Lake Louise Ski Area:

• Define a suitable architectural theme for building development including 
renovations and additions;

• Define architectural concepts, colours and materials for exterior finishes;

• Ensure that buildings are designed to readily accommodate accessibility needs 
and emerging environmental building technologies including energy and water 
efficiency; and

• Provide linkages to key Ski Area policies and practices including the Sign Plan, 
Interpretation Strategy and FireSmart Plan.

Sign Plan

The 2015 Site Guidelines require the LLSA to submit an updated Sign Plan.  The scope 
of this plan includes directional signage, ski run name and number signs, as well as all 
required safety signage.  This task was directed by Kim Locke (LLSA Vice-President 
and a member of the Locke family, owners of the LLSA).
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Best Management Practices (BMPs) for Special and Competitive Events:

The 2015 Site Guidelines require the LLSA to submit a trio of Best Management Plans, 
specific to the LLSA, and addressing the management of special and competitive 
events.  These BMPs, drafted by Dave Schebek, Ski Area Director and staff address 
issues that could potentially affect (disturb or displace) wildlife.  These BMP’s (described 
below) will complement those already included in the Parks Canada Agency, Best 
Management Practices for Development at Ski Areas in Banff and Jasper National 
Parks, 2008.

Best Management Practice (BMP) for Noise & Lighting 

This BMP will address the control of noise and lighting associated with competitive 
events and other on-hill functions.

BMP for Race Course Management 

This BMP focusses on procedures for race course design, operation and safety 
including addressing wildlife crossings, public access, and training of race course 
personnel.  The use of snow-hardening agents and colour dyes is included in the scope 
of this BMP.  

BMP for Special & Competitive Events 

This BMP addresses concerns that special and competitive events may pose threats to 
wildlife and wildlife habitat and establishes measures for their avoidance and mitigation. 

Electrical Power 

This project was undertaken by former LLSA Engineer, Derek Uddenburg who had 
already undertaken an initial assessment / design of required improvements to the ski 
area’s existing electrical power system.  The contractor worked with regional power 
providers, PCA, Snowmaking Engineers, and Mountain Planners to ensure that utility 
demands for future operations and development are anticipated in the final design 
report.

Water and Wastewater Collection / Treatment (Infrastructure) Plan

This project was undertaken by Bruno Mannsberger of McElhanney Engineering.  A 
comprehensive plan was developed to ensure that future demands for snowmaking, 
potable and firefighting water can be provided to meet future demands.  A parallel plan 
was developed for collecting and disposing of wastewater from all day lodges and other 
facilities.  Collaboration with Snowmaking Engineers, Mountain Planners and PCA was 
required to assure this project’s success.
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Whisky Jack Base Area Design

The Whisky Jack Base Area (the “Base Area”) is the heart of the Lake Louise Ski 
Area.  It is the starting and finishing point for most visitors, providing a range of day 
lodge commercial and support services including parking and ticket sales; ski rentals, 
bag drop and storage; ski school; restaurants, bars, brown bag lunch areas and cafés; 
bathrooms, day care & nursery; and the ski area’s operations centre and administration 
offices.  The Base Area is also home to the Sunny Side beginner (teaching) area which 
features several surface lifts (the Sun Kid carpets) which provide an easy way for 
beginners of all ages to reach the gentle beginner slopes.  The Sunny Side area also 
features a tubing park which provides a safe and exciting way for non-skiers to enjoy 
winter outdoor recreation at the Lake Louise Ski Area.   

The Base Area is the starting point for on-hill adventure, featuring a number of lifts 
(chairlifts and gondolas) which transport skiers and snowboarders (collectively referred 
to in this report as skiers) to ski terrain on the SW-facing slopes of Whitehorn Mountain, 
or to other lifts, lodges and ski terrain throughout the ski area.  

The 2015 Site Guidelines require the LLSA to produce Long-Range Plans that 
demonstrate a balance between visitor demand for on-hill ski terrain (including non-
ski winter recreation facilities) and the supply of all required support and commercial 
services.  For example, if the ski area’s balanced visitor capacity (referred to in ski area 
planning terms as ‘BSAC” or balanced ski area capacity) is 6,000 skiers and non-skiers 
per day, the capacity of all visitor services including parking, day lodge services, lifts 
and on-hill terrain will be sufficient to meet the expectations of at least 6,000 visitors in 
a comfortable manner.  The goal of the LLSA is to meet this challenge and to provide a 
‘world class’ experience for visitors on a year-round basis. 

To address the planning challenges at the Base Area, the LLSA retained the services 
of B.C.-based Ecosign Mountain Resort Planners Ltd.  Ecosign’s planning team for the 
LLSA was led by Ryley Theissen, President.  The Ecosign team was assigned primary 
planning responsibility for the Base Area as well as adjacent beginner terrain on Sunny 
Side, and the lower slopes of the ‘Juniper’ terrain pod.  This planning area includes 
Base Area parking lots and traffic circulation, day lodges, beginner ski areas, and non-
ski winter recreation and play areas.  Ecosign’s work is fully integrated and coordinated 
with that of Brent Harley & Associates Inc., who were assigned the task of preparing the 
overall Mountain Master Plan for the LRP.
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Mountain Master Plan

The final plan undertaking by the consulting team is the ski area’s Mountain Master Plan 
itself.  The LLSA Mountain Master Plan was prepared using a North American industry-
standard approach to ski area planning, addressing both short and long-term planning 
issues.  The 2015 Site Guidelines required the LLSA to undertake its planning using 
such North American ski industry standards to ensure that the demand and supply of 
skier services, from lift capacity to required restaurant space can be demonstrated to be 
in balance.  

The Mountain Master Plan is effectively, the core of the required Long-Range Plan 
(Chapters 6, 7 and 8), addressing all aspects of ski area development for a specified 
visitor capacity.  It includes details about on-mountain development including all lifts and 
ski terrain, establishing the appropriate balance between beginner, intermediate and 
expert terrain.  It identifies the range of summer and winter recreational opportunities 
that can be developed, identifying required support facilities and programs.  It identifies 
where day lodges are required, and the extent and mix of required services.  It 
specifies how much parking is required and required visitor circulation patterns.  It 
assists ski area owners to develop business plans and facilities in balance with market 
expectations and opportunities.  

For national park ski areas, the Mountain Master Plan must accommodate and account 
for a range of national park-specific requirements such as those for ecosystem 
protection, water management, quality of visitor experience including interpretation 
programs, and integration with Park Management Plans and Community Plans, 
including regional transportation services.  For the Lake Louise Ski Area, the studies 
and plans listed in this introductory section of the LRP must all be considered in the 
Mountain Master Plan.  

For its 2018 Mountain Master Plan, the LLSA retained the services of Mr. Brent Harley 
and his firm, Brent Harley and Associates, Inc. of Whistler, B.C. (“BHA”).  BHA provides 
comprehensive design and planning solutions for ski areas, with a focus on creating 
progressive and sustainable solutions that address environmental, social and business 
issues.  BHA has provided planning services to the LLSA for more than 30 years and 
is recognized as a responsible ski area planning firm with global reach.  For the LLSA, 
BHA has been engaged to work collaboratively with Ecosign Mountain Resort Planners, 
and the full team of ski area staff and consultants.
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2.3 AN OVERVIEW OF LONG-RANGE PLAN DEVELOPMENT 
PROPOSALS (SUMMARY)

This document summarizes the proposed developments that comprise the first Long-
Range Plan submitted to Parks Canada by the Lake Louise Ski Area under the terms of the 
2015 Site Guidelines.  Proposed developments advanced in the first Long-Range Plan are 
described, and capacities are defined consistent with North American Ski Area Planning 
standards defined by Parks Canada.  All proposed developments fully respect the direction 
and Core Concepts expressed in the 2015 Site Guidelines).  An initial Implementation Plan 
is presented in Chapter 9.  

Two 1:30,000 maps provide readers an overview of existing facilities (Fig. 2-1) and facilities 
when the provisions of this LRP have been implemented (Fig. 2-2).  More detailed maps 
and discussion of existing facilities including day lodges, ski lifts, ski runs and gladed ski 
terrain are presented in the Mountain Master Plan, Chapters 6, 7 and 8 of this report.  NB. 
Larger-scale maps are available for readers by requesting a copy of Figures 6-1 and / or 
8-1 from Dave.Day@skilouise.com.

2.3.1 SKI LIFTS AND SKI TERRAIN

The LLSA has an approved ski area capacity of 6,000 skiers at one time.  BHA reports 
that the ski area has an uphill lift capacity for 6,804 skiers per day, and an alpine terrain 
capacity to support 6,746 skiers per day.  BHA therefore rates the LLSA’s lift and terrain 
capacity (Alpine Comfortable Carrying Capacity or CCC) as capable of supporting 6,746 
skiers per day (the lower number). 

The first LRP includes comprehensive proposals to increase the capacity of alpine ski 
terrain and ski lifts to provide high-quality visits (CCC) for 9,000 skiers at one time.  Figure 
2-1 illustrates the location of proposed new lift alignments, ski runs, and areas that will be 
enhanced for skiing (and vegetation management) by thinning or glading.  The Lake Louise 
Ski Area currently has 551 hectares (ha) of skiable terrain.  The 2015 Site Guidelines allow 
for the development of an additional 466 ha of ski terrain at build-out, bringing total skiable 
terrain to 1,017 ha. (including lands within both the Lease and Licenses of Occupation).  
This first LRP includes proposals that will create approximately 315 ha of additional skiable 
terrain, bringing the ski area total to 866-ha, within the 1,017 ha. capacity limit established 
in the 2015 Site Guidelines.  

On peak attendance days, the capacity of lifts to take skiers out of the Whisky Jack Base 
Area (the Base Area) and onto the ski terrain of their choice has been a planning issue.  
The following ski lift developments that are proposed in the first long-range plan provide 
access to existing and new ski terrain.  The Juniper and Meadowlark lifts double the 
capacity of Base Area lifts to transport skiers to ski terrain of all skill levels:   
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Figure 2-1. Existing and Proposed Ski Area Facilities
• Lower Juniper Chairlift:  A new detachable quad ‘Lower Juniper’ chairlift is 

proposed as a replacement for the former Olympic chairlift which has been removed 
and its alignment rehabilitated.  This new chairlift, coupled with surface-laid Magic 
Carpets, will be an important addition to the ski area’s out-of-base capacity and will 
service new beginner and intermediate terrain that is proposed in the lower Juniper 
ski pod.  This new lift will carry up to 2,200 passengers per hour (pph) from the 
Whisky Jack base area to a top terminal to be positioned above the proposed new 
beginner and ‘play’ terrain which will be developed in the early stages of the first 
LRP.  NB. The actual capacity of proposed lifts specified in this Chapter of the LRP will be 
determined based on terrain capacity and the need to ensure that a balance is maintained 
between the demand for, and supply of lift capacity.     

• Upper Juniper Chairlift:  The Lower Juniper chairlift lift will transport skiers to 
the base terminal of a second lift (Upper Juniper) that will carry skiers to a point 
west of the upper terminal of the Top-of-the-World chairlift on Whitehorn Mt.  This 
lift provides access for skiers to the Summit lift on its existing or proposed new 
alignment.  The base terminal of the Upper Juniper lift will be positioned to allow 
skiers using the proposed West Bowl egress skiway to return to the upper mountain 
without passing through the Whisky Jack base area, reducing congestion. 

• Meadowlark and Upper Eagle Chairlifts: The installation of a new ‘Meadowlark’ 
detachable quad chairlift, also with an approximate uphill capacity of 2,200 pph, 
is proposed on an alignment that is adjacent to the existing Meadowlark ski run.  
The Meadowlark lift will provide access to the existing Meadowlark ski run; to 
two ‘parallel’  ski runs that will be developed, one on each side of the existing 
Meadowlark ski run; and access to Whitehorn Lodge and the lower terminal of the 
proposed new Eagle Chairlift which replaces a former (Eagle) lift which has been 
removed and its alignment rehabilitated. 
 
The design for these new ski runs will address concerns for visibility, while 
also responding to ecological (wildlife habitat and vegetation) imperatives, fire 
management and other safety imperatives.  The lower terminal of the proposed 
Meadowlark lift will be situated in the Whisky Jack base area, adjacent to the Sunny 
Side learning area, or on one of three alternative sites that are situated further 
upslope.  The three higher-elevation alternative sites would permit skiers using ski 
terrain in the Meadowlark ski pod return to their chosen ski terrain without the need 
to descent to the busy, Whisky Jack Base Area.  To access any of these alternative 
sites from the Whisky Jack base area, skiers would first ride the Sunny Side chairlift 
which would be a high-capacity lift to prevent any loss of uphill capacity. These 
alternatives are illustrated in Figure 2-3. 
 
The design of the new, parallel Meadowlark ski runs will factor in standards 
established by the Féderation Internationale de Ski (F.I.S.) for Giant Slalom, Slalom 
and Ski or Board Cross ski races.  The new Meadowlark chairlift will also provide 
skiers access to the proposed Upper Eagle chairlift, which is a replacement for the 
Eagle chairlift, decommissioned in 2004 when the Base Area Grizzly Gondola was 
upgraded.  Proposals to replace existing lifts can be submitted under the terms of 
the 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines.      
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Figure 2-2. Facilities at the Lake Louise Ski Area when the Provisions of this LRP have been Implemented
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Figure 2-2. Facilities at the Lake Louise Ski Area when the Provisions of this LRP have been Implemented

• Sunny Side Beginner and Winter Sports Area:  The “Sunny Side” beginner 
teaching and fun play area which is situated at the east side of the Whisky Jack 
base area will be expanded to the east and uphill to allow a modest expansion and 
improvements to the Tubing Park and to enhance teaching for children who are 
almost ready to venture onto the ski area’s beginner and intermediate ski runs.  A 
new Sunny Side quad chairlift will be installed to allow an uphill expansion of this 
popular children’s teaching and play area, and to provide access for high-skill skiers 
to the lower terminal of the Meadowlark chairlift.  The Sunny Side expansion will 
also allow better separation between the surface lifts which are used for the early 
stages of teaching programs.

• Summit Platter:  The Summit Platter will be replaced by a fixed-grip chairlift and re-
aligned to reduce wind-exposure.  It will be extended to allow skiers direct access to 
the Pika Bowl ski runs;  

• Upgrade Existing Lifts:  The Grizzly Express Gondola is presently being rebuilt 
and upgraded.  The Glacier Chairlift will be converted from a 4 to 6-seater format.  
These improvements, and the addition of the Lower Juniper lift will increase base lift 
combined capacity from 4,800 pph to 7,000 pph, a 45+% increase.  In the longer-
term, the Sunny Side / Meadowlark lifts will further increase out-of-base capacity to 
more than 9,000 skiers per hour, enough to meet LRP peak loading demand.  

• Richardson’s Ridge / Prunepicker’s Lifts:  A new detachable quad chairlift will 
be installed along the spine of Richardson’s Ridge to provide access to extensive 
new beginner and intermediate ski terrain on the SW-facing slopes of Richardson’s 
Ridge.  In addition to the open, SW-facing slopes, the NE-facing steeper slopes 
of Richardson’s Ridge provide the opportunity for the ski area to develop gladed 
skiing, with skiers returning to the base of the lift via an egress skiway paralleling 
Hidden and Corral Creeks.   
 

The base terminal of this chairlift will be located near the junction of Pika and Corral 
Creeks, while the upper terminal will be located near the tree line on Richardson’s 
Ridge.  For skiers at Temple Lodge, access to the Richardson’s Ridge chairlift will 
be via a surface or elevated lift installed on Prunepicker’s Hill to provide access 
across Corral Creek to the base of the proposed Richardson’s Ridge lift.

• West Bowl:  In addition to these ski lift and associated ski terrain developments, 
the ski area proposes to open West Bowl for skiing at the early stages of the first 
LRP.  No new lifts are required to access West Bowl, which will offer skiing under 
natural (side-country) conditions.  While avalanche control will occur (safety is an 
integral purpose of integrating West Bowl into the ski area boundary in the winter), 
no snowmaking or grooming will occur, and no ski runs will be developed. A ski 
out egress trail will be developed to return skiers to the top of the new Juniper ski 
pod and by which ski patrol may evacuate injured skiers. Some glading to facilitate 
access to the egress skiway will be required for safety reasons.   
 

To access West Bowl from the summit of Mt. Whitehorn, skiers will pass prominent 
signage cautioning of the risks and hazards of side-country terrain, including 
avalanches, and the appropriate safety mitigations required (i.e. avalanche safety 
equipment) considering the avalanche hazards presented.  Skiers will descend via 
staircase or walkway at a notch to the west of the top terminal of Summit lift. Other 
access points may be available at times, conditions dependent. 
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• Skiways and Connectors:  To ensure safety for skiers of all skill levels, the 
Sunset Terrace, Home Run and Wounded Knee skiways are in the process of 
being widened and having grades improved.  The 2015 Site Guidelines (Section 
5.2.27, Page 78) confirm that improvements to Sunset Terrace and Home Run and 
Wounded Knee skiways may be advanced by the ski area as exceptions to the 
2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines, in advance of Long-Range Plan approval.   
 

Several other ski trails that provide key connections for beginner and intermediate 
skill-level skiers between lifts and ski runs require improvements that involve less 
extensive terrain modification.  Examples include connections between the top of 
the Ptarmigan Chairlift and the Pika ski run; from the Pika ski run to the base of the 
Paradise Chairlift; and the Pika-Boo connector from Paradise base to the original 
Ptarmigan run.  Ski terrain safety improvements are required at Hell’s Kitchen.

2.3.2 SKI AREA PARKING AND REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION STRATEGY

The LLSA actively pursues independent and partnered programs to encourage skiers 
and other visitors to arrive by bus.  An analysis of alternatives for increasing the use of 
mass transit, and/or increasing the number of passengers per private vehicle has been 
undertaken for the ski area by BUNT & Associates (Calgary based transportation planners 
and engineers) and is presented, in Summary, in Section 8.7 (Regional Transportation 
Strategy) of this LRP.  The BUNT report highlights the challenges that Parks Canada 
and the three Banff National Park ski areas face in implementing winter season mass 
transportation alternatives from Calgary and region, the source of most ‘rubber-tire’ day-use 
skier visits to the LLSA.  

Rubber-tire traffic accounts for varying levels of day-use visits depending on the time of the 
winter season.  The lack of regional mass transportation is an issue that is being actively 
addressed collaboratively by Parks Canada, Improvement District #9, the Town of Banff 
and the three Banff National park ski areas.  The LLSA is committed to contributing its fair 
share to developing effective regional mass transportation alternatives for the winter and 
summer visitor seasons.  

Bus transportation has been much more effective inside Banff National Park, where many 
visitors do not have vehicles and rely on buses to provide access to ski areas.  On busy 
winter ski days, up to 20 to 25% of all visitors may arrive to LLSA by bus, most from Banff 
and Lake Louise hotels, but many arriving via private charters.  This represents as many as 
1,500 skiers with 1,000 arriving from Banff hotels, 300 from Lake Louise hotels, and 200 
from the Chateau Lake Louise.  The full cost of providing the bus service from Banff and 
most of the cost of the Lake Louise Village bus service is paid by the LLSA (>$1 million per 
year).
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The BUNT report also highlights the importance of increasing the number of passengers 
per private vehicle (presently 2.8 from local visitor centres and 2.3 from Calgary and 
elsewhere).  BUNT identifies several strategies for maximizing passenger loads varying 
from offering incentives for higher passenger numbers, to charging for parking on a 
reverse per passenger basis.  These recommendations are under active review and will 
be considered for the 2019 - 2020 visitor season following a period of consultation and 
communication with seasons’ pass and other ticket holders.

A Base Area Planning Study undertaken by Ecosign Mountain Resort Planners confirms 
the conclusions of the 2015 Site Guidelines that proposed revisions to parking lots 1, 2, 
3 and 4 will accommodate LRP parking by supplying in excess of 3,000 private vehicle 
parking stalls and 50 bus parking stalls.  This represents an addition of more than 1,100 
parking stalls from the current supply of 1,951.   

The Ecosign plan recommends that available expansion of parking in existing lots be 
developed in the first LRP to ensure that enough parking and operations storage is 
available year-round.  The ski area plans a phased approach to developing available 
parking spaces with initial projects focusing on existing Parking Lots 2, 3 and 4.

Other than drainage improvements to limit Corral Creek siltation risk, no changes will be 
made to the Fish Creek ‘trailhead’ public parking lot, which is located within the Temple 
Road License of Occupation.  To improve the effectiveness of the Whitehorn Wildlife 
Corridor, the lower portion of the former access road will be closed by Parks Canada, and 
a new access road will be provided through Parking Lot #1, within the ski area’s Leasehold. 
The ski area will repair any damage to the trailhead public parking area at Fish Creek 
resulting from access road re-construction.  To minimize the use of this parking lot by ski 
area customers, a barrier fence will be installed by the ski area to restrict access to the 
Whisky Jack base area, and signage at the entrance to the Fish Creek access road will 
specify that the Fish Creek public parking lot, a year-round facility, is intended for park 
visitors headed to backcountry areas beyond Temple Lodge.

The LLSA’s summer visitor program requires less than 500 parking spaces, so there is 
more than ample parking already in summer. Visitors can park all day at LLSA, without 
having to deal with increasing congestion at Village and upper Lake Louise parking lots.  
From the LLSA’s parking lots, rapid connections to Lake Louise itself, and to the Village are 
available using the ski area’s free passenger shuttle bus system.  
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2.3.3 DAY LODGES AND COMMERCIAL SERVICES 

The 2015 Site Guidelines reports that the Lake Louise Ski Area currently has 7,527 m2 of 
commercial space in day lodges at the Temple, Whitehorn, and Whisky Jack visitor nodes.  
This is divided into 6,515 m2 of commercial (revenue-generating) space and 1,012 m2 of 
operational support space (including mechanical rooms, hallways, exits, etc.).  The 2015 
Site Guidelines note that at completion of all LRPs (11,500 visitors at one time) industry-
standards for the provision of all required skier support services (ticket sales, equipment 
rentals, restaurants, bathrooms, retail sales, and administration space) there can be a 
maximum of an additional 9,850 m2 of commercial space (commercial and commercial 
operations support).   

The 2015 Site Guidelines recommends that 1.5 m2 of commercial space is an appropriate 
industry standard for a day-use only ski area, located distant from the nearest major 
population centre.  For the proposed Comfortable Carrying Capacity of the first Long-
Range Plan which is 9,000 skiers at one time, coupled with 1,000 non-skiers) (whose 
requirements will be limited to Base Area Lodges, one lift and one upper mountain lodge) 
this translates to approximately 15,000 m2 of commercial space, or an increase of about 
7,450 m2.

In fact, the planning provisions of the first LRP call for the development of 7,940 m2 of 
new space, including 7,090 m2 of commercial space and 850 m2 of operational support 
space.  (The final division of new space into ‘commercial’ and ‘operations support’ space 
will be made when terms are finalized in the new lease).  The proposed additions include 
expansion of Temple Lodge, and construction of the new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge, two-
day lodges for which only one phase of construction can realistically be envisaged.  The 
distribution of commercial space between lodges and within lodges is described in further 
detail in Chapter 8 of this LRP.  

Subject to ‘definitions’ that will be finalized in the new lease, an additional 650 m2 for child 
care and nursery space in the Whisky Jack Base Area, and 900 m2 for dedicated, year-
round Interpretation exhibits and theatres at the Eagle Ridge Day Lodge and at the Base 
Area Edu-Lodge will be included as either commercial or non-commercial space.  If space 
for dedicated, year-round interpretation theatres and exhibits is defined to be commercial 
space, some downsizing may be anticipated at the building design stage.  Fire risk 
assessments for LLSA’s day lodges and all infrastructure were conducted by Cliff White 
and Associates whose Wildland Fire Risk and FireSmart Report is presented in Sections 
4.6 and 12.1.6 of this report.  

The first Long-Range Plan includes the following proposed day-lodge developments and 
improvements. Note that size allocations are attributed to each building for the purposes of 
this LRP and fluidity of allocation among buildings is expected during the design process:
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• Whisky Jack Base Area Expansion:  The ski area proposes to develop two new 
day lodges at the Base Area, and to double the space available for child care and 
nursery services for staff, area residents and visitors (see Inset Map, Figure 2-1).  
The proposed new Base Area Day Lodge, Whisky Jack II would move forward 
in the first phase, together with improvements to the existing Whisky Jack and 
Lodge-of-the-Ten-Peaks, and child care expansion.  The proposed new Edu-Lodge 
will be phased to fit seamlessly with proposed re-development of the Sunny Side 
Beginner-Teaching and Snow-Play Area, and improvements to the tubing park.  
 

Proposed renovations to existing lodges include adding a third floor to Whisky Jack 
Lodge, and enclosing decks at the Lodge-of-the-Ten Peaks.  In total, approximately 
4,250 m2 of additional visitor service space will be provided at the Whisky Jack 
Base Area to meet industry-standards for core visitor services and to meet goals for 
interpretation and education. 

• Temple Lodge Expansion:  The LLSA proposes to double the space available at 
Temple Lodge to provide enough space to accommodate projected skier growth, 
and ski lift and ski terrain expansion on Richardson’s Ridge and ultimately, in 
Hidden Bowl.  The existing Temple Lodge offers approximately 925 m2 of customer 
service space (restaurant, bathrooms, and warming-area) in a unique square-timber 
building that has architectural heritage value.  To accommodate growth, while 
respecting the building’s fabric and character, and site restrictions, the ski area has 
retained the services of Calgary-based architect Paul Tarjan (Tarjan & Associates, 
Architects).    
 

Included in the first Long-Range Plan is the ski area’s proposal to construct a small 
Operations Centre in the Temple / Ptarmigan base area, perhaps adjacent to the 
proposed new water storage reservoir.  The distance to the existing Whisky Base 
Area Operations Centre, points to the need for a second facility to fuel snowcats; 
support snow safety; and house snow grooming operations.  

• Juniper Warming Hut:  The first LRP includes a proposal to build a Warming Hut 
on Whitehorn Ridge. It will be situated below the upper terminals of the existing 
Top-of-the-World chairlift and the proposed upper terminal of the Upper Juniper 
chairlift, and near the lower terminal of the re-located Summit lift.  This warming hut, 
which will have a floor area of about 350 m2, will provide shelter, brown-bag seating, 
bathrooms and limited food and beverage service during the winter season; and 
will be used to support ski racing during the early season period that the World Cup 
downhill course is in use.  It will be open in summer, providing bathrooms, brown-
bag seating, and vending machines and snack service for hikers and interpretive 
groups using the new trail system on Eagle Ridge (following section).

• Eagle Ridge Day Lodge:  To allow for the relocation of the summer visitor program 
from Whitehorn Lodge to Eagle Ridge Day Lodge (from the Glacier Chairlift to the 
Grizzly Gondola), the LLSA proposes to build a new, mountain-top lodge that will 
service both the summer and winter visitor seasons.  Studies conducted by Parks 
Canada, supplemented by the LLSA, confirm that the proposed Eagle Ridge Day 
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Lodge site has lower habitat value for Grizzly Bears, significantly reducing the risk 
of future human / bear encounters.  The proposed new lodge will provide up to 
2,323 m2 of aggregate visitor service space, inlcuding a large dedicated space for 
year-round interpretive exhibits and a theatre, ensuring year-round interpretation 
exhibits and programs.   
 

The design of this new lodge is intended to allow visitors to enjoy the location’s 360º 
view of the Canadian Rocky Mountains, while ensuring that it blends effectively with 
the ridgeline to reduce potential visual impacts.  The Eagle Ridge Day Lodge will 
be the start and end point for a series of self-guided and guided interpretative trails.  
The Eagle Ridge Day Lodge and associated trail system will be developed in the 
first phase of this LRP’s implementation.

• Whitehorn Day Lodge:  As previously noted, when the summer visitor program has 
been re-located to the proposed new day lodge on Eagle Ridge, Whitehorn Lodge 
will revert to winter-season use only.  The ski area has a small addition to expand 
the kitchen of this lodge planned in the first LRP and may undertake renovations to 
improve the building’s appearance and the functionality of existing interior space on 
the main and lower levels.  To ensure that adequate commercial space is provided 
for such renovations, after the relocation of the summer visitor program to the 
new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge, 150 m2 of commercial space is reserved for future 
redevelopment at Whitehorn Lodge. 
 

Although not an LRP project, the space that had originally been used for the 
original, 1959 summer sightseeing gondola loading and unloading will be better 
enclosed and renovated to accommodate a proposed new and unique “Bullwheel 
Bar and Lounge”.  This project will be advanced under the terms of the 2006 Ski 
Area Management Guidelines.  Whitehorn Lodge played an important role in 
the development of skiing and summer sightseeing on the SW-facing slopes of 
Whitehorn Mountain. 

A more detailed analysis of day-lodge visitor service space requirements is presented in 
the BHA Mountain Master Plan, Chapter 8 of this Long-Range Plan.  The BHA space-use 
analysis is based on industry-standards as specified in the 2015 Site Guidelines.  Updated 
LLSA Architectural Design Guidelines as well as preliminary Site Plans and conceptual 
building designs are presented for each proposed day lodge development in the Mountain 
Master Plan and summarized in the Architectural Design Guidelines (Section 8.5.2).
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2.3.4 UTILITY SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE AND TEMPLE AREA 
OPERATIONS BUILDING

To ensure that power, water, sewer and waste management systems are adequate to meet 
the needs of these proposed developments, the LLSA has developed a Utilities Plan for 
the first LRP in consultation with utility providers FORTIS Alberta (FORTIS) for electrical 
supply and distribution, and Parks Canada which operates the Lake Louise Waste Water 
Treatment Plant (WWTP) and waste transfer management system and facilities.  All LLSA 
wastewater is collected by underground pipeline and delivered to the Lake Louise WWTP.   
Solid waste is transferred by private haulers for the LLSA to regional disposal facilities 
located east of Banff National Park.  

Potable water and structural and local forest fire-fighting water is supplied to Base Area day 
lodges using the ski area’s snowmaking water supply system.  Whitehorn Lodge water is 
supplied from a nearby spring, while Temple Lodge water is withdrawn from Corral Creek.  
Snowmaking reservoirs will provide additional storage for fire-fighting water during the 
summer months.  Golder Associates (Calgary) has been retained to develop a detailed, 
long-term water supply strategy for the LLSA.  Water used for snowmaking, lodge uses and 
fire-fighting is provided subject to Water Licenses issued by Parks Canada.

The electrical power supply system inside the ski area requires substantial upgrading to 
improve reliability, and to provide redundancy.  The ski area’s chairlifts are all powered 
by electric drives, with diesel-powered backups.  Parks Canada has asked national park 
ski areas to consider alternatives for back-up power that would reduce the need to move 
and store liquid fuels.  The LLSA will continue to work with FORTIS and Parks Canada 
to determine final design for the upgraded electrical power distribution system, including 
whether the ski area, or FORTIS will install required new wires and transformers. 

Where required, additional location and design details and environmental assessments 
for water and sewer line installations will be advanced to Parks Canada under the Project 
Development provisions of the 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines.  

Included in the first long-range plan is the ski area’s proposal to construct an Operations 
Building in the Temple / Ptarmigan base area.  Given the distance to the existing 
Operations Centre, a remote facility is required to support snow safety, and snow grooming 
operations.  This facility, to be moderate in size, will be sited adjacent to the lower terminal 
of the Larch Chairlift.  
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2.3.5 SNOWMAKING SYSTEM AND LINKS TO THE WATER STRATEGY

The LLSA’s snowmaking system was first developed in 1984, and since then has expanded 
to include most popular ski runs on the SW-facing slopes of Whitehorn Mountain.  Limited 
snowmaking has been installed in the Larch area, much of it using mobile water-only fan 
guns and surface water hoses.  The ski area plans to extend snowmaking to all major ski 
runs.

The LLSA contracted Minnesota-based Torrent Engineering and Equipment (Torrent) 
to provide snowmaking engineering support services, which includes a master plan 
for coverage and capacity analysis.  Torrent works with resorts worldwide, providing 
engineering services, water pumping equipment and controls.  A capacity analysis is 
typically utilized as a tool to assist management with snowmaking system planning and 
budgeting. This analysis has been developed with the assistance and knowledge of Lake 
Louise Ski Area personnel.

Snowmaking is critical to the LLSA in that it can provide an assured ski surface which 
is critical for skier safety and enjoyment, and protection of soils and surface vegetation.  
Snowmaking increases the reliability and quality of early-season skiing, including the 
preparation of the World Cup Downhill race course.  Snowmaking is also a factor in 
assuring local business and LLSA staff that the ski season will extend for a full 180+ days, 
a vital boost to local employment and to the local economy.  Historically, the goal of the 
LLSA is to open a portion of the ski area by early-November; provide World Cup race 
terrain coverage by late November; open additional ski terrain throughout December; 
and complete snowmaking operations by mid-January.  The LLSA starts making 
snow in October of each year and can run until April 15th of each year, and thanks to 
numerous improvements that have been made to the snowmaking system’s infrastructure, 
snowmaking activity after mid-January is usually restricted to “patch work” repairs and 
improvements.

Torrent Engineering’s November 2017 report, Lake Louise Ski Area Snowmaking Master 
Plan, (Section 8.6.2) provides readers an overview of snowmaking system requirements 
and recommendations for the first LRP, and when the ski area reaches the maximum 
terrain capacity specified in the 2015 Site Guidelines.  It provides an assessment and 
budget cost estimates of existing mountain piping, air/water snowmaking gun equipment, 
and electric fan gun systems, water pumping and compressed air, and automated power 
/ operation controls.  Based on their analysis, Torrent recommends that there is potential 
to improve the ski area’s snowmaking system, while realizing operational savings and 
completing snowmaking coverage goals earlier.  Snowmaking additives that add efficiency 
to snowmaking, especially when temperatures are near the freezing point, are being 
considered by the LLSA and will be tested in the future subject to PCA approval. 
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The LLSA snowmaking system presently covers approximately 98.3 hectares of slopes and 
trails, operating an average of 1,937 hours and pumping 390,000 m3 of water per season, 
at an average system water flowrate of nearly 3.4 m3/min.  With potential improvements 
outlined in the Torrent report, snowmaking covering the same 98.3 hectares of slopes and 
trails could operate an average of 1100 – 1300 hours per season, at an average system 
water flowrate of 4.9 - 5.7 m3/min.  The potential increase in snowmaking water flowrates, 
which equates to snow production, would allow Lake Louise to cover ski terrain faster, open 
trails sooner and save operating power and labour.  Steady pumping at these rates will only 
be possible when the G-Base water reservoir is in use, and/or assured water flow from 
groundwater wells is available.

Torrent calculates that proposed future snowmaking would increase the snowmaking 
system coverage by approximately 60.7 hectares (68%) to a total of 159.0 hectares of 
slopes and trails.  That snowmaking coverage translates to 735 acre-feet of machine-made 
snow, which equates to 550,000 m3 of water.  This annual water demand remains within the 
limits established by Parks Canada in the ski area’s existing Water License.    

Torrent’s report notes that improvements primarily in water supply and snow guns 
technology would allow Lake Louise to achieve these potential system efficiency increases 
and associated savings.  Torrent concludes that earlier completion of snowmaking, coupled 
with developing off-stream water reservoir(s) would reduce long-standing water intake 
problems and reduce the risk that declining flows in the Pipestone River would reduce 
water available for snowmaking.  Their report recommends that additional fan-type snow 
guns be installed, along with additional higher-efficiency air/water “Low Energy” (HKD) guns 
to increase the ski area’s capacity to make snow when other conditions allow. 

NB. Since the completion of Torrent’s Snowmaking Master Plan, the ski area has secured 
the approval of Parks Canada to include pump tests for further evaluation of groundwater 
resources in the adjacent Bow River valley. If these tests prove positive, some or all of 
the ski area’s water will be provided from wells located on the ski area’s 4 - 2 Site (Staff 
Housing) in the Village. This will have a bearing on the ski area’s Water Management 
Strategy, including decisions about water reservoir capacity and location(s).

The LRP currently proposes that water reservoirs be constructed at the Gondola Base 
(taking water from Pipestone Creek), and in the Temple / Ptarmigan base area (taking water 
from Corral Creek during the Spring run-off period, as well as from local surface and sub-
surface sources.  In future studies, beyond the scope of this LRP, the Water Management 
Strategy will examine the potential future development of on-hill snow-melt storage ponds. 
One alternative water reservoir site that is described in this LRP (situated adjacent to the 
Whisky Jack base area) would (of necessity) capture considerable snow-melt water.
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2.4 CONSIDERATION OF ALTERNATIVE DEVELOPMENTS

The 2015 Site Guidelines provide specific direction for future development planning at the 
LLSA.  The prescribed ski area Comfortable Carrying Capacity (CCC) at the completion 
of all Long-Range Plans is 11,500 skiers, a planning figure derived from detailed analysis 
of the capacity of the ski area’s on-hill terrain and the capacity of the ski area to provide 
matching infrastructure (i.e. parking and day lodge services).  The CCC proposed for this 
first Long-Range Plan is for 9,000 skiers at one time, coupled with an estimated 1,000 non-
skier visitors, including winter sightseers.  Winter non-ski visits are a growing tourist activity, 
which may grow in popularity as summer visitation reaches perceived comfortable capacity 
for many Canadians and other Banff National Park visitors.

The 2015 Strategic Environmental Assessment undertaken by Parks Canada confirmed 
that with effective design, and applying North American ski industry-standard criteria, these 
capacity targets can be supported without significant impacts on the area’s ecological 
integrity.  Certain projects, such as the proposed relocation of the summer visitor program 
to a new day lodge on Eagle Ridge, will be considered based on the ability of the ski area 
to provide several “substantial” environmental benefits.  These were described in detail in 
Section 1.5 of this report.

The 2015 Site Guidelines provide specific direction for determining several ski area design 
parameters including for example visitor capacity; the maximum floor area of day lodges; 
and the footprint for parking development and use.  They divide the ski area into planning 
zones, for each of which development guidelines are provided including the general 
location of lifts, ski runs, and any planning restrictions such as snowmaking or grooming.  
General location guidelines are provided for day lodges and warming huts, snowmaking 
and infrastructure.  In each case, however, final decisions on the types of lifts, specific lift 
alignments, the location of new ski runs and glades, and the relative capacity and footprint 
of day lodges is left to the ski area to determine and propose.

The following description summarizes the extent to which alternatives were considered 
by the LRP planning team for proposed new developments (or major redevelopments of 
existing facilities), and the factors leading to final selection.  In addition to countless on-line 
meetings and discussions, the planning team met twice in 2018 to evaluate each proposal 
in terms of potential environmental impacts.  No potentially significant impacts were noted 
in the DIA for projects advanced in LRP Draft 1. 
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2.4.1 SKI LIFTS

2.4.1.1 Sunny Side Learning Area Chairlift and Tubing Park:

The ski area proposes to expand the Sunnyside learning area (Section 2.3.1) and to 
upgrade facilities for both beginner ski learning and for tubing.  Tubing facilities will be 
redesigned to improve safety and quality of visitor experience.  A small ticket kiosk and 
tube storage building will be added.  While the footprint for this facility will be expanded 
modestly, the basic visitor experience will not otherwise be changed.  The planning 
team concluded that no practical alternative locations for the tubing park are available 
this activity requires foot access and should not interrupt the base area’s primary focus 
on providing snow-side access for skiers and riders.

The Sunny Side learning area uses surface ‘carpets’ for uphill transport of beginner 
skiers and riders.  This LRP includes a proposal to augment the use of carpets with a 
(detachable quad) chairlift that will extend the full length of the beginner terrain, which 
will be expanded uphill to providing additional, steeper terrain better suited to completing 
the learning experience.  The selected alignment for this lift is ‘contained’ within the 
Sunny Side beginner area and also provides access to the lower terminal of the 
proposed Meadowlark chairlift. 

2.4.1.2 Meadowlark Twin Ski Runs and Upper Eagle Chairlift:

With the development of the proposed Eagle Ridge Day Lodge, and the proposed 
expansion of ski runs and terrain in the Meadowlark pod, a second front-side high-
speed access chairlift is considered essential to ensure a balance between access and 
terrain capacities.  Several alternate alignments were considered for this lift, with the 
preferred alignment permitting skiers to ski the various runs in the Meadowlark ski pod 
without the need to descent to the busy, Whisky Jack Base Area.   

The upper terminal of the proposed Meadowlark lift will be situated above the 
uppermost portion of the Meadowlark ski runs.  Two new, parallel ski runs will be 
developed, one on each side of the existing Meadowlark ski run.  This area provides 
much needed intermediate and expert ski terrain on the SW facing slopes of Whitehorn 
Mountain.  The upper portion of the Meadowlark ski runs will be enhanced by thinning 
and glading the edges rather than the traditional ‘straight line’ tree removal. 

The proposed alignment for the Meadowlark express chairlift was selected because 
there are few alternative sites suitable for siting the upper terminal and required safe 
unload area.  The site also provides safe access to all proposed ski runs and terrain 
in the Meadowlark pod and both Whitehorn Lodge and the lower terminal of the Eagle 
Chairlift Replacement.
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Since the removal of the original Eagle chairlift, a considerable area of often-challenging 
ski terrain dropping SW from Eagle Ridge has seen very little use.  To provide access 
to this terrain, and to address safety and emergency access concerns to the new day 
lodge (in the event that the Grizzly Gondola is out of service) a new (Upper) Eagle 
chairlift is proposed using an alignment that allows the base terminal to be accessible 
from Whitehorn Lodge and the upper Meadowlark ski runs, and places the upper 
terminal above the Eagle Lodge Day Lodge.  

Other alignments for this lift were considered, but skier safety required that the base 
terminal be located to the east of the busy traffic area immediately below Whitehorn 
Lodge.  Final siting for this alignment will have to consider micro-risk as it crosses 
through the zone in which Whitebark pine are commonly found.   

2.4.1.3 Juniper Lower and Upper Chairlifts and Magic Carpet(s):

Several alternatives were considered for the proposed development of a new chairlift 
and ski terrain in the Juniper pod, located above and west of the Whisky Jack Base 
Area day lodges.  The dual lifts that are proposed (Chapter 8) are intended to service 
the proposed new Juniper beginner learning and play area, and to provide skiers a 
more direct way to access the summit ridge, the new Summit lift, and the Wounded 
Knee skiway.  A second goal is to allow skiers using the West Bowl terrain to be able to 
return to the mountain top without having to first descend to the busy Whisky Jack Base 
Area.  Alternatives considered include:

• Installing a single lift with a mid-station for loading and unloading;

• Locating the lower terminal adjacent to Parking lot 4 rather than at the Whisky 
Jack Base Area; and

• Locating the upper terminal of a single or dual-lifts on the flats below the ridge.

The single lift with mid-station loading and unloading was rejected for cost and safety 
reasons and to reduce unload complexity that is often associated with mid-stations. The 
proposal to install a base terminal mid-way along Parking Lot 4 would have required 
the installation of a remote ticket office and such basic skier services as toilets.  For 
any families arriving at or requiring other Base Area services (rentals, day care) this 
proposal is extremely inconvenient, necessitating a long walk to access the chairlift.  In 
fact, this alternative is only attractive to a small number of LLSA “regulars” who want to 
avoid the Base Area crowds and gain access to the Summit Lift and Back-bowl skiing 
with a minimum of delay.  

For this and other reasons (i.e. ease of finding the return lift for Juniper beginner terrain), 
a dual-lift design was selected with its base terminal located adjacent to the proposed 
new (Whisky Jack II) day lodge, and its upper terminal located on the Whitehorn 
Mountain ridge below the upper terminal of the Top-of-the-World chairlift. 
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2.4.1.4 Summit Platter / Chairlift Relocation:

With a need to increase the capacity of the existing Summit Platter lift, and to consider 
the best means to extend the upper terminal to allow direct access to the Boomerang 
trails, two alternatives for its replacement were considered.  Both involve a lower-
capacity (fixed-grip) chairlift design.  The first proposal was to leave the new lift on 
the existing alignment.  That alignment is already susceptible to lateral winds, making 
it probable that the new lift would be out-of-service for several days each year.  The 
existing alignment also cuts through the middle of a large natural ski face that provides 
excellent skiing for upper intermediate and advanced skiers.

For these reasons, a new alignment has been proposed that moves the base terminal 
and much of the alignment into the lee of Whitehorn Mountain, reducing closures forced 
by high winds.  This alignment also supports extending the upper terminal uphill so that 
unloading skiers will no longer have to herringbone uphill to reach access points for 
back-bowl skiing.      

2.4.1.5 Richardson’s Ridge Chairlift:

The proposed design for this lift has been “on-the-books” for more than 35 years.  This 
proposed lift and ski pod was approved by Parks Canada in 1980, but that approval 
was withdrawn in the late 1980’s before the development took place.  There is only one 
practical location for the upper terminal of the proposed Richardson’s Ridge lift, and that 
is on the ridge itself to support access to beginner / intermediate terrain on the SW-
facing slopes, and expert, gladed terrain on the steeper, shady NE-facing slopes.

The base terminal of this lift is similarly constrained.  Setbacks from Pika and Corral 
Creek, and the need to avoid busy, adjacent ski runs dictate the location that is 
proposed in the LRP.  Skiers will be able to access this lift in one of three ways:

• From Pika Creek. Skiers descending from the Back Bowl, Paradise Bowl, and 
the new SW-facing slopes of Richardson’s Ridge will access the lift from the 
Pika or Old Ptarmigan ski runs;

• Skiers from Hidden Bowl or the NE-facing slopes of Richardson’s Ridge will 
access the lift from the proposed new Hidden / Corral Creek skiway; and

• Skiers already at Temple Lodge (skiing Larch or Ptarmigan runs) will use the 
proposed new Prunepicker’s Connector lift and a skiway that crosses Corral 
Creek above the lift’s lower terminal.
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2.4.1.6 Prunepicker’s Connector Chairlift and Temple Surface Lift(s):

The alignment recommended for the Prunepicker’s connector lift was carefully selected 
to allow skiers descending from the Larch / Marmot ski slopes to directly access 
the lower terminal. The recommended alignment and lower terminal location is also 
conveniently located for guests and their families using facilities at Temple Lodge.  Due 
to slope constraints, alternatives are challening and would require teh development of a 
new skiway across the upper slops of Prunepicker’s Hill.

The gentle slopes located on Prunepicker’s Hill immediately above Temple Lodge were 
originally cleared by for skiing in the 1930’s and were the site of the first Larch Poma lift.  
These original slopes have become overgrown but will be cleared to allow the creation 
of a “kid;s play” zone adjacent to Temple Lodge.  One or two magic carpets (Temple 
Carpet) will be installed to support skiing and other snow sports.  Lifts and terrain are 
illustrated in Figure 8-5.

2.4.2 DAY LODGES & WARMING HUTS

Alternative locations for day lodges were considered by Parks Canada and the LLSA at 
earlier stages of planning.  The 2015 Site Guidelines direct that the footprint for day lodge 
expansions be restricted to lands immediately adjacent to existing day lodges, and that 
the footprint for the proposed new Eagle Ridge Lodge be adjacent to the upper terminal of 
the Grizzly Gondola.  The proposed location and siting of the Whisky Jack Base Area Day 
Lodges, Eagle Ridge Day Lodge and Juniper Warming Hut and the Architectural Design 
Guidelines are presented in Section 8.5 of this report.
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For each day lodge, a detailed functional analysis was conducted by ski area planning from, 
Brent Harley and Associates (BHA).  Using North American ski area planning standards 
(introduced by Parks Canada in the 2015 Site Guidelines) and based on their assessment 
of the distribution of ski terrain and skiers, space requirements for visitor functions were 
identified by BHA for each day lodge.  These requirements were the basis for determining 
the total floor areas for the first LRP.  It is difficult and costly to construct day lodges in a ski 
area (slopes, weather, snow cover, lack of roads), a reality which is further complicated in 
a national park by the need to tailor construction timing to mitigate potential environmental 
impacts.  For day lodges, most construction (new and expansion) will only be conducted 
once, with the result that construction activity for the first LRP at Temple, Eagle Ridge and 
Whitehorn Lodges will be designed to accommodate demand through future Long-Range 
Plans. 

As already noted, the LLSA decided to continue to concentrate all front-side lifts at the 
expanded Whisky Jack Base Area.  This decision prevents several complicated expansions 
to utilities and other infrastructure and is aligned with visitor needs and interests.  As such, 
no new Day Lodge (ticket office, etc.) will be developed adjacent to Parking Lot 4.  

Although all lodges at the Whisky Jack base area may be used in summer, planning for 
visitor use was primarily focussed on the Lodge of the Ten Peaks and the Eagle Ridge 
Day Lodge.  In both cases, facility dimensions and design are largely determined based on 
winter season facility demand which exceeds that for summer use.  The exception to this is 
the inclusion of permanent Interpretation Exhibits which is primarily included to ensure that 
education and awareness goals for the summer visitor experience are met.   

The proposed expansion of the Day Care, Edu-Lodge and associated facilities, including 
adjacent outdoor multi-season play facilities reflects the use of these facilities by LLSA 
staff. Lake Louise / Field community members working in and around Lake Louise; and 
summer and winter visitors.  Facility and program standards for Day Care facilities are 
specified by the Province of Alberta. 

Although not proposed for development in the first LRP, for planning purposes, the site 
of the proposed Hidden Bowl warming hut has been determined to be on Richardson’s 
Ridge adjacent to the upper terminals of what will be the Hidden Bowl access and return 
(egress) chairlift.  This location is the most sensible to provide a safe and warm location in 
the event of severe weather, and can be more easily serviced (by lift, water and wastewater 
pipelines), than at a site in the lower portion of Hidden Bowl.  The proposed egress skiway 
(an extension of the Richardson’s Ridge ski out) would be maintained by a snow grooming 
machine, and can be accessed by snowmobile, facilitating removal of injured skiers. A 
heated lift operations cabin will be installed at the lower terminal of the Hidden Bowl return 
lift, adding a further safety dimension. 

Directions for siting the proposed Juniper Warming Hut is established in the 2015 Site 
Guidelines. By locating this cabin near the upper terminal of the Top-of-the-World chairlift, 
this facility will equally serve skiers descending Eagle Ridge from the Paradise chairlift 
and Grizzly Gondola.  It will also be adjacent to the upper terminal of the proposed Upper 
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Juniper chairlift, and the lower terminal of the re-located Summit chairlift.  This Warming 
Hut will also be a key facility for the Summer Visitor Program.  It will mark the most 
westerly extent of the summit ridge and interpretation trail system so will provide a safe and 
convenient shelter or brown bag lunch spot for visitors.  Bathrooms and limited commercial 
service will be provided in the Juniper Warming Hut.

2.4.3 INFRASTRUCTURE ENHANCEMENTS

2.4.3.1 Parking Lots:

The approved footprint for parking lot expansion is provided in the 2015 Site Guidelines.  
To ensure that parking capacity meets or exceeds demand associated with the draft 
LRP, the ski area plans to use the entire allowable footprint for Parking Lots 1 through 4 
for vehicle and bus parking.  While the scope of the first LRP includes new parking area 
P1a, however, the ski area hopes that by focussing its visitor transportation strategy on 
increasing average vehicle passenger loads, and by expanding regional busing services 
in cooperation with Parks Canada and regional municipal governments, development of 
Parking Lot 1a can be delayed or avoided.  

Parking capacity and proposed development are discussed in detail in Section 8.4 
of this report.  The ski area’s Regional Transportation Strategy is presented in LRP 
Chapter 8.7.  NB. A full copy of this and other LRP consulting reports is available to 
review or download during the Public Review period at www.lrp.skilouise.com.   

To reduce the inconvenience of creating parking spaces more distant from the Base 
Area, the ski area will expand its shuttle bus program and plans to install a people 
mover from Parking Lot #4. 

2.4.3.2 Fish Creek Access Road:

The 2015 Site Guidelines specify that Parks Canada intends to close the portion of the 
existing Fish Creek Access Road that crosses the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor and acts 
as an impediment to Fish Creek drainage.  To allow continued public access to the Fish 
Creek parking area, the ski area is instructed to develop a new access corridor across 
the ski area lease adjacent to Parking Lot 1.  

Alternatives approaches for developing this corridor are presented and discussed in 
detail in Section 8.4 of this report.  The recommended alternative is to provide this 
access road as an extension of the main access road into Parking Lot 1.  The route will 
then follow the natural contours to a point where it will rejoin the upper portion of the 
existing Fish Creek access road.  A 100 m extension of the existing under-ground Base 
Area drainage system will allow the culvert to daylight directly into the natural drainage 
obviating the necessity that the ski area build a bridge at that site.  
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The Girzzly Gondola at Lake Louise Ski Area with Lake Louise in the background.

The 2015 Site Guidelines require that a clear-span bridge or large culvert will be 
required where this new access road crosses Fish Creek.  Fish Creek has a resident 
trout population that includes the SARA-listed Westslope Cutthroat Trout.  Road and 
bridge design will ensure that this construction project has no residual impacts on fish 
and other aquatic species.

2.4.3.3 Snowmaking Reservoirs:

The 2015 Site Guidelines provide direction that two snowmaking reservoirs can be 
considered for the first LRP to allow the ski area to store runoff water to bolster early-
season snowmaking if flows in the Pipestone River do not allow snowmaking water 
withdrawals in the fall months.  The ski area currently uses less than 400,000 m3 of 
water each year, so storage of at least 100,000 to 150,000 m3 in reservoirs would be of 
considerable strategic value until other sources are available or streamflows recover to 
permit snowmaking withdrawals.   
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The 2015 Site Guidelines provide an area of land adjacent to the existing main 
Pipestone River ski area pump station for the main reservoir.  That site is advanced 
in the draft LRP and is described in more detail in the Water Management Strategy 
(Section 4.2) and the Snowmaking Master Plan (Section 8.6.2).  The ski area plans to 
modify the existing water intake system to support this reservoir’s development and 
use. This site is in an upper segment of the Pipestone River’s floodplain.  Final reservoir 
design will have to incorporate measures to protect the reservoir, and its berms from 
flood flows and ice flows. 

The 2015 Site Guidelines do not provide the same degree of specificity for siting a 
second, smaller water reservoir near Temple Lodge.  Corral Creek valley is tightly 
constrained in this portion of the ski area, requiring that a reservoir be sited away from 
existing skier and road traffic areas.  The ski area planning team has proposed a site 
above Corral Creek and adjacent to the junction of the Lookout ski run and the Temple 
ski out.  The Ski Area retained Stantec Engineering to conduct a table top design for 
a potential reservoir site.  That report, which identifies the opportunity for developing 
a reservoir capable of holding up to 20,000 m3, is listed in Chapter 12, and can be 
accessed through the ski area’s online portal.

An in-bank intake from Corral Creek for this reservoir will be developed in association 
with the proposed Temple Operations Building.  That building will include a cistern 
and pumps which can be used to support structural firefighting and to fill the proposed 
reservoir via a water pipeline buried in the Temple Road. 

Since the completion of Torrent’s Snowmaking Master Plan, the ski area has 
secured the approval of Parks Canada to include pump tests for further evaluation of 
groundwater resources in the adjacent Bow River valley.  If these tests prove positive, 
some or all of the ski area’s water will be provided from wells located on the ski area’s 
4 - 2 Site (Staff Housing) in the Village.  This will have a bearing on the ski area’s 
Water Management Strategy, including decisions about water reservoir capacity and 
location(s).
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3.0 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS, BUSINESS PLAN AND 
VISITOR CAPACITY GOALS

3.1 AN OVERVIEW OF SKI - TOURISM INDUSTRY ANALYSIS AND 
REGIONAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS

3.1.1 TOURISM IS A KEY ECONOMIC DRIVER:

Tourism is emerging as an ever-important driver of the global economy. In 2018, worldwide 
international overnight visitor stays reached 1.4 billion – an increase of 6% from 2017. 
Forecasts predict this could increase to 1.6 billion by 2020.

The United Nations World Tourism Organization didn’t expect global tourism to hit 1.4 
billion international tourism arrivals until 2020. “The growth of tourism in recent years 
confirms that the sector is today one of the most powerful drivers of economic growth and 
development,” said UNWTO Secretary-General Zurab Pololikashvili in a statement.

Tourism is also central to Canada’s economic health and growth. Canada welcomed 20.8 
million visitors from around the world in 2017 with associated revenues of $21.3 billion. 
Canada was also recognized internationally by The New York Times, Lonely Planet, 
National Geographic Traveler and other influential travel media as the top spot to visit in 
2017. Increasing numbers of international visitors are arriving from such markets as the 
U.S. China, France, Mexico and Australia.

The Government of Canada’s objective is for the number of international overnight visits to 
Canada to increase by 30% by 2021. Canada’s Tourism Vision is designed to strengthen 
the industry and create prosperity and jobs1

The Alberta Government considers tourism to be an economic platform rather than a single 
sector. It recognizes that tourism provides a much-needed opportunity to diversify the 
province’s economy. The provincial government has set goals to grow revenue from visitors 
to Alberta to more than $10 billion by 2020.  

Banff and Lake Louise are pillars of the province’s tourism economy and in turn play a 
crucial role in the Canadian tourism economy. Banff National Park, Canada’s oldest and 
most popular national park, also has one of the most significant brand powers in the 
country.  

More than 1.7 million jobs (one in 11 Canadian jobs, that is), depends on tourism. Tourism 
is the number one employer of youth, and an important provider of employment for 
newcomers to Canada as well as for Indigenous. Tourism supports 127,000 jobs province-
wide and more than 13,500 in Banff and Lake Louise. 

1 https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/095.nsf/eng/00007.html
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Banff and Lake Louise are different, however, from most worldwide mountain destinations.  
At present, summer is high season. Banff National Park is not busy in winter. The peak 
visitor season is June through August, and in winter months, there is excess capacity; 
unlike in the summer, traffic and parking (other than one or two select destinations or 
weekends), is not an issue.

Banff Lake Louise Tourism has recognized the opportunity to drive winter visitation over 
summer visitation and has focused its marketing in recent years on supporting ski and 
winter, and shoulder months. This has been successful, and winter visitation is growing, 
with gains focused on Monday through Thursday visits. 

3.1.2 WITHOUT SKIING, BANFF NATIONAL PARK COMMUNITIES AND ITS 
ECONOMY ARE NOT VIABLE ON A YEAR-ROUND BASIS

As they have been for the past 40 years, winter ski area visits to Banff National Park are 
the backbone of the local economy November to mid-May, sustaining the commercial 
businesses, and ensuring direct winter employment for as many as 6,500 part-time, 
seasonal and full-time staff in the Bow Valley.

Research demonstrates that 79% of winter visitors specifically plan a trip to Banff National 
Park to downhill ski/snowboard, and well over 80% participate in downhill skiing or 
snowboarding during their visit. 

The three Banff National Park ski areas have facilities that can accommodate over 
1.2 million skier visits each winter season and these skiers also support other regional 
businesses in the town of Banff and the hamlet of Lake Louise. Without the secondary 
spending from these visitors, many businesses would not be able to remain open on a 
year-round basis, reducing stable, permanent employment opportunities, services for 
residents and tax revenues. 

Restaurants, hotels, shops, experience and service providers, and in turn the individuals 
who live and work in Banff National Park, depend largely on the visitors that come to 
the National Park to ski. The three Banff & Lake Louise ski areas drive the Park’s winter 
economy and solidify Banff National Park’s status as a viable, year-round community and 
destination.
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3.1.3 REGIONAL ECONOMIC IMPACTS:

The most recent Economic Impact Assessment of the Banff National Park ski areas 
showed that they generated $83 million in federal tax revenues (2011). Though a ski-
specific economic impact assessment has not been conducted since then, the overall 
province-wide economic impact from Banff in 2017 was $2.735 billion, up from $2.245 
billion in 2015. The average daily province-wide economic impact was $7.5 million. 
Provincial taxes generated from Banff were $191,901,161 in 2017. Federal taxes were 
$348,053,715. 

An economic impact assessment in 2017 also focused solely on the World Cup Alpine ski 
races held annually at the Lake Louise Ski Area on two weekends in early winter. Total 
spending associated with these events was $22 million in Alberta, including $17 million 
in Banff and Lake Louise. The tax contribution from these two weekends alone was $1.9 
million federally and $1.1 million provincially.

Other recent visitation data from in-destination surveys show skiers do more and invest 
more in the destination than non-skiers; averaging $115.98 more per trip than their non-
ski counterparts. This is driven by a 307 per cent higher spend on lodging. An even larger 
spend comes from destination skiers, who outspend other skiers by 136 per cent, with 
transportation cited as the main contributor2.

3.1.4 WORLDWIDE COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE OVERVIEW:

Downhill skiing and snowboarding are worldwide sport and recreational activities, with ski 
areas located in 100 nations: in North America, Europe, China and Central Asia, South 
America, and Australia/New Zealand. 

The total number of skiers in the world has been stable over the last ten years, though 
there are strong indications of some strong emerging skier markets. In 2018, there were 
an estimated 400 million skiers and snowboarders worldwide. While not all skiers ski each 
year, most that do go skiing, ski multiple days. 

The metric for the ski industry is “a skier-visit,” which represents one skier or snowboarder 
participating at a ski area for one day.  

The largest ski destination worldwide is the Alps, which captures 43% of global skier visits 
(over 100 million visits annually), supported by a culture in which a much higher proportion 
of the population participates in these activities than in North America. Nevertheless, 
North America accounts for 21% of global skier visits. The National Ski Areas Association 
(NSAA) calculated an estimated 53.3 million skier and snowboarder visits during the 2017-
18 season, which aligns with the 40-year average for North America.

2 https://assets.banfflakelouise.com/reports/BLLT2019BusinessPlan.pdf
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3.1.4.1 North American Trends:

For several years, yearly skier visits have been fluctuating within a narrow band, reflective 
of the fact that the ski industry is a weather dependent business. Ski regions and 
destinations must compete to increase their market share.

A detailed market report for the United States ski industry is released annually3.  In the 
2017/18 season, skier visits were relatively stable and/or increasing, depending on the 
region. In winter 2017/18, skier visits in the Rocky Mountains and the Pacific Northwest 
were up 13% and 7% respectively from their multi-decade average. 

The North American ski industry has experienced dramatic consolidation since 2008.  
Most of North America’s ski resorts are now owned by or are participating in some form 
of marketing partnership with either Vail Resorts, or a newer company, Alterra Mountain 
Company, headquartered in Denver, but with properties and investments around the 
world. Vail Resorts, a company valued at U.S. $3 billion, is one of the largest mountain 
resort companies in the world and is a leader in luxury, destination-based travel at iconic 
locations. 

Over 70 of the biggest ski areas in North America are owned by five different corporations/
holding companies: KSL/Aspen, Vail Resorts, Powd’r Corp, Resorts of the Canadian 
Rockies, and EPR Properties. In 2017/18, Vail Resorts and KSL/Aspen dominated the 
market, with these two companies garnering approximately 22 million skier visits out of the 
53.3 million skier visits across the continent. 

3 Kottke National End of Season Survey 2017/18. 39th edition. May 2018
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3.1.4.2 Canada:

In Canada, there are almost 300 ski areas. About 30 of these are larger ski areas that 
attract over 100,000 skier visits annually. The landscape in Canada is changing, with 
significant foreign investment as a result of industry consolidation. Though many ski areas 
remain independently owned and operated, ski areas, particularly the larger areas, are 
being purchased by conglomerates. For example, in 2016, Vail Resorts acquired Whistler/
Blackcomb in British Columbia, in a landmark $1.4 billion deal.

The Canadian Ski Council estimates that total ski area revenues for Canada for 2016/17 
were $1.376 billion.  Broken down by region, the total revenues of Western Canadian ski 
areas, where most ski areas are located, were an estimated $890 million, of which $794 
million were from winter operations. Total ski area revenues for Ontario were an estimated 
$178 million. In Quebec, total ski area revenues were approximately $295 million. Total ski 
area revenues for Atlantic Canada were $13.9 million in 2016/17.

The past three years have been very positive for the Western Canadian ski industry, 
with both B.C. and Alberta recording three years of consecutive growth. More recently, 
the Banff-based SkiBig3 (Lake Louise Ski Area; Sunshine Village, Mount Norquay) are 
recording impressive visitation increases. 

Few new ski areas have been built in the past three decades, though some large 
expansions have occurred, the most recent of which was Revelstoke Mountain Resort’s, 
which started in the early 2000s. Next major steps of that expansion have not yet occurred 
perhaps in the face of slower than anticipated real-estate sales.

Two new ski areas are being contemplated, one in Valemount, B.C., and one (Garibaldi), 
at Squamish, B.C. Whether either of these come to fruition is uncertain, as the ski industry 
has notoriously difficult barriers to entry in terms of building new large resorts (no new 
resorts have been built in North America since the early 1980s when Blackcomb and 
Beaver Creek were built.) Other than these two, the authors know of no other resorts that 
are planned for North America, save Jumbo Glacier Resort, which has been faced with 
numerous obstacles since its inception.
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3.1.4.3 United States:

In the United States there are around 470 ski areas of all sizes. The industry has six distinct 
regions: Pacific Northwest, Pacific Southwest, Rocky Mountain, Midwest, Northeast and 
Southeast.  This is a mature market, with barriers to entry significant.

The National Ski Areas Association reports confirm that in the U.S. active skier 
participation has ranged between 8.6 to 10.6 million during the last ten years. The leading 
ski state in the U.S. is Colorado, where the ski industry generates an annual economic 
impact of $4.8 billion. The California / Nevada Ski Industry is the second largest with 2 
million skiers. 

Yearly averages alone do not reflect trends since a bad snow year in one or more regions 
can have trickle effects through the entire country. Multi-year statistics are more revealing. 
These show that in the past decade, certain regions have had impressive growth while 
others have remained steady or decreased. For instance, skier visits in the Pacific 
Northwest have grown 92.5% from 2014/15 to 2017/18; in the Pacific Southwest they have 
grown 29.1% in the same timeframe; but in the Southeast they decreased 26.7%. In the 
Rocky Mountains, skier visits in winter 2017/18 were 13% above the longer-term average. 
Overall, 50% of regions had a decline in skier visits and 50% had an increase. 

3.1.4.4 Other Countries

Several emerging markets and destinations are gaining traction. In China, Beijing 2022 
is poised to transform China into a winter sports powerhouse and the growth in their ski 
industry is significant. The 2012 China Ski Study estimated that from a handful of resorts 
and less than 10,000 skiers in 1980, the number had jumped to more than five million 
skiers by 2010. President Xi Jinping more recently declared that China would be home to 
300 million winter sports participants and 1,000 ski areas by 2022. In fact, from 1996 to 
2016, China has quietly gone from just six ski areas to 568.
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3.1.5 BANFF NATIONAL PARK VISITOR TRENDS AND EXPECTATIONS: 

Within the Canadian Rocky Mountains, growing winter and shoulder season visitation is a 
key goal of marketing efforts, and one that is yielding positive results.  

Per the marketing strategy to focus on winter and shoulder seasons, in 2016, there was 
a 14 per cent increase in visitation in the winter season. February and March showed 
the biggest gains, with over 12 per cent and 17 per cent respectively. Occupancy rates 
continued to demonstrate a consistent opportunity for growth in October, November and 
January. 

In 2017, the number of visitors to Banff increased 5% from the year before – up from 4 
million in 2016, and a more modest growth than expected, despite the free park passes 
offered in celebration of Canada’s 150th birthday. 16 percent of overnight visitors in Alberta 
stayed in the Canadian Rockies (Banff, Jasper and Lake Louise)4. The most significant 
growth period was in the spring months5.  

Tourism spending in Canada in the first quarter of 2018 totalled $21.8 billion, a modest 0.2 
per cent boost from the previous quarter. Canadians spent less in the early winter months. 
The greatest drops were seen in recreations and entertainment (-2.6 per cent) vehicle fuel 
(-1.4 per cent) and food and beverage services (-1.4 per cent).

The Banff National Park Management Plan anticipates annual growth in park visitation of 
2% for the next 10 years. Banff and Lake Louise Tourism is forecasting accomplishing 72.3 
per cent annual occupancy by 20206. This will be accomplished in 2019 by continuing to 
market the shoulder and winter seasons, with a focus on amplifying Banff and Lake Louise 
as a Christmas destination and an all-around winter experience. In our peak summer 
season, we will continue to focus our resources on surprising and delighting visitors, 
marketing to those already in destination, as well as protecting our reputation. 

3.1.5.1 Banff National Park Ski Landscape and Market:

The Alberta ski market is dominated by the Ski Big 3, a joint venture between the three ski 
areas in Banff National Park: Lake Louise Ski Area, Sunshine Village and Mt. Norquay. 
In nearby Kananaskis, Nakiska Ski Area is extremely popular, especially for beginners 
and intermediates, and Fortress Mountain is working on a redevelopment plan. Public 
attitudes to new development make it unlikely that new major ski resorts will be built in 
Alberta, where the most attractive terrain is enshrined inside national parks or provincially-
designated protected areas.    

4 https://taprdsccdn.azureedge.net/cms/-/media/Industry/Files/about-us/communications-and-reporting/annual-re-
port/2016-2017

5 https://globalnews.ca/news/3697447/banff-tourism-sees-modest-5-increase-in-2017-despite-free-park-passes/
6 https://assets.banfflakelouise.com/reports/BLLT2019BusinessPlan.pdf
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The Canadian Ski Council estimates that there are 2.5 million skiers and snowboarders 
in Canada7.   By contrast, the Canadian Soccer Association indicates there were 800,000 
registered soccer players in Canada in 2016 and 630,000 registered hockey players8.  

Annual visitation to Canada’s 281 ski areas has remained quite consistent at about 19 
million visits (Canadian Ski Council 2014-15 ‘Facts and Stats’ Report on the Canadian 
Ski and Snowboard Industry).  In 2015, participation in alpine skiing was 7.0% of total 
population on both a national and Alberta scale.  For snowboarding, the national figure 
participation rate in 2015 was 3.9% and for Alberta 5.8%.

Alberta ski areas receive almost 2.5 million skier visits per year and about half of these are 
visits to Banff National Park ski areas. 

This is poised to grow. After a period of stagnation, the destination has experienced a 
rejuvenation and growth since 2015, attributed in large part to new marketing initiatives 
by industry partners, and improved coordination between provincial and federal tourism 
promotion agencies.  

Overall, destination visits have been growing since 2014/15, most notably from the U.S., 
Canada (fly-in), Australia and the UK, with new markets emerging in Mexico and China. 
Smart, focused destination marketing has generated positive results. The focus on today’s 
destination marketing is on ‘authentic ski and winter activities’ which emphasize opportunity 
to experience first-hand Banff’s natural heritage.  

From the 2015 / 2016 ski season, to the 2016 / 2017 season, destination visits to the LLSA 
grew by 260% from long-haul Canada; by 220% from the UK; by 176% from Australia; and 
by 152% from the U.S.

Entering the 2017/2018 ski season, there was a more robust, and healthy outlook for 
Alberta ski areas than the industry has seen in a decade, thanks to several supporting 
factors. The low Canadian dollar has made the destination very attractive again to 
Americans and other foreign travelers and may also be influencing Canadian skiers to ski 
close to home. More importantly for long-term stability, Ski Big 3, Banff and Lake Louise 
Tourism; Banff and Lake Louise Hospitality Association, Travel Alberta, and Destination 
Canada, are effectively collaboratively new destination marketing strategies and programs

From the perspective of year-round destination revenue, the Banff National Park ski areas, 
like the destination industry overall, are on track to record their best profitability results in 
history. Ski Big 3 is regaining international market share from key target markets and this is 
forecasted to increase upon the implementation of Long-Range Plans projects.

7 https://www.skicanada.org/about-us/quick-facts/
8 https://charlatan.ca/2018/04/soccer-on-the-rise-in-canada/
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3.1.5.2 Tourism Drivers for the Lake Louise Ski Area (Winter Season): 

Banff National Park Visitation: Visitors in 2015/16 continued to demonstrate patterns of 
staying longer and spending more, which is supported by the higher overall dollars spent 
per skier for the Lake Louise Ski Area during the last two winter seasons. 

The growth in single-day and overnight visits to Banff National Park on peak weekends, 
and when weather and snow conditions are prime for skiing and riding has resulted in a 
sharp increase to single-day visitation trends. 

First-time skiers: First-time skiers and those new to the mountains looking to enjoy 
winter snow activities and sports other than skiing (such as tubing, snowshoeing and 
sightseeing) are a fast-growing emerging market. 

New Canadians: The largest recent regional winter opportunity is connecting with 
New Canadians and with those who are not yet skiers/snowboarders but who wish to 
experience and connect with the mountains and outdoors. This demographic, while still 
a relatively small portion of winter visitors, has nonetheless been the most significant 
growing winter customer segment at the Lake Louise Ski Area in the last two years. 

Heritage and Interpretation Programs including Snowshoeing: The programs 
offered by LLSA’s Educational Services are attracting a growing winter following. In the 
2017/18 ski season, 28,000 guests took part in snowshoe tours at the Lake Louise Ski 
Area (a 30 per cent growth from 2015 when activities such as guided snowshoeing were 
introduced). There is a growing demand from those who want to participate in winter 
activities that don’t involve skiing or snowboarding or want a soft entry into snow sports. 
The ski area has found that participants in these programs often go on to try skiing or 
snowboarding.

Although winter ski visits to Banff National Park have remained steady at about 1.2 million 
skier days per year, demand for ski and mountain experiences is not on the decline, rather, 
there are evolving demands from existing markets, and increasing demands from new 
markets.  Meanwhile, the ski and mountain recreation industry is increasingly competitive, 
with U.S resorts, especially, heavily investing in their products to meet ever more 
sophisticated visitor expectations. 

Critical for winter ski and snowboard visitation will be for the industry to sustain Canadian 
rates of participation in skiing, snowboarding and other winter sports, and for the three 
ski areas situated in Banff National Park to sustain or increase the attraction of skiing in 
Canada’s first and arguably, best known national park, by being allowed to improve upon 
and expand existing products, and by developing the new facilities proposed in this LRP.  

To remain competitive on a world stage, Banff Ski Areas need to invest and remain current, 
particularly in the face of competitors who are not situated in a National Park and do not 
have development constraints.
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3.1.5.3 Tourism Drivers for the Lake Louise Ski Area (Summer Season): 

Since the year 2000, summer visits have increased slowly but steadily from 76,000 
to 127,000. Since 2016, summer visitation has become challenged by road and traffic 
confusion resulting from restricted visitor private vehicle access to Lake Louise in mid-
summer. Peak day summer visitation to date is 2,300, but only 5 days have seen visitation 
reach the 2,000 per day level, typical days are significantly quieter. The capacity of facilities 
and trails at Whitehorn Lodge is a limiting factor. 

Group Travel Business: Group travel business has seen steady growth and now 
represents about 40% of all visitors to the Lake Louise Summer Sightseeing program.  

Interpretive and Heritage Programming and Exhibits:  To ensure a high-quality 
interpretation-focused visitor experience, the ski area emphasizes guided interpretive 
walks and talks. The capacity of the summer program to welcome national park visitors 
will increase when the upper mountain portion of the program is relocated to a new, 
larger day lodge on Eagle Ridge. That lodge will house a larger exhibit space and will 
be coupled with a more robust interpretive trail system. (Refer to Chapter 4 for further 
details on the proposed relocation of the summer visitor program to the new Eagle 
Ridge day lodge). 

Distribution of Summer Visitors: While it is not expected that additional visitors will 
come to Banff National Park as a result of expanded summer offerings at the Lake 
Louise Ski Area, it is anticipated that such offerings can take pressure off of some of the 
busiest areas of the Park in the summer thus contributing to Park management goals. 
Augmented summer programming options at the Lake Louise Ski Area are predicted to 
absorb some of the excess visitor numbers at the upper Lake Louise and Moraine Lake 
areas.

Hiking Paths and Trails: A growing proportion of Banff National Park summer visitors 
are seeking low-exertion activities, yet still want to participate in hiking and walking in a 
mountain environment. Proposed boardwalks and trails stemming from the Eagle Ridge 
lodge will offer these individuals the options they are seeking. 

Summer visitation is an area of potential growth for the Lake Louise Ski Area. Summer 
visitor offerings will showcase mountain-top views of the world-famous Lake Louise, 
coupled with heritage interpretation and conservation programs and messages. 
Interpretation programs are particularly geared to first-time visitors to Banff National Park. 
Summer programs represent a unique opportunity to offer quality educational experiences 
to more Park visitors and provide an alternate activity option to visiting the already crowded 
upper Lake Louise and Moraine Lake areas. 
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3.2 A SUSTAINABLE VISION FOR THE FUTURE - A SNAPSHOT OF 2035:

By 2035, when all or most of the provisions of the first Long-Range Plan may have been 
developed, the Lake Louise Ski Area will be recognized as a sustainable business whose 
developments and operations are recognized by Canadians and others to be effectively 
protecting ecological integrity and valued ecological resources within its boundary.  The 
ski area will continue to support Parks Canada goals for regional ecological protection 
and diversity.  Planned ski area capacity for skiers will have increased from 6,000 to 9,000 
skiers per day.  The ski area will be able to sustainably welcome at least 650,000 visitors 
each winter season.

The ski area’s winter-season facilities will be able to comfortably welcome as many as 
1,000 non-skiing visitors per day, many of whom will be sightseers wanting lift access to 
the new, upper-mountain Eagle Ridge Lodge and Interpretation Centre.  In winter and 
summer, visitors will have the opportunity to participate in daily interpretation activities and 
events that feature and inform them about Banff’s World Heritage protection mandate and 
resources.  

The Lake Louise Summer Sightseeing Gondola will continue to focus its visitor programs 
on experiences that increase visitors’ appreciation of Canada’s system of national parks 
and protected places. All visitors will participate in one or more interpretive events 
that include guided walks, hands-on displays, and high-quality screening of local and 
international media featuring environmental messages. By 2035, annual summer visits will 
be at least 300,000 annually, providing an attractive heritage tourism offering.

By 2035, as many as 50 per cent of visitors are targeted to reach the Lake Louise Ski Area 
by highway coach or on one of the park’s many shuttle services.  A Village shuttle service 
or even more creative transportation solutions will move visitors safely and quickly between 
the Lake, Village Centre, and the ski area. Vehicle congestion on busy summer weekends 
will no longer be an issue. 

Through the use of leading edge indoor and outdoor exhibitory, visual and other media, 
winter and summer season visitors will have had the opportunity to relate to, and develop 
an appreciation for the natural resources that ‘frame’ and surround them as they ride the 
chairlifts and descend the ski area’s numerous ski slopes. For many visitors, just realizing 
that the 360° view from Whitehorn Mountain is but a small taste of the immense Majesty 
of the UNESCO Rocky Mountain World Heritage Site, will instill personal support for Parks 
Canada’s protection mission for Canada’s system of national parks and protected places.  

Other media and messages will give glimpses of the Indigenous and European history of 
occupation and use. The ski area will have become a ‘portal’ for visitors wishing to explore 
the heritage value of Lake Louise and Banff National Park.
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3.3 VISITOR CAPACITY AND BUSINESS GOALS FOR THE FIRST 
LONG-RANGE PLAN:

At an average annual growth rate of 2.5%, the first LRP anticipates that regional population 
growth, and increased interest in winter-season outdoor sports and sightseeing will 
increase visitation to the LLSA by at least 50% over the next two decades.  This forecast 
reflects visitation trends for the mountain National Parks.  For that same time period, the 
ski area anticipates that skier demand requires that the approved winter-season planning 
Comfortable Carrying Capacity (CCC) for the LLSA must be increased from the existing 
6,000 to 9,000 skiers at one time.  Peak-day winter attendance can add 5% to 10% more 
skiers on select snow days, and holidays.  This winter season visitation level is within the 
maximum capacity of 11,500 skiers at one time established in the 2015 Site Guidelines.  
The ski area projects that facility planning to a CCC of 9,000 skiers a day could increase 
total winter season visitation to 650,000 skiers annually when the LRP is fully developed.  

During that same time period, the ski area forecasts that non-ski visits (primarily to the 
base lodges and the proposed new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge) will increase from 500 visitors 
per peak day experienced at present to 1,000 visitors per peak day when the first LRP 
is fully implemented.  Non-skier visits include winter sightseers (who generally wish to 
purchase single-ride tickets on the Grizzly Gondola to enjoy the view of Lake Louise); and 
parents, spouses or friends waiting for skiers.  Although non-ski visitors are excluded from 
the ski area’s CCC calculation, their demands for support facilities (i.e. parking, bathrooms, 
restaurants) much be factored into day lodge designs and capacities.   

Daily maximum summer visitation is and will remain well below that for the winter season.  
The relocation of the summer program to a new day lodge on Eagle Ridge coupled with 
improved interpretation exhibits and new, panoramic ridge-top trails will enhance the 
quality of the summer visitor experience, and visitor attendance.  The ski area anticipates 
that peak-day summer visitation has the potential to increase to at least 3,000 visitors, 
and that seasonal visitation might increase to more than 300,000 visits.  The 2015 Site 
Guidelines do not provide specific targets or limits for summer visitation because the ski 
area is designed for winter, which will always be a relatively busier time period (though still 
uncrowded in keeping with a National Park Experience). 

The ski area plans to put forward projects in a balanced and careful manner and 
anticipates that the projects and investments proposed for the first LRP will require a period 
of at least 10 to 15 years (and probably more) for full implementation.  The ski area intends 
to demonstrate to Parks Canada and the public that it is committed to achieving facility and 
visitor growth in a responsible manner, embracing the ski area’s location at the heart of 
Canada’s first, and most-visited World Heritage Sites. 
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Throughout the planning process, the ski area’s LRP team has anticipated external 
influences that might affect its ability to fully implement all the projects that are included 
within the first long-range plan. It is LLSA’s expectation to complete most projects in the 
first LRP before advancing additional plans, however, projecting ahead as many as 15 
years always presents the risk that changing external factors will affect both the order in 
which projects are advanced, and whether some projects should be delayed even while 
new projects are advanced via a second Long-Range Plan. 

The ski area acknowledges that the introduction of new proposed development projects 
may require the ski area to submit an updated Long-Range Plan or Plans, and that the full 
scope of the planning provisions of the Parks Canada Ski Area Management Guidelines 
will apply. The mechanism for realizing such changes will be determined in consultation 
with Parks Canada. The ski area is committed to the environment, to promoting world-
class natural and cultural appreciation and education in Banff National Park, and to 
cooperating with Parks Canada to ensure that the public has a comprehensive opportunity 
for engagement throughout the planning process.



Grizzly Sow with Her Cub at the Lake Louise Ski Area
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT

Chapter 4 is comprised of summaries of reports that describe and examine key 
environmental resources and issues that are central to efforts to ensure that ski area 
development and use does not reduce the integrity of Valued Ecological Components, and 
that the Long-Range Plan achieves the ecological integrity enhancements associated with 
the substantial environmental gains set out by Parks Canada in the 2015 Lake Louise Ski 
Area Site Guidelines for Development and Use, and the associated Strategic Environmental 
Assessment. 

NB. The full texts of the foregoing reports, and all reports summarized in this 
chapter will be available to readers throughout the public review period at the Long-
Range Plan portal of the Lake Louise Ski Area Website: www.lrp.skilouise.com.  

Three of the documents summarized in this chapter respond to the principal ecological 
integrity protection issues and stewardship obligations raised by Parks Canada in the 
2015 Site Guidelines. To provide a simple structure for organizing this LRP, these reports 
address the broad natural science domains of wildlife, water and aquatic resources, and 
vegetation. These reports address the challenges established by Parks Canada in the 
2015 Site Guidelines to not only protect, but to enhance key ecosystem components, and 
to ensure that the agency’s expectations for “Substantial Environmental Gains” would be 
realized.  As ‘living’ documents, the reports that comprise Chapter 4 will be kept current by 
the LLSA so that they can continue to function as reference documents for future Long-
Range Plans, and for the development phase for projects approved in this LRP.

A major difference between the environmental stewardship roles assigned to national park 
ski areas in the latter decades of the 20th century and today, is the expectation of Parks 
Canada that such stewardship will be enduring, and that actions to protect and interpret 
the environment to visitors (communicate and teach) must become permanent, core 
business roles of these ski areas. The LLSA has tackled this change with enthusiasm. It 
has long appreciated that its position within Banff National Park gives it a unique business 
opportunity, but the lack of ability to create a sustained business plan, and uncertainty 
about its role in stewardship have prevented it from realizing significant goals.  This 
Long-Range Plan includes such enduring commitments. Ongoing programs to monitor 
the impacts of ski area developments and operations are addressed in each of the 
Wildlife Protection, Water Management, Aquatic Resources Protection and Vegetation 
Management Strategies.
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4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND CONTINUOUS 
MONITORING

Note to Readers:  Readers wishing to view or download the full text of this report 
are directed to Chapter 12 of this Long-Range Plan, Section 12.1.5.

One vehicle for organizing, conducting and reporting on the ski area’s environmental 
performance is an Environmental Management System, or simply “EMS”. The LLSA has 
had aspects of an EMS, but not a comprehensive system, since the Manager of this LRP 
Process first established an Office of Environmental Management at the ski area in 1993. 
To respond to one of the challenges set for the ski area by Parks Canada in the 2015 
Site Guidelines, a modern, comprehensive EMS has been developed for the LLSA by an 
experienced team at Golder Associates. Golder Associates has been engaged to provide 
ongoing support for the ski area as key components of the EMS are put into practice by 
the ski area’s environmental management team. At Parks Canada’s direction, the LLSA’s 
EMS is also reflective of procedures established by the US-based National Ski Areas 
Association for their “Sustainable Slopes and the Environmental Charter’.

The Lake Louise Ski Area Environmental Management System consists of a series of 
complementary environmental management and monitoring programs designed to ensure 
that environmental goals are achieved, and that continual improvement is a core part of the 
ski area’s business and operational plans. The LLSA’s EMS is built on an ISO 14001(2015) 
framework. ISO, or the International Standards’ Organization, has established standardized 
environmental performance measures that can be applied by any engaged business. At 
Parks Canada’s direction, the LLSA’s EMS is also reflective of procedures established 
by the US-based National Ski Areas Association for their “Sustainable Slopes and the 
Environmental Charter’.

For all organizations committed to an ISO 14001-based EMS, leadership is demonstrated 
through environmental policy, plans and operations which involve all staff and managers. 
For the LLSA, policies have and will continue to be developed for all LLSA operations that 
will provide a mandate for:

• Environmental compliance, and the prevention and mitigation of environmental 
impacts; and

• Continual improvement in environmental performance.

Under the umbrella of this EMS initiative, the LLSA has conducted an external audit and a 
risk-based evaluation of all environmental aspects associated with its operations and those 
of contractors or service providers working for LLSA. This evaluation will be continuously 
updated and reviewed by the ski area’s dedicated, on-hill Environmental Coordinator. 
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These evaluations identify the most significant environmental aspects of LLSA’s operations, 
based on the potential for environmental impact, regulatory implications, and business or 
reputational impact. As part of the environmental management system, the LLSA keeps a 
registry of applicable environmental legal requirements and other guiding documents and 
frameworks.

A core requirement of all ISO 14001 systems is that environmental outcomes be 
continuously measured, reported, and adjusted to achieve goals and targets. Based on 
this process, the LLSA will annually report on EMS performance, and issue updated 
goals and targets for environmental performance. These objectives and goals are 
implemented through environmental management plans (EMPs). EMPs identify the tasks, 
responsibilities, timelines and resources for reaching the related objectives.

Environmental aspects for which EMPs have been generated include:  Water Use; Surface 
Water; Wastewater; Solid Waste, Energy Conservation; Fuel, Oil and Chemicals; Wildlife 
and Wildlife Habitat; and Vegetation.

To support the implementation of the EMS, annual budget processes have been 
established, ongoing education and training programs for staff, contractors and volunteers 
are in place, and internal and external communication programs and protocols have been 
developed.

Operational controls such as environmental procedures and work instructions have been 
developed and will be implemented to achieve the relevant objectives, and to comply with 
regulatory requirements. One example of this is the LLSA Fuel Handling & Spill Response 
Emergency Plan. This emergency plan addresses environmental emergencies pertaining to 
hydrocarbon and other spills.

The ski area’s EMS will be subject to ongoing compliance audits and comprehensive 
periodic Management Reviews. An annual report will be compiled which will report 
on environmental performance and progress toward long-term goals. Environmental 
monitoring and reporting is a core requirement to assess performance and achievement 
of environmental objectives, goals and targets. Monitoring is conducted according to the 
procedures and at the intervals defined in the EMPs.

Throughout all elements of the EMS, continuous improvements are being made through 
the creation of objectives, goals and targets that establish performance expectations and 
emphasize desired future conditions. Performance review processes are in place and 
there are continued opportunities to for employees and managers to raise and address 
environmental issues and concerns.
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4.2 CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT ASSESSMENT

Note to Readers:  Readers wishing to view or download the full text of this report 
are directed to Chapter 12 of this Long-Range Plan, Section 12.1.4 of this Long-
Range Plan. The findings of this study have been incorporated into both the Water 
Management Strategy (Chapter 4) and the Snowmaking Master Plan (Chapter 8).

The risks that long-term climate change pose to ski area operations and snowmaking 
at the LLSA have been assessed for the LLSA and the Canada West Ski Areas 
Association (CWSAA) by Dr. Michael Pidwirny (Associate Professor, Department of Earth, 
Environmental and Geographic Sciences at the University of British Columbia’s Okanagan 
Campus) and his team of associates and graduate students. As part of a comprehensive 
CWSAA-managed project, Dr. Pidwirny’s team are conducting climate change 
assessments and modelling for 16 ski areas in Western Canada.  

Dr. Pidwirny notes that the LLSA enjoys one of the highest average elevations of all the ski 
areas that he has studied (for the Canada West Ski Areas Association) in Western Canada. 
This allows the LLSA to largely mitigate the impact of climate change on its snowmaking 
program if it is able to ‘re-locate’ its early-season ‘Base Area’ to a higher-elevation lodge 
(in this case the new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge and Temple Lodge); and use its snowmaking 
system to facilitate opening higher-elevation ski terrain (Ptarmigan, Larch, Upper Whitehorn 
and Richardson’s Ridge ski pods) until natural snowfall and snowmaking allow the ski area 
to open ski terrain on the lower, southwest facing slopes of Whitehorn Mountain.

The obvious conclusion is that although the effects of climate change risk will not be 
immediate, the LLSA must immediately include climate-change impact assessment and 
mitigation in all aspects of ski area planning, especially the alignment and destination of all 
ski lifts. In effect, the LLSA could adopt a Whistler-style of operation whose out-of-base lift 
system allows skiers to choose ski terrain and facilities where snow conditions are most 
attractive to them. Dr. Pidwirny has cautioned the LLSA’s owners and management team to 
not sit back and wait for the effects of climate change to force a ski area response.

Pidwirny cautions that climate change models are in continuous development and that 
a review of climate change impact should be updated every five to eight years. This is 
certainly the experience the LLSA has had with an earlier climate change report that had 
been prepared by Parks Canada.
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4.2.1 INTRODUCTION:

By the end of the 21st century, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
estimates that the continued emission of greenhouse gases by human activity will 
significantly increase surface air temperatures on our planet at the local, regional, and 
global spatial scales (IPCC, 2013). This warming will also increase rates of evaporation and 
the subsequent storage of water vapour in the lower atmosphere, intensify precipitation 
events, cause more precipitation events to fall as rain instead of snow, and will modify the 
severity and location of thunderstorms, mid-latitude cyclones, monsoons and hurricanes 
(IPCC, 2013). Together these alterations will significantly modify the spatial patterns of 
precipitation on our planet (IPCC, 2013).

Being able to forecast how this climate change will influence human socio-economic 
systems is important to assess potential impact to humans. This information will also allow 
for the development of effective adaptation and mitigation strategies (IPCC, 2014a and 
IPCC, 2014b). One human socio-economic activity that may be significantly influenced 
by changes in temperatures and patterns of precipitation is recreational skiing and 
snowboarding. Skiing and snowboarding are activities whose popularity and level of 
enjoyment are strongly determined by weather and climate conditions.

The purpose of this report is to analyse past (1901-2017) and future predicted climate 
change at the Lake Louise Ski Area using climate data generated from the climate 
database Climate NA. This analysis will then be used to determine the future potential 
viability of Lake Louise Ski Area under the best-case and worst-case scenarios of climate 
change by the end 21st century. This analysis contains the following information:

1.  A comparison of the 1981-2010 climate characteristics (winter mean 
temperature and snowfall) of the Lake Louise Ski Area to other Areas in 
Western Canada. This analysis looks at the entire elevation range covered by 
these ski areas.

2.  An analysis of trends in winter mean temperature and snowfall at base, middle, 
and top elevations at the LLSA for the 30-year normal period 1981-2010.

3.  Future forecasts of winter mean temperature and snowfall for the years 2025, 
2055 and 2085 under the best-case (RCP4.5) and worst-case (RCP8.5) 
greenhouse gas emission scenarios.

4.  An examination of how future climate change will influence winter precipitation, 
snowfall, and rainfall according to climate model future predictions relative to 
the 1981-2010 normal.

5.  Predictions on how climate change will influence the timing of the start and end 
of the ski season at base, middle, and top elevations at the LLSA by the year 
2085 under the best-case (RCP4.5) and worst-case (RCP8.5) greenhouse gas 
emission scenarios.
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The Lake Louise Ski Area is located at a latitude 51.4476° North and longitude 116.143° 
West in the middle of Banff National Park and approximately fifty-one kilometres northwest 
of Banff, Alberta. Geologically, the Area is part of the extensive Rocky Mountain Range that 
stretches south from northern British Columbia to New Mexico and topographically divides 
the continent of North America.

The Lake Louise Ski Area has a base elevation of about 1,646 meters and a peak elevation 
of 2,637 meters above sea level. The vertical drop is about 991 meters from the top of 
the Area to its base. The Area provides skiers with about 1,700 hectares of skiable snow-
covered terrain in the winter that is serviced by nine lifts to provide access to 145 marked 
runs located on Whitehorn Mountain and Lipalian Mountain. Ski runs face west, southwest, 
south, and southeast directions. There are trails available for skiers of all skill levels.

The Lake Louise Ski Area’s relatively high elevation along with its distance from the Pacific 
Ocean gives it a noticeably colder and longer winter ski season when compared to other 
Canadian ski areas west of its location. During the winter months, the LLSA is frequently 
under the influence of very cold temperatures associated with Continental Polar and 
Continental Arctic air masses. Winter snowfall is mainly the result of mid-latitude cyclones 
which cause the dynamic interaction of moist Pacific air with drier cold continental air. The 
quantity of this snowfall is further enhanced by orographic lifting.

4.2.2 GREENHOUSE GAS FUTURE EMISSION SCENARIOS IN USE IN THIS 
ANALYSIS:

Two future emission scenarios of greenhouse gases were used to model the future 
climate conditions at the Lake Louise Ski Area. These emission scenarios are called 
Representative Concentration Pathway 4.5 (RCP4.5) and 8.5 (RCP8.5) (van Vuuren et 
al., 2011). Two other emission scenarios were also available for climate change modelling 
(RCP2.6 and RCP6.0) but were not used in this analysis. Many scientists believe RCP 
4.5 is a reasonable (best-case scenario) outcome than can occur with reasonable efforts 
in climate change mitigation. RCP8.5 was included in this analysis because it represents 
what would happen if very little mitigation took place in the future to combat climate change 
(worst-case scenario). 

Figure 4-1 describes the change in the concentration of equivalent carbon dioxide (CO2) 
in the atmosphere between the years 2000 and 2100 under the four Representative 
Concentration Pathway emission scenarios. Currently, the planet’s atmosphere has a 
carbon dioxide (CO2) equivalent concentration of 400 parts per million (ppm).
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Figure 4-1. Projections of Equivalent Carbon Dioxide Concentration 
Projections of equivalent carbon dioxide concentration (parts per million) in the Earth’s atmosphere from the 
year 2000 to 2100 according to four different emission scenarios used in the 5th IPCC Assessment Reports (IPCC, 
2013; IPCC 2014a; and IPCC 2014b).  These emission scenarios are linked to four models of future socioeconomic 
development. 

4.2.3 COMPARISON OF LAKE LOUISE TO OTHER SKI AREAS IN 
WESTERN CANADA:

Lake Louise Ski Area is compared to eight other ski Areas located in Western Canada 
at roughly the same latitude but at different longitudes. These ski Areas were selected 
specifically to examine maritime and continental influences on winter mean temperature, 
winter degree days < 0°C, and winter snowfall along a gradient from the bottom to the 
topmost elevation of these locations. The report compares the three climatic variables 
using averages from the period 1981-2010 calculated from annual data generated by 
Climate NA.
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According to these data, ski areas close to the coast have warmer winter temperatures and 
much greater snowfalls than areas located at more interior locations. Mount Washington, 
Cypress Mountain, Whistler/Blackcomb and Sasquatch Mountain Resort are all located 
close to the Pacific Ocean and are significantly influenced climatically by this surface 
feature. These coastal ski areas are often under the influence of Maritime Polar air masses 
that have milder temperatures and produce much higher quantities of precipitation than 
Continental Polar and Arctic air masses during the winter season. Big White Ski Resort, 
Sun Peaks Resort, Panorama Mountain Resort, Whitewater Ski Resort and the Lake 
Louise Ski Area are located more than 500 kilometres inland from the Pacific Ocean 
and have winter climates that are much colder and drier because of continentality and 
the frequent presence of Continental Polar and Continental Arctic air masses at these 
locations.

Of the interior located areas, the Lake Louise Ski Area has a winter mean temperature 
controlling for elevation that is quite cold. The Lake Louise Ski Area also receives less 
snowfall than the other four interior Areas.

4.2.4 HISTORIC TRENDS AND FUTURE FORECASTS FOR WINTER MEAN 
TEMPERATURE:

For tables and graphs please refer to the full report in Sec. 12.1.4 The report compares 
yearly measurements of winter mean temperature for the period 1901 to 2017 at Lake 
Louise Ski Area for the elevations of 1,646, 2,142, and 2,636 meters above sea level. For 
all three elevations, winter mean temperatures have steadily increased during the period 
1901 to 2017 at a rate of about 0.19°C per decade according to a best-fit line determined 
by linear regression analysis. The difference in winter mean temperature between the 
base and top elevation is approximately 1.0°C. According to the calculated regression 
lines, winter mean temperature in the year 2017 averaged -11.3, -11.8, and -12.3°C at the 
elevations of 1,646, 2,142, and 2,636 meters, respectively.

The average of the 15 climate simulation model forecasts suggest that winter mean 
temperature will increase to -9.2, -9.7, and -10.2°C by the year 2085 for the elevations 
of 1,646, 2,142, and 2,636 meters, respectively, under the RCP4.5 emission scenario. 
However, it is important to note that there is considerable variability between the models in 
the prediction of winter mean temperature for the year 2085. This variability is the product 
of uncertainty related to a limited scientific understanding of exactly how the Earth’s climate 
system will react to future higher concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

Future climate model predictions for winter mean temperature at Lake Louise Ski Area for 
the elevations of 1,646, 2,142, and 2,636 meters were prepared under the RCP8.5 emission 
scenario. The average of the 15 climate model forecasts suggest that winter mean 
temperature will increase to -7.1, -7.4, and -8.1°C for the elevations of 1,646, 2,142, and 
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2,636 meters, respectively. Once again, it is important to note that there is considerable 
variability between the models in the prediction of winter mean temperature for the year 
2085.

4.2.5 FUTURE CHANGES IN WINTER PRECIPITATION, SNOWFALL AND 
RAINFALL:

The team compared historical (1981-2010 normal average) values of winter precipitation, 
winter rainfall, and winter snowfall to forecasted values of these climate variables for the 
year 2085 under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 emission scenarios for the elevations of 1,646, 2,142, 
and 2,636 meters, respectively.

Winter precipitation (rainfall + snowfall) is predicted to increase by 2085 relative to the 
historical data. These results suggest that the Lake Louise Ski Area will experience a 
significant increase in precipitation under both emission scenarios for the combined winter 
months of December, January and February.

Winter rainfall is predicted to increase by 2085 relative to the historical data. For the winter 
seasons, these results suggest that the LLSA will experience a sizeable increase in rainfall 
in the RCP4.5 scenario and an extraordinary increase in the RCP8.5 scenario. Despite 
the 400% increase in rainfall under the RCP8.5 emission scenario, snowfall will still make 
up roughly 90% of the precipitation falling during the months of December, January and 
February.

Winter snowfall is predicted to increase by 2085 relative to the historical 1981-2010 normal 
data. These results suggest that the LLSA will experience a moderate increase in snowfall 
under both emission scenarios for the combined winter months of December, January and 
February.

4.2.6 FUTURE PREDICTIONS FOR SKI SEASON START AND END DATES:

Using -2°C as a mean daily temperature threshold to define the ski season, we determined 
the ski season start and end dates for the climatological normal period 1981-2010, the year 
2085 under the RCP4.5 emission scenario, the year 2085 under the RCP8.5 emission 
scenario. For both emission scenarios, the average of the 15 climate models was used. 
Further, this predictive modelling of the start and end dates was done for the base, middle, 
and top elevations at the Lake Louise Ski Area.
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This modelling procedure most likely incorrectly estimates the end of the true ski season. 
The day-to-day accumulation of the snow after the start of the ski season causes the 
development of a snow pack of considerable thickness. This snowpack should extend the 
true ski season by several weeks until melting and sublimation reduces the thickness of the 
snowpack to a point where too little snow exists on the ground for safe skiing.

Under the RCP4.5 emission scenario, the ski season will shrink by about 33 to 34 days 
relative to the average for the period 1981-2010 by the year 2085 for the elevations of 
1,646, 2,142, and 2,636 meters. At the base elevation, the length of the ski season will be 
approximately four and a half months long in the year 2085 under this best-case emission 
scenario.

Under the worst-case RCP8.5 emission scenario, the ski season will shrink by about 56 to 
58 days relative to the average for the period 1981-2010 by the year 2085 for the elevations 
of 1,646, 2,142, and 2,636 meters. Despite the greater loss of days under this worst-case 
scenario, the length of the ski season at base elevation will be about 4 months long.

4.2.7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:

Analysis of historical winter temperature data for the Lake Louise Ski Area suggests a 
statistically significant trend of warming temperatures between 1901 and 2017. However, 
this warming has had no effect of reducing the viability of winter recreation at the ski area 
as the temperatures at the LLSA are quite cold during the winter months. Snowfall has 
shown a trend of decreasing quantities over this same period. Statistically this trend is not 
as strong as the one seen for temperature. Further, if one reanalysed the snowfall data 
for just the period 1901 to 1990 the outcome would be that no statistically significant trend 
exists. This may suggest that the declining snowfall trend seen when analysing the full 
dataset maybe an artefact of some poor snowfall years that occurred in the last 3 decades.

Results from the climate model simulations for the year 2025, under both emission 
scenarios, for the variable winter mean temperature comply quite closely with extrapolated 
trends seen in the 1901-2017 historical data. Further, the climate models suggest continued 
warming to the years 2055 and 2085 are rates greater that what was seen between 1901-
2017. Climate model simulations and historical trends for snowfall did not match well, with 
the historical trends suggesting declines in this climate variable into the future. The climate 
model simulations, under both emission scenarios, do not suggest that winter snowfall will 
decline during the remainder of the 21st century. In fact, the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios 
suggest a significant increase in winter snowfall relative to the 1981-2010 normal for the 
year 2085 (for example, at 2,142 meters elevation 1981-2010 = 278 mm, RCP4.5 = 386 
mm, and RCP8.5 = 383 mm).
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A closer examination of the future changes predicted to occur for winter precipitation, winter 
snowfall, and winter rainfall were also done in this impact assessment report. Comparing 
the climate model averages for both the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 emission scenarios to the 
1981-2010 historical average we can see that winter precipitation will increase by 40% and 
48%, respectively, by 2085. By 2085, winter rainfall will increase by 50% and 400%, for the 
RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 emission scenarios, respectively. While the increase in rainfall sounds 
large for the RCP8.5 scenario, it will represent less than 10% of the precipitation occurring 
during December, January, and February. Finally, winter snowfall will under RCP4.5 will 
increase by 38% and 36% for the RCP8.5 emission scenarios.

Future warming temperatures will also influence the length of the ski season at the Lake 
Louise Ski Area. Using a threshold mean daily temperature of -2°C, we found that the ski 
season will shrink by about 33 to 34 days by the year 2085 under the RCP4.5 emission 
scenario relative to the average season seen during the period 1981-2010. Under the 
RCP8.5 emission scenario, season will decrease by 56 to 58 days by the year 2085.

The final four figures in this impact assessment (refer to full report at Section 12.1.4) are 
used to summarize the future effect of human caused climate change on Lake Louise Ski 
Area. In these graphs, we plot forecasted winter mean temperature and winter snowfall 
for 2085, under both emission scenarios, for the Lake Louise Ski Area against nine other 
ski areas. The climate data used for the nine other areas represents 30-year averages for 
winter mean temperature and winter snowfall for the period 1981-2010. In this comparison, 
we can see that in terms of winter mean temperature, the Lake Louise Ski Area in 2085 
will become more like current day Panorama Mountain Resort under the RCP4.5 emission 
scenario. 

Under the RCP8.5 emission scenario, the Lake Louise Ski Area in 2085 will become more 
like current day Big White Ski Resort, Sun Peaks Resort, Whitewater Ski Resort in terms of 
winter mean temperature. For the climate variable winter snowfall, the Lake Louise Ski Area 
in the year 2085, under both emission scenarios, will gain more snowfall during the winter 
months and be more like ski Areas closer to the Pacific coast.
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4.3 WILDLAND FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT AND FIRESMART PLAN

Note to Readers:  Readers wishing to view or download the full text of this report 
are directed to Chapter 12 of this Long-Range Plan, Section 12.1.6.

This report, prepared by Cliff White and Associates (who have considerable experience 
as former fire management specialists with the Parks Canada Agency), identifies the 
extent of the risks that the LLSA and all facilities in the upper Bow Valley will face, and 
the importance of taking immediate action to reduce the risk of significant losses to 
infrastructure and to residents and visitors. In effect, the continuous forest cover that now 
blankets the LLSA and surrounding floor and sides of the Bow Valley from Castle Mountain 
to Bow Lake that has emerged since large fires in the 1920s and 1930s, poses a significant 
fire risk in periods of drought, and has reduced habitat diversity for most wildlife species 
including Grizzly Bear.

The FireSmart Report recommends a series of steps (FireSmart) that the LLSA should 
undertake to protect its facilities including critical power lines which, if lost to fire, would 
reduce the ski area’s ability to respond. In addition to removing trees to reduce fire hazard, 
the Vegetation and Ski Run Management Strategy identifies several areas within the ski 
area’s boundary where ski run clearing, glading and thinning can further improve habitat 
opportunities while reducing the risk posed by fast-moving crown fires. Glading is also 
recognized as an activity that can be applied to enhance habitat opportunities for Whitebark 
Pine. This report recognizes the risks that recent fires within and adjacent to Banff National 
Park have posed to people and property and urges collaborative action between the LLSA 
and Parks Canada to design effective action to respond. This may mean having Parks 
Canada undertake community-fireproofing for the Lake Louise Village and surrounding 
attractions and facilities, such as they have been doing for the Town of Banff for three 
decades.
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4.4 OVERVIEW OF WILDLIFE PROTECTION AND MANAGEMENT 
STRATEGY

Note to Readers:  Readers wishing to view or download the full text of this report 
are directed to Chapter 12 of this Long-Range Plan, Section 12.1.1.

The Lake Louise Ski Area Wildlife Protection and Management Strategy (the “Strategy”), 
is intended as a reference and guidance document to support a long-term, consistent 
approach to wildlife management at the ski area. The Strategy is based on guidance 
provided by Parks Canada Agency (“PCA”) in the 2015 Site Guidelines and is a “living 
document” that will be updated and implemented as the ski area evolves. This document 
describes the following:

Existing Situation:  A description of existing wildlife information for Grizzly Bears, 
Mountain Goats, Canada Lynx, Woodland Caribou, Wolverine and the Whitehorn 
Wildlife Corridor.

Desired State:  A high level discussion of objectives with respect to wildlife and wildlife 
habitat.

Key Considerations: Development Approaches and Management Conditions: A 
description of LLSA’s plans for wildlife management associated with the projects 
identified in the 2015 Site Guidelines.

Monitoring: A description of the wildlife monitoring program currently being 
implemented by LLSA in cooperation with PCA to meet the information requirements of 
LLSA Strategic Environmental Assessment.

4.4.1 OVERALL WILDLIFE STRATEGY:

The goal is to develop a long-term, consistent approach to wildlife management 
and monitoring and infrastructure development on the ski area that is intended to be 
implemented over the lifespan of this, and future Long-Range Plans for the LLSA. The 
Strategy compiles all the requirements of the 2015 Site Guidelines into a single, coherent 
‘big picture’ approach to wildlife management at the LLSA.
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4.4.2 EXISTING SITUATION:

A. Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor

The Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor is one of two primary wildlife movement corridors 
running north-south along the Bow River in the Lake Louise area and is located on the 
northeast side of the Bow Valley. Wildlife use of the corridor has been documented 
through a number of snow-tracking studies (LeBlanc 1994, Heuer 1995, Stevens and 
Owchar 1996, Owchar and Heuer 1997, Heuer et al. 1998, Owchar 2001, Owchar 
2002) and through study of GPS and VHF collared animals (Apps 2007, Gibeau 2000, 
Whittington et al. 2012). These studies have demonstrated use of the Whitehorn Wildlife 
Corridor by both carnivores and ungulates including Grizzly Bear, Wolverine, Wolf, 
Coyote, Lynx, Moose, Elk, Bighorn Sheep and Deer. During the winter, most carnivore 
movement along the corridor occurs between the Trans-Canada Highway (TCH) and 
the ski area base and parking lots, except from Canada Lynx which also use the mid-
slope portions of the ski area (PCA 2015b). Monitoring in 2017/2018 suggests that the 
corridor continues to provide regional connectivity as during past monitoring programs.

Generally, areas of frequent human use and infrastructure in the Whitehorn Wildlife 
Corridor are avoided by wildlife, including the old gondola base (which is located 
approximately 200 metres north east of the TCH), the Whisky Jack Base Area (The 
Base Area) and parking lots. A summer season electric wildlife exclusion fence around 
The Base Area excludes large-sized wildlife. In the winter the electric fence around The 
Base Area is removed; however, snow tracking data and telemetry data demonstrate 
avoidance of The Base Area in winter by large wildlife (PCA 2015b).

Whitehorn Drive is the main access road to the ski hill and bisects the Whitehorn 
Wildlife Corridor. Annual traffic volumes have remained consistent from 2001 to present 
day, with two-way traffic volume of approximately 500,000 vehicles per year. Traffic 
volumes are typically highest during the ski season from November through April with 
lower volumes from May through October (PCA 2015b). The effects of vehicular traffic 
on wildlife crossings of Whitehorn Drive were discussed in detail in PCA (2015b). In 
general, vehicular speeds and traffic volumes are such that wildlife vehicle collisions 
are not an issue for wildlife traversing the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor. Wildlife-vehicle 
collisions on the Whitehorn Drive are expected to occur at low levels relative to 
other park roads because of its relatively low speed limit of 50 kph and short length 
(approximately 2 km from the TCH interchange to the ski area). However, previous 
research indicates that traffic volumes are believed to be a deterrent to wildlife road 
crossings, particularly for wary species.
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B. Grizzly Bears

The anthropogenic ski runs and associated clearings at the Lake Louise Ski Area are 
important habitat for Grizzly Bears, with the ski area identified as good and very good 
Grizzly Bear habitat including the slopes of Richardson Ridge and Wolverine Shoulder 
(Jalkotzy et al. 1999, PCA 2010). Ski run configuration provides both security cover, 
habitat edge and quality food sources which have been taken advantage of by Grizzly 
Bear. Habitat suitability modelling conducted for the Detailed Impact Analysis of the 
LLSA’s Long-Range Plan generally support this description of Grizzly Bear habitat on 
the LLSA (Golder 2019, Section 7.2.2.1).

Vegetation greenness was the most important variable predicting bear habitat selection 
in all seasons. Although the distance to ski runs was consistently a less important 
feature than most other considered variables, bears selected areas closer to ski runs 
more than expected by availability during all three seasons (i.e., spring, summer, fall). 
Bears more strongly selected for higher linear feature density (e.g., railways) and other 
anthropogenic disturbances (e.g., buildings and paved roads) than they did for ski runs. 
There was an interaction in summer and fall seasons between ski runs and young cut-
blocks and burns, such that selection for ski runs decreased as availability of young 
burns and cut-blocks increased. Grizzly Bears selected avalanche paths during summer 
and fall but selection for avalanche paths was not statistically different from that for ski 
runs. The most strongly avoided habitat variables were dense canopy cover and high 
terrain roughness. The selection of ski runs was highly variable among individual bears; 
ski runs were selected by some individuals, whereas others avoided them during all 
seasons. The greatest number of bears appear to select ski runs during summer, while 
during fall most individuals avoid ski runs. Grizzly Bears are, on average, from spring to 
fall, located closer to ski runs than would be expected by random chance.

Grizzly Bears use the front side of Whitehorn Mountain heavily in summer, travelling 
to and from the ski area slopes from all directions (PCA 2015a & 2015b). GPS data 
demonstrate considerable movement through the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor with a 
tendency to use the upper portion of the corridor above the base lodge area (PCA 
2015b). However, the lower portion of the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor between the 
TCH and the ski hill parking lots is also used. Several management strategies related 
to summer use and operation at the ski hill have been implemented to ensure that 
carnivores move effectively through the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor. These include 
the use of an electric fence surrounding The Base Area to prevent bear-human 
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conflicts; timing restrictions on the use of lifts, bear viewing from the chairlift or within 
an electric fence that prevents human-bear interactions and use of The Base Area 
facilities; and seasonal protocols on maintenance and construction activities (PCA 
2015b). Grizzly Bear habitat suitability modelling (resource selection function [RSF] 
modelling) conducted for the DIA prepared in conjunction with LLSA’s Long-Range Plan 
demonstrated that habitat suitability is lower in alpine areas with high canopy cover. 
Some bears use the shoulder of Eagle Ridge to move from the front side of Whitehorn 
Mountain to Corral Creek; however, movement by bears appears to be high around 
anthropogenic disturbance and based on the RSF and movements paths, Eagle Lodge 
is not anticipated to act as a barrier to movement (Golder, 2019, Section 7.2.2.1).

C. Slate Range Mountain Goats

Goat abundance and distribution appears to have changed in the Slate Range over 
the past 35-40 years, as indicated by the pattern of goat observations during aerial 
surveys over that time. Although the intensity, timing, and methods of goat surveys have 
changed over the years, it seems clear that goats rarely occur within a 2 km buffer of 
the ski area’s developed footprint. Although Mountain Goat occurrence within the LLSA 
appears to have declined in conjunction with the past development of ski area facilities, 
the specific cause of apparent decline or change in habitat use patterns is unclear and 
may be linked to human use both within and adjacent to the ski area. 

Human backcountry use, well beyond the ski area’s boundaries, including in the 
Slate Range, Ptarmigan Lake and Skoki area, but specifically at Hidden Lake and 
Hidden Bowl has been increasing over the decades and is currently very high. The 
trail system and campground below Hidden Lake is one of the most easily accessed 
overnight backcountry sites in Banff National Park and therefore receives many 
visitors throughout the summer months. Monitoring of 10 GPS-collared mountain 
goats between October 2017 through September 2018, indicate that the northern and 
western portions of the Hidden Lake basin (outside the limits of the proposed License 
of Occupation) continue to be frequently used, but on-going satellite radio-collaring is 
demonstrating that the range of this herd is considerably larger than previously known, 
extending as far east as the Sawback Range.

D. Canada Lynx

Telemetry data and tracking data from these sources show that considerable 
movement, including daily foraging movements, takes place along the front side of 
the ski area above the base lodge area, but some along-valley movement also occurs 
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closer to the Trans-Canada Highway, typically crossing the Pipestone River just 
upstream of the old gondola base (PCA 2015b). VHF radio telemetry of four collared 
Lynx with home ranges that overlapped the Lake Louise Ski Area demonstrate 
most activity occurs in forested areas, particularly between the base lodge area and 
Whitehorn Lodge, east of the Pipestone River (Apps 2007). Two of the Lynxes also 
used Corral Creek or areas beyond the Temple Lodge area (PCA 2015b). Radio-
telemetry and snow-tracking data also show Lynx crossings of the Whitehorn Drive in 
the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor. Crossing of front side ski runs probably occur mostly at 
night as Lynx tend to avoid large open areas (PCA 2015b). Notwithstanding recreational 
activities, winter track studies indicate that the LLSA has significantly higher Lynx and 
Snowshoe Hare winter track counts compared to more densely forested slopes on 
similar aspects on Mount Hector and Protection Mountain. Images of Canada Lynx 
continue to be captured on remote cameras in the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor in 
2017/2018.

E. Woodland Caribou

Currently Woodland Caribou in Banff National Park are believed to have been extirpated 
(Hebblewhite et al. 2009) with potential for recovery likely dependent on translocation of 
Caribou from healthy populations elsewhere to potential Caribou ranges within the Park.  
Caribou would not be transplanted to habitat within or in the vicinity of the ski area’s 
boundaries

F. Wolverine

Tremblay (2001) in PCA 2015b, reports that, “The Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor is used 
as a consistent travel route by Wolverines, including crossing Whitehorn Drive and 
travelling along the Pipestone ski trails”. Snow tracking data demonstrate primary use 
of the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor by Wolverine below the Whisky Jack Base Area and 
above the TCH with avoidance of the old gondola base (PCA 2015b). It is possible that 
the lease may overlap with female denning locations, however, locations of such sites 
around the lease are unknown (PCA 2015a). Wolverine have been captured on remote 
cameras in the Hidden Bowl area in 2018 (see Section 5.1.2) but were not recorded to 
date on remote cameras in the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor.
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4.4.3 DESIRED STATE:

The desired state for wildlife reflects the objectives outlined in the 2015 Site Guidelines. 
Desired outcomes and priorities for ecological integrity associated with wildlife (PCA 2015a) 
include:

• Ensure that land-use decisions contribute to ecological integrity goals including 
wildlife movement, Grizzly Bear habitat security and species at risk protection and 
recovery;

• Conserve and restore terrestrial habitat conditions for sensitive species including 
Grizzly Bear, Wolverine, Mountain Goat, and Mountain Caribou;

• Continued efforts that ensure habitat security by maintaining or reducing the 
potential for Grizzly Bear/ human conflict, displacement and habituation;

• Improved effectiveness of the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor by rigorous 
implementation of the measures included in the LRP; and

• Demonstrate leadership in environmental management, stewardship, monitoring 
and best practices with respect to wildlife management.

4.4.4 KEY CONSIDERATIONS, DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES AND 
MANAGEMENT CONDITIONS:

Key strategic considerations related to wildlife and wildlife habitat in the 2015 Site 
Guidelines (PCA 2015a) include:

• Habitat change and loss;

• Disturbance, displacement and habituation;

• Altered predatory-prey relationships;

• Wildlife movement; and

• Human use management
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4.4.5 SKI AREA KEY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS:

Development at LLSA will include design considerations that reduce the effects of 
development on wildlife and wildlife habitat such as:

• Creation of open meadows on new or modified ski runs should contain a mix of 
natural graminoid and herbaceous species utilized by grizzlies;

• Where feasible, run widths and openings that exceed 50 m in width may be re-
modelled in conjunction with glading, or other required vegetation management 
practices. Critical open-space runs including Upper Wiwaxy, Larch, Easy Street and 
Bald Eagle would not be affected by this initiative;

• Where applicable, thinning or opening of the forest canopy for glading should be 45-
50% to enhance buffalo berry production in areas away from visitor use;

• Known bear and Wolverine den sites, when discovered, will be avoided and 
buffered from permanent development and intensive winter use or disturbance;

• Snowmaking technologies on the front side – especially at lower elevations – are 
selected to minimize noise and associated operational disturbances such as 
snowmobile use;

• Snow and safety fencing along ski runs have openings that facilitate wildlife 
movement, such openings to be managed to maintain skier safety (e.g., these 
openings may be closed during competitive events to prevent high speed 
collisions);

• Where human safety will not be compromised, employ low-noise or passive 
avalanche control measures to limit the need for explosives, to the extent feasible in 
accordance with industry standards;

• The upper mountain trail system on the East Ridge of Whitehorn Mountain must be 
designed to focus and contain hiking to non-sensitive areas above mid-mountain 
Grizzly Bear habitat on the front side of Whitehorn Mountain;

• The summer operation of Whitehorn Lodge and use of the mid-mountain will 
cease and trails and other specific summer use infrastructure will be removed and 
rehabilitated when Eagle Ridge Lodge opens to the public;

• Siting of the Eagle Ridge Day Lodge maintains key movement pathways for Grizzly 
Bears travelling over or around the Eagle Ridge shoulder;

• In association with parking lot and local traffic circulation improvements, a wildlife 
crossing (underpass) is installed on Whitehorn Drive by Parks Canada at the 
expense of the Lake Louise Ski Area;

• The Lake Louise Ski Area relocates the lower portion of the Fish Creek Road and 
parking lot via a new roadway to the Fish Creek public parking lot that will cross 
through the ski area’s parking lots, adjacent to he Base Area;
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• Effective separation between bears and lodge visitors is put in place to manage 
outdoor lodge use including the use of decks, walkways, viewpoints and loading/
unloading from the gondola area;

• Artificial or natural cover for moving wildlife is maintained between fenced areas of 
the lodge and wildlife movement pathways;

• Direct or ambient lighting from the lodge or outside areas is contained to minimize 
penetrate wildlife movement pathways;

• New ski run development is consistent with the ecological management parameters 
for ski run and vegetation management providing a mosaic of cleared and forest 
patches that facilitate wildlife movement, provide cover and provide habitat for 
Wolverine, Canada Lynx and Grizzly Bears;

• Plans for new runs or lift development make use of existing cleared disturbed areas 
to the extent feasible; unneeded, previously disturbed areas are restored to natural 
forest cover condition while ensuring that forest management practices restore 
more natural processes including replicating diversity drivers such as wildland fire, 
and achieve the FireSmart program goals;

• Parking expansion within the lease removes the need for visitors to park on 
Whitehorn Drive outside of the lease area resulting in improvement to wildlife 
connectivity through the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor;

• Parking expansion is restricted to the footprint established in the 2015 Site 
Guidelines.

• Parking expansion to the SE of Lot 1 is considered only as other parking 
alternatives are exhausted;

• Previously disturbed, and unneeded areas are restored to natural forest conditions;

• Development of a water reservoir in the vicinity of the gondola base and all other 
redevelopment or modification of existing facilities is located within the designated 
License of Occupation, below the existing pump house, and preferably on 
previously disturbed ground; development of the water reservoir in the vicinity of 
Temple Lodge is located within the lease;

• Glading of forested areas between runs will be planned to maintain cover and 
habitat connectivity for Lynx across the ski area;

• Coarse woody debris and understory vegetation will be retained wherever feasible 
to support Snowshoe Hare habitat;

• New ski runs that are developed on lower Whitehorn front side will consider 
consolidating existing smaller forested patches into larger patches to maintain 
habitat effectiveness and connectivity across the ski area consistent with vegetation 
management parameters; and,

• Site the West Bowl egress route as high as feasible to minimize disturbance of 
forested terrain below the bowl.
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4.4.6 WINTER USE CONSIDERATIONS:

Winter activities at the ski area influence winter wildlife movement and use on the ski area 
itself and in adjacent areas of the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor. Maintaining quiet crepuscular 
periods, physical space or separation and habitat parameters for wildlife are important 
considerations with respect to ski area winter activities, times and hours of operation. 
Guidelines and conditions are described as outlined in the 2015 Site Guidelines.

4.4.7 SUMMER USE CONSIDERATIONS:

The Ski Area Management Guidelines (PCA 2006) allow for changes to summer use 
subject to several of conditions including the need to ensure continued protection of wildlife, 
wildlife habitat and wildlife movement. Changes brought forward in the LRP include the 
relocation of summer visitor activities to the top of Grizzly Gondola (i.e., Eagle Ridge 
Day Lodge) and upper slopes of Whitehorn Mountain and extended use of the gondola 
and upper lodge into twilight and night periods prior to August 1 once the underpass on 
Whitehorn Drive has been installed.

4.4.8 WILDLIFE MONITORING:

The Wildlife Monitoring Program was developed primarily based on information 
requirements detailed in the Lake Louise Ski Area Strategic Environmental Assessment 
and conversations with Dr. Seth Cherry, wildlife ecology team leader with the Lake Louise 
Yoho Kootenay Field Unit. The results of the monitoring will provide required baseline data 
on the use of the LLSA and surrounding area by wildlife and will support of the Detailed 
Impact Analysis for the first and subsequent LRPs.

4.4.8.1 Environmental Management System Initiatives:

Wildlife-related initiatives included as components of the ski area’s EMS include:

• Pest control including waste management, and prevention and management of 
invasive species;

• Listed species including maintaining listed-species habitat, minimizing bear 
habituation;
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• Wildlife habitat protection including the maintenance of native vegetation;

• Monitoring the use of Hidden Bowl by Mountain Goats;

• Monitoring the occurrence and activities of Canada Lynx and other predators;

• Monitoring wildlife movement as a means of assessing the effects of habitat 
fragmentation; and

• Maintenance or improvement of large carnivore movement in the Whitehorn Wildlife 
Corridor.

4.4.8.2 Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor Remote Camera Monitoring:

A remote camera monitoring program was recommended to accomplish the stated 
objectives associated with the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor in the 2015 SEA. Although 
the program is focused on wildlife passage through the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor, data 
collected on the program will also provide information regarding Wolverine, Canada Lynx, 
and other furbearers that use the LLSA.

Twenty-two cameras were deployed in 2017 in and on either side of the Whitehorn Wildlife 
Corridor to provide adequate camera coverage of the corridor as well as approaches to the 
corridor from the Pipestone Valley, and the Bow Valley east of Lake Louise. Results to date 
include:

• Most human use was captured on 11 of the 22 cameras; these cameras are located 
on or near human use trails including snowshoe trails and cross-country ski trails, 
downhill ski runs or hiking trails. Of the trails surveyed with remote cameras, most 
that were used in winter were also used as hiking or biking trails in the summer 
months;

• Wildlife use of the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor was varied with some species using 
the whole corridor and appearing on nearly every camera (e.g., Deer) while others 
appeared on only one camera (Bighorn Sheep at a camera located by the horse 
corrals on the ski-out) or more frequently at specific locations (e.g., Black Bears). 
The most frequently observed species were Deer, followed by Elk. Black Bears 
appeared in a large number of images, but, in part, this was the result of the same 
individual being captured on images for extended periods of time. Cougars, Wolves, 
Pine Marten, Grizzly Bears and Foxes were infrequently captured on images. No 
Wolverines were recorded to date.
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Grizzly Bear surveying its surroundings at Lake Louise Ski Area

4.4.8.3 Richardson Ridge/Hidden Lake Area Remote Camera Monitoring:

The primary objective of the Richardson Ridge/Hidden Lake cameras is to capture 
Mountain Goat activity on Richardson Ridge and the Hidden Lake area. These cameras 
are in place to provide increased information on the Slate Range Mountain Goat population 
and Mountain Goat use of the area proposed for development in future Long-Range Plans.

Sixteen cameras programmed to take a photo every 15-minutes were deployed in 2017. 
Results to date include:

• Mountain Goats were detected on 4 of the 16 cameras in the Hidden Lake area, in 
particular on the north side of Hidden Lake and west of Hidden Lake on the slopes 
leading to Richardson Ridge. These cameras captured 134 images of Mountain 
Goats travelling as singles or pairs;

• Mountain Goat activity was not consistent throughout the year with Mountain Goats 
most often observed in the fall and only detected in four months (June, September, 
October and December). Mountain Goats were observed throughout the day, but 
use peaked in the early evening hours;

• Human activity was detected most frequently during the winter and spring months 
and located primarily along Richardson Ridge and peaked at midday; and

• Bighorn Sheep, Grizzly Bears and Wolverines were also observed on these 
cameras.
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4.4.8.4 Slate Range Mountain Goats GPS Telemetry Monitoring:

The purpose of the project is to gather objective scientific data on Mountain Goats within 
the Slate Range by using satellite (GPS) telemetry. Data will contribute to an understanding 
of seasonal habitat use, movement patterns and pathways, unique habitat features, and 
home ranges relative to the Lake Louise Ski Area (LLSA). These data will fill some key 
information requirements identified in the Strategic Environmental Assessment of the LLSA 
Site Guidelines and will provide important input to the development of future LLSA Long-
Range Plans and associated Detailed Impact Analyses.

PCA collared 10 Mountain Goats in the Slate Range northeast of the Lake Louise Ski Area 
between October 10th and 12th, comprised of six males and four females. The movements 
of the 10 collared goats indicates that the herd may travel more widely than previously 
thought. Radio collared goats have travelled as far as south and east as the Sawback 
Range and west into Yoho National Park. Most of the radio collared goat use in the Hidden 
Lake basin in 2017-2018 was between spring and late fall. No additional analyses have 
been completed to date, although initial analyses will be conducted by PCA starting in 
winter 2019. Future analyses will include:

• Season-specific population-level resource selection function (RSF) habitat suitability 
to understand the relative ‘suitability’ of the LLSA area as winter habitat for Slate 
Range Mountain Goats;

• Movement patterns will be examined to determine to what degree important 
movement paths exist within and adjacent to the LLSA, particularly in relation to Mt. 
Richardson, Richardson’s Ridge and Hidden Bowl areas and links to habitat nodes 
in Purple and Wolverine bowls and the Mt. Redoubt;

• Assessment of connectivity among high quality habitat in the rest of the Slate 
Range; and

• Identify mineral lick locations in the Slate Range.

4.4.9 REFERENCES

For a list of references used in this Summary, please consult the full text of this report.  The 
citation is provided in Chapter 12, Section 12.1.1.  Copies can be downloaded from the ski 
area’s Long-Range Planning web portal (www.lrp.skilouise.com).
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4.5 OVERVIEW OF WATER AND AQUATIC RESOURCES PROTECTION 
AND MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Note to Readers:  Readers wishing to view or download the full text of this report 
are directed to Chapter 12 of this Long-Range Plan, Section 12.1.2.

This document, the Lake Louise Ski Area (LLSA) Water and Aquatic Resources Protection 
and Management Strategy (the Strategy), is intended as a reference and guidance 
document to support a long-term, consistent approach to water resource management and 
water-related infrastructure development at the ski area. The Strategy is based on the 2015 
Site Guidelines and is a “living document” that will be updated and implemented over the 
ski area’s lifespan. This document describes the following:

Existing Situation: A description of existing water-related infrastructure, volume of water 
used, monitoring and permits; stream flows and the aquatic ecosystems of the Pipestone 
River, Fish Creek, and Corral Creek, the major watercourses affected by LLSA activities.

4.5.1 DESIRED STATE: 

A high-level discussion of objectives with respect to infrastructure, water supply reliability, 
and the receiving environment.

Key Considerations, Development Approaches and Management Conditions: A description 
of LLSA’s plans for water-related infrastructure, water use, and monitoring, as well 
as requirements for permitting by Parks Canada. The plans vary in the level of detail 
presented. Infrastructure plans associated with the Long-Range Plan (LRP), for example, 
are typically more detailed than those associated with subsequent phases of development. 
To the extent possible, however, the intent was to identify future development plans where 
possible.

4.5.2 OVERALL WATER STRATEGY:

Overall, and as mentioned in the 2015 Site Guidelines, the water strategy seeks “to ensure 
reliable water supply and sustainability through the use of multiple sources” (PCA 2015a). 
Achieving the goal to provide a reliable and sustainable water supply, while also creating 
Substantial Environmental Gains by reducing on-demand use of water from Corral Creek 
(for potable water supply at Temple Lodge) and from the Pipestone River, would be 
accomplished through the construction of new storage reservoirs and the addition of the 
“4-2 Well Site” (4-2 wells) groundwater wells in the Hamlet of Lake Louise as an alternate 
or supplementary water supply. The LLSA also intends to pursue additional projects for the 
on-hill capture of snowmelt runoff in additional storage reservoirs or sedimentation ponds, 
which would also serve as a much-needed emergency firefighting water supply.
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The 4-2 wells were approved as a stand-by snowmaking water supply for the snowmaking 
seasons of 2003-04, 2017-18 and 2018-19 due to low flows in the Pipestone River. 
Groundwater monitoring following short-term pumping from the 4-2 wells indicated that the 
wells could provide a sustainable water source for snowmaking purposes without affecting 
other water users, particularly the Hamlet of Lake Louise which has pumping wells nearby. 
The 4-2 wells have advantages over the Pipestone River intake as a water source, in that 
use of the 4-2 wells source would eliminate the challenges currently encountered with 
the Pipestone intake relating to low flow periods, frazil ice and anchor ice formation in the 
Pipestone River and siltation. Since the Pipestone River joins the Bow River upstream of 
the 4-2 wells, withdrawals from either the Pipestone intake or the 4-2 wells would have an 
equal effect on flow in the Bow River; however, withdrawals from the 4-2 wells leave the 
Pipestone River completely unaffected.  

With new monitoring wells having been installed by the ski area in 2018, Parks Canada has 
agreed that the ski area can submit for consideration a Project Description and Detailed 
Impact Analysis to pump water from the 4-2 wells groundwater resource to meet its 
snowmaking and potable water needs for the 2019 / 2020 winter ski season. This will allow 
a full test and monitoring of the groundwater resource under normal operating conditions 
and will help determine the viability of the resource as a long-term alternative ski area water 
supply.

New water storage reservoirs will form part of the LRP. A reservoir of approximately 
100,000 - 150,000 cubic metres (m3) is planned at the PPH located at the old Gondola 
Base Station (G-Base) near the Pipestone River intake. The possibility of developing a 
smaller reservoir of approximately 20,000 m3 beside the existing Temple Access Road is 
also being investigated. Other, on-hill snowmelt-capture ponds or sedimentation ponds will 
be considered in the future by the ski area as an additional method to capture runoff during 
snowmelt and rain storm events, potentially further reducing the requirement of on-demand 
use.
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4.5.3 EXISTING SITUATION:

4.5.3.1 Water Use

Under normal operating conditions, the LLSA draws water from two main sources: The 
Pipestone River for snowmaking and potable water, and Corral Creek for potable water 
to support Temple Lodge. Both systems are currently “on-demand”, because there is no 
substantial water storage available. Temporary water permits have been issued by PCA for 
contingency use of the 4-2 wells in the Hamlet of Lake Louise for snowmaking purposes 
when withdrawals were not permitted from the Pipestone River due to low flow conditions. 
Until recently, the Operations / Maintenance Facility used water from local sources. It is 
now connected to the Lodge of the Ten Peaks water system. Whitehorn Lodge draws water 
from a local source, but the volumes drawn are minimal relative to the volumes extracted 
from the Pipestone River.

Snowmaking withdrawals from the Pipestone River are governed by the current LLSA 
Water Permit (2017-056L) which includes the following operating conditions:

• Water withdrawal from the source, for the purposes of snowmaking, will take place 
only for the period between the 15th day of October and the 15th day of April (for the 
years 2017 to 2020).

• Limit the annual water withdrawal volumes for snowmaking to a total 719,222 cubic 
metres (158,223,500 Imperial Gallons).

• Water withdrawal from the source, for the purposes of snowmaking will be limited to 
10% of the existing, natural flow.

• Water withdrawals from the source, for the purposes of snowmaking will not be 
allowed when flows drop below the 90% exceedance level.

• Water withdrawal from the source, for the purposes of firefighting and potable water 
supply will be allowed year-round.

• In addition to the above parameters of the permit, the 10/90 policy governs water 
withdrawals for snowmaking as follows:

 ◦ The LLSA Pipestone River withdrawal permit allows up to a maximum of 
10% of the mean daily flow to be withdrawn for snowmaking purposes. 
If the instantaneous flow on any given day falls below the weekly 90% 
exceedance flow for that day (i.e., a flow condition that would historically 
be exceeded 90% of the time for that week), all snowmaking water 
withdrawals must cease until the flow comes back above the exceedance 
value. As flows near the 90% exceedance flow, only the difference between 
the current flow and the exceedance value may be diverted or extracted, up 
to a maximum of 10% of the instantaneous flow.
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 ◦ The weekly 90% exceedance value is computed annually by a qualified 
hydrologist approved by PCA and is based on an average of 51 years 
of historical data (Dick Allison, pers. comm., LLSA qualified hydrologist). 
Because there is no water storage reservoir currently available at the 
site, when Pipestone River flows are below the 90% exceedance value 
for the week, water withdrawal for snowmaking must cease unless an 
alternate source is used. In November 2017 and 2018, the Pipestone River 
experienced low flows for a prolonged period that were below the 10/90 
threshold. However, PCA permitted LLSA to use groundwater pumped from 
the 4-2 wells in the Hamlet of Lake Louise on a contingency basis until river 
flows came back up above weekly exceedance values.

 ◦ The current average annual snowmaking water use at the ski area is 
390,000 m3 (it ranged from 326,000 to 416,000 m3/year between 2011 
and 2016), which is well below the permitted withdrawal limit of 719,222 
m3. This water volume supports snowmaking on an average of about 98 
hectares (ha) of terrain (Torrent, 2018), although current snowmaking 
coverage was estimated to be 107 ha or even as high as 120 ha (this 
estimate will be updated in the final version of the DIA). Current potable 
water use represents 4% of total water use. Where local water cannot be 
sourced to support infrastructure throughout the ski area, potable water is 
distributed to facilities using the snowmaking water pipeline system. Where 
potable water is required, treatment is at the point of use (i.e. treated water 
is not delivered through the snowmaking distribution system).

Wastewater from the LLSA is collected and pumped to the PCA treatment plant in the 
Hamlet of Lake Louise. Waste solids are removed semi-annually using a vacuum truck and 
taken to the PCA treatment plant.

4.5.3.2 Aquatic Environment

Westslope Cutthroat Trout (a SARA Schedule 1-listed Threatened species) and Bull Trout 
(assessed as a species of Special Concern by COSEWIC) are found in the Pipestone River 
and Corral Creek. The Pipestone River also supports populations of introduced Brook 
Trout and Mountain Whitefish. Overall, the fish habitat use potential in the section of the 
Pipestone River adjacent to the LLSA water intake was rated as low to moderate for trout 
species and Mountain Whitefish based on individual species requirements for nursery, 
rearing, and feeding and on the types and proportions of channel unit types present in the 
areas surveyed. Several isolated areas of spawning habitat for Bull Trout and Mountain 
Whitefish were identified within the surveyed section. Water quality data for the Pipestone 
River indicate that the water is well oxygenated and would provide suitable conditions for 
all fish species throughout the open-water season. No seasonal barriers to fish movement 
were identified within the surveyed section.
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Corral Creek supports primarily a Westslope Cutthroat Trout population, with a population 
that has remained stable compared to historic surveys over the past 20 years. Water quality 
conditions and benthic invertebrate communities were similar upstream and downstream 
of the LLSA. Overall, the fish habitat use potential of Corral Creek was rated moderate to 
high for Westslope Cutthroat Trout based on individual species requirements for nursery, 
rearing, and feeding. Suitable spawning habitat for Westslope Cutthroat Trout was identified 
throughout Corral Creek within and upstream of the LLSA. Water quality data for Corral 
Creek indicate that dissolved oxygen concentrations were sufficient throughout the open-
water season to support Westslope Cutthroat Trout. Water temperatures recorded in Corral 
Creek were generally within the preferred temperatures range of Westslope Cutthroat Trout 
during the open-water period. No barriers to upstream fish movement were identified within 
the surveyed sections, based on the flow conditions present at the time of the surveys.

4.5.4 DESIRED STATE:

The desired state for water supply and aquatic ecosystems reflects the objectives outlined 
in the 2015 Site Guidelines. The desired state for water resources is to ensure a reliable 
and sustainable water supply using multiple sources and strategies to allow for expanded 
snowmaking coverage and meet the water demands of future user capacity. The expanded 
water uses can be achieved within the existing water allocation for LLSA, while providing 
protections for the aquatic ecosystem and creating Substantial Environmental Gains.

4.5.5 KEY CONSIDERATIONS, DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES AND 
MANAGEMENT CONDITIONS:

The primary consideration in the Strategy to achieve the desired state is through 
modifications to the water supply system with a goal of reducing on-demand water 
withdrawals from the Pipestone River and Corral Creek. This can be achieved through the 
development of water storage reservoirs and using an alternative water supply from the 4-2 
wells. Both strategies have benefits to providing a reliable supply of water while achieving 
Substantial Environmental Gains for aquatic ecosystems.

The LLSA will invest in snowmaking infrastructure to both improve the effectiveness and 
efficiency in using water and to expand the snowmaking area. In the LRP, water use 
for snowmaking would increase to about 556,000 cubic metres (m3), which is below the 
permitted annual withdrawal of 719,222 m3. The estimated LRP snowmaking coverage is 
an additional 86 ha of terrain above existing snowmaking area. While the volume of water 
available over the year from the Pipestone River is not a concern, the timing of when the 
water is available for withdrawal has limitations under the existing infrastructure.
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The Strategy has provided an analysis of the trade-offs between reliability of snowmaking 
supply, annual snowmaking demand, and storage. Reliability in this case refers to the 
likelihood of fully meeting typical snowmaking demands in terms of volume and schedule. 
The consequences of running short are typically a delay in snowmaking start-up and finish 
dates, the latter extends water withdrawal further into the lower flow time period of the river 
which is contrary to the goal of this strategy. The analysis shows that the LLSA’s current 
snowmaking demands can be fully met, for example, with about 120,000 m3 of water 
storage for a return period of 20 years. Alternatively stated, in 5% of years, storage of at 
least 120,000 m3 would be required to meet the average snowmaking schedule.

Storage reservoirs are planned to be constructed near the Pipestone River intake at the 
G-Base and in the Temple Lodge area. The LLSA intends to fill at least portions of these 
reservoirs with collected snowmelt runoff. This approach will reduce pumping costs and 
the associated greenhouse gas emissions generated by pumping. The effect to receiving 
streams of collecting ski hill runoff during spring freshet will be negligible and these 
reservoirs will also serve as sedimentation settling/filtration ponds and will provide a 
supply of emergency firefighting water. Filling reservoirs from surface water would occur 
during higher flow periods, during storm events, and would continue to follow instream flow 
thresholds to provide protection to the aquatic ecosystem.

Reservoirs have proven to provide several benefits to both the environment and ski area 
operational needs at other ski areas. On demand water withdrawal from Corral Creek could 
also be eliminated using a reservoir or other alternate water storage system. Additionally, it 
is anticipated that water storage could also result in a shortened snowmaking season.

The potential use of the 4-2 wells as a primary or alternate water source, either on-demand 
or to provide water to storage reservoirs, is a project that can provide environmental gains 
and operational efficiency and reliability. Short-term pumping at the 4-2 wells in November 
2017 and November 2018 demonstrated that the 4-2 wells can likely provide the volume 
required to support the ski area. Further aquifer recharge tests may be needed to better 
understand surface water-groundwater interactions between the aquifer and the Bow 
River, if any exists. With the addition of storage reservoirs, it is expected that the 4-2 wells 
could be operated to fill and maintain water levels in the storage reservoirs while having a 
negligible effect on surface water flows and fish habitat in the Bow River.

The use of the 4 2 wells as a primary water source could also eliminate on-demand 
withdrawals from the Pipestone River. The snowmaking system will also be improved 
through more effective and efficient snowmaking infrastructure such as the appropriate 
selection and types of snowmaking guns, improved pumps and motors, compressors and 
pipelines. The results of water supply tests at the 4-2 groundwater well site will have an 
impact on the final decision of the ski area for the location and storage volume of the main 
water reservoir.
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The use of snowmaking additives is also an option for consideration to improve 
snowmaking efficiency. These additives could significantly increase snowmaking equipment 
efficiency and would be employed to help reduce the volume of water required, especially 
during periods of higher snow making temperatures, to provide adequate snow cover. 
Other improvements, which are on-going at the ski area, include annual permitted brush 
and vegetation mowing/cutting on ski run surfaces; terrain modification to all ski runs, such 
as removing rocks, stumps, and tree debris hazards; and slope smoothening and snow 
farming, thereby reducing snowmaking depth requirements.

Risks posed by floods and ice jamming and rafting have been addressed in the DIA.  
There are indications that flooding has occurred near the Pipestone River water intake 
early in the winter.  Ski area staff report damage to trees and some infrastructure.  There 
is little evidence of Bow River flooding or ice damage at the 4 -2 Well site, and these wells 
are situated well above river elevation. The LLSA will regularly monitor and report ice 
jamming events on Pika and Corral Creeks, and on the Pipestone and Bow Rivers.  Based 
on results, additional measures can be taken to prevent damage to the Gondola-base 
pumphouse, and the 4-2 wells.  This information will also be used in the final design of 
proposed reservoirs.

The 2015 Site Guidelines (Page 62) does allow the ski area to bring forward changes to 
withdrawal limits or management systems from the Pipestone River through a Long-Range 
Plan.  Any adjustment to the 10/90 threshold rule to reduce in-stream flow minimums 
would benefit the availability of Pipestone River water for snowmaking, when it is most 
needed.  Studies conducted by Golder Associates for the LRP Water Management 
Strategy indicate that the 10/90 restriction is proving fully sufficient to meet in-stream flow 
needs, however, the ski area does not propose to amend the 10/90 rule at this time.  The 
2015 Site Guidelines (Page 45) require that, “Any proposed changes to water withdrawal 
limits or water management systems will be based on a detailed professional analysis and 
independent peer review of minimum in-stream flow needs required for Westslope cutthroat 
trout, Bull trout, and other fish and aquatic species.  

The 2015 Site Guidelines (Page 62) also allow the ski area to consider other measures to 
improve current snowmaking and water use efficiency.  These include improvements in 
on-hill equipment, pumping systems, and snowmaking nucleating systems.  The 2015 Site 
Guidelines confirm that improvements of this type may be brought forward in advance of 
a Long-Range Plan, and do not require approval in this document.  The ski area will bring 
forward proposals to test snowmaking nucleating agents, such as SnoMax, in the near 
future. 
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4.5.6 SUBSTANTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL GAINS:

Substantial Environmental Gains consistent with the 2006 Ski Area Management 
Guidelines and 2015 Site Guidelines that provide direct benefit to aquatic ecosystems 
include: the permanent, legislated return of Purple and Wolverine bowls to the protected 
zones of Banff National Park; and re-configuration of water supply systems, including 
the development of off-stream storage reservoirs, to provide protection for aquatic 
systems and sensitive species. Westslope Cutthroat Trout and Bull Trout are found in the 
Pipestone River and Corral Creek. The current snowmaking and potable water supply 
system withdraws water directly from these watercourses. For snowmaking, the greatest 
water need is early in the fall which coincides with late-season, low flow river and creek 
conditions. The elimination of direct, on-demand surface water withdrawal from Corral 
Creek and the Pipestone River is a key aspect of this environmental gain.

Conservation and efficiency measures, the development of alternative water sources, and 
the use of storage reservoirs that can be trickle charged, will help secure the necessary 
surface flows to support fish habitat during low-flow times of the year.

Parks Canada Agency considers the use of water storage reservoir(s) at the ski area as 
a measure that could be used to achieve the Substantial Environmental Gain of providing 
protection for aquatic ecosystems (PCA 2015b). Stored water can be used for snowmaking 
purposes during lower flow periods and during freeze-up on the Pipestone River and thus 
would reduce or eliminate the need for on-demand water withdrawals.

Withdrawal constraints would be maintained such that the protection of the aquatic 
ecosystem and provision of seasonal flow patterns would be maintained. During the 
snowmaking season, the reservoirs could be recharged more slowly when there are 
adequate flows in the river, or by using water pumped from the 4-2 wells. The water storage 
reservoirs could be re-filled in the off-season during spring freshet or following rain storm 
events and be at full capacity going into the next snowmaking season when snowmaking 
demands are high.

Parks Canada Agency also considers the development of alternative water sources at 
the ski area as a measure that could be used to achieve the Substantial Environmental 
Gain of providing protection for aquatic ecosystems (PCA 2015b). Using the 4-2 wells as 
an alternate water source to replace water withdrawals from the Pipestone River would 
reduce or eliminate the need for on-demand water withdrawals from the river. Ongoing 
groundwater monitoring data from the short-term pumping periods in November 2017 and 
November 2018 and additional aquifer recharge tests, may demonstrate that pumping from 
the 4-2 wells can provide a sustainable source of water that has a smaller, and manageable 
impact on surface flows, compared to direct withdrawals from the Pipestone River. The 4-2 
wells can also help minimize the footprint required for water reservoir storage by providing 
a reliable water source to refill the reservoirs during the snowmaking period.
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LLSA is also considering some riparian habitat restoration, sediment and erosion control 
projects and culvert upgrades to improve fish habitat conditions within the ski area. The 
projects include:

• Upgrading the road and ski-out crossing over Purple Creek, factoring in constraints 
of the existing buried infrastructure, to minimize the width of the crossing, re-
establish fish passage and access to upstream spawning habitat, and rehabilitate 
the riparian area adjacent to Purple Creek.

• Upgrading road and skier watercourse crossings of permanently flowing streams, 
as required, to remove any structures that are located within active stream channels 
to restore channel and riparian structure.

• Restoring riparian habitats, where feasible, along Corral Creek adjacent to existing 
ski runs and stream crossing locations.

• Improving surface water run-off and sedimentation control along the Temple Fire 
Road and Whitehorn Drive

4.5.7 REFERENCES:

For a list of references used in this Summary, please consult the full text of this report.  The 
citation is provided in Chapter 12, Section 12.1.2.  Copies can be downloaded from the ski 
area’s Long-Range Planning web portal (www.lrp.skilouise.com).
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4.6 OVERVIEW OF VEGETATION (SKI RUN) PROTECTION AND 
MANAGEMENT STRATEGY

Note to Readers:  Readers wishing to view or download the full text of this report 
are directed to Chapter 12 of this Long-Range Plan, Section 12.1.3.

The LLSA occupies only a minor fraction of the area of Banff National Park at less 
than 0.25%. However, its 1,000 meters plus elevation range, 360o aspect, and location 
on portions of two mountains give it considerable ecological diversity. It features more 
than 10% of the ecosites mapped and described by the Banff-Jasper Ecological Land 
Classification. Terrain and vegetation on these and other ecosites can be affected by 
ski area development and operations including tree removal and brushing, construction 
of access roads, terrain alteration, wildfire suppression, rehabilitation and revegetation 
practices, drainage improvements, lift installations, snowmaking pipeline and hydrant 
installation, and snow packing and grooming. Over time, some of these management 
actions have altered ecological conditions on Whitehorn Mountain and adjacent areas.

Historical ski area development at LLSA in the 1930s was stimulated by a combination of 
tourist access provided by the Canadian Pacific Railroad to immediately adjacent subalpine 
slopes with low forest cover, and alpine terrain with relatively deep snow depths. As Figures 
4-2 and 4-3 illustrate, Parks Canada’s fire prevention and management practices have 
dramatically shaped forest cover and ecological diversity in the upper Bow Valley, including 
in areas immediately adjacent to both the LLSA and the Hamlet of Lake Louise.

Readers will notice that from 1931 to 2003, a vast majority of the areas not revegetated 
by a blanket of Lodgepole Pine are the ski runs on the face of Whitehorn Mountain. As 
a result, many species of wildlife are drawn to the ski area in both summer and winter, 
including Grizzly Bears which are a major draw for the ski area’s summer visitor program. 
This situation is a vital factor in determining the wildlife and wildlife habitat strategies which 
Parks Canada and the LLSA have agreed are essential in future ski area development and 
operations.

The Lake Louise Ski Area Site Guidelines for Development and Use, 2015 (2015 Site 
Guidelines) recognize the significance of LLSA terrain and vegetation, and potential effects 
of resort development and management on vegetation resources. The 2015 Site Guidelines 
required LLSA to prepare several strategies related to management including management 
of overall vegetation communities, rare plants, ski runs, ecological restoration procedures, 
and wildland fire protection.

More recently, Parks Canada requested LLSA also prepare ski area specific guidelines for 
best practices to manage Whitebark Pine (a SARA - Species at Risk Act-listed species) 
in response to the Environment Canada (2017) draft Recovery Strategy. To enable the 
ski area to implement many of the proposals included in this Long-Range Plan, when 
approved, and to permit the ski area’s on-going operations to continue effectively, LLSA 
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Figure 4-2. Whitehorn Mountain and Lake Louise Village in 1931 (National Air Photograph Library A-314-19)

Figure 4-3. Whitehorn Mountain and Lake Louise Village from a viewpoint at a lower elevation in 2003 
(from White and Hart, 2007)
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will work with Parks Canada to ensure that their operations are compliant with SARA and 
SARA authroization procedures. 

This summary provides an overview of LLSA vegetation management activities ongoing 
or proposed for the 2019 LLSA Long-Range Plan. For specific information, the following 
information is available in supporting documents:

Section 12.1.3

LLSA Vegetation and Ski Run Management Strategy, 2019.  Prepared for LLSA by 
Cliff White and Dana Bush.
 
This report describes ecological and vegetation spatial distribution, rare plant monitoring 
and observations (including Whitebark Pine), non-native plant control, and general 
management of native vegetation cover on ski runs and in gladed areas. It includes a 
detailed strategy for inventory, monitoring, and management of Whitebark Pine and its 
adjacent habitats;

Section 12.1.6

LLSA Wildland Fire Risk Assessment, Prepared for LLSA by Cliff White & 
Associates, 2019. 

This report provides details on forest vegetation conditions and weather patterns and the 
resulting wildfire risk at LLSA. It provides “FireSmart” mitigations to reduce the probability 
of wildfire damage or ignitions.

Section 12.1.7

LLSA Rare Plant Mitigation and Field Survey Methodology, Prepared for LLSA by 
C. Dana Bush, 2018. 

This report is included in the LRP as a Best Management Plan. This report focuses on field 
methods for rare plant surveys, monitoring and protection during construction activities, and 
specific techniques to inventory and monitor rare plants.

Section 12.1.8

LLSA Ecological Functionality Assessment (EFA) of Vegetation Management 
Outcomes on Ski Runs and Associated Sites Disturbed by Ski Area Construction 
and Maintenance Activities, 2019. Prepared for LLSA by Dana Bush, Rhonda 
Delong, and Cliff White. 

This report describes construction best management practices, ecological restoration 
techniques, and LLSA’s system for monitoring vegetation cover, erosion control and other 
ecological outcomes of this work. It quantifies EFA condition class for >100 plots on 
disturbed areas based on elevation, aspect, pre-restoration condition, and past treatment.
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4.6.1 WILDLAND FIRE HISTORICAL PATTERNS, CURRENT RISK, AND 
“FIRESMART” MITIGATIONS:

For at least the last several hundred years, LLSA has experienced relatively frequent (e.g., 
every 100 years) large wildland fires that were likely driven by high winds through Kicking 
Horse Pass on to the dry, warm west facing slopes of Whitehorn Mountain. These burns 
were ignited by Indigenous peoples and lightning. The last two burns in 1881, with a reburn 
in 1889, were associated with construction and operation of the CP Railroad and created a 
mosaic of open glades up to treeline on much of Whitehorn Mountain and the Corral Creek 
valley (Figures 4-2 and 4-3). Parks Canada’s fire prevention and suppression programs 
since park establishment have created dense forests susceptible to high intensity crown 
fires.

Ski hill development since the 1930s was favoured by these glades and has incrementally 
proceeded as forest succession occurred. Today, most ski lifts and much associated 
infrastructure such as Temple and Whitehorn Lodge, and connecting powerlines are 
imbedded in dense stands of highly flammable Lodgepole Pine, Engelmann Spruce, and 
Subalpine Fir. These facilities all lie downwind, and upslope from area with potential for high 
human ignition around the Lake Louise Village, Trans-Canada Highway, and the railroad.

The large parking lots near the Base Area, configuration of ski runs, and the water supply 
pipelines for the snowmaking system provide opportunities to reduce fire risk. The ski 
area is installing roof-top sprinkler systems on all ski area lodges in the summer of 2019; 
however, there remains much infrastructure at high risk to damage. Key actions planned in 
the LRP to reduce this risk include:

• For all building renovations or new construction, follow “FireSmart” building 
construction standards for roofing, eaves, decks, windows and siding;

• Use “FireSmart” vegetation management guidelines to remove all flammable fuels 
within 10 m of infrastructure, maintain low flammability fuels within 10-30 m of 
infrastructure, and do site specific thinning, pruning, and fuel removal 30-100 m 
from facilities depending on slope angle and terrain;

• During the fire season conduct daily operational procedures including evaluation of 
fire weather conditions and depending on fire danger other activities such as crew 
preparedness, public fire prevention warnings, and joint training and initial attack 
operations with Parks Canada and the local Lake Louise fire department.

• Bury powerlines wherever feasible or reroute to locations where they are near ski 
runs that reduce fire behaviour. In other areas, expand cleared rights-of-way, and 
thin or prune forests near lines;

• Integrate fire suppression use into snowmaking pipeline and reservoir design and 
operation, particularly considering streams at high elevations that would provide 
gravity flow during power failures;
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Figure 4-4. LLSA Vegetation Management Zones Showing Whitebark Pine Occurrences
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Table 4-1. Area by Vegetation Management Zones and Disturbance Level

Vegetation Management Zone Area 
(ha)

Disturbance 
Level

Area 
(ha)

1. Native subalpine closed forest 390.0
Native 

Vegetation 1,148.62. Native alpine meadow and rock 375.7
3. Native subalpine meadow and 

slide paths 382.9

4a. Existing glades 103.1
Glades and 

Thinning 211.64b. Proposed glades 56

5. Proposed “FireSmart” thinning 52.5

6a. Existing runs and skiways 202.8 Full Clearing/ 
Smoothing/ 

Grading
294.86b. Proposed ski runs and 

skiways 92

7. Buildings, roads, and parking 
lots 33.6 33.6

Total Area 1,688.6 1,688.6

• Work with Parks Canada and the Village of Lake Louise to integrate LLSA ski runs, 
glades and parking lots into local fuel breaks around the Lake Louise Village and 
adjacent to local roads and the Trans-Canada Highway;

• LLSA should support regional initiatives by Parks Canada to create fuel breaks, 
mechanically modify fuels, and use fire to reduce fuels in the upper Bow watershed.

4.6.2 VEGETATION AND SKI RUN MANAGEMENT STRATEGY:

The 2015 Site Guidelines require that the majority of the new lease and licenses of 
occupation (total area approximately 1,780 ha) be maintained as native vegetation, and 
that ski runs, glades, and other disturbances are restored and maintained to continue to 
provide ecosystem functions, such as wildlife habitat, rare plant protection, erosion control 
and other important attributes. These objectives are achieved through the LLSA Vegetation 
Zone Management System (Figure 4-4) that maps the ski area into 7 zones (Table 4-1).

Through the period of the Long-Range Plan, the majority of LLSA (>1,100 ha) will be 
retained as native subalpine forest, native alpine meadows and rock, and native subalpine 
meadows and slide paths. An additional area (>200 ha) will be maintained as glades or 
“FireSmart” thinning with dominated by native vegetation, but with various degrees of tree 
removal to provide for skiing and facility protection from wildfires. Approximately 300 ha of 
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the ski area will consist of ski runs or skiways where all trees are removed, and understory 
vegetation and soils altered to achieve safe recreational conditions and minimize snow-
making requirements (see Report Section 4.6).

The vegetation and ski run management strategy provides a detailed map of zone areas 
with specific guidelines for application of “Best Practices Ski Area Management” within 
each zone. Of special concern for management is Whitebark Pine (“WBP”), a species at 
risk, federally listed as endangered. Historically, frequent fires and avalanches, combined 
with current ski area glading has provided high-quality habitat for WBP in the upper 
subalpine region of LLSA (Figure 4-4).  The vegetation and ski run strategy provides 
guidelines to maintain or enhance WBP occurrence in most vegetation management 
zones while recognizing that on ski runs and skiways it must be removed to maintain safe 
recreational experiences.

However, recognizing that the LLSA’s ongoing glading maintenance program favours 
Whitebark Pine regeneration and growth, it is likely that, in the future, several areas will 
have basal areas of larger diameter WBP that exceed 2 m2/ha. However, due to high levels 
of existing recreational use, and the priority to routinely maintain safe runs and glades, 
many of these areas may not be suitable for designation as Critical Habitat but can still 
provide important habitat to maintain and restore species. 

The vegetation and ski run management strategy also provides monitoring and 
management guidelines for the following groups of plant species:

• Rare plants (in addition to WBP) and ecological communities - The Alberta 
Conservation Information Management System (ACIMS) assesses species 
abundance and distribution by trends and threats, which can include species that 
are threatened by anthropogenic changes, or, as in the case of Whitebark Pine, 
by disease and insect infestation. Currently, the system lists 33 species of rare 
vascular plants that could occur in the LLSA through past monitoring and research. 
Species on the ACIMS tracking and watch list are not necessarily legally protected 
but are usually considered rare for the purposes of environmental assessments. In 
addition, sixteen Rare Ecological Communities (RECs) could occur at LLSA (ACIMS 
2017) based on region and species composition. The LLSA vegetation and ski run 
management strategy and a supporting document by D. Bush (2018) describes 
how this system is applied at LLSA to detect and protect these rare plants and 
communities.

• Non-native plants - Parks Canada (2017) provides guidelines for identifying, 
monitoring and managing invasive alien plants (IAP).  Species are evaluated by 
their threat rank and the invasive vegetation management zone in which they 
occur. The vegetation and run strategy lists species, ranks, and location at LLSA. It 
describes monitoring and management actions to meet PC guidelines.
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4.6.3 ECOLOGICAL FUNCTIONALITY ASSESSMENT AND ECOLOGICAL 
RESTORATION OUTCOMES:

The LLSA Ecological Functionality Assessment (EFA) is a system to evaluate and manage 
vegetation management outcomes on ski runs and associated sites if they are affected 
by ski area construction or maintenance activities. The EFA process at LLSA starts by 
recognizing ecosite capability for development as provided by the Parks Canada ecological 
land classification system (ELC) and site characteristics such as slope angle and aspect, 
proximity to water, and plant community type. Refined project location, design and 
construction methods and site protection plans are developed on this basis. For ski runs, 
a key decision is the level of terrain modification ranging from a) surface vegetation cutting 
only, to b) terrain smoothing including stump, hump and boulder removal, to c) intensive 
grading and levelling.

As above, these decisions are often related to ELC ecosite type and capability for 
development, but also considering energy and water requirements for snow-making to 
provide for safe recreation.

The EFA report describes details and results of the process. Key elements of successful 
ecological restoration at LLSA include the following ecological restoration elements:

• Carefully manage all construction with an experienced Environmental Inspector who 
has direct control over contractors, a detailed understanding of LLSA’s vegetation 
management specifications, the construction process for the job-at-hand, and long-
term ecological restoration needs.

• Conserve all available top soil at all sites and remove or stabilize all excess material 
that could eventually be eroded downslope.

• In alpine and sub-alpine areas, depending on the native plant community, conserve 
as much sod as possible. Use of this material greatly accelerates return of 
ecological functionality.

• Manage overland water flow by maintaining existing stream channels wherever 
possible, diverting some streams away from runs, and building waterbars across all 
slopes to move flow to locations with low erosion potential.

• Heavily fertilize the substrate material prior to spreading conserved topsoil to 
ensure rapid plant regrowth.

• Track the restored topsoil to create an uneven seedbed, and trap water and 
sediments to assist in germination.

• Re-fertilize as required to rapidly obtain a high cover of native or non-native 
species. Obtaining good plant cover is essential to build a litter layer and soils to 
facilitate restoration of native vegetation.

• On low elevation sites, non-native cultivars grow rapidly, and tend to persist 
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longer than at upper elevations. These species help create a deep sod layer. Over 
time, native species cover does increase, and in combination with the deep sod 
layer, provides excellent restoration potential for subsequent disturbances (e.g. 
snowmaking water line replacements or deep winter snowmaking layers).

• On high elevation sites, revegetation will take time, and often depends on non-
native cultivars providing litter and soil. However, non-native species are poorly 
adapted to upper elevation sites, and will be replaced, relatively rapidly, by native 
species.
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Looking out over the Bow Valley on a Guided Interpretive Snowshoeing Trip at the Lake Louise Ski Area.

Guide Talk on a Guided Interpretive Hiking Trip at the Lake Louise Ski Area.
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5.0 INTERPRETATION AND EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Note to Readers:  The full text of the Heritage Tourism, Interpretation and Education 
Strategy is found as Section 12.2 of this report - Annex of Support Documents.  It 
may be downloaded from the Lake Louise Ski Area’s Website - Long-Range Plan 
Portal (www.lrp.skilouise.com). 

5.1 BACKGROUND

LLSA’s heritage tourism program was created in 1990 by knowledgeable volunteers (Ski 
Friends, who provide free-guided tours about the mountain, local environment and heritage) 
and was formalized in 2000, when the Environmental Department introduced paid staff, 
permanent interpretive displays, and incorporated Parks Canada guidance. 

In 2013, Go International, a Parks Canada and LLSA partnership, was initiated, with 
volunteers from around the world participating in such initiatives as community litter clean-
ups, maintenance of gardens, landscapes, highways, wildlife fences and trail systems. 

In 2014 and 2015, LLSA’s interpretive program was awarded Best Natural Heritage Product/
Service by the Banff Heritage Tourism Bureau. 

In May 2015, Michaela Paule, who leads LLSA’s Educational Services Department, 
received the ‘Best New Professional Interpreter’ award from the Canadian Interpretive 
Guides Association. 

Also, in 2015, Ministerial approval of the Lake Louise Ski Area Site Guidelines for 
Development and Use, and the associated Strategic Environmental Assessment, 
committed LLSA to expand the heritage tourism program. 

In Parks Canada’s 2017-18 Departmental Plan, it was reaffirmed that it is essential for 
Canadians and visitors to be able to experience and learn about natural and heritage 
places, and in May 2018, again in Let’s talk Parks, Canada!

LLSA’s Heritage Tourism, Interpretation and Education Strategy applies insight and tactics 
inspired by various means, including:

• Specific, legislative directives;

• Stakeholder, expert and visitor engagement and consultations; 

• Parks Canada’s mountain parks guide to developing a heritage tourism strategy; 

• Various documents pertaining to the Government of Canada plans and priorities, 
such as the Minister’s report on Let’s Talk Parks, Canada!1; and

1 https://letstalkparkscanada.ca
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• UNESCO World Heritage Site and Sustainable Tourism Program’s mission, 
action plan, and available toolkits including UNWTO, Communicating Heritage - A 
Handbook for the Tourism Sector2.

The strategy complements and is a central component of the broader Long-Range Plan. 
It outlines how LLSA can best meet key goals to realize more effective, and inspiring 
educational opportunities, both through indoor and outdoor programs in a sustainable 
manner. 

Most importantly valued ecological components will always be at the forefront of LLSA 
Interpretation and education programs with a view to ensuring that Banff National Park will 
remain a significant UNESCO World Heritage Site.

5.2 OVERVIEW OF THE HERITAGE TOURISM, INTERPRETATION AND 
EDUCATION STRATEGY

The Ski Area Management Guidelines (2006) encourage the development of winter 
educational opportunities that complement Canadian National Park and World Heritage 
Site values.  The Lake Louise Ski Area Site Guidelines for Development and Use (2015) 
direct the Lake Louise Ski Area, Summer Gondola and Interpretive Centre (LLSA) to 
engage about nature and culture, year-round, more meaningfully.

This aligns well with LLSA’s vision. In addition to being a world-class, national park ski 
area, LLSA aims to be a global model for multi-season sustainable tourism, environmental 
and heritage interpretation.  Using national park-inspired themes, LLSA is committed to 
preserving and celebrating Canada’s natural and cultural heritage, by inspiring, educating, 
and cultivating this and future generations and by engaging responsible partners in 
stewardship.

LLSA’s Heritage Tourism, Interpretation and Education Strategy is iterative. It will inform 
the ski area’s planning for the LRP period and beyond.  Tactics will adapt in response 
to emerging awareness of conservation priorities. LLSA will strive to understand the 
expectations of Canadian and global conservation agencies, thought leaders, visitors and 
key stakeholders including Indigenous peoples.

2 https://whc.unesco.org/en/tourism/
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The full Report explores the legislative, consultative and other sources that inform this 
strategy.  It considers visitor behaviours, trends, and expectations, and establishes 
pertinent Interpretation themes and programs. It outlines key objectives, messages, and 
tactics to help meet the LLSA’s vision, while respecting broader Parks Canada plans and 
priorities.

Emphasis will be given to:

• Enhancing winter-season Interpretation Exhibits and Programs;

• Improving the summer experience by establishing enhanced exhibits at the arrival 
area, and by relocating the summer program to the proposed new Eagle Ridge Day 
Lodge and Interpretation Centre; and

• Introducing a new Interpretive and sightseeing trail network along Eagle Ridge.

The Heritage Tourism, Interpretation and Education Strategy will be reviewed and updated 
as the Long-Range Plan is implemented, and as required to support Parks Canada’s 
broader goals for public education and awareness. 

5.2.1 NATURE AND CULTURE: PROTECTED, UNDERSTOOD, RESPECTED

The Lake Louise Ski Area, Summer Gondola and Interpretive Centre is dedicated to 
bolstering heritage tourism and educational programming under a single guiding principle:

By respectfully protecting and creatively presenting natural and cultural heritage 
using first-rate science, by seeking to learn from traditional knowledge and by 
incorporating leading sustainable tourism principles, LLSA will foster passion for 
the outdoors and sport, and will cultivate awareness and support for our natural and 
cultural heritage and for conservation.

LLSA’s intent is that visitors become inspired to explore and enjoy the wonders of Banff 
National Park and the Canadian Rocky Mountains World Heritage Site and become 
environment and culture champions.
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5.2.1.1 Key goals:

• Protect: The natural and cultural wonders of Lake Louise and Banff National Park 
(BNP), ensuring that these remain healthy, whole and respected. 

• Present: The beauty and significance of our natural landscapes and human, natural 
and architectural history, via enriching, year-round experiences and opportunities 
and delivery of products and services that complement BNP values.

• Educate and encourage knowledge sharing: About what it means to be in 
a Canadian National park and a UNESCO World Heritage Site.  Actively foster 
appreciation and understanding of local nature, history and culture.

• Celebrate and honour human determination and ingenuity: That which has 
shaped local culture – including the legacy and tradition of alpinists, ski pioneers, 
modern athletes and Indigenous peoples.

• Encourage environmental stewardship initiatives: Upon which sustainable 
heritage tourism depends – locally, across Canadian National Parks and worldwide.

• Strengthen employees’ and other hosts’ skills: Through orientation, training and 
accreditation relating to natural and cultural stewardship.

• Bolster relationships and collaboration:  With stakeholders, including Indigenous 
peoples, Environmental Non-Governmental Organizations, Governments, educators 
and other tourism, cultural heritage and eco-minded operators and organizations. 

5.2.1.2 Key outcomes:

• LLSA Heritage Tourism, Banff National Park and UNESCO values and messages 
are adopted and promoted by responsible visitors and hosts.

• Through effective and active participation of stakeholders, partners, local 
communities and Indigenous peoples, significant opportunities and positive impacts 
are realized.

• Exceptional memories and experiences instil takeaways that contribute to 
knowledge transfer and sustainability goals and benefit the destination, Canada, 
and indeed, represent global benefit.

• Natural and cultural assets and ‘sense-of-place’ are respected, protected and 
celebrated – for all time.
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5.2.1.3 Key considerations:

• Plans, projects, messages and experiences are based on meaningful dialogue and 
science and measurably fulfil key goals and outcomes.

• Infrastructure, experiences and communications advance sustainability and 
responsible stewardship goals, natural and cultural understanding/appreciation, and 
outdoor-inspired mountain sport/appreciation. 

5.2.1.4 Key messages:

Parks Canada has identified three key messages to incorporate into Heritage Tourism 
strategies throughout the mountain national parks.  All visitors and hosts shall be made 
aware that:

1. They are in a National Park. This requires behaviours suitable to the place, 
including associated responsibilities under the Canada National Park Act and 
Regulations: for example, being aware of how to avoid and manage wildlife 
encounters, of personal safety, following human use restrictions, taking efforts 
to reduce human impacts, and so on. 

2.  For more information, visitors can go to the closest Visitor Centre or to the 
Parks Canada website. 

3.  Environmental and cultural stewardship is up to all of us. 

Expanded messages will focus on significant natural and cultural heritage themes, in 
engaging ways, and to meet the key goals and outcomes.  Important Banff National 
Park and sustainability messaging will be omnipresent. Themes will address changing 
topics related to wildlife, vegetation, aquatics and habitats based on the season, and 
environmental management programs and initiatives emerging, locally, Canada-wide and 
internationally.
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5.2.2 STRATEGY

LLSA’s Heritage Tourism Interpretation and Education Strategy begins with fundamentally 
integrating Banff National Park and UNESCO World Heritage Site values at all levels and 
across all planning, operations, communications and programs.

Strategies and tactics derive from the key goals, outcomes and considerations introduced 
above. Particularly incorporated, is consultative feedback. Adopting an open and inclusive 
approach, LLSA seeks and considers all input, early. This is considered optimal, rather than 
attempting to retrofit community and stakeholder support. LLSA seeks to learn and engage, 
continuously: including from and with Parks Canada, staff and volunteers, other local 
organizations, community members, Environmental Non-Government Organizations and 
Indigenous peoples. Collaboration has, and will, continue to play a vital role in any strategic 
evolutions.  

The perspectives, cultural ties and stories of Indigenous people are a focal part of the 
fabric of Banff National Park and key to its future. Central at LLSA is the commitment that 
all initiatives will be rooted in a deep respect for First Nations’ cultures and knowledge, and 
to genuine, sustainable relationships. 

Tactics can be measured by achievable and measurable outcomes.  These include 
development of educational and authentic experiences, active and passive interpretation 
and creative communication.  Realizing more authentic, delightful experiences is a priority.

Strategic themes and tactics are thoroughly outlined in the LLSA Heritage Tourism 
Interpretation and Education Strategy and focus around three concepts:

Strategic themes and tactics are thoroughly outlined in the Heritage Tourism Interpretation 
and Education Strategy and focus around three concepts. 

1. It all starts here:  Protecting, embracing and showcasing Banff National Park’s role 
as a World Heritage Site and Canada’s first National Park. Celebrating the storied 
heritage and unique environment, including pre-contact history and Indigenous 
culture and incorporating Indigenous knowledge.  

2. Welcome to mountains of possibilities: Welcoming visitors to the outdoors, 
culture and adventure. Engaging via exceptional natural and cultural experiences.  
Encouraging emotional, physical and personal connections inspired by nature, 
culture, sports and people.

3. Connecting and Reconnecting:  Connecting people with each other, and with 
Banff National Park and World Heritage Site values and conservation initiatives.  
Assuring ongoing learning and generations of responsible environmental, natural 
and cultural stewards. 
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5.2.2.1 Strategic Context, Outcomes and Tactics: 

Feedback about existing heritage tourism and education at LLSA, such as interpretive 
hikes and snowshoe tours, is overwhelmingly positive.  There are, however, increasing 
expectations for more, better, and different activities and programs.

Deliberately, thoughtfully and carefully, year-round and across the area, a variety of 
nature and educational inspired activities, services, experiences and events, which do not 
compromise the environment and in keeping with evolving trends and visitor expectations, 
will be provided.

Currently, in summer, LLSA’s Educational Services Department, the Environmental 
Department and the Communications Department, primarily impart natural and cultural 
heritage messaging out of mid-mountain Whitehorn Lodge, and in the base area. Roaming 
Interpreters also educate Park users on and off the leasehold. 

In winter, LLSA delivers many outdoor and environmental appreciation and education 
programs through LLSA’s Educational Services Department, its Snow School, Ski Friends 
and Day Care and in partnership with others, such as local schools, youth and athletic 
associations and non-profits. Outdoor elements of interpretation have, in recent years, 
been adapted for skiers and snowboarders and, more recently, for snowshoers.  As the ski 
area is more crowded in winter, building space must, at present, be used solely for skier 
services – hence the need for infrastructure improvements to accommodate year-round 
interpretation and education.

A key strategic outcome will be significantly enhanced visitor education during winter 
months. Improvements will be realized via increased lodge space and enhanced and new 
terrain.  Backcountry and avalanche education will also be enhanced. Those new to the 
mountains will be inspired by Banff National Park messaging across the base area, in the 
learners’ areas, tube park and at Temple Lodge. 

Meanwhile, LLSA’s summer operation has showcased the area’s unique natural 
environment since the early 1990’s, instilling appreciation for the Grizzly Bear, and other 
indigenous wildlife and local habitats.  Relocation of the summer program to Eagle 
Ridge, away from prime bear habitat, is an environmental gain, and a benefit for the 
Educational Services Department. The current summer education program no longer 
meets expectations.  Eagle Ridge Lodge will provide much asked-for access to the highest 
vantages, with better immersive outdoor opportunities.  

A thoughtfully-designed interpretive trail system will allow visitors of all abilities to 
learn about key messages, while enjoying and immersing within nature according to 
individual comfort levels. Importantly, carefully conceptualized designs and ideas around 
people management signify better education and interpretation opportunities – without 
compromising the environment, and without risk of increasing visitation numbers into the 
backcountry. 
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5.2.3 PROGRAM ELEMENTS
 

5.2.3.1 Eagle Ridge Lodge and Interpretive Centre: 

The new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge and upper mountain trail system will be a major asset to 
the interpretive program at LLSA, year-round, enjoyed by all including visitors with mobility 
impairments and newcomers to alpine environments as well as the more experienced.

A network of guided and self-guided interpretive trails will allow all abilities to experience 
360-degree views of the Continental Divide, Lake Louise, Victoria Glacier and Larch Valley. 

Educational opportunities such as a theatre, hands-on, informative and engaging props 
and installations, and various learning aides, such as wildlife mounts and activities, 
presentations, workshops, hikes and snowshoeing out of Eagle Ridge Day Lodge will 
further boost the experience without compromising ecological integrity.

 

5.2.3.2 Whisky Jack II:
 
The opportunity to touch more staff and more budget-conscious indoor picnickers will 
be realized here, with interpretive messaging, local art, and national park sense of place 
imbued via interior décor and installations.

5.2.3.3 Elsewhere - Indoors:
 
In areas including Temple Lodge, the Guides Cabin, warming huts, the rental shop, day 
care, and in other common spaces such as Guest Services and Food and Beverage 
venues, educational displays and messages will be incorporated about such themes as the 
landscape, local wildlife, ecosystems, human history and individual responsibilities.

 

5.2.3.4 Learning Areas:
 

In Sunny Side Learning Area, a kids’ outdoor play park, including facilities for non-skiers, 
will allow those new to winter to enjoy the outdoors.  A small skating surface, an ice and 
rock-climbing teaching centre and a gathering place with outdoor tables and a fire pit, will 
blend harmoniously with the environment. Interpretive signage and interactive programs will 
have a child and family-friendly focus. Specifically appealing to adults and facilitating easier 
progression, Juniper Learning Area is another opportunity for learning moments.
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5.2.3.5 The Edu-Lodge:
 

The Edu-Lodge will flank the east side of the base area, to complement the natural 
aesthetic, and feature interior design that also celebrates nature and culture.  A primary 
purpose is to allow for the expansion of winter interpretation at LLSA. More children and 
other groups, including newcomers to Canada, at-risk youth, athletes and Indigenous, for 
example, can be accommodated for personal growth, edification, inspirational learning and 
in more hands-on ways that complement National Park values in this indoor setting, before 
heading outdoors as part of thoughtful programming.

 

5.3 RELOCATION OF THE SUMMER PROGRAM TO EAGLE RIDGE DAY 
LODGE AND INTERPRETATION CENTRE

As noted in Section 1.5 of this report, the relocation of the Lake Louise Ski Area’s (LLSA) 
summer visitor program and interpretive trails to Eagle Ridge, which offers less attractive 
habitat to Grizzly Bears than the area around Whitehorn Lodge is a key recommendation of 
the 2015 Site Guidelines and the associated Strategic Environmental Assessment.  Parks 
Canada established four “Substantial Environmental Gains” which it considered to result 
in the long-term certainty of maintaining ecological integrity in any LLSA Long-Range 
Plan (LRP).  One of these specified the benefits of relocating the ski area’s summer visitor 
program away from the Whitehorn Lodge environs:

Relocation of the summer season hiking, sightseeing and interpretive programs to the 
upper ridges of Whitehorn Mountain to mitigate the impacts to wildlife associated with the 
current summer use program located at mid-mountain.

The relocation of the Lake Louise summer visitor program from the Whitehorn Lodge 
environs to a new day lodge and interpretive centre on Eagle Ridge will serve several 
purposes:

1. Relocating summer use away from Whitehorn Lodge and the Whitehorn Wildlife 
Corridor, thus reducing disturbance to high-quality habitat for Grizzly Bears and other 
wildlife species;

2. Providing a true mountain-top experience, with incomparable multi-level decks, viewing 
platforms and an associated trail network to dramatically improve the guest experience 
and national park sense of place;

3. Formalizing the winter interpretive program with the creation of ample space for 
permanent, year-round interpretation and a means for spectacular upper alpine views 
and experiences for non-skiers and snowboarders; 
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4. Addressing current summer and winter accessibility issues, by removing identified 
barriers;

5. Augmenting the summer program to encourage destination balance with respect to 
seasonality and better dispersion of visitors away from busier Banff and Lake Louise 
congested areas;

6. Adding much-needed day-lodge space to solve current winter indoor crowding, which 
detracts from a National Park sense of place; and

7. Establishing an alternative ‘base-area’ if long-term (30+ years) forecasts for climate 
change impacts prove to be correct (refer to Chapter 3, Section F, ‘Climate Change Risk 
and Impact Assessment”).   

New interpretive trails have been designed for Eagle Ridge, matched to the 
recommendation of the 2015 Site Guidelines that a ‘looped’ trail system be developed 
that would extend to the site of the upper terminal of the Top-of-the-World Chairlift and 
proposed Juniper Warming Hut.  The trail design is discussed in the following Section of 
this report and presented in full as Section 11.3.  Existing Interpretive trails in the vicinity of 
Whitehorn Lodge will be reclaimed and abandoned when the summer program shifts to the 
Eagle Ridge Day Lodge and Interpretation Centre.

The LLSA is determined to preserve (and bolster) the current sense of place and overall 
quality of the summer visitor programs and acknowledges that relocating the summer 
program to a new day lodge and interpretive centre on Eagle Ridge is both a substantial 
improvement for Grizzly Bear habitat protection, and an improvement for national park 
visitors.  Developed to address both key needs and heritage tourism goals, the LLSA 
summer experience will be a progression in authentic mountain national park experiences.

 

5.3.1 SUMMER VISITOR EXPERIENCE:

In recent years, as many as 150,000 Canadians and International visitors have visited 
the LLSA annually in summer.  The main draws are the Heritage Tourism Program and 
the natural environment. Increasingly, visitors are also coming to enjoy a less crowded, 
more authentic and immersive national park experience than is available at other area 
destinations from May through October.  

The LLSA also currently offers a variety of dining and food service options, and the ample 
parking is increasingly a factor cited by visitors (although most visitors still arrive by bus).  
At present, on any given day in summer or fall, parking lots at LLSA are approximately 80 
per cent empty.  The LLSA looks forward to continuing to work with Parks Canada and 
local communities to help address area transportation, access and parking issues.  
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Summer visitation growth is outpacing winter visitation growth at the LLSA.  As reported in 
Chapter 2, tour groups arriving between May and October are the largest growing visitor 
segment.  Bus tours primarily serve travellers from Asian countries, while most independent 
travellers are from North America and Europe. 

Most summer visitors ride the sightseeing lift, and most of these riders experience the 
Whitehorn Interpretive Centre.  Many guests enjoy guided interpretive hikes and dining with 
a spectacular view of the Canadian Rockies at the Whitehorn Bistro or at Kuma Yama in 
the Lodge-of-the-Ten-Peaks, the only sushi restaurant in Lake Louise.  

Some visitors have limited experiences, due to lack of time or, for example, accessibility 
issues, fear of heights or inadequate clothing/shoes during inclement weather.  For this 
reason, in the 2014 visitor season, interpretive exhibits were introduced at the base area.  
The summer visitor program is increasingly family-oriented, with newer child-friendly 
exhibits and learning aids consistently added to augment the visitor experience. 

While successfully launched and now well-established, there is considerable potential to 
expand and grow the Heritage Interpretation Program to better meet the expectations of 
increasingly discerning summer guests, and to keep pace with the calibre of other regional 
alpine attractions within and outside Banff National Park.

 

5.3.2 SUMMER VISITOR EXPECTATIONS:

Summertime visitors are particularly interested in the LLSA’s unique, awe-inspiring 
opportunities to see Grizzly Bears.  At present, sightings occur almost daily from the safety 
of the lodges and the sightseeing lift. The combination of plentiful spring water, wide-open 
spaces created by ski runs, large areas of forest refuge and the interplay of light and shade 
on the margins between these features create ideal wildlife habitat.  

• Younger, contemporary visitors expect to access the highest lift-serviced vantage 
point, and to enjoy a variety of mountain-related attractions and amenities – both at 
lower and upper elevations.

• Visitors remark that a more inspiring experience would include easy access 
to 360-degree mountain top views as well as other activities including modern 
exhibits, broad learning tools such as multi-media aspects and more sophisticated 
educational aids and programs. 

• Visitors are seeking enhanced Heritage Tourism programming on topics such as 
human history, arts and culture, health and wellness and culinary tourism.

• Visitors remark that in all seasons, particularly in fall, hiking opportunities suitable 
for all abilities are insufficient. 
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• Those with a variety of fitness levels/differently-abled persons/wheelchair users, 
and those new to snow/altitude, sometimes now have a difficult time, both at the 
base area and with the sightseeing lift.  Design for accessibility is a priority for many 
facilities at the LLSA.  For example, in May, there is often residual and fresh snow 
on the ground.  Navigating to get to the lift, and then to the viewing platform at the 
top, can be challenging for visitors with mobility issues.  Unloading directly at the 
Lodge will be a significant benefit, particularly in inclement weather.

• Those with a variety of fitness levels/differently-abled persons/wheelchair users, 
and those new to snow/altitude, often miss the Interpretive Centre exhibits and 
associated dining altogether.  Whitehorn Lodge is difficult to access for those who 
are unable to accomplish what can be a rigorous 15-minute walk.  For some, the 
Lodge can only be reached via a small shuttle from the top of the lift. 

The notion that ‘good design and practice makes for good neighbours’ is nowhere more-
true than in visitor attractions in Banff National Park where Grizzly Bears occupy adjacent 
habitat.  At the Whisky Jack base area, and at Whitehorn Lodge, visitors and bears are 
separated by a tested system of electric fences which have proven effective over two 
decades of use. In these areas that provide high-quality summer habitat for grizzly bears 
visitors are better protected and feel more comfortable knowing that their visits will not 
endanger bears.  Many visitors will see bears from the base area and when they ride the lift 
to mid-mountain.

The visitor experience at the new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge and Interpretation Centre, and 
on the ski area’s mountain-top interpretive and hiking trail system will be different.  Located 
in an area that is considerably lower-value grizzly bear habitat, visitors will be separated 
from bears on pathways and decks that are elevated and equipped with barricades and 
handrails that will prevent bears and other wildlife species from gaining access to the lodge 
interior or to the outdoor decks.  To reduce bear attractions, all food and visitor waste will 
be stored inside secure lockers.  The longer, self-guided trails will be managed like any 
other backcountry trail in Banff National Park.  All visitors will be provided comprehensive, 
multi-language information to prepare for visits to ‘’bear country’.  

Sharing the stories of local bears with visitors who gave the opportunity to see these 
animals in their natural habitat is an incredibly powerful way to touch hearts and minds; and 
is much different from experiences elsewhere where wildlife is confined.
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5.3.3 SUMMER PROGRAM GOALS:

The summer experience and heritage and educational programming will evolve in stages, 
according to ongoing evaluation of visitor supply and demand, beginning with the new 
upper alpine day lodge to complement already existing needs at the base area, and then 
with the addition of the Edu-Lodge. 

The much-photographed log Lodge of the Ten Peaks will continue to anchor the base area.  
The visitor experience will unfold here, including access to essential services as well as 
opportunities to enjoy the lodge’s retail, and food and beverage services.  Informational and 
educational exhibits installed near all visitor spaces will give an insight into what visitors can 
expect at the new Eagle Ridge Lodge and Interpretation Centre – a central pillar of LLSA’s 
Heritage Tourism Interpretation and Education Strategy.

The Glacier chairlift that services Whitehorn Lodge will cease to operate in summer once 
the upper-mountain component of the summer visitor program is relocated to Eagle Ridge 
Day Lodge.  Eagle Ridge Day Lodge will be serviced by the Grizzly Gondola, which has 
already become a year-round sightseeing lift, with many non-skiers already purchasing 
lift tickets to experience the upper alpine views of the Canadian Rockies that Eagle Ridge 
affords 

In summer, visitors heading up the mountain will experience an audiovisual introduction 
to Banff National Park before boarding the sightseeing lift to Eagle Ridge.  Video / slide 
show programs not requiring an interpreter will rotate non-stop to allow guests to prepare 
for their visits at any time.  Interpretive staff will be on hand to deliver scheduled interactive 
presentations, answer questions, and engage with visitors.

By ensuring vibrant, engaging experiences in designated indoor and outdoor spaces, 
facilities and services will develop thoughtfully and in accordance with demand, thus line-
ups and unpleasant crowding to access Eagle Ridge are not expected in summer or winter.

A much-enhanced visitor experience and substantial environmental gains are goals that 
the LLSA has established for the Eagle Ridge Day Lodge and Interpretation Centre.  
Permanent, museum-quality installations; seasonally changing multi-media learning 
tools; presentations and educational props and experiences will explore wide-ranging 
natural and cultural interpretive themes, appealing to all visitors, year-round.  The design 
and dimensions of interpretation facilities and exhibits will be finalized when architectural 
designs for the Edu-Lodge and Eagle Ridge Day Lodge are finalized.  

One of the most compelling features of the proposed new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge will 
be the spectacular unparalleled 360-degree views.  Guests will be able to take in the 
splendour of the peaks that circle Lake Louise including Mts. Victoria and Lefroy; many 
of the Ten Peaks that surround Moraine lake; towering Mt. Temple; the Larch Valley; Mts. 
Redoubt and Lipallian; Mount Richardson; many of the glaciated giants along the Great 
Divide; and, further to the southeast, Mt. Assiniboine.
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Viewpoints and decks will feature comprehensive interpretive elements such as signage 
explaining viewscapes including geographical features such as lakes, rivers and mountains.  
National Park-themed experiences offered in and from the lodge on expansive decks will 
highlight sense of place and heritage tourism objectives in truly unforgettable ways.

Along with appropriate architecture that imbues a natural sense of place (see Architecture 
and Design Guidelines Chapter 12.4 of this Long-Range Plan), interior aesthetics will 
celebrate natural and cultural heritage, reflect the environment and incorporate traditional 
materials and design themes that complement the setting. 

Recognizing the potential for the day lodge and Interpretation Centre to appeal to a variety 
of visitors and serve various purposes, including special events, space shall be multi-
functional.  An open concept design will maximize views and provide the flexibility to host 
smaller groups and evening events, affording still more opportunities to extend messaging 
to more visitors.

The lodge will feature substantial visitor services space and a kitchen able to accommodate 
both fine dining and a quick-serve cafeteria, as well as functions and events.

A dedicated Interpretive Centre in Eagle Ridge Lodge will meet heritage tourism learning 
objectives and visitor expectations by incorporating:

• Theatre space for educational and cultural presentations;

• Permanent museum-quality installations including creative displays and interactive 
exhibits;

• Space dedicated to, and created by, Indigenous people; 

• Seasonally changing multi-media learning tools and presentations; 

• Educational props and experiences in separate sections for different age groups;

• Interpretive guides on hand to deliver key messages and answer questions. 

Installations, exhibits, and daily guided programs (which will conducted by certified 
interpretive guides) will lead guests through the landscape to showcase the historical 
significance of this area and the natural wonders that have made Lake Louise such a 
special “destination-within-a-destination” in the Canadian Rocky Mountain Parks. 

Both in the lodge and along Eagle Ridge, environmental initiatives that protect local flora 
and fauna and the adaptations that plants and animals have made in order to survive 
and thrive in this remarkable landscape, along with information about local geology and 
human and natural history will be highlighted.  Key themes will focus on the unique natural 
environment, with emphasis on Grizzly Bears, other indigenous wildlife and local habitat 
and ecosystems, along with the area’s rich history.  
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Parks Canada’s broad mandate and programs for wildlife protection and vegetation and 
water resource management activities, will be showcased along with information about 
SARA species and COSEWIC issues of concern, and ideas about how park users can 
help.  Specific measures operated by the LLSA will also be featured, as well as current 
monitoring activities (i.e. the Slate Range Goat Study). 

The extremely high level of visitor interest in Grizzly Bears means that this species merits a 
large portion of the LLSA’s current interpretive programs. These animals will be showcased 
in the Interpretation Centre as an integral part of permanently dedicated programs. 

Daily presentations will be held for visitors of all ages, short themed guided interpretations 
around the centre and interactive displays will encourage guests to follow the footsteps of 
our early explorers and learn about local natural wonders, how to stay safe in and protect 
Banff National Park and other conservation initiatives.  

Guided walks will vary in length and take visitors along three trails catering to varying 
interests and abilities, each displaying unique and spectacular views and each with 
separate, yet important, learning opportunities to appreciate the landscape, flora and fauna 
of the central Rockies, with a minimum of disturbance.  Visitors will also be welcome to 
explore independently.  Refer to the report, ‘Eagle Ridge Interpretive Trail Network, and 
Whitehorn Trail Rehabilitation’ in this Chapter.  

Indoors and outdoors, LLSA and partners will inspire appreciation and growing reverence 
for our World Heritage Site status and the importance and implications of our National 
Park setting. LLSA will both protect and showcase wildlife, water and ecosystems, and 
highlight and develop sustainability initiatives, including cooperative programs with other 
stakeholders.  The LLSA will also impart the rich history of skiing and mountaineering that 
makes this area so meaningful on a human level, along with comprehensively showcasing 
other cultural roots, with emphasis on the integral importance of First Nations and their 
heritage and role. 

The creation of this signature new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge and Interpretation Centre will be 
absolutely central to the accomplishment of heritage tourism goals, as well as to the equally 
important goal of creating, for the first time, true and full inclusivity for all LLSA guests, and 
as such, is a core feature of the entire LLSA Long-Range Plan.



164 The new lodge will be located near the top of the gondola (to the left of the photo), and the trail network will 
branch out from there with a series of stacked loops. Loop 1 (left) and 2 (right) are shown on the image in red. 
The photo is taken from trail 6.

Figure 5-1. Proposed Interpretive Trails

5.4 INTERPRETIVE TRAILS NETWORK, WHITEHORN TRAILS 
REHABILITATION

Notice to Readers.  This is a summary of the main report which can be downloaded 
from the Long-Range Plan section of the Lake Louise Ski Area Web Site.  The full 
report is found in the Appendices, Chapter 11.3 of this report.

The Lake Louise Ski Area Long Range Plan proposes a new trail system that brings visitors 
to the upper Whitehorn Mountain Eagle Ridge area of the Lake Louise Ski Area. It was 
originally proposed in the 2015 Site Guidelines which resulted in the proposed conceptual 
trail layout and this report. A trail design and conceptual alignment for hiking, guided hiking 
and interpretive trails was conducted by McElhanney Consulting Services.

The current summer trail system, which is in prime Grizzly Bear habitat and requires a 
bear exclusion fence, will be closed and decommissioned. A new trail network is to be 
constructed at the top of the Mountain as shown on Figure 5-2. This relocation improves 
prime Grizzly Bear habitat by drawing visitors away from the current mid-mountain areas.   

The stacked loop network of trails will be centred at the new Day Lodge at the top of the 
Grizzly Express Gondola.  It will include interpretive guided and self-guided hiking trails, 
complete with interpretive and interactive signs. Viewing platforms and connections to a 
warming hut will all be integrated into a seamless visitor experience. Through site design, 
education, signage, and active monitoring, users will be required to stay on the trail system. 
Users will not be allowed to walk down the mountain to the base through prime Grizzly 
Bear habitat. All trails will be monitored daily to ensure visitor safety; to remove any waste; 
and to access trail conditions.
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Figure 5-2. Interpretive Trail Map
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These trails will provide an alternative to the popular trails at Lake Louise and Moraine 
Lake areas, offering outstanding sightseeing, mountain top experience with trails, and 
the interactive nature experience. The diversity of the trails, the changing features in the 
landscape, and views offered will allow the Lake Louise Ski Area to broaden and improve 
their interpretation and education programs. 

The trail network considers all users and includes a variety of trail difficulties to meet 
visitors’ physical ability by providing a variety of loop lengths, minimizing grades and 
appropriate surfacing. From the lodge there are two wheelchair accessible trails, three 
small loops (1, 2, & 3) adding sub-alpine views, and larger segments (4, 5, & 6) connecting 
a warming hut and offering more challenging and varying terrain. Sustainable and 
appropriately sized trail construction will offer a far more rewarding experience compared 
to using the existing roads located in the dense forest. Table 1 shows the details for each 
segment in the trail loop system. Trails will be designed and constructed to industry best 
practices to maximize sustainability and minimize environmental impact.

Loops 1, 2, and 3 are designed to be the most accessible and easier loops from the new 
lodge. They will be constructed wider than the more remote trails, to handle a higher 
capacity.  They will offer a stunning mix of scenery, including alpine meadows, talus slopes, 
and sparse forest.  This upper sub-alpine tree line experience will provide an intimate 
experience with nature as well as some protection from the elements.

Stacked off these loops are longer trail segments 4, 5, & 6 to form two additional loops for 
more adventuresome visitors connecting the warming hut. Trail users will experience views 
of Lake Louise, larches, alpine meadows, scree and talus fields, old rock slides, fireweed, 
and the ski area ski infrastructure. An upper ridge trail will offer a true mountain experience 
to guests capable of reaching it. 

The trail system provides an opportunity to benefit both Parks Canada and Lake Louise 
Ski Area by moving visitor activity out of Grizzly Bear habitat to the sub-alpine and alpine 
environment with phenomenal vistas. The conceptual trail network has the potential to be 
world class and will be designed in such a way to promote visitors to return time and time 
again.  Given the overcrowding in Lake Louise itself, such a network with ample summer 
parking will enhance the experience of many park visitors. 
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Table 5-1. Overview of Trail Loops and Segments.

View from the proposed front side trails of Lake Louise and the Victoria Glacier.

Trail 
Segment

Trail 
Type

Width 
(m)

Difficulty 
Rating

Length 
(m)

Cumulative 
Elevation Gain 

(m)

Guided onsite 
Interpretive 

signage

1 A 1 2 White 220 10 Yes

1 B 2 1.5 Green 260 20 Yes

1 C 1 1.5 White 210 5 Yes

2 A 1 2-2.5 White 290 23 Yes

2 B 2 1.5 Green 295 10 Yes

2 C 2 1.5 Green 490 30 Yes

3A 2 1.2 Green 600 15 Yes

3B 2 1.2 Green 665 55 Yes

4 3 0.5-1.2 Blue 2480 275 No

5 2 1.2-1.5 Green 940 155 No

6 A 3 0.5-1.2 Blue 365 85 No

6 B 3 0.5-1 Black 1390 95 No



Photo: Pierre5018
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6.0 EXISTING MOUNTAIN FACILITIES

6.1 EXISTING MOUNTAIN FACILITIES

6.1.1 CARRYING CAPACITY

Existing winter sport and outdoor recreation activities at the LLSA include lift-serviced 
alpine skiing and snowboarding, snowshoeing, backcountry tours, tubing, and snowplay. 
Alpine skiing and snowboarding are the predominant winter activities, while others 
complement the dynamic winter sports scene.

This Chapter assesses current winter facilities and activities at the LLSA. To guide future 
development, Brent Harley and Associates Inc. (BHA) used the ski area’s Comfortable 
Carrying Capacity and Balanced Ski Area Capacity definitions found in the BC All Seasons 
Resort Policy, as well as the limits to growth stipulated in the 2015 Site Guidelines.

The Comfortable Carrying Capacity (CCC) of a ski area is a measure of the optimum 
number of skiers who can utilize the on-mountain offerings of a ski area at one time while 
being guaranteed a pleasant outdoor recreational experience without causing a decline 
in the quality of the physical or sociological environment. It is a dynamic number that 
considers the use of the mountain throughout the day, based on the mix of available terrain 
(e.g. beginner, intermediate, and advanced) and expectations of the corresponding skier 
types. As such, the concept of CCC works to achieve a sense of balanced use of the land 
without overwhelming the site’s physical limitations (i.e. the environment and supporting 
infrastructure), while at the same time integrating and fulfilling user expectations of the ski 
area experience.

At ski areas where winter skiing and snowboarding is the primary activity the calculation of 
CCC becomes the single most important planning indicator. However, additional facilities 
and activities that add to the overall capacity of the ski area must also be considered. In 
today’s competitive tourism market, it is increasingly necessary for ski areas to provide 
a variety of on-mountain activities that complement and enhance the area’s alpine skiing 
product. The capacity of additional facilities and activities such as interpretive snowshoeing 
tours, tubing, or sightseeing must be calculated and added cumulatively to determine the 
total carrying capacity of the ski area.

The result of this process is the ski area’s Balanced Ski Area Capacity (BSAC), understood 
as the optimum number of visitors that can utilize a ski area’s facilities at one time in such a 
way that their recreational expectations are met while the integrity of the site’s physical and 
sociological environment is maintained.
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Figure 6-1. Existing Mountain Development

This number functions as the baseline figure for annual capacity potential and rates of 
utilization, as well as all development and market projections for the ski area on a seasonal 
basis. It should not be regarded as a hard cap or quota, but instead as a guide with 
visitation fluctuating annually and through the seasons.

It is important to note that as the ski industry has responded to a changing winter sports 
recreation marketplace, ski areas have evolved from single season facilities to all-season 
(summer and winter) destinations. However, summer activities, though rapidly growing in 
popularity and importance, are still secondary to alpine skiing and snowboarding in terms 
of guest numbers. As such, the capacity needed for winter season operations will still be 
greater than projected increases in summer visitation and thus does not influence the 
BSAC.

The following sections review the existing mountain facilities and detail the process to 
determine Comfortable Carrying Capacity and Balanced Ski Area Capacity at the LLSA 
based on industry standards and best practices.

6.1.2 WINTER SPORTS - SKIING AND SNOWBOARDING

The existing mountain facilities consist of 10 ski lifts that access 145 ski trails, including 
glades and open bowls, over an area of approximately 1,700 hectares. This includes the 
Showtime terrain park and the learning area. These facilities have a Comfortable Carrying 
Capacity (CCC) of approximately 6,746 skiers/snowboarders per day. The existing mountain 
layout is illustrated on Figure 6-1.

Daily operations at the LLSA run from 9 am until 4 pm with a ski season that extends from 
early-November to mid-May of each year, resulting in approximately 180 days of operation. 
Since the first lifts were installed in the early 1950’s skier visits have steadily increased 
despite considerable volatility in the skier marketplace. Annual skier visits at the LLSA have 
ranged from 200,000 to over 500,000 in the past 30 years, with visitation over the past 5 
years averaging approximately 420,000 skier visits.

The advent of snowboarding, emerging from its roots in surfing and skateboarding, has 
re-invigorated many ski areas, the LLSA included. Seen by many as youth-oriented, this 
often-daredevil, counter-culture winter sport is now mainstream, and has fostered an 
X-Games competitive spirit that is now extending its reach into Olympic sports. Similarly, 
over the past two decades, special mono-skis, sit skis, and guides have attracted blind and 
other disabled skiers and riders, growing in numbers to warrant the Winter Para-Olympics. 
Although the evolution and innovation of sport cannot be predicted, ski areas such as the 
LLSA must be ready to consider future directions in non-motorized winter downhill play and 
sports. While new sports and technologies arrive every season, skiing and snowboarding 
are and will continue to be the primary winter sports at the LLSA.
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Table 6-1. Summary of Existing Lifts
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Glacier 
Express 
Quad

D4C 1,648 2,100 452 1,786 1,869 27% 2,400 2,400 3,951 90% 7.00 1,619

Grizzly 
Express 
Gondola

G6 1,647 2,378 731 2,756 2,902 28.83% 3,000 1,600 5,991 90% 7.00 952

Top-of-
the-World 

6-pack 
Express

D6C 2,089 2,507 418 1,069 1,158 39.89% 2,800 2,500 4,665 90% 7.00 1,080

Summit 
Platter Pl 2,237 2,640 403 998 1,086 41.33% 1,200 706 7,577 90% 7.00 227

Paradise 
Triple Chair 3C 2,164 2,561 397 990 1,091 43.27% 1,800 1,717 6,757 90% 7.00 483

Ptarmigan 
Quad Chair 4C 1,983 2,399 416 886 987 47.64% 2,400 2,216 4,741 80% 7.00 1,195

Larch 
Express D4C 1,980 2,357 377 1,384 1,452 28.55% 2,400 1,811 4,550 90% 7.00 836

Sun Kid 
Carpet 1 Car 1,645 1,663 18 149 151 12.24% 1,100 1,600 1,000 90% 7.00 139

Sun Kid 
Carpet 2 Car 1,663 1,678 15 140 141 11.44% 1,100 1,600 1,000 90% 6.00 121

Magic 
Carpet Car 1,647 1,657 10 73 73 13.88% 1,100 1,000 1,000 90% 7.00 151

   TOTAL 6,804

6.1.3 EXISTING LIFTS AND UPHILL CCC

The Lake Louise Ski Area currently has ten uphill conveyances including a high-speed 
6-passenger gondola, a high-speed 6-passenger chairlift, two high-speed 4-passenger 
chairlifts, a 4-passenger chairlift, a 3-passenger chairlift, a platter lift, and three magic 
carpets. Table 6-1 provides the specifications for the existing ski lifts at the LLSA.

The Uphill CCC for each lift is calculated using the vertical serviced, the capacity of the lift, 
the hours of operation, the lift loading efficiency, access reduction, and the vertical demand 
(as determined by the type of skiers using the lift). The cumulative Uphill CCC for each lift 
yields the total Uphill CCC for the ski area. Ideally, the uphill capacity of each lift should 
match the downhill capacity of its ski trails.

The ten uphill conveyances at the LLSA provide an Uphill Comfortable Carrying Capacity of 
approximately 6,804 skiers.
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Table 6-2. Ski Trail Classification by Gradient

Skill Class Range of Acceptable Gradients (%)
Beginner 8 - 15%
Novice 15 - 25%

Low Intermediate 25 - 35%
Intermediate 35 - 45%
Advanced 45 - 60%

Expert 60 - 80%
Extreme 80%+

6.1.4 EXISTING SKI TRAILS

The Lake Louise Ski Area has 145 ski trails, plus gladed areas and back bowls, spread out 
over approximately 1,700 hectares of skiing and riding terrain. Internal to this, the terrain 
park offers a wide variety of freestyle features including jumps, halfpipes and several rail 
setups.

The existing ski trails have been categorized by skier/snowboarder ability level. The 
international standard for classifying ski trails is by easiest (green circle), more difficult (blue 
square), and most difficult (black diamond). BHA further classified the existing ski trails 
based on the following criteria:

To undertake an accurate analysis, the existing trail network was overlaid onto the 
5-metre contour topographic mapping and organized into groups of trails or ‘pods’ that 
are associated with each lift. Trails that cross into one or more pod areas are generally 
associated with the lift at which they return. Some pods may be associated with one or 
more lifts depending on the flow and layout of the mountain. Figure 6-2 and Table 6-3 
outline the existing inventory of ski trails at the LLSA.



Figure 6-2. Existing Ski Trails 
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Figure 6-2. Existing Ski Trails 

Table 6-3. Existing Ski Trails

Run Name
Slope 

Length 
(m)

Maximum 
Slope (%)

Average 
Slope 

(%)

Vertical 
Drop (m)

Average 
Width 

(m)

Trail 
Area (ha) Skill Class

Glacier
Men’s 

Downhill 681.08 48.8% 34.6% 221.35 50 3.41 Advanced

Upper Juniper 254.52 33.6% 27.3% 66.87 50 1.27 Low 
Intermediate

Juniper 1159.03 34.6% 23.2% 261.33 50 5.80 Low 
Intermediate

Juniper 
Jungle 939.44 33.7% 20.9% 191.83 40 3.76 Low 

Intermediate

Bald Eagle 379.87 30.6% 20.3% 74.99 65 2.47 Low 
Intermediate

Ladies’ 
Downhill 727.74 47.5% 27.4% 190.65 35 2.55 Advanced

Cameron’s 
Way 1073.59 39.9% 23.3% 242.73 50 5.37 Intermediate

Wiwaxy 2280.88 30.6% 18.2% 406.42 55 12.54 Low 
Intermediate

Pine Cone 
Way 1322.69 29.6% 13.2% 171.77 34 4.50 Low 

Intermediate

Lowest 
Meadowlark 678.67 42.0% 24.5% 160.30 45 3.05 Intermediate

Easy St. 750.00 30.5% 19.4% 142.11 90 6.75 Low 
Intermediate

Whitehorn Cat 
Track 298.29 20.9% 13.7% 40.25 35 1.04 Low 

Intermediate

Total Skiable Area 52.51  

Grizzly
Eagle Flight 691.99 48% 31% 205.01 40 2.77 Advanced
Eagle’s Beak 167.21 37% 33% 52.30 20 0.33 Advanced
Lower Flight 403.83 35% 26% 102.36 60 2.42 Intermediate
Eagle Trees 353.70 44% 28% 95.98 80 2.83 Advanced
Race Pitch 242.04 37% 32% 74.43 55 1.33 Intermediate

Race Pitch 
Connector 271.6 7% 0% 0.1 15 0.41 Intermediate

Eagle Poma 519.29 46% 36% 176.49 20 1.04 Advanced

Upper Grouse 431.61 50% 36% 146.11 20 0.86 Advanced

Eagle 
Meadows 1626.17 36% 21% 339.55 40 6.50 Intermediate

Deer Run 1107.61 35% 26% 275.69 35 3.88 Intermediate
Wapta 570.24 50% 31% 169.93 30 1.71 Advanced
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Run Name
Slope 

Length 
(m)

Maximum 
Slope (%)

Average 
Slope 

(%)

Vertical 
Drop (m)

Average 
Width 

(m)

Trail 
Area (ha) Skill Class

Upper 
Meadowlark 503.15 36% 23% 112.57 35 1.76 Intermediate

Meadowlark 1212.61 45% 27% 315.30 50 6.06 Advanced

Lower Grouse 171.44 51% 43% 67.56 15 0.26 Advanced

Upper 
Meadowlark 

Connect
270.68 39% 28% 71.43 20 0.54 Advanced

Pine Cone 
Way Shortcut 544.26 44% 38% 192.40 25 1.36 Advanced

Rock Garden 972.49 51.5% 20.2% 189.99 75 7.29 Advanced

Marmot 2153.67 29.1% 16.8% 353.79 38 8.18 Low 
Intermediate

Wolverine 1008.6 43.4% 21.7% 211.9 40 4.03 Intermediate
30 Goats 288.7 19.8% 13.1% 37.3 20 0.58 Intermediate

Larch Poma 937.6 41.0% 27.8% 249.8 38 3.56 Intermediate
Lynx 456.2 45.9% 40.1% 169.4 50 2.28 Advanced
Larch 1275.2 42.4% 27.4% 335.3 70 8.93 Intermediate

Lipalian 
Chutes 460.7 68.5% 21.5% 92.1 30 1.38 Expert

Lookout 2263.06 26.5% 15.2% 337.94 30 6.79 Low 
Intermediate

Tower 12 479.3 66.0% 41.4% 180.1 30 1.44 Expert

Lookout 
Chutes 485.58 66.9% 45.1% 196.96 25 1.21 Expert

Bobcat 688.7 42.5% 26.5% 174.5 30 2.07 Intermediate
Ski Out 3900.3 24.1% 8.7% 335.7 10 3.90 Novice

Elevator Shaft 669.8 88.5% 54.8% 317.3 50 3.35 Expert

Total Skiable Area 89.07  

Paradise
Flight Chutes 

Cat Track 233.92 40.1% 31.2% 69.27 220 5.15 Advanced

Upshoots 495.1 46.4% 39.9% 182.9 120 5.94 Advanced

Flight Chutes 
1 891.93 60.7% 46.6% 373.07 60 5.35 Advanced

Flight Chutes 
2 641.99 67.6% 46.1% 267.44 40 2.57 Advanced

Alley 251.2 42.6% 40.6% 94.2 25 0.63 Advanced

Upper 
Kiddies’ 179.7 67.9% 40.8% 62.3 30 0.54 Expert

Corridor 602.3 41.4% 16.0% 92.1 40 2.41 Advanced
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Run Name
Slope 

Length 
(m)

Maximum 
Slope (%)

Average 
Slope 

(%)

Vertical 
Drop (m)

Average 
Width 

(m)

Trail 
Area (ha) Skill Class

East Bowl 226.95 44.4% 35.4% 74.87 40 0.91 Advanced
Crow Bowl 388.4 51.5% 42.4% 150.2 65 2.52 Advanced

East Bowl 
Trees 153.20 46.3% 44.3% 61.95 50 0.77 Advanced

2/3 Shoulder 323.99 60.2% 50.6% 144.32 65 2.11 Advanced
Upper Alley 206.8 38.3% 34.1% 66.5 25 0.52 Advanced

Cowboy 385.5 75.0% 51.4% 172.9 70 2.70 Expert
E.R. 3 372.0 81.3% 58.7% 186.3 60 2.23 Expert

Swede’s 149.45 75.5% 74.0% 88.68 50 0.75 Expert
The Heart 380.29 59.3% 33.3% 115.29 65 2.47 Advanced

Powder 
Pockets 151.97 35.2% 29.3% 42.25 50 0.76 Advanced

Fenceline 
Gully 303.59 71.2% 58.5% 151.41 50 1.52 Expert

Paradise Bowl 578.5 60.5% 48.0% 248.8 75 4.34 Advanced

4/5 Shoulder 252.96 62.5% 54.6% 120.41 65 1.64 Advanced
Hell’s Kitchen 327.30 46.5% 31.4% 97.05 110 3.60 Advanced

Paradise 
Cornice 256.0 61.0% 40.5% 92.6 35 0.90 Expert

Upper 5 393.3 98.4% 67.0% 202.8 80 3.15 Expert
Lower 5 395.0 49.0% 23.1% 87.2 90 3.55 Expert
E.R. 6 605.15 74.1% 41.7% 226.33 80 4.84 Expert
Big 7 619.46 68.2% 32.4% 181.20 50 3.10 Expert

Dropout 319.05 73.5% 51.1% 141.53 30 0.96 Expert

Vertical 
Cornice 458.19 74.9% 38.7% 159.73 30 1.37 Expert

Couloir 329.2 73.5% 52.4% 151.3 30 0.99 Expert
Peyto’s Pitch 355.29 67.1% 48.2% 151.61 30 1.07 Expert

The Beast 259.65 60.1% 44.5% 103.14 30 0.78 Expert
Jackpot 219.4 55.9% 37.2% 74.5 25 0.55 Expert

Saddleback 2556.6 30.4% 13.6% 341.3 25 6.39 Novice

Saddleback 
Lower 939.98 18.4% 9.63% 89.77 25 2.35 Intermediate

Reads’ Way 409.2 50.9% 26.1% 101.0 30 1.23 Advanced

Saddleback 
Bowl 237.21 38.0% 27.8% 62.73 55 1.30 Intermediate

Hour Glass 144.42 53.4% 49.8% 63.07 50 0.72 Advanced

Wounded 
Knee 89.25 0.0% 55.9% 42.81 45 0.40 Expert

Kiddies’ 
Corner 183.99 55.4% 42.4% 70.91 60 1.10 Expert

Split Rock 164.4 49.0% 41.7% 62.5 35 0.58 Expert
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Run Name
Slope 

Length 
(m)

Maximum 
Slope (%)

Average 
Slope 

(%)

Vertical 
Drop (m)

Average 
Width 

(m)

Trail 
Area (ha) Skill Class

Warden’s Run 441.96 35.9% 23.7% 101.36 38 1.68 Intermediate

Flight Chutes 
3 624.74 75.6% 52.0% 281.86 100 6.25 Expert

Flight Chutes 
4 394.62 69.6% 54.4% 186.84 100 3.95 Expert

Flight Chutes 
5 265.42 79.1% 65.5% 144.21 100 2.65 Expert

Flight Chutes 
6 157.78 66.5% 61.9% 82.81 200 3.16 Expert

Lower Crow 
Bowl 257.60 55.9% 47.2% 109.23 60 1.55 Advanced

Warden Run 
Right 275.82 39.3% 15.8% 42.21 70 1.93 Expert

Warden Run 
Left 294.61 27.7% 22.7% 65.23 80 2.36 Intermediate

Total Skiable Area 108.26  
Ptarmigan

Ptarmigan 
Chute 1 888.45 96.7% 42.8% 338.67 50 4.44 Expert

Ptarmigan 
Chute 2 898.4 92.1% 40.4% 326.2 50 4.49 Expert

Ptarmigan 
Chute 3 451.0 83.9% 57.5% 221.4 45 2.03 Expert

Pika 3114.6 23.5% 13.0% 399.1 34 10.59 Novice
Exhibition 920.0 61.2% 46.9% 388.7 30 2.76 Advanced

Ptarmigan Cat 
Track 423.9 37.5% 30.2% 122.0 15 0.64 Advanced

Exhibition 
Trees 506.77 61.4% 46.1% 210.73 100 5.07 Expert

Ptarmigan 
Glades 710.27 55.8% 43.3% 280.83 290 20.60 Expert

Old Ptarmigan 1061.8 44.6% 24.3% 248.0 30 3.19 Intermediate
Ptarmigan 789.6 49.3% 41.2% 300.1 75 5.92 Advanced

Raven 467.8 55.1% 41.8% 179.0 40 1.87 Advanced
Pika Trees 261.9 63.6% 53.7% 123.2 60 1.57 Expert
Pika-Boo 187.0 10.8% 7.7% 14.3 15 0.28 Intermediate

Ptarmigan 
Ridge 415.2 31.7% 12.0% 47.7 20 0.83 Expert

Total Skiable Area 64.28  
Summit

Middle Limits 425.8 54.1% 44.8% 173.6 50 2.13 Advanced
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Run Name
Slope 

Length 
(m)

Maximum 
Slope (%)

Average 
Slope 

(%)

Vertical 
Drop (m)

Average 
Width 

(m)

Trail 
Area (ha) Skill Class

Sunset Pocket 194.01 51.2% 44.9% 78.67 90 1.75 Advanced
Outer Limits 941.6 56.1% 41.6% 359.2 65 6.12 Advanced

Headwall 
Bowl 393.4 64.7% 47.3% 167.4 100 3.93 Advanced

Sunset 463.2 41.9% 35.0% 152.7 60 2.78 Intermediate
Headwall 684.3 69.3% 44.3% 275.7 75 5.13 Advanced

Charlie’s 
Choice 835.54 40.1% 24.3% 196.23 50 4.18 Intermediate

Tickety Chute 487.4 49.3% 29.7% 137.9 85 4.14 Advanced
Tight Turn 291.9 37.3% 26.8% 75.3 45 1.31 Advanced

Skyline 496.48 47.8% 30.0% 141.06 30 1.49 Advanced

North Cornice 151.5 29.9% 18.9% 27.0 70 1.06 Expert

Wild Gully 208.1 59.1% 26.4% 48.8 60 1.25 Expert
Ghostly Gully 328.1 64.3% 18.2% 55.3 55 1.80 Expert

Lake Pitch 463.0 53.2% 9.0% 39.9 65 3.01 Expert
Fourth Gate 141.53 55.8% 51.9% 64.87 45 0.64 Advanced
Third Gate 216.3 69.6% 58.5% 108.0 45 0.97 Advanced

Second Gate 270.1 78.0% 55.2% 128.1 45 1.22 Advanced
Whitehorn 1 394.8 73.3% 48.9% 170.1 50 1.97 Advanced
Ridge Run 477.7 64.4% 39.3% 171.9 25 1.19 Advanced

Rodney’s 
Ridge 286.4 56.9% 41.0% 106.6 85 2.43 Advanced

A Gully 556.4 73.7% 40.2% 203.9 60 3.34 Expert
B Gully 643.0 79.6% 45.3% 259.8 70 4.50 Expert
C Gully 993.5 74.6% 27.4% 246.3 75 7.45 Expert
D Gully 1011.86 81.0% 26.3% 237.87 75 7.59 Expert
E Gully 764.1 87.7% 45.9% 309.3 50 3.82 Expert
F Gully 757.5 84.0% 44.7% 297.7 50 3.79 Expert
G Gully 706.7 83.9% 42.5% 268.2 45 3.18 Expert
H Gully 554.8 84.4% 39.8% 194.5 40 2.22 Expert
I Gully 422.17 90.4% 47.2% 168.20 35 1.48 Expert

Boomerang 1853.43 40.5% 18.5% 333.45 50 9.27 Intermediate

Little 
Pipestone 342.6 64.3% 33.5% 106.0 40 1.37 Advanced

Upper 
Boomerang 191.4 54.8% 50.6% 86.3 75 1.44 Advanced

Shoulder Roll 486.8 62.8% 34.6% 156.9 125 6.09 Advanced
Brown Shirt 579.8 64.8% 43.7% 229.1 50 2.90 Expert
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Run Name
Slope 

Length 
(m)

Maximum 
Slope (%)

Average 
Slope 

(%)

Vertical 
Drop (m)

Average 
Width 

(m)

Trail 
Area (ha) Skill Class

Brown Shirt 
First 393.2 82.1% 60.9% 193.5 35 1.38 Expert

Brown Shirt 
Main 399.6 79.7% 44.7% 144.6 45 1.80 Expert

UNC 288.8 83.4% 69.1% 162.4 45 1.30 Expert

Boundary 
Bowl 1381.0 69.1% 22.4% 296.1 35 4.83 Expert

Brown Shirt 
Ridge 790.5 31.9% 1.0% 7.9 20 1.58 Advanced

UNC Lower 320.0 55.0% 30.9% 90.4 40 1.28 Expert

Sunset Pocket 
Right 258.3 59.0% 47.5% 110.4 110 2.84 Advanced

Total Skiable Area 121.95  
Top-of-the-World

Sunset 
Terrace 1044.45 31% 21% 210.92 85 8.88 Low 

Intermediate

Sunset Gully 330.60 50% 31% 96.46 60 1.98 Advanced
Helen’s 335.80 49% 35% 111.48 90 3.02 Advanced

Home Run 
Chutes 206.36 54% 49% 90.26 100 2.06 Advanced

Home Run 788.52 33% 20% 154.86 60 4.73 Low 
Intermediate

Mirkwood 184.73 53% 48% 80.30 35 0.65 Advanced
Grizzly Gully 743.60 43% 36% 244.72 50 3.72 Intermediate
Steep & Flat 197.90 61% 56% 96.44 80 1.58 Advanced

Sunset 
Fallline 617.55 43% 31% 183.37 60 3.71 Advanced

Upper Wiwaxy 1071.81 33% 21% 217.27 60 6.43 Low 
Intermediate

Wrong Turn 212.5 40% 34% 68.5 60 1.27 Intermediate

Jerry’s Jungle 469.1 22% 20% 89.8 20 0.94 Low 
Intermediate

Kernahan’s 285.5 64% 47% 119.1 100 2.86 Advanced
Grizzly Bowl 143.8 51% 46% 59.6 35 0.50 Advanced

Total Skiable Area 42.33  
Sun Kid

Sunny Side 150.00 13% 19% 18.0 90 1.35 Beginner

Total Skiable Area 1.35  
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Table 6-4. Acceptable Densities for Ski Trails by Skill Class

Skill Class Skier Density/Ha*

Beginner 35 - 75
Novice 30 - 60

Low Intermediate 20 - 40
Intermediate 15 - 30
Advanced 10 - 20

Expert 5 - 10
*The acceptable density of skiers on gladed trails is generally 15% to 30% of 
the comparable skier skill class, depending on the spacing of the trees and 
the acceptable densities of the trails around them.

6.1.5 EXISTING DOWNHILL CAPACITY

Ski trail capacity is a function of the acceptable density of users per hectare, rated by 
skier skill class. Typically, the range of acceptable densities for ski trails by skill class is as 
follows:

Successful ski areas catering to regional and destination guests strive to provide a high-
quality, powder-oriented skiing experience. This is best achieved when trail densities are 
maintained at the lower end of the spectrum. Maintaining a low to moderate density trail 
capacity is a core element of the LLSA’s mission to provide a world-class experience for 
skiers and snowboarders.

It should be noted that the preferred and acceptable skier densities have decreased 
considerably in recent years (for all skill classes). The advent of shaped skis, combined 
with snowboarding’s relatively easy learning curve, has enabled a larger number of skiers 
and snowboarders to negotiate steeper and more adventuresome slopes sooner and with 
greater control than ever before.  What was considered “experts-only” terrain ten years ago 
is now accessible to a much broader segment of the skiing population. 

This has resulted in faster speeds, more congestion and a greater potential for collisions. 
In addition, new terrain has opened up in areas that were traditionally too steep to ski. 
The issue of what is acceptable, what is expected, and what is desirable, must be given 
careful consideration. All destination skiers expect a low-density skiing experience. Ski 
areas that wish to cater to a powder skiing experience need to keep the density even lower. 
Urban skiers may still be willing to accept higher densities in exchange for the convenience 
created by ease of access - but this too is changing rapidly.
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Table 6-5. Existing Downhill CCC

Figure 6-3. Existing Ski Trails by Pod

Downhill Capacity by Skill Class

Pod Vertical 
(m)

Skiable 
Area 
(ha)

Beginner Novice Low 
Intermediate Intermediate Advanced Expert Total 

Capacity

Glacier 451.49 52.51 0 0 1,144 194 89 0 1,427

Grizzly 730.28 34.07 0 0 0 375 238 0 613

Larch 373.20 55.00 0 117 299 288 96 37 837

Paradise 397.19 108.26 0 192 0 115 447 241 995

Ptarmigan 405.79 64.28 0 318 0 52 112 104 586

Summit 403.21 118.77 0 0 0 243 477 274 995

Top-of-the-
World 417.68 42.33 0 0 629 115 245 0 990

Sun Kid 42.74 1.35 304 0 0 0 0 0 304

Total       6,746

The Lake Louise Ski Area is a destination ski area that also serves a large day use skier 
marketplace. As such, the acceptable trail density varies at the ski area throughout the 
year. On a weekend, guests are likely to expect a more crowded experience. However, a 
destination traveller who is skiing for an entire week will experience mid-week days where 
the density on the trails is much lower than on the weekends. To capture the appropriate 
conditions, BHA has applied Low and Medium densities classifications at the LLSA. By 
applying the appropriate densities to the trail and gladed areas existing at the LLSA, the 
capacity of those trails was determined. Table 6-5 outlines the capacity of the trails by skier 
skill class within each pod and for the entire existing ski trail development at the LLSA. The 
pods are illustrated on Figure 6-3.

As such, the total downhill ski trail capacity at the LLSA is 6,746 skiers per day.



Figure 6-3. Existing Ski Trails by Pod
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Chart 6-1. Existing Terrain Distribution

Table 6-6. Existing Terrain Distribution

 Existing Market

Beginner 1% 5%
Novice 11% 12%
Low Intermediate 29% 20%
Intermediate 21% 35%
Advanced 27% 20%
Expert 11% 8%

6.1.6 EXISTING TERRAIN DISTRIBUTION

The existing ski trail network was assessed for its degree of alignment with the accepted 
distribution of the skier marketplace. The distribution was used as a benchmark to compare 
existing and proposed skier distribution within this plan. The table and chart below illustrate 
the assessed market distribution of the existing the LLSA terrain.

A review of the Existing Terrain Distribution illustrates the LLSA has a relatively good 
distribution of ski terrain. However, there are opportunities to address disparities between 
existing and market distributions of beginner and intermediate terrain. These imbalances 
will be addressed to the greatest degree possible in the Mountain Master Plan (Sec. 8.2).
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Table 6-7. Existing CCC

Lift Name Uphill CCC Downhill CCC
Glacier Express 

Quad 1,619 1,427

Grizzly Express 
Gondola 952 613

Top-of-the-World 
6-pack Express 1080 990

Summit Platter 227 995
Paradise Triple 

Chair 483 995

Ptarmigan Quad 
Chair 1,195 586

Larch Express 836 837
Sun Kid Carpet 1 139 101
Sun Kid Carpet 2 121 101

Magic Carpet 151 101
Total 6,804 6,746

6.1.7 EXISTING COMFORTABLE CARRYING CAPACITY

Table 6-7 illustrates the calculated Uphill and Downhill CCC for each of the existing ski 
pods at Lake Louise.  The Uphill CCC for Lake Louise is calculated as 6,804 skiers (see 
Table 6-1), while the Downhill CCC of the LLSA is 6,746 (see Table 6-5). As the downhill 
capacity of the ski trails is surpassed by the uphill capacity of the lifts, the Downhill CCC 
will be utilized for the purposes of ski area calculations. Utilizing the lower of these two 
capacities ensures that neither is exceeded.

At present, though the approved ‘planning’ capacity of the LLSA is 6,000 visitors, on the 
odd busy day the number of skiers has exceeded 7,500 skiers in previous years. Ski 
area capacity must be carefully balanced with lift and terrain availability, and the ability of 
facilities and infrastructure to support guests and provide a high-quality experience. This 
balance is at the heart of the planning issues raised in the 2015 Site Guidelines.
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Chart 6-2. Existing Lift and Trail Balance
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6.1.8 EXISTING LIFT BALANCE ASSESSMENT

Ideally, the Downhill CCC of the ski trails should match the Uphill CCC of the ski lifts 
resulting in a balanced ski product. This holds true over the entire ski area as well as for 
each ski pod area. By comparing the Uphill CCC and Downhill CCC for each pod, points 
of imbalance can be identified. Subsequently, improvements can be made to rectify the 
imbalances and improve the overall quality of experience at the ski area. The existing lift 
and trail balance for the LLSA is outlined in Chart 6-2.

As illustrated, the lift capacities of Summit Platter and Paradise Triple Chair have more trail 
capacity than the lifts can deliver. This creates a very low-density experience for skiers. 
While this may be desirable from a skier’s perspective, ensuring empty slopes and fresh 
tracks all day, it illustrates an opportunity to increase lift capacity within these ski pods. 
Conversely, the capacity of the Top-of-the-World Express and Ptarmigan Quad chairs is 
notably greater than the corresponding trail capacities.  As such, these lifts can deliver 
more skiers than the trails can accommodate as defined by the ski trail design densities. 
However, it should be recognized that these lifts serve as ‘transport lifts’, transferring skiers 
to other areas of the ski area.
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6.1.9 OTHER WINTER ACTIVITIES 

As noted, efforts to ensure a positive guest experience while respecting the physical 
constraints of the ski area must extend to those guests enjoying the base area and 
non-skiing winter activities at the LLSA. These additional guests must be added to the 
established Comfortable Carrying Capacity to arrive at the Balanced Ski Area Capacity 
(BSAC) of the ski area. The sections below describes the current non-skiing winter 
activities at the LLSA.

6.1.9.1 Sightseeing

The panoramic scenes available in Banff National Park make the Lake Louise Ski Area an 
ideal location to view the beauty of the landscape. Making use of the existing ski lifts and 
gondola, guests can obtain views not possible from the valley bottom. Guided (interpretive) 
mountain tours expose visitors to the natural beauty and historic values of Lake Louise 
and the surrounding Banff National Park. Rapidly gaining in popularity, these opportunities 
already attract an average of 100 guests per winter day to the LLSA.

Increasingly, Canadians and international visitors to Banff National Park are choosing 
the quieter, lower-cost winter season for both independent and group travel. The LLSA 
is already receiving lunch reservations from tour companies, and it is expected that the 
demand for single-ride tickets to Eagle Ridge will grow considerably as Banff’s popularity 
as a destination grows. The ski area can use its experience in summer interpretation 
programming to support this activity.

6.1.9.2 Tubing

Tubing and tobogganing offer families and those new to winter outdoor recreation (including 
new Canadians) an opportunity to experience the mountain environment and play in the 
snow. These activities represent an easy entry point to engage with winter mountain 
recreation activities, requiring little in the way of equipment or skill. The Lake Louise Ski 
Area offers the Sunny Tube Park sliding area, catering to beginners through to intermediate 
tubers, and serviced by the Sunny Side Carpets. The Sunny Tube Park accounts for an 
average of 200 guests per day.
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6.1.9.3 Backcountry Skiing and Touring

The bowls and slopes just beyond the ski area’s existing boundary offer some of the best 
backcountry skiing in the Rockies and have been a popular destination for Banff National 
Park visitors for more than a century. However, while LLSA ticket holders can use the 
alpine lift system and ski runs to facilitate access to backcountry trails and Skoki Lodge, the 
ski area does not actively promote its lifts to access backcountry areas.

Currently, Yamnuska Mountain Adventures, a local guiding company, uses the ski area’s lift 
system to take small groups into backcountry areas where they provide avalanche safety 
and backcountry touring certifications. 

The LLSA is committed to working with Parks Canada and backcountry users to protect 
adjacent backcountry areas, educate visitors about mountain safety, and preserve the 
ecological integrity of Banff National Park.

6.1.9.4 Snowshoeing

The Lake Louise Ski Area offers guests a range of guided snowshoeing adventures, 
from short, lift-assisted sightseeing trips, to full-day, all-mountain experiences. Guided 
snowshoeing trips offer outdoor winter opportunities to guests who are looking for a day 
off from skiing, or who are new to winter recreation. Snowshoeing is an accessible winter 
activity and offers guests who are not familiar or comfortable with skiing or snowboarding 
an accessible and fun opportunity to experience nature in the winter. Snowshoeing 
accounts for 50 to 100 guests per day at the LLSA.

6.1.9.5 Snowplay

The general category of snowplay includes activities such as special events, horse drawn 
sleigh rides, and other ways of enjoying play in the snow. A ‘playing in the snow’ experience 
is a quality and characteristic that is freeform and unstructured. In total, snowplay adds 50 
visitors per day to the number of people enjoying winter attractions at the LLSA.
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Table 6-8. Balanced Ski Area Capacity
Existing

Mountain Comfortable 
Carrying Capacity 6,746

Additional Activities
Passive Guests (2%) 145

Sightseeing 100
Tube Park 200

Backcountry Tours 35
Snowshoeing 50

Snowplay 50
Total Additional Guests 580

Balanced Ski Area Capacity 7,326

6.1.9.6 Additional Passive Guests

In addition to the active visitors, non-participating guests must be included when 
determining space use requirements and the suitable amount of accommodation at a ski 
area. Parents, grandparents, and siblings visit to watch a family member participate in an 
activity, while some guests are content to explore the area before jumping into a recreation 
experience.

Based on industry standards, the number of passive guests can vary between 10% and 
25% at a destination ski area. However, based on recent numbers from the LLSA, passive 
guests are understood to account for 2 to 3% of daily visitation, or 145 guests.

6.1.10 EXISTING BALANCED SKI AREA CAPACITY (BSAC)

The BSAC of the activities and attractions at the ski area is the foundation used to define 
the required capacity of all necessary supporting facilities such as restaurants, retail 
outlets, ski area services, and overnight accommodation.  As illustrated in Table 6-8, the 
existing BSAC of Lake Louise Ski Area is 7,326 guests at one time.



Figure 6-4. Existing Snowmaking System
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Figure 6-4. Existing Snowmaking System 6.1.11 SNOWMAKING COVERAGE AND INFRASTRUCTURE

Comprehensive snowmaking systems are required at international destination ski areas. 
While annual fluctuations in snowfall are common at all ski areas, world-class ski areas, 
such as the LLSA, must ensure a safe and enjoyable experience and reliable conditions for 
visitors throughout the year regardless of annual snowfall variations.

The LLSA has operated an extensive snowmaking system for over 30 years. It provides 
coverage for 98 ha of skiable terrain across the mountain, with a focus on high traffic 
areas, beginner areas at lower elevations, and ski trails critical to skier circulation (Fig. 
6-4). Despite the effectiveness of the existing system, the LLSA has identified a series 
of improvements that will improve its efficiency, coverage, and ultimately, the guest 
experience.

Recognizing its unique natural setting within Banff National Park, the design and operation 
of the snowmaking system at the LLSA works to limit water usage and preserve important 
aquatic habitats within the lease area boundary. Water withdrawal rates are closely 
monitored to ensure sufficient water flow, withdrawal periods are aligned with high-volume 
periods throughout the year, and aquatic habitat and species are monitored regularly. 
Moving forward, any planned improvements to the snowmaking system will hold the 
preservation of aquatic habitat within the lease area boundary as a primary objective.

6.2 EXISTING BASE AREA FACILITIES

The Lake Louise Ski Area offers no accommodation within its base area. As a result, all 
guests are day visitors, most of whom are unable to return to their accommodation at lunch 
hour or for ski breaks. The facilities and amenities in the base area are thus critical as they 
must be able to accommodate a full range of visitor needs.

Although the approved existing capacity of the LLSA is designed to comfortably handle 
6,000 skiers per day, daily visitor attendance has at times exceeded that (depending 
on weather and snow conditions) on peak attendance weekends, and during the busy 
Christmas / New Year and Easter / Spring Break seasons. For example, peak 2016/17 
visitor attendance reached in excess of 7,500. Facilities must be designed to ensure 
that essential visitor services can be safely provided on busy days without significantly 
diminishing the quality of visitors’ experience.
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6.2.1 EXISTING BUILT SPACE

Skier related built space provides the expected and required services for a ski area to 
function properly during the ski day. These services include all built space (e.g. restaurants, 
retail, equipment rental, day care, rest rooms, ski patrol, lockers, area information, 
administration, etc.) catering to day use and destination skiers alike.

Currently, there are four main day lodges at the LLSA which service day use and 
destination guests throughout their ski day. These are the Lodge of the Ten Peaks and 
the Whisky Jack Lodge, both located in the Whisky Jack Base Area, the Whitehorn Lodge 
which is mid-slope on Whitehorn Mountain, beneath the Grizzly Express Gondola, and 
Temple Lodge, located on Corral Creek adjacent to the Larch slopes. In addition, the child 
day care building, race hut, ski patrol, and mountain operations buildings are in the base 
area. The LLSA presently has approximately 6,751 m2 of space dedicated to skier related 
services, allocated to different services in buildings across the ski area (Table 6-9). Of note, 
this Mountain Master Plan includes Community Day Care space as ‘commercial space’.  
The ski area has proposed that Day Care space, which serves both ski area staff and 
community residents, be classified as non-commercial, ‘community’ space. A final decision 
on this proposal will be made when definitions are confirmed in the ski area’s new Lease.

6.2.2 SPACE USE REQUIREMENTS

To determine if there is an appropriate mix and amount of built space, the completed 
space use inventory was compared to ‘industry standards’ for ski areas of a size and type 
similar to the LLSA. The objective was to identify any gross area deficiencies in the existing 
development that may, once corrected, make the LLSA a more balanced, enjoyable, and 
successful operation. The space use requirements are directly related to the BSAC of the 
ski area, which in the case of the LLSA, is 7,326 visitors at one time (Table 6-10).

It should be noted that daily visitor attendance has exceeded approved capacity on peak 
attendance weekends and during the busy Christmas / New Year and Easter / Spring Break 
seasons. For example, peak 2016/17 visitor attendance has exceeded of 7,500. Further, 
as there is no accommodation at the LLSA, and guests are unlikely to return to their 
accommodation during a ski day, the ski area must be able to accommodate the full range 
of visitor needs. Due to these factors, facilities at the LLSA must be designed to ensure that 
all essential visitor services (e.g. washrooms) are accessible and comfortable on peak days 
without significantly diminishing the quality of visitors’ experience. As such, the built space 
requirements detailed here represent the minimum area required to service the approved 
capacity, but not historic peak visitation. This is an important consideration the future for 
development of the LLSA.
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Table 6-9. Breakdown of Built Space (m2)

Service/
Function

Lodge of 
the Ten 
Peaks

Whisky Jack 
Lodge

Bear’s 
Den

Day 
Care

WJ 
Operations

Patrol 
Infirmary

Mountain 
Ops

Race 
Timing 

Hut

Whitehorn 
Lodge

Temple 
Lodge

Total 
Ski 

Area 
Existing 

(m²)

Restaurants and Related Facilities

Seating Area 
(excluding 

Decks)
1,199 914 94 0 37 0 0 53 436 519 3,251

Kitchen/
Scramble 141 222 0 0 0 0 0 0 70 162 595

Bar/Lounge 69 14 33 0 0 0 0 0 48 50 214

Subtotal 1,409 1,150 126 0 37 0 0 53 554 731 4,060

Retail   

Equip Rental/
Repair 299 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 299

Retail Sales 207 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 207

Subtotal 506 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 506

Skier Services

Washrooms 149 163 14 11 19 0 2 0 52 53 463

Ski Patrol/First 
Aid 0 0 0 0 43 69 0 0 13 27 151

Ski School 0 112 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 112

Public Lockers 0 315 0 107 0 0 0 0 92 0 514

Ticket Sales 0 24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24

Subtotal 149 613 14 118 62 69 2 0 156 80 1,263

Administrative

Administration 12 230 0 0 181 0 56 50 7 9 545

Employee 
Lockers 17 23 0 0 109 0 9 0 0 0 158

Subtotal 29 253 0 0 290 0 65 50 7 9 702

Community Service

Day Care/
Nursery 0 0 0 219 0 0 0 0 0 0 219

Subtotal 0 0 0 219 0 0 0 0 0 0 219

COMMERCIAL SPACE

Total 2,092 2,016 141 337 389 69 67 103 717 819 6,751

OPERATIONAL SPACE

Mechanical / 
Furnace 29 32 0 11 577 0 5 8 214 68 944

Storage 50 28 19 69 23 6 5 9 288 57 554

Circulation, 
Walls, Waste 0 765 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 35 811

Subtotal 79 825 19 80 600 6 10 27 502 160 2,309

Total 
Attraction 

Related Space 
(m2)

2,172 2,841 160 418 989 75 77 130 1,218 979 9,059
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Table 6-10. Space Use Requirements (m2)
Existing   Alpine CCC 6,746  
   BSAC 7,326  

Service/Function
Existing 
Space 
(m2)

Required/
Guest

Space 
Required (m2)

Difference 
(m2)

% of 
Required

Restaurants and Related Facilities
Restaurant 3,251 0.40 2,933 318 111%
Kitchen/Scramble 595 0.16 1,171 -576 51%
Bar/Lounge 214 0.04 293 -79 73%
Subtotal 4,060 0.60 4,397 -337 92%

Retail
Equip Rental/Repair 299 0.09 660 -361 45%
Retail Sales 207 0.08 585 -379 35%
Subtotal 506 0.17 1,246 -740 41%

Skier Services
Washrooms 463 0.16 1,164 -700 40%
Ski Patrol/First Aid 151 0.04 265 -115 57%
Ski School 112 0.05 368 -256 30%
Public Lockers 514 0.09 660 -146 78%
Ticket Sales 24 0.01 88 -65 27%
Subtotal 1,263 0.35 2,545 -1,282 50%

Administrative
Administration 545 0.08 551 -7 99%
Employee Lockers 158 0.03 218 -60 73%
Subtotal 702 0.10 769 -67 91%

Community Services
Day Care/Nursery
Subtotal 219 0.11 783 -564 28%

COMMERCIAL SPACE
Total 6,751 1.22 9,739 -2,989 69%

OPERATIONAL SPACE
Mechanical / Furnace 944 0.08 585 358 161%
Storage 554 0.09 681 -127 81%
Circulation, Walls and Waste 811 0.11 776 35 105%
Subtotal 2,309 0.28 2,042 267 113%

TOTAL BUILT SPACE
Total Built Space (m2) 9,059 1.59 11,781 -2,722 77%
Notes: 

1.  CCC: Comfortable Carrying Capacity (Skiers/Snowboarders per day)

2.  BSAC: Balanced Ski Area Capacity (Tubing, Snowshoeing, Backcountry Touring, Passive Guests)

3.  Existing Outdoor Deck Seating: 2,029.5 m2
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With this in mind, viewed as a whole and based on the existing BSAC, the LLSA needs to 
increase service space for existing ski area visitors by about 30% (from 9,059 m2 to 11,781 
m2).

The distribution of the required additional space is not uniform, as illustrated in Table 6-10. 
A cursory review of the totals and ratios suggest that the built space at the Lake Louise 
Ski Area is below industry standards in several areas. However, just as the LLSA must be 
prepared to handle all essential day-use services given the inability of guests to return to 
their accommodation, it must be recognized that this analysis does not account for those 
non-essential services provided by businesses in the Hamlet of Lake Louise. Some of the 
service shortfall at the LLSA is likely provided by services in the Hamlet of Lake Louise 
(e.g. equipment rental, or retail). Despite this, there are several imbalances that suggest 
changes should be considered in future developments and upgrades. The most important 
of these are as follows:

6.2.2.1 Ski School

The size and quality of the ski school at a ski area are features that can have a very 
significant impact on the choice of the ski area as a destination. Further, the ski school 
should be a major profit centre of the operations at the Lake Louise Ski Area. The lack of 
space dedicated to ski school facilities at the ski area suggests that significant opportunities 
still exist and should be fully explored and addressed.

6.2.2.2 Day Care

International and regional ski destinations must be family friendly and account for the needs 
of families with young children. Currently, the LLSA operates the only fully licensed day 
care facility in the Lake Louise area and services many non-ski area families. However, 
despite leading the region, there is still insufficient space dedicated to day care facilities for 
ski area visitors relative to industry standards. In the future, opportunities to increase the 
space allocated for day care facilities can only improve the overall offering at the LLSA.

6.2.2.3 Washrooms

The ski area has insufficient public washrooms at some facilities. While not the most 
glamorous side of destination ski areas, a sufficient number of washrooms is vital to the 
enjoyment of the mountain experience. The base area lodges (Lodge of the Ten Peaks, 
Whisky Jack Lodge) are well-supplied, but on-mountain facilities, such as the Whitehorn 
Lodge and Temple Lodge, have insufficient space dedicated to washroom facilities when 
compared to the industry norm. Offering enough supply of well-appointed bathrooms is a 
measure of the customer service provided by a ski area.
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6.2.3 EXISTING PARKING AND BASE STAGING CAPACITY

Existing parking at the LLSA consists of four irregular gravel lots, totalling approximately 
5 hectares in size. During peak periods, it is estimated that with active management by 
parking attendants the ski area can achieve approximately 300 - 325 cars per hectare. 
However, without aggressive management guests tend to park further apart, resulting in 
much lower parking densities; typically, less than 300 cars per hectare.

Given the area available for parking, the existing four parking lots can accommodate 
approximately 1,673 cars and 12 charter buses. An additional 278 parking stalls are 
available along the Whitehorn Road within the lease boundary. During peak periods, guests 
will also park along the Whitehorn Access Road, located outside of the lease boundary.

6.2.3.1 Comfortable Skier Walking Distance

The LLSA base area should be easily accessible from the surrounding area and provide 
easy access to the staging lifts and slopes. “Comfortable Skier Walking Distance” (CSWD) 
is a planning tool used in conjunction with the Terrain Capacity Analysis to delineate areas 
that are within theoretical walking distance to the future ski area base. Comfortable Skier 
Walking Distance is defined as the distance an individual wearing ski boots and carrying 
equipment can comfortably walk in a 10-minute period, which is approximately 450 metres 
on flat ground.

This walking distance is reduced in length by 4 metres for every metre in vertical change. 
Thus, the spatial relationship between the lifts and the base areas is critical since skiers 
originating from parking beyond the comfortable walking distance will require a secondary 
mode of transportation, such as a shuttle or lift system to access the lifts, resulting in higher 
traffic and parking demands within the ski area.

6.2.3.2 Existing Roadside Parking on Whitehorn Drive located within the Lease 
Boundary

The Existing Parking and Base Staging Capacity (Figure 6-5) graphically illustrates the 
existing parking and Comfortable Skier Walking Distances from the staging lifts at the 
Lake Louise Ski Area. Each staging lift has been represented with an asterisk and the 
corresponding skier walking distances are shown with a coloured “necklace” around each 
of the staging lifts. It is estimated that approximately 550 parking stalls (1,540 skiers) are 
currently located outside of comfortable skier walking distance to the lifts.

During peak period and holiday weekends, it is estimated that automobile occupancy at 
the ski area is approximately 2.8 people per car and 40 guests per charter bus, assuming 
that 90% of those people are skiers and snowboarders, which equates to 2.5 skiers / 
snowboarders per car and 36 skiers / snowboarders per charter bus. These assumptions 
are considered to be in the range of typical and acceptable industry standards.



Figure 6-5. Existing Parking and Staging Capacity
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Table 6-11. Existing Parking and Staging Capacity
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Lake Louise Whiskey Jack Base Area Parking

P1 0.7 213 304 2.8 596 2.5 533 - - - - - 596 533

P2 0.8 160 255 2.8 448 2.5 400 12 40 480 36 432 928 832

P3 0.8 208 260 2.8 582 2.5 520 - - - - - 582 520

P4 3.6 1,092 303 2.8 3,058 2.5 2,730 - - - - - 3,058 2,730

Roadside 
Parking

- 278 - 2.8 778 2.5 695 - - - - - 778 695

Total 
Parking Lots 5.9 1,951 - - 5,462 - 4,878 12 - 480 - 432 5,942 5,310

Lake Louise Whiskey Jack Base Area Transit and Drop-off

*Organized 
Hotel 

Shuttles
- - - - - - - - - 1,300 - 1,170 1,300 1,170

Private 
Vehicle Drop-

Off
- - - - 100 - - - - - - 90 100 90

Total - - - - 5,562 - 4,878 12 - 1,780 - 1,692 7,342 6,570

Short-term 
Parking Stalls

- 15 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Short-term 
Shuttle/Van 

Stalls
- 7 - - - - - - - - - - - -

*Transit and hotel shuttle estimates provided by Bunt & Associates

Based on these assumptions, the existing parking lots and roadside parking within the 
lease boundary can supply approximately 5,942 guests (5,310 skiers and snowboarders), 
and it is estimated that an additional 1,400 guests are dropped off by organized lodging 
shuttles or private vehicle, for a total of 7,342 guests or 6,570 skiers (Table 6-11).
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7.0  MOUNTAIN AND BASE AREA ANALYSIS

7.1 INTRODUCTION

An analysis of the LLSA study area was undertaken to assess the ski area’s future 
development potential as established in the 2015 Site Guidelines. Given the defined 
project goals and objectives, a study area of 1,535.5 hectares was identified. Utilizing a 
combination of topographic mapping with 20 metre contour intervals as well as 5 and 1 
metre LiDAR data, BHA and Ecosign undertook digital terrain analyses to initiate and guide 
the mountain and base area planning processes.

With this foundation, the insights and plans detailed in the Wildlife, Water, and Vegetation 
Management Strategies and Climate Change Report were incorporated to provide a 
detailed and nuanced understanding of the ecological and natural realities of study 
area, and the opportunities and constraints at the LLSA. Together with the physical 
characteristics of the study, this suite of reports shaped the extent and form of the 
proposed ski area developments presented in Chapter 8, the Ski Area Master Plan.

7.2 MOUNTAIN TERRAIN ANALYSIS

BHA analysed the study area in terms of slope, elevation, and aspect to gain an 
understanding of the development potential for alpine skiing, backcountry and side country 
touring, tubing and snowplay. The map studies, combined with available weather data, site 
visits to the Lake Louise Ski Area, and site knowledge gained from BHA’s long history of 
working with the LLSA, culminated in an understanding of the study area’s physical and 
environmental capacity to support additional winter outdoor sport and recreation activities. 
Prior planning endeavours, particularly a 2002 Long-Range Plan planning exercise, 
informed this process.

The initial assessments examined the terrain, assessed the slope and elevation 
configurations, identified preliminary ski trail alignments and considered associated 
linkages. At this stage, BHA prepared multiple concepts to identify pod locations and 
potential lift locations. A coarse analysis of these potential pods was then carried out to get 
a general idea of the possible capacities. The results of the analysis identified significant 
opportunities to expand the current terrain offering within the existing lease area boundary.

The slopes at the end of Richardson’s Ridge, just north of the existing Ptarmigan Chair, 
offer an excellent mix of beginner, intermediate, and advanced terrain, while the area just 
to the north of the decommissioned Olympic Chair contain slopes ideal for beginner and 
intermediate ski trails. The proposed addition of Hidden Bowl and West Bowl to the LLSA 
represents a significant long-term opportunity to develop much needed intermediate terrain 
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Table 7-1. Ski Area Slope Analysis Criteria

Figure 7-1. Slope Analysis

Skill Class Acceptable Low  
Gradient (%)

Acceptable High 
 Gradient (%)

Beginner 8 15 
Novice 15 25 
Low Intermediate 25 35 
Intermediate 35 45 
Advanced 45 60 
Expert 80 80 
Extreme 80 + 
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(Hidden Bowl), and the advanced terrain (West Bowl) for which the LLSA is renowned. 
The development of all these ski pods represents a potential increase of the CCC to 
approximately 9,000 skiers per day as compared to the existing CCC of approximately 
6,700 skiers per day. For the purposes of this LRP, only the West Bowl is brought forward 
for downhill ski development. The downhill ski potential of Hidden Bowl, and associated 
ski developments, will be brought forward by the LLSA in a subsequent LRP. For that 
reason, the capacity calculations for Hidden Bowl are not included in the capacity analysis 
presented in Chapter 8.

Given the potential of these areas, the design team began to draft detailed trail alignments, 
lift configurations and glading opportunities. The following sections highlight the results of 
the terrain analysis upon which these assessments were founded. The resultant detailed 
Mountain Master Plan is outlined in Section 8.2.

7.2.1 SLOPE

The Slope Analysis (Fig. 7-1) divides the topography of the study area into a range of 
skiable gradients as they relate to each of the primary skier skill classes. These are as 
follows:

The resultant analysis delineates the general character of the land, illustrating that the 
study area has an excellent mix of undeveloped ski terrain that has the potential to help the 
balance the skiing product offered at the ski area.

Within the existing lease, the southern end of Richardson’s Ridge has an even mix of 
beginner, intermediate, and advanced slopes offering an opportunity for a balanced ski 
pod (i.e. trail distribution within the pod aligns with the skier marketplace) with beginner 
and intermediate terrain on the southwest face and advanced and expert terrain on the 
southeast slopes. The lower slopes of Whitehorn Mountain, just above the base area, 
demonstrate potential to develop additional beginner and intermediate terrain in proximity to 
base area amenities. Finally, the proposed adjustment to the ski area boundary would open 
up the significant intermediate and advanced terrain in the West Bowl and Hidden Bowl 
areas. While in the current layout Hidden Bowl remains somewhat isolated, the West Bowl 
area is well connected to existing ski trails and lifts.



Figure 7-1. Slope Analysis
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Table 7-2. Elevation and Skiable Vertical

Figure 7-2. Elevation Analysis

Ski Area Summit Elevation 
(m)

Base Elevation 
(m)

Skiable Vertical 
(m)

Lake Louise Ski 
Area 2,637 1,646 991

Sunshine Village 2,730 1,658 1,070
Nakiska 2,260 1,525 735

Mount Norquay 2,450 1,680 503
Kicking Horse 2,347 1,190 1,157
Marmot Basin 2,612 1,698 914

Revelstoke 
Mountain Resort 2,225 512 1,713

7.2.2 ELEVATION

The Elevation Analysis (Fig. 7-2) slices the topographic features of the study area into 50 
metre increments. Effectively, this analysis illustrates the height and “flow” of the land. The 
highest point is the peak of Whitehorn Mountain at an elevation of 2,637 metres (8,652 
feet) and the lowest developed ski terrain is 1,646 metres (5,400 feet). The study area is 
dominated by Whitehorn Mountain, with Lipalian Mountain (2,682 m), Redoubt Mountain 
(2,902 m), Ptarmigan Peak (3,035 m), and Mt. Richardson (3,086 m) encircling the study 
area from the south, east, and north.

The geography of the area is defined by Whitehorn Mountain, and the ridges that radiate 
out from its peak. The ridges extend northwest, southeast, and northeast, with Richardson’s 
Ridge effectively enclosing the northern area of the lease. Lipalian Mountain rises in the 
southeast, creating the valley in which the Larch Express and Ptarmigan Chair are located. 
The higher elevations are characterized by steep slopes, while the southwestern faces of 
Whitehorn Mountain gradually flatten to gentle slopes as they approach the base area.

The Lake Louise Ski Area’s existing elevation and vertical drop are comparable to other ski 
areas in the Canadian Rocky Mountains (Table 7-2). The ‘Climate Change Risk and Impact 
Assessment’ conducted by Dr. Michael Pidwirny (see Sec. 4.2) confirms that given its high 
base and peak elevations, the LLSA is well-situated to endure adverse effects brought by 
climate change in the short-term (25 to 50 years).



Figure 7-2. Elevation Analysis
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Figure 7-3. Aspect Analysis

7.2.3 ASPECT

The Aspect Analysis (Fig. 7-3) involves colour-coding the topographic features of the study 
area to illustrate the orientation and geographical exposure with respect to the eight points 
of the compass. Receiving reduced direct sunlight, northern exposures are better suited 
for snow retention and therefore better suited for ski trail development. Southern exposures 
at lower elevations can prove to be problematic for skiing terrain due to reduced snow 
retention capabilities and a greater probability of snowpack reliability problems. However, 
southern orientations are more desirable for base area developments and on-mountain 
lodges.

Ski trails that have a high degree of solar exposure can have the resultant “solar burn out” 
minimized through careful design, including detailed grading (angling trails and skiways 
away from direct exposure), reduced trail width (maximizing shade from edge vegetation) 
and erosion control (directing melt waters away from the trails).

The ridge running southeast from Whitehorn Mountain effectively divides much of the ski 
terrain into southwest or northeast orientations. In contrast, the slopes accessed by Larch 
Express are predominantly northwest facing. While a sizeable area of the LLSA has a 
southern exposure, placing it at greater risk of solar burn out, its relatively high elevation 
combined with its inland location have prevented these slopes from experiencing the 
adverse snow conditions seen at other ski areas. Further, snowmaking is used to ensure 
that ski trails remain safe during seasons when lower natural snowfall results in loss of 
base coverage due to variable solar aspect.
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Table 7-3. Base Area Slope Classification

Slope 
Gradient Base Development Suitability

0 to 8%
Suitable for roads, parking, maintenance facility and storage yard, 
skier service facilities, snowplay and year round recreational zones 

with limited terrain modification

8 to 15%
Suitable for the development of roads and parking, maintenance 

facility and storage yards, beginner ski zones, snowplay and 
other year round recreational activities. May require some terrain 

modification.

15 to 25% Suitable for low density developments with substantial grading and 
retaining walls required to provide vehicle access

25 to 40%
Marginal for base area development. Will require rock stacking or 

retaining walls to provide vehicle access.
40%+ Too steep for development

7.3 BASE AREA TERRAIN ANALYSIS

The objective of the Base Area Terrain Analysis is to evaluate the existing base area and 
surrounding lands for terrain suitable for the expansion of the base area facilities, such as 
parking, skier services, as well as additional year-round recreational facilities. The result 
of this analysis was the identification of lands in and around the Whisky Jack Base Area 
with significant development potential. These were then the subject of a more rigorous 
and detailed assessment and planning exercise that resulted in the proposed base area 
concept presented in Chapter 8.

7.3.1 SLOPE ANALYSIS

Slope gradients are critical factor in determining suitable land for development in a base 
area. A Base Area Slope Analysis was prepared and provides a colour-coded classification 
of base area slope gradients in the Whisky Jack Base Area (Fig. 7-4). The slope analysis 
utilizes 1-meter topographic mapping and illustrates five categories of slope suitability. 
These ranges and a description of their development suitability are listed below in Table 
7-3.



Figure 7-4. Whisky Jack Base Area Slope Analysis
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Figure 7-5. Illustration of Solar Aspect

7.3.2 SOLAR ANALYSIS

Most skiers are highly aware of the sun’s influence on snow quality. While skiers prefer 
to ski in the sun, they will not do so if the snow is ‘sticky’ or ‘mushy’ due to intense solar 
radiation. As illustrated in Figure 7-5, skiers often follow the sun throughout the day, skiing 
eastern exposures in the morning, southern exposures at noon and western exposures in 
the afternoon. Generally, southern slopes are the warmest, eastern and western slopes the 
next warmest, and northern slopes the coolest. Snowpack retention is a critical concern for 
any skiing operation and for this reason, slopes and trails should naturally be located where 
the snowpack remains for the longest period.

A site’s topography and relationship with the sun is a critical design parameter, as it 
determines the time of day and for how long potential ski area facilities will either be 
exposed to the sun or be in the shade. A detailed shadow analysis of the Whisky Jack 
Base has been prepared to determine areas of topographic shading at 09:00 hrs., 10:00 
hrs., 13:00 hrs., 15:00 hrs. and 16:00 hrs. during the winter months on December 21st, 
January 21st, and February 21st. This analysis informed the design process and ensured 
that critical built space elements capture sun at the appropriate time of day. For example, 
ski area restaurants should be in the sun during mealtimes (lunch period and après 
ski) so that guests can enjoy a comfortable micro-climate and good views while eating.  
Likewise, in the morning and afternoon, public plazas, gathering spaces, and recreational 
areas in the base area should be sun-exposed to draw visitors into the commercial areas, 
restaurants, and outdoor patios.
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Figure 7-6. Whisky Jack Base Area Solar Analysis (09:00Hrs)

The Solar Shading study shows that the Whisky Jack Base area is generally quite shaded 
in the morning between 09:00 hrs. and 10:00 hrs. for most of the winter months and 
doesn’t experience much sun until after 10:00 hrs. During the lunch period (12:00 hrs.), the 
Solar Shading Analysis shows the base area is bathed in sunshine and should provide a 
comfortable experience for guests during favourable weather conditions.

At 15:00 hrs., which is generally the time when guests are looking to enjoy après ski and 
bask in the sunshine, the entire base area still has full solar exposure except for a few 
pockets that are in the shadow as a result of the fill banks created for the existing parking 
lots. Between 15:00 hrs. and 16:00 hrs., there is a significant increase in the solar shading 
during December and January, but this starts to improve in February.

Figures 7-6 to 7-10 illustrate the sun/shadow relationship throughout the base area at 09:00 
hrs.,10:00 hrs., 12:00 hrs., 15:00 hrs., and 16:00 hrs., respectively.
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Figure 7-8. Whisky Jack Base Area Solar Analysis (12:00Hrs)

Figure 7-7. Whisky Jack Base Area Solar Analysis (10:00Hrs)
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Figure 7-9. Whisky Jack Base Area Solar Analysis (15:00Hrs)

Figure 7-10. Whisky Jack Base Area Solar Analysis (16:00Hrs)
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Figure 7-11. Whisky Jack Base Area Shadow Analysis - Existing (February 1st)

7.3.3 EXISTING BUILDING SOLAR SHADING ANALYSIS

Although the detailed shadow analysis is quite useful in determining areas of topographic 
shading in the base area, it does not consider the height of existing structures or buildings 
in the base area that may also cast shadows.

In order to help determine the best locations for additional skier service facilities, outdoor 
seating areas, and other public gathering spaces and recreational areas, a second 
shadow analysis was prepared which focused on existing structures and buildings in the 
Whisky Jack Base at 11:00 hrs., 13:00 hrs., 15:00 hrs., and 16:00 hrs. during the months 
of February, March, April and May (Fig. 7-11 to Fig. 7-14). This analysis informed the 
placement, orientation, and scale of the new buildings proposed for the Whisky Jack Base 
Area presented in Section 8.2.
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Figure 7-12. Whisky Jack Base Area Shadow Analysis - Existing (March 1st)

Figure 7-13. Whisky Jack Base Area Shadow Analysis - Existing (April 1st)
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Figure 7-14. Whisky Jack Base Area Shadow Analysis - Existing (May 1st)
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8.0 SKI AREA MASTER PLAN

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The Ski Area Master Plan for the Lake Louise Ski Area describes the continued evolution of 
this iconic, international skiing destination. The following describes the various components 
and elements that make up the Ski Area Master Plan. It is divided into five components – 
first a description of the new and improved mountain facilities, outdoor sport and recreation 
facilities, amenities; second, an analysis of the required built space and its allocation between 
the mountain and base area; third, a description of the proposed base area improvements and 
parking lot expansion; fourth, a review of the proposed on-mountain built space; and fifth, the 
proposed changes to mountain operations required to realize the potential of the proposed 
mountain and base area developments.

The intent of the Ski Area Master Plan is to guide the development of a high-quality mix of 
ski terrain, outdoor sport and recreation activities, complemented by and in balance with a 
comprehensive, guest-oriented base area. To be successful, these will be designed to reflect 
the expectations of existing and future day-use and destination guests. Further, the size 
and scale of the base area facilities will reflect the limits to growth stipulated in the 2015 Site 
Guidelines for the LLSA, and the Balanced Ski Area Capacity of the mountain recreation 
facilities and attractions, providing the appropriate combination of support facilities and services 
to meet the needs of the guests during their visit.

As noted in Section 1.6, as part of the LRP process the LLSA’s current lease area will be 
adjusted to permanently remove Purple and Wolverine Bowls. By way of compensation for this 
permanent loss of ski terrain, West and Hidden Bowls are to be provided to the ski area for 
seasonal winter use through Licenses of Occupation (LOC). The developments included in this 
Ski Area Master Plan respect the future adjustment of the LLSA’s lease area, omitting Purple 
and Wolverine Bowl from consideration and exploring the potential of West and Hidden Bowls.

The focus of the Ski Area Master Plan are those developments that capitalize on the LLSA’s 
existing configuration and can be carried out within the Long-Range Plan. The LRP has been 
designed as a standalone plan and group of developments, capable of providing a world-class 
ski experience without relying on the construction of subsequent lifts, trails, or facilities. Figure 
8-1 illustrates the LLSA at the end of the LRP.

Throughout the following sections the Ski Area Master Plan illustrates and describes all 
proposed improvements considered in the Long-Range Plan (LRP). However, it should be 
noted that the development of any of the proposed facilities will only be pursued when market 
conditions, ongoing ski area utilization, and ski area trends all indicate that there is a business 
case for doing so. Further, all projects not specifically included in the LRP must be brought 
forward to Parks Canada in a subsequent LRP.
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Figure 8-1. Lake Louise Ski Area

8.2 MOUNTAIN MASTER PLAN

Based on the detailed Inventory and Analysis of the mountain terrain (see Chapters 6 and 
7) and its physical capability to support additional development, it is clear that the LLSA has 
significant winter outdoor recreation potential within the proposed ski area boundary. Skiing 
and snowboarding can be improved within the existing developed area and extended into 
the West Bowl to achieve a well-balanced, world-class offering. 

Utilizing information gathered over 30 years of working with the LLSA, the 2002 LRP 
exercise, and the preliminary analyses of this exercise as a foundation, Brent Harley 
and Associates completed more comprehensive and detailed technical analyses of the 
mountain. These resulted in the creation of a series of mountain development concepts 
from which the Preferred Concept was derived. This Preferred Concept serves as the 
foundation for the Mountain Master Plan.

This Section details the extent of ski area improvements that are proposed for the LLSA 
mountain facilities, the configuration of all proposed lifts, trails, and gladed areas at 
completion of this LRP, as well as demonstrating the associated capacities and market 
distribution of ski terrain.

8.2.1 TERRAIN CAPACITY ANALYSIS

After synthesizing the results of the various analyses, several conceptual alternatives for 
ski trail and lift development were explored (see Sec. 8.2.2). Well-integrated skiing potential 
was identified within several “pods”, as illustrated in Figure 8-2. The ski pods were created 
based on the terrain characteristics and the envisioned potential uses and user type. The 
shape of the ski pods was determined by skiability of the terrain, each pod radiating out 
from an upper elevation and returning naturally to a lower focal point. The pods were tied 
to a skier skill class and potential lift terminal locations.  This terrain capacity analysis 
illustrates that the LLSA has considerable potential to redevelop existing terrain and 
incorporate exciting new terrain, furthering its reputation as a world-class ski destination.

The total area of the LLSA study area was 1,535.5 hectares, of which 551 hectares were 
existing ski terrain. In the analysis of the remaining areas, slopes over 80% and under 
8%, were removed as these are understood as too steep or too flat to be viable ski terrain. 
Typically, skiable terrain ranges between 25% to 50% of the total area of a ski pod. 
According to these preliminary analyses, the LLSA study area has the potential to develop 
approximately 350 hectares of additional ski terrain (using 35% trail development per unit of 
potentially skiable terrain) within the adjusted ski area boundary.

The upper and lower points of each ski pod are used to determine the total vertical rise 
and average slope. This in turn is used to determine a basic skier skill class for each 
pod. Applying the corresponding density standards to each ski pod, early calculations 
determined that the LLSA area could support approximately 9,250 skiers at one time with 
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Figure 8-2. Mountain Development Expansion Potential. 

the completion of all projects detailed in the LRP. Although the results were preliminary, 
they clearly indicated that there is enough ski terrain growth potential on the mountain, 
leading to the recommendation to complete a more detailed analysis of the opportunities 
inherent within the study area.

Once established, the skiing experience offered will be a well-balanced product that 
continues to support the LLSA’s established world-class reputation and culture. If the 
study area’s potential is fully realized, the LLSA will re-assert itself as one of the handful of 
premier international ski destinations.

8.2.2 POTENTIAL SKI TERRAIN - DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVES

The 2015 Site Guidelines provide very specific direction for the development of the LLSA. 
They establish the maximum visitor capacity for the ski area; they specify those substantial 
environmental gains that are fundamental to approval of projects that are ‘exceptions’ to the 
2006 Ski Area Guidelines; and they identify planning ‘zones’ within which general guidance 
is provided for planning lift alignments, ski runs, day lodges, and warming huts. The 2015 
Site Guidelines also establish specific goals for improving utility infrastructure including 
water and wastewater collection and treatment, electrical service and water sources for 
snowmaking. While the foregoing ‘guidance’ provides ‘boundaries’ within which the long-
range plan is to be developed, specific design details are expected to be provided by the 
ski area planning team. All proposed developments must be described in sufficient detail 
to permit their assessment at the DIA level (Detailed Impact Analysis) of Parks Canada’s 
Environmental Impact Assessment Policy. 

The 2015 Site Guidelines provide guidance for specific design characteristics for new 
ski runs, and for improvements to existing ski runs. Examples include maximum ski run 
width, and the types of terrain modification that can be considered. While the focus of the 
LRP is on development of new ski trails and lifts, several of the existing ski runs require 
improvements for skier safety, and to facilitate more environmentally-friendly snowmaking 
and grooming practices. Examples of existing ski runs for which extensive improvements 
are required include the upper portion of the Meadowlark ski run; the Bobcat ski run in 
the Larch ski pod; and the upper portions of the Wiwaxy ski run which features a series 
of flats and steep noses which make its use by beginners (its target market) excessively 
challenging.
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Through the planning exercise a series of alternatives for lifts, runs, and on-mountain 
facilities were explored, evaluated, and refined iteratively to arrive at a final preferred 
concept for the LLSA. Evaluation of each alternative considered the objectives for the LRP, 
and the priority areas identified through analysis of the existing ski area (see Chapters 6 
and 7). As such, the Preferred Concept represents the optimal configuration of the LLSA, 
respecting the 2015 Site Guidelines and providing a world-class destination ski experience. 
Construction methods, required equipment and access for lifts, ski runs, on-mountain 
facilities and required utilities are addressed in a series of specific guiding reports which 
are listed in Chapter 12.

The following section outlines project specific design objectives, considerations, and 
alternatives developed through the planning process. The projects have been grouped into 
the Planning Concept Areas established by Parks Canada. Greater detail and rationale for 
the preferred lift alignments and ski runs proposed in the Mountain Master Plan is provided 
in Section 8.2.3.

8.2.2.1 Ski Lifts

Area 2 (Whitehorn Mountain Frontside)

Sunny Side Learning Area

The existing Sunny Side Learning Area is adjacent to the Whisky Jack Base Area, with 
gentle slopes ideal as beginner ski terrain. It currently acts as a learn-to-ski and skills 
development area.

When exploring the potential to improve on the existing beginner ski experience within 
the Sunny Side ski pod, maintaining easy and quick access from the base area while 
responding to increased demand for beginner ski terrain were the critical factors. Proximity 
to the base area allows new skiers to access rentals and ski school services and limits 
travel distance for guests who are not used to walking in ski or snowboard boots, while 
additional skier capacity reduces on-slope crowding and lift lines which detract from the 
guest experience.

It was determined that the existing footprint of the Sunny Side Learning Area could fulfil 
both objectives with minimal alteration. The existing ski pod could be optimized through 
the addition and realignment of magic carpets, and a modest extension of the ski pod to 
allow for a new Sunny Side Chair. Constraining the proposed chair to the existing ski pod 
footprint was found to offer too little skiable vertical and ski run length and would fail to 
offer a sufficient increase in difficulty, relative to the magic carpets, to encourage skier skill 
progression.
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Eagle and Meadowlark Chairs

The priority for the frontside of Whitehorn Mountain was to develop additional ski terrain 
that catered to intermediate and advanced skiers by both providing access to underutilized 
areas and creating new ski runs. With the retirement of the old Eagle Chair, the ski terrain 
it served is underutilized and places extra demand on the Grizzly Express Gondola, 
contributing to longer lift lines and diminishing the guest experience. Further, the LLSA 
recognized the significant potential to develop all-weather ski terrain easily accessible 
from the Whisky Jack Base Area on the Whitehorn Frontside, ensuring a high-quality ski 
experience regardless of seasonal weather variations. Finally, the need to address the 
daily ‘pulse’ of skiers leaving the base area in the morning was identified as an important 
objective for this area.

As a result, the design process explored new or realigned lift alignments that would serve 
underutilized ski terrain, support the development all-weather ski runs, provide ‘out-of-base’ 
uphill skier capacity, and achieve balance between uphill and downhill skier capacity.

A second chair running in parallel the Grizzly Express Gondola was found to be suboptimal 
as the ski terrain at higher elevations is predominantly intermediate to advanced, while 
the lower elevations are largely low intermediate. This would discourage beginner and 
low intermediate skiers from using the lift as they would be forced onto more challenging 
terrain. Further, this option would effectively isolate the Whitehorn Lodge, and a lift 
mid-station that could provide access to the Lodge and beginner terrain would result in 
increased loading/unloading complexity and add significant costs to development. Finally, to 
maximize the ski terrain available in the area, lift alignments must diverge from the existing 
lift alignment.

The preferred concept for these pods, presented in Section 8.2.3, includes two lifts (Eagle 
Chair Replacement and Meadowlark Chair) that effectively create two ski pods, the first 
with advanced and expert terrain and the second with intermediate terrain. Importantly, 
both areas have the potential to provide extensive gladed ski terrain. The addition of the 
Meadowlark Chair (coupled with the Sunny Side Chair) also provides greater ‘out-of-base’ 
capacity to address the daily ‘pulse’ of skiers each morning.
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Upper and Lower Juniper Chairs

The design for the Upper and Lower Juniper Chairs arose from the desire to offer 
progressive adult low intermediate terrain in proximity to the base area, compensate for 
the lost uphill capacity with the removal of the Olympic Chair, and the need to link the base 
area to the summit ridge and associated ski terrain. The first would capitalize on excellent 
beginner and low intermediate ski terrain and create a second ‘step’ in skier progression, 
offering an intermediary ski area between the Sunny Side Learning Area and ski terrain 
found higher on the mountain. The second was triggered with the adjustment to the LLSA’s 
lease area, the seasonal use of the West Bowl, and the need to effectively incorporate the 
West Bowl ski terrain into the LLSA. Skier circulation, the spatial separation of beginner 
and advanced skiers, and the creation of beginner friendly (Lower) and advanced powder 
(Upper) ski experiences were priorities for these areas.

The specific objectives developed for the Upper and Lower Juniper areas included creating 
a faster and more direct link to the summit ridge and Summit Platter/Chair, allowing skiers 
in the West Bowl to return to the summit without having to ski down to the base area, 
providing access to the terrain formerly serviced by the Olympic Chair, and developing 
a beginner area adjacent to the base area as a complement to the Sunny Side Learning 
Area.

The design process examined the possibility of a single lift with mid-station, running 
from the base area to the summit ridge. As part of this, design efforts considered a lower 
terminal location in Parking Lot 4 and the Whisky Jack Base Area, as well as upper 
terminal locations on the flat areas below the summit ridge and on the ridge itself.

A single lift design with a mid-station would result in increased lift complexity, creating 
challenges for guests loading and unloading at the mid-station, in addition to significantly 
increasing costs. This directed the design to a two-lift configuration (i.e. Upper Juniper and 
Lower Juniper) with the upper terminal of the Lower Juniper Chair and the lower terminal 
of the Upper Juniper Chair located in proximity to facilitate easy skier circulation between 
the two. The location of these terminals was informed by the need to connect skiers exiting 
the West Bowl back to the summit ridge without having to return to the base area. This 
was effectively dictated by the boundary of the West Bowl License of Occupation and the 
skiway proposed to bring skiers back into the LLSA’s lease area.

Considering the placement of the other terminals, while locating the lower terminal of the 
Lower Juniper Chair in Parking Lot 4 would facilitate direct access for guests travelling 
to the summit ridge, these would likely only be experienced, expert skiers. Further, this 
placement would necessitate additional skier service buildings (e.g. ticket office) in the 
parking area and require guests to travel to the Whisky Jack Base Area to access ski 
rentals, ski school, and day care services, among others. As such, a lower terminal location 
in the Whisky Jack Base Area was determined to be the most effective design given the 
stated objectives. The upper terminal of the Upper Juniper Chair was ultimately located on 
the summit ridge as it provides improved skier circulation and access to the surrounding ski 
terrain relative to terminal sites below the ridge.
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Summit Platter/Chair

The Summit Platter offers access to the highest elevations at the LLSA, connecting skiers 
to back-bowl skiing. Through the LRP process the LLSA looked to increase uphill skier 
capacity to the summit area (currently underserved), provide direct access to ski runs in 
Boomerang Bowl and those proposed for West Bowl, while increasing the reliability of lift 
operation in the face of high winds that often impact the area.

To accomplish these objectives, two concepts were reviewed, one which followed the 
existing alignment but would see the platter replaced with a fixed grip chair, and a second 
that would also use a fixed grip double chair but be relocated to the lee side of Whitehorn 
Mountain (east of the summit ridge), with a higher upper terminal than the existing 
alignment and a lower terminal easily accessible from the Top-of-the-World Chair and 
proposed Upper Juniper Chair.

Review of the design options determined that a new alignment along the lee side of 
Whitehorn Mountain was most advantageous. It would reduce the number of lift closures 
due to high winds relative to the existing alignment, increase access to Boomerang and 
West Bowl, and connect with existing and proposed lifts, enhancing skier circulation.

Area 4 (Temple Area)

The Temple Lodge and surrounding ski runs (i.e. Temple Area) is one of the oldest 
destinations for skiers in Canada, let alone the LLSA. Through the LRP the LLSA sought 
to upgrade this area, recognizing that its high elevation would serve as an ideal alternative 
base area should the LLSA encounter warmer weather that would limit the usefulness of 
the Whisky Jack Base Area. The alternatives explored in the Temple Area were designed 
to support this goal and position the Temple Lodge as a complete, integrated, satellite base 
area.

Richardson’s Ridge Express

A chair on Richardson’s Ridge has been envisioned for more than 35 years, and while 
previously pursued by the LLSA, the project was never completed. Through the LRP the 
LLSA is committed to finally developing this ski area and opening up the diverse ski terrain 
found there. 
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The objectives for Richardson’s Ridge included, first, the need to offer access to the full 
range of ski terrain possible along the ridge (i.e. beginner, intermediate, advanced, and 
glades) while in turn optimizing skiable vertical and skiable area. Second, any lift alignment 
would have to respect prescribed setbacks from Pika and Corral Creeks, which run from 
the north and east towards the Temple Lodge. Finally, the ski terrain developed must be 
well-integrated into the existing and proposed ski pods and on-mountain facilities to avoid 
becoming an isolated and underused ski pod.

The nature of the landscape in the Richardson’s Ridge area constrained and effectively 
determined the proposed lift alignment. The need to service beginner, intermediate, and 
advanced ski terrain determined the location of the upper terminal along the ridge, and the 
shape and ‘flow’ of the ski terrain and the natural low point to which skiers would travel, 
along with the prescribed setbacks from the creeks, effectively located the lower terminal 
location.

Prunepicker Connector

A people mover is needed to link the Richardson’s Ridge Express to the Temple Lodge and 
Larch Express and ensure effective skier circulation through the Temple Area. The lower 
terminus of the lift must be near the Temple Lodge to limit travel distance, and the upper 
terminus must be located at an elevation that allows guests to ski down to the Richardson’s 
Ridge Express. Due to these requirements, and the extent of the LLSA’s lease area 
boundary, only one alignment for the Prunepicker Connector is suitable for development 
and alternatives were not explored.

A dedicated connector lift linking the Temple Lodge with Richardson’s Ridge Express was 
selected over use of the Temple Carpet to ensure adequate skier circulation and eliminate 
the potential for conflict between intermediate / advanced skiers and novice skiers.  

For optimal use of the Richardson’s Ridge ski pod, the uphill capacity of the lift connecting 
guests from the Temple Lodge to the Richardson’s Ridge Express must have sufficient 
capacity to accommodate skiers returning from ski terrain on Richardson’s Ridge and 
Pika Bowl, and those skiers arriving from the Temple area.  A lift suitable only for beginner 
skiers, such as the Temple Carpet, would not be able to achieve this required uphill 
capacity. Further, this option would require intermediate and advanced skiers to use the 
same terrain as beginner skiers, which increases the likelihood in skier conflict stemming 
from different speeds, skier predictability, and acceptable densities. Finally, intermediate 
and advanced skiers will have a negative perception of riding a surface lift, such as a 
carpet, degrading their skiing experience.
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8.2.2.2 Ski Runs

Ski run alignments are largely determined by the characteristics of the landscape. They are 
shaped by topology of the land, geology, drainage, and ecological concerns.

Ski run development is pursued from the scale of a ski pod, wherein ski runs originate near 
the upper terminal of a lift and return the lower terminal of that lift. Ski runs within these 
pods are designed to maintain a near constant grade consistent with one of the skier skill 
classes (e.g. beginner, intermediate, and advanced), and this need largely dictates ski run 
alignments. The size and composition of ski run development within a ski pod is scaled to 
be in balance with the uphill capacity of the associated lift and aligned with the breakdown 
of the skier marketplace by skill class (Sec. 6.1.5). The intent is to minimize wait times at 
the lifts and crowding on the ski runs. Given the requirements listed above, the ski run 
alternatives explored respond to and reflect the lift alignments proposed.

Skiways

The 2015 Site Guidelines identify the need to improve the capacity and safety of three 
alpine skiways (traverses that move skiers across a mountain slope) that provide easier 
ways downhill for skiers of lower skills levels descending through steeper, upper mountain 
terrain.  Three such skiways descend from the Whitehorn summit ridge, which is also 
the site of the upper terminals of the existing Top-of-the-World express chairlift and the 
proposed Upper Juniper chairlift. The Sunset Terrace and Home Run skiways allow skiers 
to traverse their way downhill on Whitehorn Mountain frontside, while the Wounded Knee 
skiway provides similar access to the floor of Pika Back Bowl. The Wounded Knee skiway 
was originally built as a bulldozed ‘cat tracks’ in an era when less emphasis was placed on 
conservation values. In contrast, the Sunset Terrace and Home Run skiways were created 
with snow fencing supported by bamboo and other poles.

These skiways have become central to the ski area’s overall design and use but must be 
upgraded to improve safety and their capacity, and to allow grooming by snow cats. Based 
on the substantial environmental improvements which are a core component of the first 
Long-Range Plan, and contingent on an approved design and Detailed Impact Analysis, 
Parks Canada has given approval to their re-development, which can proceed in advance 
of Long-Range Plan approval.

Two other skiways are specifically included within the scope of the first LRP. Both are 
located within the Subalpine Life Zone allowing tree clearing and moderate terrain 
modification. The expected outcome for skiways is that they will provide safe skier egress 
for skiers using West Bowl and the portion of the northeast facing slopes of Richardson’s 
Ridge that will be developed for gladed skiing. They have been designed to allow snow-
surface maintenance by snow cat and fast access for ski patrol using snowmobiles towing 
evacuation sleds and equipment. The West Bowl Skiway, and the Richardson’s Ridge 
portion of the Hidden Bowl / Corral Creek skiway will be developed during the LRP.
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Figure 8-3. Proposed Ski Pods

Several existing ski trails that provide key connections for beginner and intermediate 
skiers between lifts and ski runs require improvements that involve less extensive terrain 
modification. Examples include connections between the top of the Ptarmigan Chairlift and 
the Pika ski run; from the Pika ski run to the base of the Paradise Chairlift; and the Pika-
Boo connector from Paradise base to the original Ptarmigan run. These improvements will 
be advanced for Parks Canada approval using the project development provisions of the 
2006 National Park Ski Area Management Guidelines.

8.2.3 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AREAS

Following more detailed analysis and a review of the potential concepts with the LLSA team 
(captured in Sec. 8.2.2), BHA refined the preferred concepts for each Planning Concept 
Area, finalizing the proposed ski lift and ski run alignments. The proposed projects result 
in 5 ski pods, or partial pods, of additional ski terrain combined with infill and upgrade of 
existing ski pods (Fig. 8-3). These refined concepts are presented below, grouped by the 
Planning Concept Areas established by Parks Canada. Area 1, the Whisky Jack Base 
Area, is covered in Section 8.4.

Proposals for the Long-Range Plan:

• Area 2: Whitehorn Mountain Frontside
 ◦ Upgrades and Infill
 ◦ Juniper
 ◦ Meadowlark
 ◦ Eagle Chair
 ◦ Sunny Side Learning Area

• Area 4: Temple Area
 ◦ Temple Area Expansion

• Area 5: West Bowl
 ◦ West Bowl

Within the 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines the replacement, upgrade and 
realignment of existing lifts and development of new lifts can be considered within the 
LLSA’s existing Developed Area and can be pursued outside the LRP. With the intent 
of ensuring a high-quality guest experience, as the LLSA pursues the developments 
described below, it will also monitor and where necessary make improvements to existing 
ski lifts within its Developed Area. All improvements will preserve ecosystem function and 
respect the Growth Limits stipulated in the 2015 Site Guidelines and referenced throughout 
this LRP.
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Figure 8-4. Area 2: Whitehorn Mountain Front Side

Area 2: Whitehorn Mountain Frontside
See Figure 8-4

Upgrades and Infill:

Several improvements to skier movement and circulation can be realized through the re-
alignment and upgrade of the LLSA’s existing lift infrastructure. As part of this effort, the 
Glacier Chair and Grizzly Express Gondola will receive upgrades to increase their Uphill 
CCC. These improvements will help to address the LLSA’s limited ‘out-of-base’ capacity, 
more effectively transporting skiers to the higher areas of the mountain and reducing lift 
lines that can degrade the guest experience.

In addition to the Glacier and Grizzly Express upgrades, the Summit Platter will be replaced 
by the Summit Chair and relocated to the lee side of Whitehorn Mountain. This will increase 
Uphill CCC to the highest elevations of the LLSA, improve reliability during high wind 
periods, provide a direct link to ski terrain in Boomerang and West Bowls, and improve 
skier circulation. In concert with the development of the Juniper Chairs, the upgraded 
Summit Chair will achieve greater balance between uphill and downhill capacity in the high 
alpine.

Juniper:

The proposed new Juniper pods consists of the Juniper Learning Area and Lower Juniper 
Chair, and the Upper Juniper Chair. The Lower and Upper Juniper Chairs form a link from 
the base area up to Eagle Ridge and run just west of the decommissioned Olympic Chair. 
The Juniper Learning Area, located adjacent to the base area and beneath the Lower 
Juniper Chair, will contain 4 to 6 magic carpets* and feature as the LLSA’s adult learning 
area.

The Lower Juniper Chair will provide longer and more challenging beginner and 
intermediate trails for adults learning to ski or those that have progressed from the Sunny 
Side Learning Area on the east side of the base area. The proximity of these beginner 
slopes to the base area make them accessible for beginner skiers, allowing for more 
frequent rests, and easier access to the skier services (e.g. rentals, lessons) located in 
base area. Further, the development of the Lower Juniper Chair will increase ‘out-of-base’ 
capacity, allowing guests to make their way up the mountain more easily during busy 
periods. A thorough description of the Juniper Learning Area and its relationship with base 
area amenities is contained in Section 8.4, the Whisky Jack Base Area Plan.

The Upper Juniper and Summit Chairs will act as an important link to the higher elevations 
of Eagle Ridge and to the access point into Boomerang and West Bowl terrain (see Area 5: 
West Bowl). The Upper Juniper Chair will access some of the terrain currently serviced by 
the Summit Platter, bringing the uphill and downhill CCC of the area into better alignment.

*The number of magic carpets in the Juniper Learning Area may range from 4 to 6. The optimal number of 
magic carpets for the Juniper Learning Area will be established at a future point in time based on a variety 
of factors but the ski pod will not exceed the skier capacity detailed in Table 8-3. The Mountain Master Plan 
includes 5 magic carpets in its figures and tables, but this is only to illustrate the preferred mountain concept 
and guide the reader through the calculation of skier capacity.
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Figure 8-4a. Area 2: Whitehorn Mountain Front Side - Meadowlark Options
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Sunny Side Chair

Sunny Side Chair (Alternate)

Meadowlark:

The alignment for the proposed Meadowlark Chair is located adjacent to the existing 
Meadowlark ski run, just to the south of, and roughly parallel to the Grizzly Express 
Gondola.  Alternatives for final alignment, and location of the lower terminal have been 
identified and are illustrated on Figure 8-4a. The Meadowlark lift will provide access to the 
existing Meadowlark ski run; to two ‘parallel’ ski runs that will be developed, one on each 
side of the existing Meadowlark ski run; and access to Whitehorn Lodge and the lower 
terminal of the proposed Eagle Replacement chairlift.  

The design for these new ski runs will address concerns for visibility, while also responding 
to ecological (wildlife habitat and vegetation) imperatives, fire management and other safety 
imperatives.  The lower terminal of the proposed Meadowlark lift will be situated at one of 
four alternative sites; one in the Whisky Jack Base Area and three others located further 
upslope.  The three higher-elevation alternative sites would permit skiers using ski terrain 
in the Meadowlark ski pod to return to their chosen ski terrain without the need to descend 
to the busy Whisky Jack Base Area.  To access the upslope sites from the Whisky Jack 
Base Area, skiers would first ride the Sunny Side Chair which would be developed as a 
high-speed, detachable lift to provide sufficient ‘out-of-base’ capacity while allowing for 
easy loading/unloading, ensuring a pleasant experience for both beginner skiers and those 
travelling to higher ski terrain.  

The addition of the Meadowlark Chair and the replacement of the Eagle Chair would 
provide greater uphill capacity to the existing Grizzly Express Gondola ski pod, which is 
currently underserved by the Gondola (see Table 6-2), and further increase the LLSA’s ‘out-
of-base’ capacity.

The design of the new parallel Meadowlark ski runs will factor in the standards 
established by the Féderation Internationale de Ski (F.I.S.) for Giant Slalom, Slalom and 
Ski or Board Cross ski races.  The new Meadowlark chairlift will also provide skiers 
access to the proposed Upper Eagle chairlift, which is a replacement for the Eagle 
chairlift, decommissioned in 2004 when the Base Area Grizzly Gondola was upgraded.  
Proposals to replace existing lifts can be submitted under the terms of the 2006 Ski Area 
Management Guidelines.



Figure 8-4a. Area 2: Whitehorn Mountain Front Side - Meadowlark Options
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Figure 8-4b. Sunny Side Chair - Alternatives
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Figure 8-4b. Sunny Side Chair - Alternatives

Eagle Chair (Replacement):

To fully address the unbalanced uphill and downhill CCC of the Grizzly Express Gondola 
and provide an alternate route to reach the Eagle Ridge Lodge, a new Eagle Chair, 
replacing the former Eagle Chair that has been removed, will be installed linking the 
Whitehorn Lodge to the proposed Eagle Ridge Lodge near the upper terminus of the 
Gondola. This will provide greater access to the ski trails in the existing Gondola pod, 
resulting in greater balance between uphill and downhill capacities.

Sunny Side Learning Area:

The Sunny Side Learning Area will replace the existing learning area, which resides 
immediately east of the base area. In its place will be re-aligned and upgraded magic 
carpets, and the Sunny Side Chair for those ready for longer, more challenging ski runs. 
Much like the Juniper Learning Area, the proximity of this area to base area will provide 
beginners easy access to skier services and a more enjoyable learning experience.

Two potential alignments for the Sunny Side Chair are presented in Figure 8-4b. They 
are planned to work in coordination with the Meadowlark Chair, transporting intermediate 
to advanced skiers beyond the Sunny Side Learning Area and allowing those skiers to 
access and ski within the Meadowlark ski pod without having to ski back through the 
Learning Area. Regardless of the chosen alignment the Sunny Side Chair would be a 
detachable high-speed quad chair, offering easy loading and unloading for beginner skiers 
while still providing a short ride time suitable for intermediate to advanced skiers. In this 
way, the chair would meet the expectations and requirements of all segments of the skier 
marketplace.

To ensure continued public access the backcountry beyond LLSA’s LOC, the ski area will 
install a barrier (e.g. fence) at the Fish Creek parking lot that will deter LLSA guests from 
using it as a day-use staging area (Fig. 8-4b). The intent of the barrier is to make it very 
difficult for LLSA guests to access the Whisky Jack Base Area, thereby dissuading use of 
the Fish Creek parking lot by LLSA guests and encouraging them to use the parking lots 
in the Whisky Jack Base Area. The barrier will incorporate a mountain operations gate 
required for mountain maintenance and grooming but it will remain locked when not in use 
by LLSA mountain operations staff. Signage at the entrance to the Fish Creek access road 
will confirm that the Fish Creek parking lot provides year-round access for visitors engaging 
in hiking, skiing or mountaineering in backcountry areas beyond Temple Lodge.  If the Fish 
Creek parking lot is full, visitors are welcome to use the ski area’s main parking lots. The 
final alignment, design, and materials used will be determined by PCA and LLSA during the 
Project Development stage for the Meadowlark and Sunny Side Chairs.

Further description of the proposed Sunny Side Learning Area, its structure and the desired 
experience, are contained in Section 8.4, the Whisky Jack Base Area Plan.
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Figure 8-5. Area 4: Temple Area
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Figure 8-5. Area 4: Temple Area

Area 4: Temple Area
See Figure 8-5

Temple Area Improvements:

Currently, the Temple area is comprised of the Ptarmigan and Larch Express Chairs, 
and acts as an access corridor for those returning from Pika Bowl or backcountry skiers 
travelling to Hidden Bowl and beyond. Added to this mix will be the Richardson’s Ridge 
Express, located north of Temple Lodge, and the Temple Carpet, immediately east of the 
Temple Lodge. The development of the Richardson’s Ridge Express will add an even mix 
of beginner, intermediate, and advanced terrain to the LLSA’s offering. It is rare to find 
terrain that is so well balanced with the skier marketplace contained within a single pod. 
Complementing and critical to the development of the Richardson’s Ridge Express, the 
Prunepicker Connector will be a people mover transporting guests quickly and directly 
from the popular and expanded Temple Lodge to the Richardson’s Ridge Express. The 
Prunepicker Connector has limited ski / play terrain associated with it but is designed to 
facilitate skier movement through the Temple Area.

To round out the offering in the Temple Area, a children’s snow play area with one or two 
magic carpets will be developed on previously cleared slopes adjacent to the Lodge. The 
Temple snow play area represents the recovery of slopes that were originally developed as 
ski terrain in the decades prior to the 1950’s. These slopes have become overgrown due 
to disuse but will be cleared to re-establish a small beginner ski and snowplay area easily 
accessible from the Temple Lodge. The proposed development is confined to previously 
developed ski terrain.

In addition to the proposed development of Richardson’s Ridge, the Prunepicker Connector, 
and the Temple snowplay area, the LLSA will look to improve and increase the capacity of 
the Ptarmigan Chair. The Ptarmigan Chair is a vital connection between the Temple Area 
and the frontside of Whitehorn Mountain and offers access to higher alpine terrain. With the 
addition of the Eagle Ridge Day Lodge, and subsequent increase in guest use of that area, 
the capacity of the Ptarmigan Chair will need to be increased. As noted above, replacement 
and upgrades to existing lifts are permitted under the 2006 Ski Area Management 
Guidelines.



Figure 8-6. Area 5: West Bowl
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Figure 8-6. Area 5: West Bowl

Area 5: West Bowl
See Figure 8-6

West Bowl:

Opening the West Bowl to seasonal winter use will add 173 hectares of advanced terrain to 
the LLSA’s offering within bounds. Envisioned as an open bowl, with minimal tree removal 
and grooming, West Bowl will offer upper intermediate and advanced skiers an ‘in-bounds’ 
backcountry experience. Rather than well-defined ski trails, the West Bowl will feature open 
bowls with ski ‘routes’ provided to orientate guests, ski patrol, and mountain operations.

The ski routes in West Bowl will be managed in part through the Avalanche Control Plan 
(Sec. 8.6.1) and ski route development will employ the LLSA Glading approach (Sec. 8.2.4).

Skiers will access the West Bowl by way of a short hike-in route that originates near the 
upper terminal of the Summit Chair. The required hike-in will act to impress upon skiers 
the nature of the terrain, working to ensure that skiers are informed that the area is used 
primarily by advanced and expert skiers. Egress from the West Bowl will be by way of a 
skiway that will connect skiers to the lower terminal of the proposed Upper Juniper Chair, 
allowing quick, continued access to the West Bowl ski terrain.
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Figure 8-7a. Glading Diagram

Figure 8-7b. Gladed Trail - Visualization

8.2.4 PROPOSED GLADED TERRAIN

Through the LRP, gladed skiing on the mountain will grow from the current 94.6 hectares 
to 154.1 hectares. The alignment and location of the proposed gladed ski terrain has been 
developed to respond to both ski terrain opportunities, by forest stand history, an effort to 
preserve sensitive ecosystems and important habitat, and “FireSmart” forest management 
practices. Greater detail on glading and thinning development and management is provided 
in Vegetation and Ski Run Management Strategy (Sec. 12.1.3).

Glading will be accomplished using a feathering technique from the ski run edges. As 
illustrated in Figures 8-7a and 8-7b, the typical layout would see a gladed edge moving into 
the trees from the clear cut of the ski trail. The tree spacing initially would be wide (5 to 
7 metres) to minimize the risk of skiers being hit by other skiers emerging from the trees. 
Progressively, the glading has closer spacing down to a minimum of 2 metres. The lower 
branches of gladed trees should also be limbed to a height of 3 metres above the maximum 
snow depth depending on tree species, for skier safety purposes.

Feathering ski trail edges is beneficial from both an environmental as well as an outdoor 
recreational point of view. Feathering forest edges by thinning encourages a brushy 
transition zone between the opening and the denser stand, which promotes food growth 
and improved wildlife habitat. In addition, the feathered edge protects against wind blow 
down and provides better visual quality across the forest stand.



Figure 8-8. Proposed Glading Plan
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Another added benefit of glading is the potential reduction in fuel loads for wildfires, as 
glading activities remove low branches as well as reduce total canopy cover. Feathering of 
hard edges along newly cut ski runs could also act as a beneficial fire break and possibly 
further reduce the total forest fire fuel load in the ski area. Gladed and feathered areas are 
cleared of woody debris left over from the process, which could result in a net reduction of 
forest fire fuel, and, along with fire management efforts, possibly act as a safeguard against 
future forest fires spreading across the ski area and reaching ski area infrastructure. 
Despite this potential benefit, glading does not replace a proper fire management strategy, 
but instead will be incorporated into the LLSA’s FireSmart forest management practices 
(Sec. 12.1.6).

From a recreational point of view, feathering the edges of ski trails provides an excellent 
skills development opportunity by making a semi-gladed transition zone between the fully 
cut ski run and the denser gladed areas in between runs. Overall, feathering the edges of 
runs and glading in between runs will provide great adventure terrain for all ability levels 
and encourage all ability levels to progress to new levels of enjoyment. The Proposed 
Glading Plan (Fig. 8-8) outlines the glading potential over the existing and proposed terrain.
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Table 8-1. Proposed Ski Terrain by Skier Category

Downhill Capacity by Skill Class
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Glacier Express Quad 0 0 1,144 194 89 0 1,427
Grizzly Express Gondola 0 0 0 375 238 0 613
Top-of-the-World Express 0 0 629 115 245 0 990
Summit Lift (West Bowl) 0 0 0 202 666 342 1,210
Paradise Triple Chair 0 192 0 115 448 239 995
Ptarmigan Quad Chair 0 333 0 72 122 59 586
Larch Express 0 117 299 288 96 37 837
Meadowlark Express 0 0 0 311 74 0 385
Richardson’s Ridge Express 0 0 138 260 154 0 552
Lower Juniper 27 374 0 97 0 0 497
Upper Juniper 0 0 21 215 137 41 414
Eagle Ridge Replacement 0 0 0 225 141 0 367
Magic Carpet 1 30 0 0 0 0 0 30
Magic Carpet 2 45 0 0 0 0 0 45
Magic Carpet 3 30 0 0 0 0 0 30
Magic Carpet 4 55 0 0 0 0 0 55
Magic Carpet 5 30 0 0 0 0 0 30
Magic Carpet 6 30 0 0 0 0 0 30
Magic Carpet 7 55 0 0 0 0 0 55
Magic Carpet 8 30 0 0 0 0 0 30
Magic Carpet 9 45 0 0 0 0 0 45
Sunny Side Chair 125 0 0 0 0 0 125
TOTAL 502 1,015 2,232 2,469 2,410 718 9,346

The Prunepicker Connector is a people mover with no associated ski terrain

8.2.5 PROPOSED SKI TRAIL DEVELOPMENT

The proposed expansion of lifts and ski trails at the LLSA will see the realignment of some 
of the existing terrain use plus the addition of new ski pods. The existing 551 hectares of 
developed ski terrain (i.e. trails, gladed areas, and open bowls) will be expanded to over 
900 hectares through the LRP. The Proposed Ski Terrain by Skier Category (Table 8-1) 
illustrates the Downhill Comfortable Carrying Capacities for each ski pod by skier skill 
classification. As proposed, through the LRP the LLSA would improve and expand its 
existing ski terrain to comfortably accommodate 9,346 skiers at one time.
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Chart 8-1. Proposed Terrain Distribution
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8.2.6 PROPOSED TERRAIN DISTRIBUTION

The design of the ski trails was carefully planned to ensure that proposed development 
of the ski terrain more closely approximates the distribution of the skier marketplace. 
Terrain distribution assessments are a valuable tool to ensure that currently accepted 
market segmentation is represented in the ski trail offerings. Chart 8-1 illustrates the 
overall distribution assessment as it relates to the proposed conditions at the LLSA. It 
also compares the proposed distribution to the existing and market distribution. This 
demonstrates that the proposed trail development provides a much more balanced product 
than what is currently offered.
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8.2.7 PROPOSED SKI LIFT INVENTORY

Directly related to the goal of balancing the skier skill class distribution with the market 
distribution, the downhill capacity of the ski terrain needs to be in balance with the uphill 
capacity of the ski lifts. To achieve this, the Mountain Master Plan must also anticipate 
skier movement and circulation patterns over the course of the ski day. This involves 
detailed disbursement modelling and staging analysis undertaken to account for skiers on 
the slopes, on the lifts, in the lift lines and in support facilities. From this, the appropriate 
capacity of uphill infrastructure is determined.

The CCC for each of the proposed lifts is calculated by considering the vertical serviced; 
the capacity of the lift; the hours of operation; the lift loading efficiency; access reduction 
and; the vertical demand (as determined by the type of skiers using the lift). As the existing 
lifts have been impacted, removed or realigned, their CCC has been recalculated and 
included. The cumulative CCC for each lift yields the total Uphill CCC for the ski area. 
Ideally, this uphill capacity of the lifts should match the downhill capacity of the trails. 
Generally, depending on weather and snow conditions, 40% of the total CCC will be 
actively skiing, 25% will be on the lifts, 10% will be waiting in lift queues, and the remaining 
3% to 4% of skiers are rated as passive and will be using the skier service facilities and 
amenities.

Experience indicates that guests at the LLSA are not evenly distributed across the ski 
area at the start and finish of each ski day. Many skiers arrive at the Whisky Jack Base 
Area in time for the opening of the ski area’s chairlifts. On busy days, a base area ‘skier 
jam’ is created for guests seeking to purchase tickets, acquire rental equipment, and catch 
whichever chair takes them to their preferred ski terrain in a relatively short period of time, 
often lasting less than an hour. Once this initial ‘pulse’ has moved from the base area and 
skiers are distributed throughout the LLSA’s considerable terrain, the base area may remain 
busy, but much more comfortably so.  The reverse is experienced when the ski day ends. 
After their last run, many skiers head directly to their vehicles and buses creating a mini-
traffic jam as vehicles from the large parking lots funnel down to a single lane on Whitehorn 
Drive. These pulses are normal, but each has been the subject of intense scrutiny during 
this planning process as efforts have been made to reduce morning base area and 
afternoon parking lot congestion.

The proposed ski lift system has been planned to be in balance with the downhill capacity 
of the ski trail network but also recognizes the use patterns and circulation of skiers across 
the ski area throughout the day, and the desired ski experience. Table 8-2 illustrates the 
specific characteristics, capacities, and design parameters for each of the existing and 
proposed ski lifts.
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Table 8-2. Proposed Ski Lift Inventory
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Uphill 
CCC

Glacier 
Express Quad D6C 449 1,856 25% 2,400 2,200 3,951 90% 7 9% 1,437

Grizzly 
Express 
Gondola

G 727 2,874 26% 3,000 2,000 5,099 90% 7 13% 1,558

Top-of-the-
World 6-Pack 
Express

D4C 412 1,152 39% 2,800 2,200 4,818 90% 7 0% 1,185

Summit Chair 4C 143 1,081 40% 2,400 2,200 8,104 90% 7 4% 235
Paradise 
Triple Chair 3C 396 1,079 40% 1,800 1,700 6,939 90% 7 25% 459

Ptarmigan 
Quad Chair 4C 401 979 46% 2,400 1,100 4,741 90% 7 0% 586

Larch Express 4C 373 1,443 27% 2,400 1,800 4,550 80% 7 0% 826
Meadowlark 
Express D4C 546 1,838 34% 2,400 1,000 5,480 90% 7 9% 571

Richardson’s 
Ridge 
Express

D4C 284 1,374 21% 2,400 1,600 5,323 90% 7 0% 538

Lower Juniper D4C 250 1,169 22% 2,400 1,800 4,274 80% 7 12% 519
Upper Juniper D4C 602 1,708 37% 2,400 1,200 6,863 90% 7 7% 620
Eagle Ridge 
Replacement D4C 410 1,315 33% 2,400 1,000 6,123 90% 7 0% 422

MC9 Car 7 87 8% 1,100 600 1,000 80% 7 0% 24
MC8 Car 4 52 7% 1,100 600 1,000 80% 7 0% 13
MC7 Car 7 120 13% 1,100 600 1,000 80% 7 0% 24
MC6 Car 10 61 7% 1,100 600 1,000 80% 7 0% 34
MC5 Car 5 60 8% 1,100 600 1,000 80% 7 0% 16
MC4 Car 11 110 11% 1,100 600 1,000 80% 7 0% 37
MC3 Car 5 79 13% 1,100 600 1,000 80% 7 0% 17
MC2 Car 17 95 11% 1,100 600 1,000 80% 7 0% 57
MC1 Car 7 40 11% 1,100 600 1,000 80% 7 0% 24
Sunny Side 
Chair D4C 58 583 11% 2,400 600 1,000 80% 7 14% 168

Total 9,369
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Chart 8-2. Lift Balance Assessment

Table 8-3. Lift Balance Assessment
Lift Name Uphill CCC Downhill CCC
Glacier Express Quad 1,437 1,427
Grizzly Express Gondola 1,558 613
Top-of-the-World 6-Pack Express 1,185 990
Summit Chair 235 1,210
Paradise Triple Chair 459 995
Ptarmigan Quad Chair 586 586
Larch Express 826 837
Meadowlark Express 571 385
Richardson’s Ridge Express 538 552
Lower Juniper 519 497
Upper Juniper 620 414
Eagle Ridge Replacement 422 367
Magic Carpets 245 350
Sunny Side Chair 168 125
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8.2.8 LIFT BALANCE ASSESSMENT OF PROPOSED SKI TERRAIN

The following summary demonstrates the balance between the proposed capacity of the 
lift infrastructure and the capacity of the associated trails (Table 8-3 and Chart 8-2), while 
providing sufficient capacity to address the ‘pulses’ of skiers, skier circulation, and the 
desired ski experience at the LLSA (see Sec. 8.2.6).
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As noted, while generally the intent is to create balanced ski pods, to facilitate effective 
guest circulation and the desired ski experience imbalances in uphill and downhill capacity 
are sometimes necessary. Looking at the proposed lift balance assessment for the LLSA, 
the Grizzly Express Gondola and Eagle Ridge replacement lift have greater Uphill CCC. 
This is to address skier ‘pulses’ and recognizes that these lifts act to distribute skiers to 
other areas or focal points in the LLSA, pre-emptively addressing the possibility of ‘bottle-
necks’. In contrast, the proposed Summit Chair and the existing Paradise Triple Chair have 
greater Downhill CCC. This results from the extensive advanced and expert ski terrain 
in the back bowls and proposed addition of the West Bowl ski terrain. The imbalance 
in uphill and downhill capacity results from the intent to maintain this terrain as a low-
density, powder-oriented ski experience, where ‘fresh tracks’ are available all day. In these 
instances, a balanced ski pod would lead to a degraded guest experience and harm the 
LLSA’s reputation.

8.2.9 COMFORTABLE CARRYING CAPACITY

As noted previously (Sec 6.1.6), Comfortable Carrying Capacity (CCC) is a measure of the 
optimum number of skiers who can utilize the ski area at one time while being guaranteed a 
pleasant outdoor sport and recreation experience without causing a decline in the quality of 
the physical or sociological environment.

Based on the proposed lift configuration, the uphill capacity of the proposed and existing 
lifts is 9,369 skiers in the LRP. As the uphill capacity of the lifts (9,369) surpasses the 
corresponding downhill capacity of the trails (9,346), the CCC of the LLSA’s facilities is set 
at 9,346 skiers at one time.

8.2.10 OTHER WINTER ACTIVITIES

To ensure a positive guest experience that remains within the physical and sociological 
constraints of the ski area, consideration must extend to those guests participating in non-
skiing winter activities or enjoying base area amenities. Further, as the ski terrain offerings 
expand through LRP it is anticipated that the non-ski opportunities at the LLSA will likewise 
see an increase in participation. In developing the Mountain Master Plan for the LLSA, 
these additional guests must be added to the Comfortable Carrying Capacity to arrive at 
the Balanced Ski Area Capacity (BSAC) of the LLSA for the LRP. The projected increases 
in participation are detailed below.
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8.2.10.1 Sightseeing

The stunning natural beauty of the Rocky Mountains and Banff National Park are a 
continuous draw for locals and international visitors alike. The Gondola and addition of 
the Eagle Ridge Day Lodge (see Sec. 8.5.1) will provide an ideal combination for visitors 
looking for amazing views without hours of trekking. At similar destination ski areas in 
Western Canada, winter sightseeing has become the largest non-ski activity amongst 
guests. It is anticipated that winter sightseeing at the LLSA will grow to attract as many as 
500 guests per ski season day for the LRP.

8.2.10.2 Tubing

The Sunny Side Tube Park, located adjacent to the base area, allows those not familiar 
with or equipped for, skiing or those looking for other winter sports, an accessible, family-
friendly winter experience. With the improvements proposed by Ecosign (Sec. 8.4), addition 
of a magic carpet specifically for the Tubing Park, and the growth of winter visitation to 
Banff National Park, the Sunny Tube Park is expected to grow in popularity. Tubing is 
anticipated to draw as many as 220 guests on peak days during the LRP.

8.2.10.3 Backcountry Skiing and Touring

As noted in Section 6.1.8, the bowls and slopes immediately beyond the LLSA’s boundary 
offer some of the best backcountry skiing and ski touring in the Rocky Mountains and have 
long been a very popular destination for Banff National Park visitors. However, while LLSA 
ticket holders can use the alpine lift system and ski runs to facilitate access to backcountry 
trails and Skoki Lodge, the ski area does not actively promote its lifts to access backcountry 
areas. The LLSA has and will continue to work with Parks Canada and backcountry users 
to protect adjacent backcountry areas.

Looking to backcountry use throughout the LRP, ticket holders will continue to be able to 
use the ski area’s lifts to assist them gain access to cross-country ski trails that extend 
into the Slate Range, including to Skoki Lodge which is operated by the LLSA. Further, 
Yamnuska Mountain Adventures, a local guiding company, will continue to use the ski 
area’s lift system to take small groups into backcountry areas where they provide avalanche 
safety and backcountry touring certification training. While the LLSA will not actively 
promote its facilities as a means to gain access to backcountry areas beyond its boundary, 
it is estimated that as many as 50 guests per day will purchase tickets or use season 
passes to assist them gain access to ski terrain beyond the ski area’s boundaries.
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8.2.10.4 Snowshoeing

The Lake Louise Ski Area currently offers guided snowshoeing adventures that range from 
short, scenic trips based from existing lifts, to all day, full mountain treks that explore the 
Lake Louise Ski Area from valley to mountain peaks, from the Whisky Jack Base Area to 
Temple Lodge. These guided tours all have a distinct focus on generating an appreciation 
for the value of protecting and conserving National Park heritage resources. The 
opportunity to expand guided snowshoeing to other areas within the ski area’s boundary 
will be explored in conjunction with the expansion of Temple Lodge, and the development 
of the Richardson’s Ridge Express and Prunepicker Connector. Guided snowshoeing trips 
are expected to attract 100 guests to the LLSA.

8.2.10.5 Snowplay

Snowplay is the free and unstructured enjoyment of a winter, mountain setting. This can 
include horse drawn sleighs, winter festivals, such as Winterstart, skating, ice climbing, 
or simply time spent exploring all the base area has to offer. Snowplay programs will be 
largely created for children including those staying at the day care facility, and families who 
do not all participate in skiing. The number of visitors enjoying snowplay activities at the 
LLSA is expected to increase to 100 guests at one time.

8.2.10.6 Passive Guests

In addition to active visitors, non-participating guests must be considered when determining 
the overall capacity of a ski area. This includes drivers, parents, siblings, and grandparents 
who will not participate in an on-mountain recreation activity but will still utilize the ski 
area base area facilities. Typically, this number equates to another 10% to 25% guests at 
a regional destination ski area like the LLSA. Applying a conservative estimate (5%), this 
adds 400 passive guests to the LLSA through the LRP.
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8.2.11 SUMMER ACTIVITIES

While the LLSA is best known for providing a world-class skiing experience during the 
winter season, it is also well-positioned to use its existing (and proposed) facilities to offer 
National Park visitors panoramic views of the Upper Bow Valley and Canadian Rocky 
Mountains, including Lake Louise, through its Summer Sightseeing program.

The Lake Louise Summer Sightseeing Lift has been in operation since the installation of 
a Sedan Gondola in 1959 that transported visitors from a base station near the Trans-
Canada Highway to Whitehorn Lodge. The unique Sedan Gondola has been retired, but 
the tradition continues to this day with visitors transported to Whitehorn Lodge via gondolas 
and chairlifts based out of the ski area’s main Whisky Jack Base Area.

The Lake Louise Summer Sightseeing Lift continues to offer visitors a full-range of guest 
services with the added attraction of a comprehensive interpretation program which, since 
1995, has focused on the Park’s Grizzly Bears and Parks Canada’s mandate to protect 
ecosystem resources. The ski terrain on Whitehorn Mountain that attracts downhill skiers 
to the LLSA has become important summer habitat for Grizzly Bears, especially sows with 
cubs, as thick forests have ‘closed in’ most of the mountain slopes in the upper Bow Valley.  
Electric fences protect bears and visitors from direct encounters, allowing summer visitors 
the opportunity to see Grizzly Bears as they ride the sightseeing lift, and take part in guided 
interpretive walks and other events that introduce this iconic species. Additional information 
about the ski area’s programs for wildlife protection are presented in the ‘Wildlife Protection 
Strategy’, in Section 4.4 (Summary) and Section 12.1.1.

To further protect Grizzly Bears and their habitat at the LLSA, the 2015 Site Guidelines 
recognize that the relocation of the LLSA’s Summer Sightseeing program from Whitehorn 
Lodge to a new lodge at a higher elevation along Eagle Ridge would constitute a 
‘substantial environmental gain’ (Sec. 1.5), if development and operations address 
applicable environmental concerns. The shift to a new lift and lodge removes summer 
visitors from an area of high value for Grizzly Bears to one which is only occasionally used 
by the bears. Unlike the situation at Whitehorn Lodge, where visitors are restricted to a 
short system oif interpretive trails that are surrounded by electric fences, visitors to the new 
Eagle Ridge Day Lodge and Interpretive Centre, and its broader system of interpretive and 
hiking trails will see little evidence of electric fences.  The lodge itself will be designed with 
decks and pathways that are elevated to prevent wildlife entry, or enclosed in protective 
railings.  The longer trails will be managed in the same way that other backcountry trails are 
managed in Banff National Park.  As elsewhere in the park, all visitors to the Eagle Ridge 
Day Lodge and trail system will be made aware that they are visiting ‘bear country’, and 
advised about national park messages for their safety, and that of bears and other wildlife.
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This relocation represents a considerable investment by the ski area as construction in 
alpine environments is costly and must be carried out with considerable care to protect 
natural resources and to minimize visual intrusiveness. This investment will, however, be 
spread among summer and winter visitors, and the views and visitor experience on Eagle 
Ridge represent a significant improvement from those available at Whitehorn Lodge.

To take advantage of these opportunities, the LLSA will develop a range of summer 
interpretive programming at the new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge, accessed by the Grizzly 
Gondola. Summer guests will continue to be welcomed and staged at the Whisky Jack 
Base Area which offers extensive parking, restaurants, shops, bathrooms, day care and 
all-day shuttle connections to the Village and Lake Louise. A system of interpretive and 
recreational trails has been proposed along Eagle Ridge connecting adventurous visitors to 
the upper terminal of the Top-of-the-World chairlift and the proposed Juniper Warming Hut. 
It is expected that enhancements to the Summer Sightseeing Lift will attract an additional 
500 guests at one time by 2025.

It is important to note that the number of guests visiting the LLSA during the summer 
season is significantly below those visiting during the winter ski season. The ski area will 
open facilities designed and built for winter operations to support its summer program, and 
as such, the Balanced Ski Area Capacity at the LLSA will not be affected.
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Table 8-4. Balanced Ski Area Capacity
 Existing LRP

Comfortable Carrying Capacity 6,746 9,346
   

Additional Activities
Passive Guests (5%) 145 400

Sightseeing 100 500
Tube Park 200 220

Backcountry Tours 35 50
Snow Shoeing 50 100

Snowplay 50 100
Total Additional Guests 580 1,370

   
Balanced Ski Area Capacity 7,326 10,716

8.2.12 BALANCED SKI AREA CAPACITY

The capacity of the ski area’s various winter-season facilities and attractions define the 
size and scale of the LLSA. The primary winter visitor attractions at the LLSA are skiing 
and snowboarding. Winter outdoor sports including snowshoeing, tubing and a growing 
number of winter sightseers round out the winter recreation offering at the LLSA. While 
summer season visitation is increasing, it remains a fraction of winter visitation, uses a 
limited number of day lodge facilities and only one lift. As such, the effective Balanced Ski 
Area Capacity (BSAC) of the LLSA is the total capacity of the noted winter attractions plus 
passive guests. This results to a BSAC of approximately 10,716 visitors at one time (Table 
8-4).
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8.2.13 CONSTRUCTION METHODS, ACCESS AND OPERATIONS 
REQUIREMENTS

For all proposed lift developments and operations, the LLSA will apply industry standards 
(e.g. CSA Z-98 Code) as stipulated by Alberta Elevating Devices, Amusement Rides 
and Passenger Ropeways (AEDARSA) regulations. Further, the LLSA will observe the 
provisions of the 2008 Best Management Practices for National Parks Ski Areas. Where 
the required construction methods diverge from those detailed in the BMPs, detailed 
planning will take place during the Project Development (PD) stage of the 2006 National 
Park Ski Area Management Guidelines.

The following section provides general construction and operational practices proposed 
by the LLSA. Greater detail and lift-specific practices proposed by the LLSA are provided 
in Section 12.5. Of note, the practices noted below will be followed unless alternatives are 
specified in the project-specific details included in the Section 12.5.

8.2.13.1 Construction

The initial lift alignment survey will require a survey line cleared of all trees and shrubs (2-3 
m in width). Once established, trees and shrubs will be cleared to a width of 10-12 m and 
up to 20 m from the terminal locations, establishing the Lift Right-of-Way. These areas will 
be brushed and cleared regularly to ensure the safe operation of all lifts.

A variety of mechanized equipment will be used through the construction and continued 
operations of the lifts at the LLSA. All efforts will be made to utilize rubber-tired vehicles 
to the greatest degree possible, though excavators will have tracks unless otherwise 
specified. Wherever possible, rubber-tired machinery will be used in preference to 
helicopters in all areas of construction and operations. However, for certain tasks, such as 
lift tower installation, heavy lift helicopters will be required.

Construction staging for each lift will make use of the closest parking lot, or in the case of 
the Richardson’s Ridge Express and Prunepicker Connector, the Temple Lodge Day Area. 
Materials will be moved from the staging area to the site by rubber-tired transport and 
installed with the assistance of all-terrain mobile cranes.

Construction and operations will take place at different times between spring and fall each 
year. Removal of trees required for lift construction or maintenance will take place in the 
early spring when snow remains on the ground but prior to the arrival of nesting birds, or 
in early fall after nesting is completed. The foundations for lift terminals will be excavated, 
poured, and backfilled between July 1st and September 30th, and structural and mechanical 
installations for all lifts is expected to take place between August 1st and November 15th.
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8.2.13.2 Materials

Concrete will be used as the foundation for all lift towers and terminals and poured in place, 
while lift towers, terminals, chairs, and associated control systems will be constructed off-
site and assembled at the LLSA. All lifts will be equipped with a back-up power source, 
historically a diesel-powered motor, though modern battery technology will also be 
explored.

Timber removed as a result of construction or ongoing operations will be sorted into 
merchantable and non-merchantable timber. Non-merchantable timber will be chipped 
and stored onsite for future revegetation or transported offsite for recycling. If approved by 
Parks Canada, timber suitable for construction of the proposed day lodge facilities will be 
stored onsite for future use. Otherwise, merchantable timber will be turned over to Parks 
Canada. All other construction debris will be removed from the LLSA and sorted into 
recycling and garbage for proper disposal offsite.

8.2.13.3 Access

To ensure the safe operation and expedient construction of the proposed lifts, permanent 
service roads to each lower lift terminal will be required. Further, vehicular access to the 
upper terminal of each lift will also be required, either as a permanent or seasonal route.

Throughout construction and future operations, the LLSA will endeavour to utilize existing 
access roads to the greatest degree possible. Where new temporary and permanent 
access roads are required, they will be designed in collaboration with Parks Canada. All 
issues of access for construction and ongoing maintenance will be addressed with Parks 
Canada prior to construction.

8.2.13.4 Operations

Advances in lift design and materials engineering mean that the life span of modern lifts 
is now extended, as all lift components can be replaced in situ. Parts can be replaced and 
upgraded to meet new regulations or as dictated by component lifecycles. 

To allow for the required maintenance stipulated by lift manufacturers and Provincial 
regulations, the LLSA will carry out annual maintenance for each lift during which the lift will 
be shut down. These will likely occur during the spring of fall when visitation has historically 
been at its lowest and the impact to the guest experience likely to be the least.
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8.3 BUILT SPACE DEVELOPMENT

The proposed improvements to both on-mountain and base area day lodges and facilities 
at the LLSA are designed to complement and be in balance with visitor expectations 
generated by the mountain’s existing and proposed configuration of ski runs, terrain, and 
lifts. These proposed improvements will be undertaken at a pace that is in balance with the 
creation of new skiing and other ski area attractions.

The following section presents an analysis of existing built space at the LLSA; built space 
requirements based on industry standards; and new skier service and commercial space 
identified for the base area (Ecosign), and for on-mountain facilities (BHA). The rationale for 
commercial and skier service space is discussed and linked to proposed ski terrain and lift 
developments.

Of note, this report includes Community Day Care space as ‘commercial space’.  The ski 
area has proposed that Day Care space, which serves both ski area staff and community 
residents, be classified as non-commercial, ‘community’ space. A final decision on this 
proposal will be made when definitions are confirmed in the ski area’s new lease.

8.3.1 SPACE USE ANALYSIS AND ALLOCATION

Built space requirements are driven by the BSAC of the ski area’s facilities. If all proposals 
in the LRP are pursued, the LLSA must have the ability to provide for the needs of 
approximately 10,750 guests on any given day. The types of built space necessary 
to provide for the needs and expectations of the guests include restaurants, lounges, 
commercial and retail outlets, rental and repair shops, guest services, ski school, patrol/
first aid, day care and lockers, ski area administration, and employee facilities. As detailed 
in Section 6.2.1 (see Table 6-8), the LLSA has a range of built space located across the ski 
area.

The specific space use requirements are listed by service/function for day use and 
destination guests are presented in Table 8-5. The total requirements at the completion 
of the LRP are compared with the existing development to provide a sense of the scale of 
development necessary for the LLSA to be in balance in the future.

As detailed, the LLSA will require approximately 17,000 m2 of skier-related built space. This 
is an increase of about 8,100 m2 over its current offerings.
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Table 8-5. Space Use Requirements for LRP (m2)

Service/Function
Existing 
Space 
(m2)

Required/
Guest

Space 
Required 

(m2)

Difference 
(m2)

% of 
Required

Restaurants and Related Facilities
Restaurant 3,251 0.40 4,291 -1,039 76%
Kitchen/Scramble 595 0.16 1,712 -1,118 35%
Bar/Lounge 214 0.04 428 -214 50%
Subtotal 4,060 0.60 6,431 -2,371 63%

Retail
Equip Rental/Repair 299 0.09 966 -667 31%
Retail Sales 207 0.08 856 -649 24%
Subtotal 506 0.17 1,822 -1,316 28%

Skier Services
Washrooms 463 0.16 1,702 -1,239 27%
Ski Patrol/First Aid 151 0.04 388 -237 39%
Ski School 112 0.05 538 -426 21%
Public Lockers 514 0.09 966 -452 53%
Ticket Sales 24 0.01 129 -106 18%
Subtotal 1,263 0.35 3,723 -2,460 34%

Administrative
Administration 545 0.08 806 -262 68%
Employee Lockers 158 0.03 319 -161 50%
Subtotal 702 0.10 1,125 -423 62%

Community Services
Day Care/Nursery 219 0.11 1,145 -926 19%
Subtotal 219 0.11 1,145 -926 19%

COMMERCIAL SPACE
Total 6,751 1.22 14,246 -7,496 47%

OPERATIONAL SPACE
Mechanical / Furnace 944 0.08 856 88 110%
Storage 554 0.09 996 -442 56%
Circulation, Walls and Waste 811 0.11 1,135 -324 71%
Subtotal 2,309 0.28 2,987 -678 77%

TOTAL BUILT SPACE (m2)
Total Built Space (m2) 9,059 1.59 17,233 -8,173 53%
Notes: 
1.  CCC: Comfortable Carrying Capacity (Skiers/Snowboarders per day)
2.  BSAC: Balanced Ski Area Capacity (Tubing, Snowshoeing, Backcountry Touring, Passive Guests)
3.  Existing Outdoor Deck Seating: 2,029.5 m2
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Figure 8-9. Area 1: Whiskey Jack Base Area Plan

8.4 WHISKY JACK BASE AREA MASTER PLAN

8.4.1 INTRODUCTION

For the Long-Range Plan, the LLSA’s Comfortable Carrying Capacity will increase from 
approximately 6,300 to 9,000 skiers at one time. Facilities at the Whisky Jack Base Area 
(Fig. 8-9) must also comfortably accommodate as many as 1,000 non-skiing visitors who 
may use other recreational facilities such as the tubing park, snow play zone, ice skating, 
ice climbing wall and snowshoe trails, as well as sightseers looking for a mountain-top view 
and/or a place for lunch. Figure 8-10 and Figure 8-11 illustrate the proposed design features 
of the First Long-Range Plan for the base area. The major projects and improvements 
proposed in the First Long-Range Plan include:

1. Never Ever Kids Winter Play Zone - A winter children’s play zone featuring 
an ice-skating pond, ice and rock-climbing teaching facility, plaza with outdoor 
seating areas and all-season fire pits, aerial course, and improved snow tubing 
park. The play zone is located adjacent to a new 2,183 m2 Edu-Lodge which 
will feature 450 m2 of space for Interpretive Theatre and displays.

2.  Sunny Side Beginner Zone Improvements / Enhancement - Reorganize 
moving carpets and regrade the existing ski slopes and snow front area; install 
a new Sunny Side Chair.

3. Day Care Building Improvements - Improve and expand the existing building 
towards the east to service guests in the new and expanded Sunny Side 
Beginner Zone.

4. Lodge of the Ten Peaks - Upper deck to be glassed in to create additional 
covered seating area.

5. Whisky Jack Lodge - Complete the 3rd floor of the original building (Sitzmark 
level), relocate administration space to 3rd floor and add more skier service 
space on snow level.

6. Bear’s Den and Outdoor Deck Improvements - Enhance washrooms and 
outdoor seating / deck space for lunch / après ski.

7. New Whisky Jack II Lodge Construction - Total of 2,329 m² of new skier 
service spaced over 3 floors.

8. Juniper Snow Learning Zone - Five moving carpets on beginner-friendly 
terrain, with fire pit and snow play area.

9. Pedestrian Bridge / Walkway - to provide ski-in access to Parking Lot P3 / P4.
10. New Operations / Equipment Storage / Employee Parking Area near P4.
11. Enhance and Regrade Parking Lots - Enhance and regrade existing parking 

lots P1, P2, P3 and P4 and identify a suitable location for a potential new P1a 
parking lot if required. Improvements will include raising the elevation the of 
the main entry road to match parking lots, remove elevation change between 
parking lots, improve the drainage on the parking lots and add planting islands / 
vegetative buffer between parking lots.
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12. Develop New Fish Creek Access Road - A new public access road to the 
Fish Creek Parking Lot will be built by the ski area to allow the closure of the 
lower portion of the existing access road. This new access road will allow Parks 
Canada to remove the lower portion of the existing Fish Creek access road 
to reduce disturbance within the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor. The ski area will 
repair any damage to the trailhead public parking area at Fish Creek resulting 
from access road re-construction. Drainage improvements to reduce run-off 
into nearby Fish Creek and Corral Creek will be undertaken by the ski area 
throughout this access corridor road. Two alternatives for the road alignment 
are described in the discussion on water storage reservoir locations and 
Section 8.4.4 New Fish Creek (Lower Temple) Access Road.



Figure 8-10. Whisky Jack Base Area - The Long-Range Plan
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Figure 8-11. Whisky Jack Base Area - The Long-Range Plan 3D View
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8.4.2 BASE AREA DESIGN AND DISCUSSION OF ALTERNATIVES

An important part of a Base Area design process includes the exploration and development 
of multiple concepts and alternatives. In many cases there are several alternatives or 
concepts that could potentially be viable for several reasons. Therefore, it is imperative that 
several options are developed with enough detail to fully understand the opportunities and 
constraints for each option.

The 2015 Site Guidelines specify the footprint to be used to expand and improve the 
existing parking lots and provide guidance that was applied for siting the proposed new 
Whisky Jack II and Edu-Lodge along the snow front. These major design elements were 
relatively straight forward for Ecosign Mountain Resort Planners Ltd. to site and develop, 
and only a few iterations were required to find the desired solution for the Long-Range 
Plan.

Several alternatives were explored for the design and development of a new storage and 
operations yard as well as for the re-alignment of the new Fish Creek public access road 
within the lease boundary. These two main programming elements required additional 
analysis work and several concepts were studied throughout the design development stage 
before the consulting team could make a final selection which would be included in the 
Long-Range Plan. 

8.4.2.1 Storage and Operations Yard Alternative Locations

When studying suitable locations for the development of a new storage yard, special 
consideration was given to the size and function of the space, location to existing access 
roads, steepness of the terrain and potential physical and visual impacts on the natural 
landscape.

The Base Area Slope Analysis was an essential tool when identifying suitable locations for 
the storage and operations yard. Focus was placed on the areas with white or green colour 
on the Base Slope Analysis Map which means that the slope range of the natural terrain is 
in the 0 - 15% range. These areas will be easier and less expensive to construct on and will 
cause less disturbance to the natural landscape.

A total of 5 potential sites that met the desired criteria were identified for the new storage 
and operations yard and are shown on Figure 8-12.
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• Option 1 is the preferred location of the proposed storage yard due to its close 
proximity and easy access from Parking Lot P4. This site is in a natural depression 
and could easily be hidden from view of the public by leaving a buffer of existing 
trees between Parking Lot P4 and the new storage yard. The site would require 
minimal fill material and a drainage swale or underground pipe could be designed to 
allow the natural flow of water through or past the site.

• Option 2 is a desirable location because it is located higher on the slope next to the 
existing ski slopes. The site is quite large and is basically flat, requiring very minimal 
earthworks to create a suitable surface for a storage and operations yard. A simple 
gravel access road from Parking Lot P4 could provide convenient access to this 
site and one culvert may be required under the road bed to maintain the natural 
drainage swale.

• Option 3 could be the future location Parking Lot P1a, if additional parking is 
required. It could be a good location for the storage yard, being located next to 
Parking Lot P1 and somewhat close to the ski slopes but would require more earth 
moving in order to maximize the full potential of the site. Option 3 is only half the 
size as some of the other suitable options and some of the storage yard and some 
of the yard would be lost due to the new Fish Creek Access Road.

• Option 4 and 5 are located up near the existing Fish Creek Parking Lot and the top 
station of the newly proposed Sunny Side Beginner Lift. Both sites relatively flat and 
are conveniently located next to the ski slopes and existing access road, however 
staff and vehicles would have to cross the existing ski trails in order to access them. 
Or a considerable amount of work would be required to realign several existing ski 
trails in order to avoid the potential conflict of skier and staff vehicular traffic



Figure 8-12. Potential Storage and Operations Yard - Alternative Locations
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8.4.3 LONG-RANGE PLAN PARKING AND STAGING CAPACITY

The Long-Range Plan includes an increase in the total parking capacity from the existing 
capacity of 1,951 cars and 12 buses to a total of 3,256 cars and 50 charter buses. The plan 
also envisions an increase in the number of skiers and riders being dropped off by private 
car or organized hotel shuttle, as well as additional incentives offered for guests to utilize the 
mass transit system. The long-term vision and goal of the ski area is to increase the proportion 
of visitors using public transportation in order to reduce pollution and traffic congestion and 
reduce the dependency on private vehicles with low vehicle occupancy bringing guests to the 
ski area. Based on our assumptions, the proposed expanded parking lots and drop-off could 
supply over 12,000 guests, or 11,500 skiers and snowboarders at the end of the Long-Range 
Plan. However, while the parking lots appear to have extra capacity, it must be remembered 
that some of the parking lot areas will be used for snow storage and management, reducing 
the overall size of the parking area, and subsequently reducing parking capacity. Table 8-6 
summarizes the proposed parking and staging capacity. The first Long-Range Plan Parking 
and Circulation Plan is illustrated on Figure 8-14a, 8-14b, and 8-15.
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Figure 8-13. Potential Parking Lot P1a - The Long-Range Plan

The Long-Range Plan includes the reorganization, regrading and expansion of the existing 
Parking Lots P2, P3 and P4 and the option of creating a new parking lot, which referred to as 
P1a. Parking Lot P1a is part of the Long-Range Plan but it will only be developed when all other 
parking expansions have been built, and demand confirms its continued need. Parking Lot P1a 
will have the capacity to park an additional 221 cars and supply a total of 619 guests, or 650 
skiers and snowboarders. The new parking lot will be constructed to the south of the existing 
Parking Lot P1 and will be accessed immediately after entering the ski area gate as illustrated in 
Figure 8-13.



Figure 8-14a. Parking and Circulation Plan - Long-Range Plan - Parking Lots P1, P2a, and P2b
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Figure 8-14b. Parking and Circulation Plan - Long-Range Plan - Parking Lots P3a, P3b, and P4
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Figure 8-15. Base Area Parking and Circulation Plan Summary by Phase
Existing Parking (shown in grey colour), Step 1 parking improvements (shown in light orange colour), Step 2 parking improvements (dark orange color), Step 3 parking improvements (shown in red color)  and proposed landscaping/ vegetative buffer (show 
in green colour).
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Parking Lots P1b, P2 and P3 will be expanded and regraded to park most of the private 
vehicles and will include a new central short-term parking and drop-off in front of the existing 
Lodge of the Ten Peaks and Whisky Jack Lodge. Parking Lot P4 will be expanded and will 
require some regrading to maximize the parking capacity and improve the drainage. Parking lot 
P4 is situated on the far west side of the base area and is located outside of what we consider 
comfortable skier walking distance to the lifts and lodges. It is the least visitor friendly parking 
lot in the base area and will be used for employee parking, overflow guests on peak days and 
charter bus parking after they have dropped off their guests at the central drop-off. The Long-
Range Plan considers the introduction of a people mover lift from Parking Lot P3/P4 to help 
improve the guest experience by reducing the distance that guests must walk at the beginning 
and end of their day. The people mover lift is described in more detail in the section below.

As part of the reorganization and expansion of the parking lots, the Long-Range Plan also 
includes the removal of roadside parking along the Whitehorn Road which is presently located 
both inside and outside the lease boundary. The 2015 Site Guidelines permit the continuation 
of parallel or angle parking along the Whitehorn Road, but only within the lease boundary. To 
improve the flow of traffic and reduce congestion in the morning upon arrival and egress at 
the end of day, parallel roadside parking will only be permitted during peak periods or during 
the holiday season and will only be permitted on the west side of the road. The goal of this 
change in operation is to prevent guest vehicles from reversing into and against the main flow 
of the vehicular circulation at the end of day which creates bottlenecks all the way to Parking 
Lot P4. Eliminating the roadside angle parking along the east side of Whitehorn Drive will allow 
the ski area to introduce a third lane of traffic (within the lease boundary) that can be used for 
alternating traffic flow throughout the day.

As guests arrive at the ski area in the morning, a total of three lanes of traffic will be available 
for circulation; two lanes for guests entering the ski area and one lane for guests leaving the ski 
area after dropping off their guests. At the end of the day, the additional traffic lane’s flow will 
be switched and there will be a total of two lanes leaving the ski area and one lane entering the 
ski area for guest pick-up. The goal is to improve the overall flow of the ski area and ultimately 
improve the quality of the guest experience.

The ski area presently experiences traffic flow congestion during the morning arrival period. 
This situation creates conflict between pedestrians, private vehicles and charter buses. To 
improve and mitigate the congestion and flow problems, the ski area proposes to relocate the 
individual entrances to each parking lot from the centre or front of the parking lots to the rear of 
the parking lots. This will improve traffic flow and stacking of vehicles by rear loading / stacking 
the parking lots and will minimize the pedestrian and vehicular conflict as guests arrive at the 
ski area.
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Table 8-6. Proposed Parking and Staging Capacity
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Lake Louise Whiskey Jack Base Area Parking

P1 - Car 
Parking 1.2 315 378 2.8 1058 2.5 945 - - - - - 1,058 946

P2a - Car 
Parking 1.1 315 347 2.8 972 2.5 808 - - - - - 972 868

P2b - Car 
Parking 1.5 315 473 2.8 1,324 2.5 1,183 - - - - - 1,324 1,183

P3 - Car 
Parking 2.0 315 630 2.8 1,764 2.5 1,575 - - - - - 1,764 1,575

P4a - Car 
Parking 1.7 315 536 2.8 1,501 2.5 1,340 - - - - - 1,501 1,340

P4b - Car/Bus 
Parking 2.85 315 671 2.8 1,879 2.5 1,678 50 40 2,000 36 1,800 3,879 3,478

P1a - Car 
Parking  

(*if required)
0.7 315 221 2.8 619 2.5 553 619 553

Total 
Parking Lots 11.05 - 3,256 - 9,117 - 8,142 50 - 2,000 - 1,800 11,117 9,942

Lake Louise Whiskey Jack Base Area Drop-off

Organized 
Hotel 

Shuttle**
- - - - - - - - - 1,675 - 1,508 1,675 1,508

Private 
Vehicle Drop-

Off
- - - - 150 - 135 - - - - 150 135

Total Transit 
and Drop-

Off
- - - - 150 - 135 - - 1,675 1,508 1,825 1,643

Total - - - 9,267 - 8,277 - - 3,675 - 3,308 12,942 11,585

Short-term 
Parking Stalls - - 30 - - - - - - - - - - -

Short-term 
Shuttle/Van 

Stalls
- - 30 - - - - - - - - - - -

*P1a is included in LRP but it will only be developed when all other parking increases have been built and demand confirms its continued 
need

**Transit and hotel shuttle estimates provided by Bunt & Associates.
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As part of the regrading and reorganization of the existing parking lots, new landscape buffers 
or planting beds are proposed to provide visual separation between each parking lot. This will 
minimize the visitors’ sense of massing of the large open parking lots and avoid the feeling of an 
airport runway upon arrival. The landscape beds could also be used for possible snow storage 
and to improve surface drainage of the parking lots by capturing the water in drainage swales 
before being released off the lease area. Additionally, the landscape buffer will be planted with a 
variety of native planting to create wildlife ‘niche’ habitat.

The Long-Range Plan also includes the re-development and improvement of the existing 
centralized shuttle, charter bus and arrival and greeting facility. Improvements include the 
creation of additional short-term parking near ski area commercial facilities and staging area 
to improve the flow of traffic and guest experience during arrival and pick-up. The drop-off will 
have the capacity to park up to 30 shuttles and provide a total of 30 short-term parking stalls for 
parents or guests to drop-off and pick up children or guests. The drop-off zone will continue to 
be a no-idling zone to limit emissions.

To help ensure that guests have a comfortable experience, the Lake Louise Ski Area will offer 
guests a shuttle service from the furthest parking lots, P3 and P4, and may install a people 
mover lift system from parking lots P3 and P4 to the skier service lodges. A potential people 
mover Telecord lift has been included in the design between parking lots P3 and P4. This 
people mover lift could provide a convenient way for guests to access the ski lifts and skier 
service lodges from parking stalls that are currently located outside of comfortable walking 
distance, such as Parking Lot P4.

At the beginning of the day, skiers from Parking Lots P3 and P4 can choose to ride the Telecord 
people mover lift to the main snow front, take a shuttle service or alternatively, they can walk 
across a new pedestrian bridge, put on their skis and then slide down to the new Lower Juniper 
Chair or the existing Glacier Express to stage up the mountain. At the end of the day, guests 
parked in Lots P3 and P4 can ski down the Lower Juniper slopes to the pedestrian bridge, take 
off their skis and have a short walk to parking lots P3 or P4.

To improve the guest experience, a dedicated drop-off and short-term parking zone for parents 
and children has been designed in front of the existing Children’s Centre in the Sunny Side 
Children’s Learning Area. A total of 20 short-term parking stalls and priority parking is located 
adjacent to the learning centre and snow play zone and will be reserved and available for 
parents to drop-off and pick up their children and avoid walking long distances with children and 
ski equipment.
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8.4.4 NEW FISH CREEK (LOWER TEMPLE) ACCESS ROAD

The Long-Range Plan includes the replacement and realignment of the Lower Fish Creek 
Access Road leading to Fish Creek parking lot. The 2015 Site Guidelines require that the 
lower portion of the existing Fish Creek Road be closed to enhance the Whitehorn Wildlife 
Corridor and require that the ski area construct a new public access road that begins at 
Parking Lot P1 with the entrance located within the ski lease boundary. This road requires 
24-hour public access so will be gated off after-hours from the ski area parking lots.

The proposed new alignment begins from Parking Lot P1 and follows the contours of the 
natural terrain near the new snow tubing zone (Fig. 8-16a). The new alignment proposes a 
gentle switchback curve before crossing the existing Fish Creek and finally connecting to 
the upper portion of the existing Fish Creek Access Road which will remain in use in order 
to access the Fish Creek parking lot.

The existing underground drainage culvert running through the base area will be extended 
under the new public plaza and snow tubing finish area. The drainage will daylight 
immediately after the new Lower Fish Creek Access road crossing and will flow into the 
existing natural drainage swale.
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Figure 8-16a. Proposed Location of New Fish Creek Access Road near Parking Lot 1
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Figure 8-16b. Alternative Alignment for the Fish Creek (Lower Temple) Access Road

An alternate alignment would be required if the decision is made to locate a water storage 
reservoir to the east of the Whisky Jack base area (Fig. 8-16b).  If this alternative is 
selected in lieu of the Gondola-Base site, the Fish Creek access road will take the form of 
a retaining berm.  The curving access road described above would be straightened from 
Parking Lot 1 to the point where it crosses Fish Creek. Both alignments for the new Fish 
Creek (Lower Temple) access road are illustrated in Figure 8-16c.



Figure 8-16c. Comparison of Alternative Alignments for the Fish Creek (Lower Temple) Access Road
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Example of Pedestrian and Steel Truss Clear Span Bridges at 
Fish Creek Provincial Park, Calgary, Alberta   Source: Google Images   

The new Fish Creek Access Road will require a crossing over Fish Creek and the Long-
Range Plan proposes either a clear span design or a large culverted crossing which will 
have the same result in supporting the movement of fish under the crossing.  The following 
illustrate some potential crossing designs.
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Example of Steel Truss Bridge
Source: ArchiExpo

Example of Large Culvert Stream Crossing
Source: ArchiExpo
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Figure 8-17. Proposed Location of Storage/Operations Yard near Parking Lot P4

8.4.5 STORAGE AND OPERATIONS YARD

A storage and operations yard is proposed along the northeast side of Parking Lot P4. 
As the ski area expands and reaches the target CCC of approximately 9,000 skiers and 
snowboarders plus approximately 1,000 additional guests per day, there will be a need to 
expand the operational facilities, as well as equipment storage. The new storage yard is 
situated within the existing trees in a natural depression and will be hidden from view by 
keeping a landscape buffer of existing trees along the edge of Parking Lot P4. The surface 
of the operations and storage yard will be gravel, and access to the operations yard will be 
achieved through Parking Lot P4.
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Figure 8-18. Proposed Sunny Side Learning and Recreation Zone and New Edu-Lodge (#1)

8.4.6 SUNNY SIDE CHILDREN’S LEARNING ZONE AND SNOW PLAY ZONE 
EXPANSION

The Long-Range Plan includes the regrading, reorganization and expansion of the Sunny 
Side Children’s Learning Zone and beginner terrain and tubing and the development of the 
Edu-Lodge. The new Sunny Side Children’s Learning Zone will replace the existing learning 
area, which is located just east of the base area. In its place will be three re-aligned 
moving carpets, one new moving carpet for never-ever skiers and a new Sunny Side 
Chair for beginner skiers and snowboarders that are ready for the next step of the learning 
experience. The proximity of this new learning area to the base area will provide beginners 
easy access to skier services and a more enjoyable, graduated learning experience.
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For most summer visitors, the Whisky Jack Base Area is a ticket office stop en route to a 
mountain destination. But trends in summer visitor use at Lake Louise, and the popularity 
of interpretive displays and guided programs, are extending the length of stay for many 
visitors to the Lake Louise Summer Sightseeing Program. Parking demand at LLSA itself 
has obliged Parks Canada to divert many visitors to remote parking lots that connect 
visitors to the lake, the Village and (for those unfamiliar with local facilities) the ski area by 
shuttle bus.

For winter, the ‘family education and play zone’ supports visitors using the community 
day care facilities, the tubing park and the children’s Sunny Side beginner and winter play 
programs.  Features here will integrate outdoor education and physical play and will be 
utilized by the day care, children’s programs and youth camps as part of larger structured 
learning experiences. In winter, these children focused programs will utilize an ice-climbing 
wall, ice skating pond, snow play zone and fire pits, while in the summer, the children’s’ 
programs will utilize a climbing wall and aerial course.

These features will serve as the setting for programs that educate children and youth 
about outdoor recreation, physical activity and health, the surrounding flora and fauna, 
and cultures of Canada’s Indigenous Peoples. In order to service these family and youth 
programs, as well as the increased number of new beginner skiers and snowboarders, 
a new Edu-Lodge is planned as part of the Sunny Side Children’s Learning Zone and is 
described in more detail below and illustrated in Figure 8-18.

The existing tubing zone will be shifted to the east to allow for expansion of the beginner 
zone and will consist of 4 moving carpets ranging from 40 to 80 metres in length and 
with slope gradients ranging from 6% to 12%. This zone will provide a graduated learning 
experience for skiers and snowboarders and a designated zone and moving carpet 
for never-evers, snow play guests, complete with specific wildlife themed characters, 
interactive outdoor play activities on the snow and gathering areas for adults and children 
to watch. Most importantly, is that the beginner zone will be regraded to remove any steep 
sections and gentle sloping load and offload areas at the top and bottoms of the moving 
carpets provide a safe learning environment for children and families and help grow future 
skiers and snowboarders.

One of the biggest improvements in the Sunny Side Zone is the addition of a new 
600-metre-long beginner chairlift with a 12-15% slope gradient to complete the final step of 
the graduated learning experience. During the design process of the Sunny Side Children’s 
Learning Centre, careful attention has been paid to the preservation of existing trees and 
tree islands in order to create a learning environment that reflects the beautiful natural 
surroundings.
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8.4.6.1 New Edu-Lodge

The Long-Range Plan includes the development of a new Edu-Lodge along the snow front 
in the Sunny Side Children’s Learning Zone. The Edu-Lodge will be centrally located within 
the Sunny Side Learning Zone and outdoor snow play zone and will contain a variety of 
educational and outdoor interpretive programs and children’s activities. A total of 2,183 m2 
of guest service space is planned over a total of 3 floors and feature 450 m2 of space for 
Interpretive Theatre and displays.

The Edu-Lodge has the potential to become possibly one of the best and most unique 
learning centres in North America. Lake Louise Ski Area can learn from other successful 
learning centres from around the world and implement high quality design and operational 
standards in the new Sunny Side Children’s Learning Center.

The washrooms and children’s rental and locker space could be located on the snow level 
and provide the most convenient and comfortable learning experience possible. Adults 
would have additional indoor and outdoor viewing and seating areas where they could 
watch their children enjoy the outdoor winter activities while being warm and comfortable.

A new dedicated drop-off and short-term parking zone for parents and children is designed 
for in front of the existing Children’s Zone in the Sunny Side Learning Area to improve the 
overall experience. A total of 20 short-term parking stalls and priority parking is located 
adjacent to the learning centre and snow play zone and will be reserved and available for 
parents to drop-off and pick up their children and avoid walking long distances with children 
and ski equipment. A new gentle sloping pedestrian pathway provides access to the new 
lodge for parents and children which will be completely free of stairs and accessible for 
everyone. This pathway will also be used to service the lodges in the hours when the ski 
area is closed or for emergency vehicle access.

8.4.6.2 Tubing Zone

The tubing will be relocated and expanded to include a total of 10 tubing lanes with a 
variety of slope gradients for beginners to more advanced guests. The lanes will be 
serviced with a 160-metre long moving carpet and will have a sufficient flat runout zone 
to ensure safe operation without the requirement for a counter slope berm or straw on the 
runout area.
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8.4.7 JUNIPER ADULT LEARNING ZONE

As part of the Long-Range Plan, a new learning centre is proposed in the Lower Juniper 
Zone and will be more focused on the adult learning experience. Adults tend to learn how 
to ski or snowboard with different techniques and at different speeds than children. Adults 
may not feel comfortable in a learning environment that is 90% full of children and can 
become quite intimidated to a point where they may choose not to even try to learn. We 
feel that there is a need to provide a learning centre that is dedicated to adults in order 
to encourage participation and in hopes of growing the ski market for the future. The 
proximity of these beginner slopes to the base area make them accessible for beginner 
skiers, allowing for more frequent rests and easier access to the skier services (i.e. rentals, 
lessons) located in base area.
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This new Juniper Adult Learning Centre is located beneath the Lower Juniper Chair and 
will include several moving carpets ranging from 50 to 110 metres in length, slope gradients 
ranging from 10% to 14% to provide a graduated learning experience for beginner adult 
skiers and snowboarders.

The Lower Juniper Chair will then provide longer and more challenging beginner and 
intermediate terrain for those who have progressed from the Adult Learning Area. The 
Lower Juniper Chair will provide three new low intermediate trails, help move skiers and 
snowboarders to the Upper Juniper Chair and will increase “out of base” capacity allowing 
guests to make their way up the mountain more easily during busy periods.

The three new low intermediate ski trails merge as they approach the base area and a 
new 9% collector skiway is designed to bring skiers and snowboarders back to the bottom 
station of the Lower Juniper lift, to the village snow front or to parking lots P3 and P4. 
Skiers and snowboarders can slide to within 125 metres of the parking lots and will remove 
their skis or snowboard and walk across a new pedestrian bridge or walkway and will arrive 
between Parking Lot P3 and P4.

Alternatively, guests can choose to ski back to the base area and walk along a gentle 
sloping pedestrian pathway or use the potential Telecord people mover lift to access 
Parking Lots P3 and P4.

8.4.8 PROPOSED WHISKY JACK BASE SKIER AND GUEST 
SERVICES

As further expansion and development occur on the mountain, it is important that 
improvements and expansions take place in the base area to be able to comfortably 
service the additional guests. In order to achieve a well-balanced ski area, LRP proposes 
to expand and reallocate space in the existing skier service facilities, as well develop 
new skier service and guest facilities in the base area.  The Long-Range Plan includes 
the development of two new skier service lodges (Whisky Jack II and Edu-Lodge) and 
enhancements and improvements to the existing Day Care building, Whisky Jack Lodge 
and Bear’s Den in the base area as illustrated on Figure 8-20.

8.4.7.1 Whisky Jack II Lodge

A new skier service lodge - Whisky Jack II - is proposed adjacent to the existing Whisky 
Jack Lodge and mountain operations building along the snow front. The footprint of the new 
Whisky Jack II Lodge will be approximately 800 m2 and will house a variety of guest and 
skier services planned over a total of three floors.



Figure 8-20. Proposed Whisky Jack Base Skier and Guest Services - Long-Range Plan
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Figure 8-21. Proposed Whisky Jack Base Skier and Guest Services - 3D View (New Lodges, Renovations and Enhancements Shown in Brown and Existing Buildings in Grey)
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The total gross floor area of the lodge will be approximately 2,330 m2, which will contain 
space for skier services such as first aid and ski patrol, ski rental and repair, public lockers 
and storage, washrooms, retail, kitchen and scramble, food service seating and outdoor 
seating space. A more detailed breakdown of the skier service programming for the new 
lodge is provided in Table 8-9 from Section 8.5.

It is envisioned that the lower level (1st floor) of the new lodge will be comprised of a new 
adult or high-performance rental and repair shop, ski patrol and operational space and 
additional space for mechanical, storage, and washrooms with direct access to the snow 
front. However, the final distribution of the skier service space will be determined as each 
building or skier service space is designed in more detail for preparation of construction.  
As each new building is completed, the ski area will update the skier service program 
summary to ensure that the services are in balance, that guest services are easy to 
access, and that administrative spaces are well located.

The existing operations and patrol building near the maintenance facility will be removed 
to make way for a new Lower Juniper Learning Centre and bottom terminal of the Lower 
Juniper Chair. The operations and ski patrol space will be relocated to the lower level of the 
new Whisky Jack II Lodge. This space is conveniently located along the snow front in the 
northern portion of the base area and provides easy and more private access for ski patrol 
to bring injured guests directly to the triage without passing in front of the main snow front 
and guest services. A new vehicular ramp is proposed on the north side of the building, 
allowing ambulances direct access to the first aid and patrol room. Finally, a new heli-pad 
has been located near the operations building and Whisky Jack II lodge in the event of a 
medical emergency where helicopter assistance is required.

The 2nd floor of the new lodge will house a large kitchen and scramble area, a limited 
amount of indoor food service seating space, retail space, washrooms and public locker 
and storage space for guests to store their clothing and backpacks safely and efficiently 
during the lunch period. Currently, there is a very limited amount of space available for 
public storage space and lockers near the food service seating areas and this will be 
addressed and improved in the Long-Range Plan.

A considerable amount of outdoor deck/walkway space is also planned on the 2nd floor for 
guests to enjoy panoramic views of the ski area, surrounding mountains and various snow 
front activities in both the summer and winter months. A second-floor bridge connection 
is proposed to connect the existing Whisky Jack Lodge directly to the new Whisky Jack 
II Lodge, allowing guests to comfortably walk between the lodges without having to go 
outside.

The third floor will be comprised mainly of additional food service seating space with 
some additional public locker and storage space. The architectural style or theme of the 
new lodge will be consistent with the mountain architectural theme of the existing Lodge 
of the Ten Peaks providing a cohesive style that reflects the natural surroundings and is 
consistent with the long-term village of Lake Louise Ski Area. Specific architectural detail, 
façade treatments and architectural design guidelines of the new lodge are documented in 
more detail by Calgary-based architect, Paul Tarjan.
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8.4.7.2 Bear’s Den

After preparing a Solar Analysis for the base area lands, it was determined that the Bear’s 
Den has one of the sunniest locations throughout the day and the only sunny location in 
the base area at the end of the day for guests wanting to enjoy après ski.  As part of the 
Long-Range Plan, the existing Bear’s Den footprint will be renovated to include additional 
washroom space and will include an expansion to the outdoor deck and seating area.



Figure 8-22. Proposed Whisky Jack II Lodge and Bear’s Den 3D Massing View
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Figure 8-23. Proposed Whisky Jack II Lodge (#7) and Heli-Pad, Whisky Jack Lodge Addition

8.4.7.3 Whisky Jack Lodge Expansion

The existing Whisky Jack Lodge will see completion of the 3rd floor (Sitzmark level) to 
create new space for administration and a minor expansion to the existing kitchen on the 
2nd floor. Once the 3rd floor is completed, the existing administration offices will be relocated 
to the third floor and this will free up the entire lower level of the Whisky Jack Lodge for 
additional guest service space. These changes will not only improve the efficiency of the 
operations but will provide additional service space that is conveniently located on the snow 
front level next the ski lifts and slopes. Additional detail and skier service programming 
for the renovation and expansion of the Whisky Jack Lodge is documented in the report 
provided by Calgary-based architect, Paul Tarjan and BHA. Figure 8-23 illustrates the 
Expansion to Whisky Jack Lodge (#5) and Bear’s Den (#6) and New Whisky Jack II Lodge 
(#7).
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Figure 8-24. Enhancement to Existing Day Care Building (#3), New Edu-Lodge (#1), and 

Enhancement to The Lodge of the Ten Peaks (#4)

8.4.7.4 Existing Day Care Centre Enhancement and Improvements

The first Long-Range Plan proposes to double the existing space available for Day 
Care services. The expansion of the facility will occur on the east side of the building 
nearest to the snow front and Sunny Side Learning Centre and activity zone. A more 
detailed breakdown of the base area skier service space is provided in Section 8.5 and 
in the Architectural Design Guidelines provided by the architect Paul Tarjan. Figure 8-24 
illustrates the general concept for the expansion to the existing Day Care building in the 
Sunny Side Learning Centre.



Figure 8-25. Proposed Whisky Jack Base and Snow Front Learning Zones - The Long-Range Plan - 3D View
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8.4.9 PROPOSED PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION AND WAYFINDING

Wayfinding and accessibility are a very important part of the base area facilities and 
contributes significantly to the overall guest experience. To improve wayfinding and 
accessibility, the Long-Range Plan includes the development of a new pedestrian trail 
network throughout the base area with a slope gradient of 5% or less. This will provide 
a barrier-free environment and convenient access to the slopes, lifts, guest services and 
activities for guests of all ages and abilities.

As guests arrive at the front door of the ski area near Whisky Jack Lodge and Lodge of the 
Ten Peaks, they are currently faced with a significant grade change from the drop-off and 
arrival area to guest service facilities and the snow front.

Guests with children or walking in ski boots and carrying ski equipment can often find 
the several flights of stairs to be daunting at the start of the day, or while returning to their 
vehicle at the end of the day.

To improve the flow and capacity of guests and provide a more pleasant guest experience, 
the Long-Range Plan introduces the idea of covering the main stairs between the Whisky 
Jack Lodge and Lodge of the Ten Peaks and utilizing covered escalators beside the main 
staircase.

8.4.10 CONSTRUCTION METHODS, ACCESS AND OPERATIONS 
REQUIREMENTS

All the buildings proposed in the LLSA’s LRP will adhere with the National Building Codes 
as per the National Park Building Regulations and construction practices will follow 
applicable regulations. The construction methods required at the LLSA are similar to those 
used throughout the Province, but with key differences due to its setting in a National Park 
and the climate associated with its high elevation.

Where construction diverges from standard methods, the LLSA will follow the 2008 Best 
Management Practices for National Parks Ski Areas. If unique or new practices are 
required, these will be detailed during the Project Development (PD) stage as detailed in 
the 2006 National Park Ski Area Management Guidelines and must be approved by Parks 
Canada before construction can proceed.

During construction, progress and potential impacts to the landscape will be monitored by 
staff of the LLSA, including an environmental monitor, and will be supported by site visits 
from Parks Canada staff.

The LLSA recognizes that its unique setting requires special care be taken to protect 
cultural and historical values during the construction of the proposed day lodges and 
facilities. The special considerations may include:
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8.4.10.1 Timing of Construction

Weather patterns or events, wildlife and wildlife habitat, and visitor use may all influence the 
timing of construction during a day or throughout the year. The LLSA will work with Parks 
Canada and the public to identify a construction schedule that works for all involved.

8.4.10.2 Access

Construction efforts may be required to utilize permanent or temporary roads, ski lifts, and/
or helicopters to avoid unnecessary disturbance of wildlife and visitors, and to respond to 
changes in weather patterns.

8.4.10.3 Import/Export of Materials

Transporting materials into the National Park can create risks of contamination (e.g. non-
native or invasive species). All efforts must be made to utilize native materials (especially 
soil) and reduce the import of foreign materials.

8.4.10.4 Electric Utility

To address safety concerns, most buildings will require a back-up power source, both 
during construction and for future operation. It is important that the back-up power 
technology chosen have a limited impact on wildlife and the visitor experience (e.g. noise, 
odours, potential for fuel spills).

8.4.10.5 Storage

Due to the presence of sensitive species and important wildlife habitat, there is a need to 
limit the footprint of built space. This must be balanced with the provision of enough built 
space for daily ski area operations critical to ensuring a high-quality guest experience.

Many of the general construction methods required for the buildings proposed in the LRP 
are the same as, or similar to, those listed for ski lifts (Sec 8.2.13):

• Trees, shrubs, and brush will be removed to meet design specification, reduce 
fire hazard, or ensure workplace safety as stipulated by applicable regulations. As 
stated above, trees removed as a result of construction will be chipped, reserved for 
day lodge construction where appropriate, or turned over to Parks Canada.

• Construction will require the use of a variety of mechanized tools and machinery. 
Rubber-tired vehicles will be used whenever possible, though tracked machinery 
and helicopters may be required where the landscape or a given project demands 
it.
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Construction of the Grizzly Gondola Upper Terminal at Lake Louise Ski Area

• The foundation of all new buildings will concrete, poured onsite, and delivered by 
concrete truck. A ‘hardened’ surface will be required for areas surrounding most 
buildings to sustain visitor use and for building maintenance and operations.

• All construction sites will require a permanent or temporary access roads. Wherever 
possible, the LLSA will utilize existing roads to minimize impact to the landscape. As 
noted in ski lift construction, all issues pertaining to access and construction will be 
addressed with Parks Canada prior to construction.

All buildings proposed in the LRP include designs for connections to utility rights of way 
(e.g. electrical, communications, water and wastewater). Additional details of these utilities 
are provided in the Water and Wastewater Infrastructure Plan (Sec. 12.4.2), and the 
Electrical Energy Infrastructure & Conservation Plan (12.4.1).
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Table 8-7. Total Commercial Space

Building
Commercial Built 

Space (m2)

Lodge of the Ten Peaks 2,092

Whisky Jack Lodge 2,816

Whisky Jack II 1,914

Bear's Den 241

Day Care 537

WJ Ops. Centre 489
Whitehorn Lodge 1,052

Temple Lodge 1,561

Temple Ops. 250

Eagle Ridge Lodge 1,635

Juniper Hut 381

Edu-Lodge 1,465

Race Hut 103

Tube Storage -

Pop-up Space 250

Subtotal 14,787

Unallocated 2,213

TOTAL 17,000

8.5 PROPOSED ON-MOUNTAIN BUILT SPACE

To address the deficits in built space, the LLSA proposes to complete a significant 
upgrade and expansion of its on-mountain facilities to complement the improvement of the 
Whisky Jack Base Area. Under the 2015 Site Guidelines, the LLSA is permitted to have a 
maximum of 17,000 m2 of commercial space. As seen in Table 8-7, by the end of the LRP, 
the LLSA plans to have expanded commercial built space from 6,751 m2 to approximately 
14,787 m2 (operational and interpretive space is omitted), leaving 2,213 m2 for future 
improvements. Table 8-8 illustrates a proposed breakdown of built space by commercial 
and non-commercial uses, while Table 8-9 details how changes to built space have been 
allocated by building, service, and function.
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Table 8-8. Breakdown of Total Built Space by Classification

Building
LRP Built Space (m2)

TOTAL
Commercial Operational Interpretive

Lodge of the Ten Peaks 2,092 79 - 2,172 

Whisky Jack Lodge 2,816 1,233 - 4,049 

Whisky Jack II 1,914 415 - 2,329 

Bear's Den 241 19 - 260 
Day Care 537 80 - 618 

WJ Ops. Centre 489 750 - 1,239 
Whitehorn Lodge 1,052 502 - 1,553 

Temple Lodge 1,561 301 - 1,862 
Temple Ops. 250 375 - 625 

Eagle Ridge Lodge 1,635 294 450 2,379 
Juniper Hut 381 69 - 450 

Edu-Lodge 1,465 268 450 2,183 

Race Hut 103 27 - 130 
Tube Storage 0 50 - 50 
Pop-up Space 250 - - 250 

TOTAL 14,787 4,462 900 20,149 

In addition to commercial space, the LLSA will also develop interpretive and community 
spaces. While not core requirements for enjoyable ski area visits, the LLSA regards them 
as vital to the guest experience at the ski area as they provide unique opportunities for 
the LLSA staff to engage winter visitors and convey National Park values. Opportunities 
to engage with and learn about the importance of the area and the National Parks, and 
services that cater to the entire family, no matter how young, are core to the LLSA’s vision 
to create the best skiing, recreational, and environmental education experience possible.

The inclusion of Interpretive Space in the proposed space use builds upon and reaffirms 
the LLSA’s commitment to educate visitors about their stunning natural surroundings, the 
ecological importance of Banff National Park and the Bow Valley, and the history of the 
National Parks, providing every guest with an immersive mountain experience. Currently, 
the LLSA repurposes commercial space in the Lodge of the Ten Peaks and Whitehorn 
Lodge for interpretive displays, allotting up to 743 m2 to education and awareness during 
the peak summer season. The new, dedicated interpretative space created in coordination 
with the development of the Summer Interpretation plan, the relocation of summer alpine 
activities, the new Eagle Ridge Day Lodge, and the development of the Edu-Lodge, will 
create year-round interpretative experiences and capitalize on these new spaces and guest 
programming. Rather than extra features added to a developed ski area offering, the LLSA 
regards this new permanent interpretive space and associated programming as integral to 
fulfilling its role in educating National Park visitors about core natural heritage conservation 
values.
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The comfortable and inviting atmosphere of the Lodge of the Ten Peaks at the Lake Louise Ski Area

Further, as noted above, the LLSA offers the only Day Care facility in Lake Louise. While 
this situation may be regarded as a potential revenue opportunity for the ski area, the 
LLSA instead prefers to offer these services to non-skiing community members employed 
by other area businesses, and guests at rates that ensure they are accessible to all and 
regard them instead as an essential community service. As seen in the space use analysis, 
as the LLSA evolves the Day Care facilities will need to grow to meet the demands 
of the community and young families. Providing these services will result in the LLSA 
being a more inclusive ski area and providing a valuable community service as well as 
opportunities to introduce children to the winter mountain experience, and hopefully foster a 
life-long love of winter sports, skiing and outdoor play.
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8.5.1 PROPOSED DAY LODGE, WARMING HUT AND OPERATIONS 
FACILITIES

The proposed enhancement of skier-related space at the LLSA will take place in balance 
with the development ski terrain and related infrastructure. As such, on-mountain built 
space will need to be expanded to better suit the needs of 9,346 skiers at one time. The 
following sections detail each of the proposed expansions but should not be interpreted as 
a prioritized list. Instead, these spaces will be pursued as market trends, facility utilization, 
and the priorities of the LLSA dictate.

Area 2: Whitehorn Mountain Front Side Area

Eagle Ridge Day Lodge:

The Eagle Ridge Day Lodge, located at the top of the Grizzly Express Gondola, will become 
the high mountain activity hub at the LLSA. In the summer, the LLSA will base sightseeing, 
interpretive programs, and self-guided hikes out of the Lodge, avoiding sensitive Grizzly Bear 
habitat around Whitehorn Lodge, the current summer hub. This represents the fulfilment of one 
of the Substantial Environment Gains detailed in the 2015 Site Guidelines. In the winter, the 
Eagle Ridge Day Lodge will continue to act as a high mountain sightseeing venue for those 
who aren’t quite ready to strap on a pair of skis. Further, the Lodge will provide skiers with a full 
suite of services, ensuring a comfortable and enjoyable skiing experience.

Juniper Warming Hut:

Located at the upper terminal of the Top-of-the-World Chair, the Juniper Warming Hut is 
envisioned as a simple, yet comfortable warming hut. It will provide skiers some limited 
services (i.e. light food services and washrooms) but will increase skier comfort and safety 
at high elevations, while offering stunning views of the Bow Valley.

Bullwheel Bar:

Situated mid-mountain in the former Sedan Chair and gondola terminal, the Bullwheel Bar 
will offer guests a low-key, relaxed dining experience with amazing views of Lake Louise, 
and the Bow Valley. Offering limited food and beverage services, washrooms, and seating 
area, the Bullwheel Bar will allow skiers to rest and recharge without heading off the 
mountain. The bar will be integrated with the existing Whitehorn Lodge (included with the 
Whitehorn Lodge in Table 8-9).
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Area 4: Temple Area

Temple Lodge:

Temple Lodge is one of the oldest skiing lodges in the Banff National Park and pre-dates 
the founding of the Lake Louise Ski Area by almost two decades. It is hub for skiers using 
the Temple Area (Ptarmigan and Larch Chairs), skiing the Pika Bowl, or accessing the 
backcountry experience offered by the Hidden Bowl and Skoki area.

Temple Lodge is currently too small to adequately service the needs of skiers using the 
Temple Area (i.e. food & beverage services, washrooms). Temple Lodge will be expanded 
to address current deficiencies and to complement the installation of Richardson’s Ridge 
Express and the Prunepicker Connector. It will offer additional commercial and service 
space to balance the number of skiers attracted to new terrain on Richardson’s Ridge and 
the snowplay area.

Temple Operations Building

The Temple Operations Building (Temple Ops.) is a much-needed support facility that will 
house ski area staff and equipment for the snow safety, snow grooming (including a garage 
for one snow cat), snowmaking and interpretation departments.

The LLSA is currently exploring two siting alternatives for this building, both within the 
immediate footprint area of the lower terminals of the Larch and Ptarmigan Chairs. The first 
would be accessed through the lift operations footprint. No new road would be required, but 
crossing an operating lift base with its waiting lines has safety and operational risks. The 
second access alternative would be to build a short road spur from the Temple Road to the 
Temple Operations Building (see Sec. 12.3.2).

The Temple Operations Building is essential to the development of the Richardson’s Ridge 
ski terrain as the distance to the existing base area Operations Centre is too far. As such, 
the Temple Operations Building is envisioned as a satellite operations facility to support 
snowcat refuelling, skier safety, avalanche management, and snow grooming operations for 
the Larch, Ptarmigan, and Richardson’s Ridge ski pods.
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Restaurants and Related Facilities

Seating Area (excluding Decks) 3,251 4,291 697 0 0 0 0 0 0 467 0 232 836 425 0 0 0 2,657 5,909

Kitchen/Scramble 595 1,712 279 300 0 0 0 0 85 187 0 93 334 200 0 0 0 1,478 2,073

Bar/Lounge 214 428 0 0 0 0 0 0 250 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 250 464

Subtotal 4,060 6,431 976 300 0 0 0 0 335 654 0 325 1,171 625 0 0 0 4,385 8,445

Retail

Equip Rental/Repair 299 966 372 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 372 671

Retail Sales 207 856 93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 74 0 0 0 0 167 374

Subtotal 506 1,822 465 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 74 0 0 0 0 539 1,045

Skier Services

Washrooms 463 1,702 232 0 0 0 -2 100 0 88 0 46 186 75 0 0 0 726 1,189

Ski Patrol/First Aid 151 388 195 0 0 -69 0 0 0 0 0 0 19 0 0 0 0 145 296

Ski School 112 538 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 219 0 0 0 219 330

Public Lockers 514 966 46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 93 19 0 0 0 158 672

Ticket Sales 24 129 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 31 0 0 0 31 55

Subtotal 1,263 3,723 474 0 0 -69 -2 100 0 88 0 46 297 344 0 0 0 1,278 2,542

Administrative

Administration 545 806 0 500 100 0 -56 0 0 0 250 0 46 31 0 0 0 872 1,416

Employee Lockers 158 319 0 0 0 0 -9 0 0 0 0 9 46 0 250 0 0 297 455

Subtotal 702 1,125 0 500 100 0 -65 0 0 0 250 9 93 31 250 0 0 1,168 1,871

Community Services

Day Care/Nursery 219 1,145 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 465 0 200 0 665 884

Subtotal 219 1,145 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 465 0 200 0 665 884

COMMERCIAL SPACE
Total 6,751 14,246 1,914 800 100 -69 -67 100 335 742 250 381 1,635 1,465 250 200 0 8,036 14,787

OPERATIONAL SPACE
Mechanical / Furnace 944 856 134 159 100 0 -5 0 0 55 375 27 114 104 0 0 0 1,063 2,006

Storage 554 996 186 136 50 -6 -5 0 0 47 0 23 98 89 0 0 50 668 1,222

Circulation, Walls, Waste 811 1,135 96 113 0 0 0 0 0 39 0 19 82 74 0 0 0 423 1,234

Subtotal 2,309 2,987 415 408 150 -6 -10 0 0 141 375 69 294 268 0 0 50 2,154 4,462

INTERPRETIVE SPACE
Education and Interpretation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 450 450 0 0 0 900 900

Subtotal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 450 450 0 0 0 900 900

CHANGE IN BUILT SPACE
Total Attraction Related 

Space (m2) 9,059 17,233 2,329 1,208 250 -75 -77 100 335 883 625 450 2,379 2,183 250 200 50 11,090 20,149
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8.5.2 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN GUIDELINES - SUMMARY

The full text of the Architectural Guidelines is available as Appendix 11.8 (Chapter 
11) on the Long-Range Plan portal at the Lake Louise Ski Area’s website: www.lrp.
skilouise.com.

Development of facilities within the boundary of the Lake Louise Ski Area has taken place 
over more than 75 years since the construction of Temple Lodge by the Ski Club of the 
Canadian Rockies in 1939. These Architectural Theme and Design Guidelines for new 
buildings, exterior renovations and for the Sign Plan (Sec. 11.6) are to be consistent with 
Heritage Tourism themes and will respect the built heritage of the Lake Louise Ski Area.

Building design and architecture, maintaining viewscapes, and managing noise, night 
lighting and signage are all aspects of providing an appropriate Heritage Tourism 
experience that connects ski area visitors to Banff National Park’s heritage while minimizing 
offsite visual and other impacts. Proposed new buildings and major renovations will be 
consistent with established architectural themes and materials.

New buildings will respect the styles and vernacular of existing buildings, while drawing 
inspiration from historic precedents within Banff National Park. Architectural elements will 
feature craftsmanship quality, durability, and the grandeur of the environment in which 
they are situated. Renovations and additions to existing buildings, including alterations to 
ensure accessibility, will respect these Architectural Theme and Design Guidelines while 
maintaining existing design themes and building character and materials.

8.5.2.1 Guiding Principles: 

The 2015 Site Guidelines mandate that, National Park Ski Areas will contribute to a unique 
memorable national park experience and promote public appreciation and understanding of 
the heritage values of the world heritage site and local conservation initiatives.

In accordance with this direction, the following Architectural Theme and Design Guidelines 
have been established for the Lake Louise Ski Area:

• Define a suitable architectural theme for building development including renovations 
and additions;

• Define architectural concepts, colours and materials for exterior finishes;

• Ensure that buildings are designed to readily accommodate accessibility needs 
and emerging environmental building technologies including energy and water 
efficiency; and

• Provide linkages to key LLSA policies and practices including the Sign Plan, 
Interpretation Strategy and the Wildland Fire Assessment and FireSmart Plan.
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8.5.2.2 Specific Architectural Objectives:

The following broad objectives are reflected in these Guidelines:

• Creating an appropriate, identifiable and unified design character for all buildings 
and structures in the Lake Louise Ski Area;

• Siting and designing buildings in ways that minimize construction impact on terrain, 
vegetation and wildlife, and maximize passive solar reception;

• Integrating a sensitive approach to building massing in relation to the natural 
landscape, existing land slopes, and site conditions while ensuring that buildings 
are as visually unobtrusive as possible and complement and enhance, rather than 
detract from the natural setting;

• Siting buildings, and designing adjacent landscapes to minimize visitor effort to 
move between ski slopes and lifts and buildings;

• Using consistent and appropriate signage to assist visitors looking for facilities and 
services;

• Designing buildings to reduce noise and light pollution;

• Designing buildings and managing their sites to minimize the wildland fire and 
conversely risk that a structural fire might cause a forest fire. In forested mountain 
areas the spread of fire is an ever-present danger. Wherever possible, structures 
must have a substantial clear space around them, to act as a fire-break. Special 
attention must be paid to the design of roofs which should be constructed of non-
combustible materials. If possible, roofs should be provided with fire-suppression 
systems such as sprinklers;

• Selecting fresh architectural designs and materials for new buildings (such as 
Eagle Ridge Day Lodge, warming huts) that reflect existing and traditional Western 
Canadian alpine ski building designs;

• Inclusion of accessibility features at core visitor service facilities and lodges;

• Respecting the original design motifs of buildings at the ski area, including the 
unique use of materials such as square timber, peeled logs and board and batten, 
etc.; and

• Incorporating green building technologies into building design and operations.
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8.6 MOUNTAIN OPERATIONS

8.6.1 AVALANCHE CONTROL

The Lake Louise Ski Area (LLSA) Avalanche Safety Plan (ASP) is a formalization of 
policies and procedures adopted by LLSA in efforts to facilitate the safe management of 
snow avalanches and their effects on ski area terrain, related facilities, staff and customers. 
The ASP outlines operational goals, objectives and priorities. It provides program structure 
and standardizes daily actions of the avalanche safety team.

Avalanche hazard mitigation has occurred at LLSA for over five decades. The combined 
wisdom of these years contributes to the fundamentals and adds refined practices and 
experience to the present day. The LLSA ASP was adopted from the Canada Parks 
Service (now Agency-CPA) in October 1986. It was originally conceived by Clair Israelson 
who was the Avalanche Forecaster and CPA staff Supervisor at that time.

In 1990, the ski area assumed responsibility for its own avalanche safety planning and 
execution. Since then, Will Devlin, Mark Klassen, Dave Iles and Richard Miller have made 
additions, amendments and updates. This document is dynamic and constantly evolves. 
The ASP should be reviewed and updated annually, if required and formally reviewed every 
3-years by an avalanche professional, as per Canadian industry standards.

8.6.1.1 Scope of the Avalanche Safety Plan:

The ski area boundary of the LLSA encompasses several mountain faces, drainages and 
three referred elevations, below tree line, tree line, and alpine. The ski area contains and is 
exposed to extensive avalanche prone terrain and most of this terrain lies in the tree line to 
alpine elevations.

The snow climate is considered ‘Continental’. The Rockies are the main mountain range 
furthest east from the west coast therefore receiving less snow than the ranges further 
west. Weather is influenced by three air masses. The SW flow that usually brings Chinook 
weather (windy, stormy) both moist (“Pineapple Express”) and dry. The “Aleutian” is a NW 
flow from the Gulf of Alaska bringing cooler ridges and troughs. The “Arctic Air” flow is dry 
and usually brings very cold temperatures from the north. These arctic air outbreaks can 
linger for long periods of time and can dramatically affect snowpack properties. Average 
snowfall is 480 cm a year.

Snow avalanche history is obvious in the region with steep terrain and vegetation scarring. 
Steep terrain and snow combine to commonly produce avalanche sizes of 1.0-3.0 in 
magnitude, and larger sizes of 3.5-4.0 are uncommon but can occasionally occur.
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Figure 8-26. Avalanche Control Zones at the Lake Louise Ski Area

8.6.1.2 ASP Principles and Objectives:

This plan is prepared and executed for the purpose of protecting the public, staff and 
infrastructure at the LLSA from the hazardous effects of snow avalanches.

The ASP directives are the responsibility of the Mountain (snow safety) Manager and 
avalanche forecasting team. The daily avalanche forecaster is responsible for the daily 
directives and objectives as well as terrain access and use. Decisions are often collectively 
made by the avalanche control team. Avalanche control team leaders are the primary 
observers of avalanche activity and are to report frequency, magnitude and remaining 
probability of avalanches from their fieldwork observations. Furthermore, the avalanche 
control team monitors snow instability and avalanche hazard on an on-going basis.

All terrain within the ski area leasehold that is subject to avalanche risk is mapped and 
zoned into avalanche risk categories. Visitor access to avalanche risk areas within the 
defined operational boundary is monitored and controlled throughout the operational year. 
Avalanche risk areas outside the operational boundaries are considered backcountry and 
are treated as such – which is to say they are rarely if ever actively controlled and are 
treated as National Park land, with no access restrictions

Major terrain features have names which are commonly used for communicating avalanche 
observations, open or closed status and for marking signs, fence lines and boundaries.

Lift accessed avalanche terrain is closed at the end of each day and remains closed until 
the daily avalanche forecaster opens the specified terrain.

8.6.1.3 Avalanche Zones and Control:

Figure 8-26 illustrates the extent of known avalanche paths within and adjacent to the 
revised ski area boundary. This figure also illustrates the extent to which Whitebark Pine 
occur within existing, and proposed new control areas. Procedures for the protection of 
Whitebark Pine are presented in detain in Sections 4.3 and 12.1.3 (Vegetation and Ski Run 
Management Strategy) of this report.

For operational purposes, the ASP recognizes four distinct zones based largely on the 
location of affected avalanche slopes, the extent of risk to visitors and staff, and the 
methods available for avalanche control and public safety.  Based on decisions taken by 
the ski area’s avalanche safety supervisors, ski lifts and terrain may be closed pending 
control operations.

For purposes of this LRP, known avalanche risk areas within Hidden Bowl have been 
illustrated on Fig. 8-26.  Although no development is proposed for Hidden Bowl in this LRP, 
the ski area’s Avalanche safety team will continue to improve its knowledge of avalanche 
risk in Hidden Bowl to allow it to participate safely in any rescues that may become 
necessary.  Figure 8-26 also illustrates a proposed additional avalanche control area above 
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the Larch ski pod. This additional avalanche control area (an avalanche trigger zone) has 
been identified by the ski area’s avalanche safety team to provide enhanced safety for the 
upper terminal of the Larch chairlift and nearby ski terrain. The ski area boundary was 
adjusted to include this additional control area. 

Avalanche prevention can involve several manual or active control methods that are used to 
prevent the accumulation of a large snowpack. Manual methods include:

Boot packing / Ski packing

This is an early season method of compaction. A patroller who is directed by the forecaster 
leads a boot packing crew. This group might walk down the starting zones of avalanche 
paths to compact and harden weak layers to prevent future snowfalls from causing a deep 
failure. Usually boot packing is used when a hard slab exists that skis will not penetrate. 
Extensive ski packing/cutting can be used to accomplish the same results if skis are 
penetrating down to the basal layers.

Ski Cutting

Ski cutting control is a fast and economical method of slope stabilization. It is used either 
to trigger avalanches of a small size or to stabilize a weakness or slab that is forming on a 
slope.

Manual Cornice Control

Manual cornice is the use of skis or other devices to break or cut off smaller segments of 
wind-blown snow that have accumulated as an overhang. Skis or loops of parachute cord 
may be used to ‘cut’ off a section of wind-blown, hard snow to keep cornices vertical.

Active Control methods involve the use of explosives to release accumulated snow. A 
variety of explosive control methods are used. The most common are hand charges 
thrown into a slope. Air blasts, buried charges, and pre-placed charges may be used. 
‘Avalauncher’ and the use of helicopters provide remote ways to deliver a charge delivery 
charges where risk to staff may be high.

8.6.2 SNOWMAKING MASTER PLAN AND WATER RESERVOIRS

8.6.2.1 Introduction

The Lake Louise Ski Area contracted Torrent Engineering and Equipment to provide a 
Snowmaking Master Plan, final draft dated Dec. 2018. Torrent worked with Lake Louise 
personnel and other consultants between 2016-18 to produce the Snowmaking Master Plan 
(Sec. 12.4.3).
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Snowmaking is critical to ski area operation providing a more guaranteed ski surface and 
extending early season potential for skiers and revenue. Historically, the LLSA’s goals 
have been to open a portion of the ski area by mid-November; provide World Cup race 
terrain coverage by late November; additional area throughout December; and complete 
snowmaking operations by mid-January.  To reduce visual impacts caused by accumulating 
snow prior to the first natural snowfalls, snowmaking has typically commenced in mid-
October.  Initial snowmaking will be at higher elevations and in areas less visible to the 
park visitors. In high elevation areas that have restricted visibility, and where it can be 
demonstrated that adverse effects to vegetation and wildlife can be avoided, the ski area 
may apply to Parks Canada for permission to initiate snowmaking as early as October 1.

Presently the snowmaking system covers approximately 243 acres (98 hectares) of slopes 
and trails, requires 502 acre-feet (619,200 m3) of machine-made snow production, and 
operates an average of 1,937 hours with 103 MG (390 ML) water pumped per season.

Proposed future expansion would increase the snowmaking system coverage by 
approximately 150 acres (61 ha). Build-out coverage would require approximately 735 
acre-feet of machine-made snow production, which equates to 147 million gallons of water 
pumped.

Snowmaking coverage is divided into five priorities. Each priority is a key target date for 
which the corresponding area would be covered with an average of 0.6 meters (2.0 feet) of 
machine-made snow to open. Special areas such as half pipes and terrain parks require 
increased average snow depth to open.

Coverage areas by priority are detailed in the Snowmaking Master Plan. Target dates are 
mid-November, late-November (World Cup and American Thanksgiving holidays), mid-
December, late December (Christmas / New Year’s holidays), and mid-January for 100% 
coverage. The existing system operates an average of approximately 1,900 hours per 
season from Mid-October to February.

With potential improvements as detailed in the Snowmaking Master Plan, and an earlier 
start to snowmaking when weather permits, operation could potentially be reduced to an 
average of 1,200 – 1,400 hours per season (for the same existing coverage).

As a short-term solution to past water flow shortfalls (water flows in the Pipestone River 
have fallen below the 10/90 threshold for in-stream flow), groundwater from the Bow 
Valley has been used to supplement water Pipestone River water withdrawals.  Water is 
withdrawn from two wells located on the ‘4 - 2’ site, a ski area land lease used to house 
staff accommodation.  This short-term arrangement is a costly and inconvenient process 
involving the installation of two surface-laid temporary pipelines which, if flow is interrupted, 
may freeze solid.  To address longer-term certainty as to water supply, the 2015 Site 
Guidelines allow the ski area to consider the installation of water storage reservoirs, and to 
evaluate alternate water supply sources.   
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Figure 8-27. Proposed Snowmaking Plan

The long-term use of groundwater resources to supply part, or all of the ski area’s water 
requirements will be examined through a program of detailed flow tests and monitoring in 
the 2019-20 ski season.  Additional seasons of similar tests may be required.  The results 
of these tests may influence long-term decisions by the ski area as to the volume of water 
storage required to meet water management system and environmental protection needs.    

The 2015 Site Guidelines (Page 62) does allow the ski area to bring forward changes to 
withdrawal limits or management systems from the Pipestone River through a Long-Range 
Plan.  Any adjustment to the 10/90 threshold rule to reduce in-stream flow minimums 
would benefit the availability of Pipestone River water for snowmaking, when it is most 
needed.  Studies conducted by Golder Associates for the LRP Water Management 
Strategy indicate that the 10/90 restriction is proving fully sufficient to meet in-stream flow 
needs, however, the ski area does not propose to amend the 10/90 rule at this time.  The 
2015 Site Guidelines (Page 45) require that, “Any proposed changes to water withdrawal 
limits or water management systems will be based on a detailed professional analysis and 
independent peer review of minimum in-stream flow needs required for Westslope cutthroat 
trout, Bull trout, and other fish and aquatic species.  

The 2015 Site Guidelines (Page 62) also allow the ski area to consider other measures to 
improve current snowmaking and water use efficiency.  These include improvements in 
on-hill equipment, pumping systems, and snowmaking nucleating systems.  The 2015 Site 
Guidelines confirm that improvements of this type may be brought forward in advance of 
a Long-Range Plan, and do not require approval in this document.  The ski area will bring 
forward proposals to test snowmaking nucleating agents, such as SnoMax, in the near 
future. 

In summary, proposed improvements addressed in the Snowmaking Master Plan will allow 
Lake Louise to;

• Cover ski terrain faster

• Open trails sooner

• Save operating power and labour 

• Increase snowmaking during periods of the snowmaking season when river flows 
are typically at their highest; and

• Reduce water demand during the lower-flow winter period.  

As described in the Snowmaking Master Plan, improvements primarily in water supply and 
snow guns would allow Lake Louise to achieve potential system efficiency increases and 
associated savings.
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8.6.2.2 System Capacity

Snowmaking system pumping capacity is 2,400 GPM (9,085 LPM) from both the Primary 
pump station (River) and Booster pump station (Control).

The LLSA presently utilizes water from the Pipestone River. Total permitted allowable 
annual withdrawal is approximately 170 MG (644 ML). The primary snowmaking pump 
station is located adjacent to the river at the base of the access road. Presently there is no 
storage capacity at the Primary pump station.

For present system coverage, both the Primary and Booster pump stations could be 
increased to 3,000 GPM capacity each. Further increased capacity is limited at the Primary 
pump station location due to:

• Available withdrawal from the Pipestone River;

• 12” pipeline between the Primary pump station and ski area base;

• No additional space or provisions for future added pumps in the building; and

• Possible hydro limitations and associated upgrades.

Water Supply (Pipestone River); the available flowrate decreases as the season 
progresses, starting above 2,000 GPM (7,570 LPM) in late fall and ending at about 1,000 
GPM (3,785 LPM). Also, there is typically an early season 2 – 4 week period when frazzle 
ice occurs, greatly reducing water intake capacity.

As a short-term, temporary solution, the existing (2) 4-2 ground water deep wells, capable 
of supplying approximately 1,000 GPM (3,785 LPM) each to the Primary pump station have 
been utilized to supplement snowmaking supply water in low Pipestone river flow years. 

Water storage (reservoir) located at the river near the primary pump house would eliminate 
the water supply issues and support continuous reliable system operation.

The Snowmaking Master Plan recommends a water storage reservoir in the “G-Base” area. 
This would allow Lake Louise to fill the reservoir during higher river flowrate periods and 
pump from the primary snowmaking pump station at increased instantaneous flowrates. 
Preliminary data indicates a potential area of approximately 15,500 m2. A total volume 
of approximately 100,000 - 150,000 m3 (25 MG) is desired to balance available river 
withdrawal, reservoir recharge, and snowmaking pumping (reservoir withdrawal).

The 2015 Site Guidelines specify that the ski area’s principal Pipestone River water 
reservoir will be situated adjacent to the ski area’s main pumphouse, adjacent to the former 
lower Gondola terminal (G-Base).  A License of Occupation, which restricts access to ski 
area staff required for reservoir and pumphouse maintenance, has been drafted for this 
proposed land use by Parks Canada, and forms a portion of the revised ski area boundary. 
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The final siting and design of the proposed Pipestone River water reservoir will consider 
potential risks posed by river flooding or ice damming.  Previous high-water events in 2013 
(a major regional flood event), and 2016 (a significant local ice-damming event) did not 
affect the proposed Pipestone River water reservoir site, but a more complete analysis of 
historic river flow patterns will be completed as a prerequisite for final engineering design.  
Final engineering design will identify the reservoir’s footprint and volume, as well as any 
requirements to install armour rock or other structures to protect the reservoir and its berm.  
The effectiveness of past flood protection measures undertaken by Parks Canada (to 
protect an earlier municipal water intake, and the Trans-Canada Highway) and the ski area 
(to enhance the effectiveness of its water intake system); and requirements for on-going 
river-channel maintenance, including debris removal will be factors in final reservoir design

The effects of increased water withdrawals, water storage in reservoir system(s), and 
associated river channel maintenance activities, on flow regime and fish habitat in the 
Pipestone River are addressed in Section 7.3 of the Detailed Impact Analysis (DIA). 

There is also the potential for a smaller backside water storage reservoir of 20,000 – 
30,000 m3 (5 – 8 MG) in the Temple area. Logistically this could support some back-side 
snowmaking and support long term snowmaking capability.

Existing Capacity is 2,400 GPM water and 6,100 CFM compressed air.

Recommended short term improvements include:

• Upgrade Primary and Booster pumping to 3,000 GPM (11,355 LPM) each;

• Construct the proposed “G-Base” water storage reservoir;

• Upgrade snow guns to higher efficiency units; and

• Continue to upgrade on mountain piping and snow gun electrical.

Recommended long term improvements include;

• Construct the proposed backside water storage reservoir

• Install the proposed backside pump and compressor building (adjacent to 
reservoir), with approximately 1,800 GPM (6,800 LPM) pumping and 4,800 CFM 
compressed air. This would increase overall capacity to 4,800 GPM (18,200 LPM) 
and 10,800 CFM.

• Upgrade system controls and monitoring

• Continue to upgrade snow guns to higher efficiency units

• Continue to upgrade on mountain piping and snow gun electrical

The mountain piping system is high pressure air and water buried steel pipe, with some 
fan gun 3 phase power. The system should be upgraded over time according to the master 
plan.
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8.6.2.3 Snow Guns

The snowmaking guns utilized by the LLSA are compressed air and water type, and fan 
(airless) type guns. The air/water guns are categorized as standard internal mix and low 
energy stick types. Snow gun efficiency is defined as the amount of energy required to 
convert water into snow and is typically expressed in gpm/kw.

It is recommended that the standard air/water guns be phased out and replaced with 
low energy tower guns. Utilize a mix of portable units and some fixed tower units on high 
priority and steeper trails.

The recommendations listed below target the goal to increase system average water 
flowrate, reducing operating hours and improving overall efficiency.

• Eliminate lower efficiency air/water snow guns.

• Increase “Low Energy” air / water snow gun coverage where ever possible. Reduce 
standard air/water gun dependency.

• Increase fan gun coverage where ever possible. Add fan guns to increase system 
water use early season in marginal conditions when excess pumping capacity is 
available.

• Increase the number of fixed position tower snow guns to increase operating 
efficiency and reduce downtime between moves.

• Add snow gun automation.
 

8.6.2.4 Power

Estimated snowmaking build-out power requirements are as follows;

• Primary pump station / G-Base – 1,850 KW

• Control Booster Pump & Compressor Building – 3,200 KW

• New Backside Pump & Compressor Building – 2,400 KW

• Additional Front Side Fan Snow Guns – 550 KW

• Total Estimated Snowmaking Power at Build-out – 8,000 KW (8 MW)
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8.6.2.5 System Controls

The LLSA has mix of control and monitoring equipment for the snowmaking system. Both 
the primary and control booster pump stations operate with local, stand-alone automatic 
control. There are (8) remote ambient weather stations installed around the mountain. The 
LLSA primarily uses manually controlled type snow guns and hydrants.

• Leave in place local pump and compressor PLC controls. Upgrade as necessary 
over time as equipment dictates.

• Upgrade communications between Primary to the front side base area and to 
Control. Install fibre optic cable.

• Upgrade SCADA software system.

• Install power monitoring for all snowmaking electrical services and connect to the 
monitoring system.

• Upgrade one trail top to bottom (top of the Gondola to Base Area) with a mix of 
fixed tower fan and Low Energy A/W automatic guns and hydrants.

8.6.2.6 Potential Energy Savings

Presently, the system operates an average of 1,900 hours annually. The proposed 
system coverage of 243 acres (98 Ha), with improvements as mentioned in the Master 
Plan, the system could potentially operate at 1,200 – 1,400 hours annually. Based on the 
recommendations, it is realistic to expect a system efficiency increase of 25 – 30%.

This represents a substantial annual savings in power and labour, as well as increased 
terrain coverage by Christmas.

For the upgraded system and existing coverage, estimated power and savings are as 
follows;

• Total Pump and Compressor Operating KW = 3,075 KW,

• Annual Operating Hours Potential Savings = 600 Hrs.

• Annual Operating Power Potential Savings = 1,845,000 KWH

This is estimated power savings only. Additional savings can be achieved from reduced 
labour costs.
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8.6.3 SNOW SAFETY

The Snow Safety Department has its principal Operations Centre at the Whisky Jack 
Base Area, with a smaller facility located adjacent to the lower Larch Chairlift terminal near 
Temple Lodge. Both are accessible by snowmobile and by rubber-tired rescue vehicle 
including ambulances. Rescue equipment is positioned each day where it is most useful, 
often at the upper terminals of chairlifts.

All Snow Safety personnel wear high-visibility clothing (currently red) and are equipped with 
radios and cell phones. They sweep most main ski runs throughout the operating day and 
are available to assist visitors anywhere within the ski area boundaries.

8.6.3.1 What are the Principal Duties of the Snow Safety Team?

Snow safety and trail crew personnel perform a wide variety of tasks, most aimed at 
providing safe and enjoyable experiences for national park visitors. Principal among these 
tasks are:

• Rescue - The ski patrol provides rescue services in the winter season for guests 
who are sick or injured, lost or stranded, scared or fatigued or simply fed up. It is a 
courtesy of the ski area to provide these services.

• Marking Hazards - The Snow Safety team spends more time in the prevention 
of rescue by marking and / or mitigating hazards or potential hazards on the ski 
runs. Hazards (such as a fallen or leaning tree) are marked using metal or plastic 
signs and banners, rope lines utilizing polypropylene orange high visibility rope 
suspended from 1” x 8’ bamboo sticks, plastic fences all supported by bamboo and/
or T-Bar Steel posts.

• Snow Farming – Using T-Bar Steel and plastic fence to capture wind driven snow 
causing drifting which accumulates snow in otherwise wind-swept areas thus 
improving ski run quality and safety.

• Avalanche Control – Mitigation of avalanche danger by manipulating the snow 
pack to stabilize it on slopes steep enough to avalanche. This may be done by ski 
packing and/or using explosives. When an area cannot be stabilized prior to public 
opening, high-visibility rope lines and signs are used to prevent to access into 
potentially unstable snow areas. Helicopters are also used for an efficient and time 
saving approach to avalanche control.

• Education – Interaction with the public both formally and informally about need 
for applying safe practices when using the ski slopes. The ski area’s Alpine 
Responsibility Code is enforced by the Snow Safety department. Skier / rider safety 
and avalanche education is provided through courses, signage and bulletins.
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• Lift Evacuation – If and when a ski lift (aerial ropeway) is rendered inoperable, 
and guests are stranded on the aerial ropeways, the Snow Safety department is 
called in to be in constant communication with stranded riders; provide whatever 
is needed for their comfort and safety; and if needed, lower them to the snow 
surface. The latter is accomplished with the use of aerial ropeway technical rescue 
equipment.

• Accident Investigations – Some accidents require an investigation to protect the 
interests of both the injured and the company. Snow Safety staff are trained to be 
knowledgeable and thorough in collecting pertinent information and subsequently 
documenting the information in a manner prescribed by relevant authorities. The 
quality of the information gathered is ensure by subsequent internal audit.

• Dispatch – The operations of a ski hill are channelled through an Operations 
‘Dispatcher’. Dispatchers receive, gather and record all activities related to 
operations including lift operations and rescues, which may or may not require the 
cooperation of external agencies accessed through the 911 system (Police, Fire 
and Ambulance). The Dispatcher also gathers and records information provided 
by Snow Safety staff during the daily opening and closing of ski area. Dispatch will 
generally ‘quarterback’ coordinated responses to all crisis events at the ski area.

8.6.3.2 Who Comprises the Snow Safety Department?

Members of the Snow Safety Department come from diverse backgrounds and bring 
a variety of skills and experience. They are of many ages but share a passion for the 
outdoors and mountainous environments. Most are hired with a minimum of an advanced 
pre-hospital, first-aid care course, of 80 hours or more. All can ski at an advanced level.

Training occurs on the job each day, whether by taking courses, or through professional 
practice to develop and maintain the competencies required to perform all the listed 
duties of the Snow Safety Department. As team members progress in developing their 
competencies, responsibilities may increase and ultimately, they become team leaders.

The ski area welcomes and will use volunteers when they are available; however, 
volunteers are typically avaiable (and used) primarily on weekends and holidays. Volunteers 
may also be used to assit with large- scale mid-week events,

The Snow Safety Department has three supervisors. They report to the Mountain 
Operations Managers who, in turn reports to the Senior Directors of Operations.
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8.6.3.3 Snow Safety Communications:

On mountain communications are generally by two-way radio which either use repeaters or 
simplex frequencies. In addition, land line and mobile telephones might be used, depending 
on one’s location at the ski area. In this era of modern communications, e-mails and text 
messages provide communication when radios and phones are not required.  

8.6.3.4 Transporting Accident Victims:

For most non-emergency skiing and riding accidents, victims can be escorted to a 
Snow Safety facility on their feet or in a rescue sled. The method of transportation is the 
responsibility of the first responder, often in consultation with a Supervisor. Accident victims 
will usually be transported to the Whisky Jack Base Area where, in needed, they can be 
transported to their hotel or to the Banff Hospital by friends or family. In emergencies, 
ambulances will meet victims for transport to the Banff hospital.

Guests requiring transport from Temple are transported by four-wheel drive vehicle or by 
snowmobile and trailer when the condition of the Temple road does not support vehicle 
access. If an injury is of a serious nature, helicopters can and will be used for more rapid 
transportation and care. Helicopters may also be used to remove accident victims from the 
more remote locations on the mountain (the back side or Temple side).

8.6.3.5 Snow Safety Department Challenges:

The relatively remote location of the LLSA can prove to be a challenge for hiring, training 
to a high level, and retaining key Snow Safety staff. The limited supply of non-employee 
housing, and then high cost to rent or purchase housing in the Bow Valley limit the 
availability of qualified staff, especially at the Supervisory level.

High-density housing, whether rented or provided by the LLSA is often the only suitable 
alternative. This is more attractive to younger staff, meaning that training is a constant 
challenge for the Snow safety Department.
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8.6.3.6 The Impact of the Long-Range Plan on the Snow Safety Department:

Boundary changes will require adjustments to the ski area’s avalanche safety and control 
programs. This will require a period of research and practice in both West and Hidden 
Bowls (the latter will not be developed for skiing in this LRP). Advances in avalanche 
control methods (such as remote-control technologies) may expedite the adaptation of 
control measures on open terrain such as that found in West Bowl. West Bowl will be skied 
regularly, which makes it easier for the Snow Safety team to adapt its operations. Snow 
grooming will be limited to egress routes leading skiers out of the Bowls.

As a result of new facility develop during the LRP, the Snow Safety Department expects to 
improve the quality of its patient care facilities in both the Temple and Whisky Jack areas. 
Improvements for helicopter landing are also required in the back bowls. Finally, staff 
housing expansions that are foreseen in the LRP may help the Snow Safety Department 
recruit and retain trained staff.

8.6.4 SKI RUN GROOMING PLAN

8.6.4.1 Why Ski Areas Groom Ski Runs:

Snow grooming is undertaken primarily to provide the type(s) of snow surface sought by 
skiers, and to ensure skier safety. Beginners and most intermediate skiers choose ski 
surfaces that have been groomed daily (refer to Fig. 8-28). Intermediate skiers often hit 
the slopes early to ‘cruise’ the groomed ’corduroy’ surface that snow cats create. After a 
snowfall, expert and many intermediate skiers also like to get an early start to enjoy powder 
skiing, but as the powder is worked down, and moguls start to develop, most intermediate 
skiers will head for the groomed ski runs.

At any given point, all skiers like groomed runs. The LLSA grooms green, blue and 
black runs because there is a demand for grooming by skiers of all skill levels. Skiing on 
groomed snow surfaces is central to learning how to ski and improving skiing skills. This 
is particularly true for ski racing and training for racing.  Ski racing is carried out on hard 
surfaces, often hardened by the addition of snow hardeners (essentially, salts). If it is a thin 
snow year, or if there has not been much natural snow, the demand for higher end groomed 
terrain increases.

At the LLSA, ski terrain that is not groomed includes upper mountain black and double 
black terrain, gladed terrain and some open bowls. These are difficult to groom safely or 
may consist of terrain that is inconsistent with being groomed due to catering to high end 
skiers/riders. Ultimately, the terrain that is the best for powder skiing is not terrain that 
would normally be groomed.
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Figure 8-28. Sample Lake Louise Ski Area Grooming Plan
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8.6.4.2 How Often are Ski Runs Groomed? 

Beginner and most intermediate runs are groomed daily. In addition, the LLSA develops 
and maintains a plan and schedule for grooming the most popular black runs on the lower 
front side of Whitehorn Mountain, and on the Ptarmigan slopes. The attached Table, Figure 
8-28 is an example of a grooming plan for the LLSA. This plan is updated frequently, as 
weather and snow conditions require.

8.6.4.3 Snow Grooming and Avalanche Risk:

Snow grooming is not used as a primary means to reduce avalanche risk at the LLSA. 
That task falls to the ski area’s expert avalanche control team. When the avalanche safety 
team has completed its tasks, the best way to compact snow in mountainous terrain is to 
encourage regular skiing. Cats can provide a similar level of compaction as traditional skier 
compaction will, however the LLSA does not carry out wide-spread grooming in avalanche 
terrain.  

8.6.4.4 The Grooming Fleet:

The Lake Louise Ski Area (LLSA) operates a fleet of 8 modern snow-grooming machines 
(often called ‘cats’), with one additional machine on stand-by or in the periodic maintenance 
cycle. The fleet includes 2 winch cats (which require a buried anchor at the top of steep 
slopes) and two ‘Park’ cats (groomers with options designed for terrain park building 
and maintenance). All snow snow groomers are currently based and maintained at the 
Operations Centre at the Whisky Jack Base Area. With the development of new ski terrain 
on Richardson’s Ridge, one or two additional snow groomers will be added to that fleet, 
and will be based at the proposed, new Temple Operations Centre.
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8.6.4.5 The Grooming Team:

Grooming is done daily by trained grooming staff. In most cases groomers have experience 
working in the Snow Safety Department before a ‘rookie’ year as a groomer. Groomers’ 
skills are developed through a formal and informal training program with the most senior 
operators having 10 seasons of experience or more. Skilled operators are much sought out 
in the ski industry.

There are two grooming shifts daily: an afternoon shirt from 16:30-00:30 and a night shift 
from 00:30-08:30. Ideally, each snow groomer is on the mountain for no more than 16 
hours per day. There are currently 17 grooming machine operators at Lake Louise.

8.6.4.6 Measures to Protect the Environment during Grooming Operations?

All grooming staff receive mandatory staff-wide environmental training on measures 
undertaken by the LLSA to protect environmental resources. Snow groomers receive 
additional training specific to their scope of practice. For example, a minimum snow 
depth is required before snow cats are allowed into any area. Snow ‘depth’ is determined 
based on a combination of actual snow depth and water equivalency. Based on years of 
experience, a minimum of forty millimetres (40mm) of water equivalency will ensure minimal 
impact to the flora below the snow. Protected species, such as Whitebark pine, and other 
species or communities of special interest that occur on groomed terrain are specially 
flagged to allow cat operators to avoid risk of unintended damage.

In the spring, roads critical to non-winter operations and ‘deeper’ snow areas are pushed 
out (thinned) to allow a faster melt. Care is taken not to place the removed snow in sensitive 
areas such as waterways

LLSA follows a very strict spill response program to mitigate the effects of any spills, the 
details are contained in the Environmental Spill Response Program. All pieces of mobile 
equipment carry spill response kits.

Operators are trained to avoid sensitive wildlife such as large carnivores, meaning that 
if such wildlife is observed, they move away to another work area until the wildlife have 
moved out of the area where they were encountered.
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8.6.4.7 How are Terrain Parks Built and Maintained? 

All terrain parks start with a design concept. From that basic design, a detailed snowmaking 
program is put into operation to build a sufficient base upon which the park will be 
formed. In the case of the Boulevard Terrain Park at the LLSA, this requires more than a 
2-meter average base over the entire Boulevard area to allow the terrain park to be built. 
Snowmaking is completed based on depth measurements, and estimated volumes of water 
pumped into the area. Senior cat operators will recommend when to cease making snow 
and move into the ‘build’ stage. This stage is led by a senior cat operator who has specific 
training and experience in terrain park construction. A lot of skill and snow grooming ‘art’ 
goes into a successful terrain park build. The Lake Louise Ski Area has been fortunate to 
have had some very talented builders over the years.

The other key piece of equipment is the ‘Park’ Cat. The Park Cat is fundamentally a normal 
cat except that the implements (blade and tiller) have a much greater range of movement 
and these cats have some additional implements that can be used to shape features.

Rails and boxes are either purchased or fabricated by ski area staff. These features are 
planned as part of the concept design and new features are added annually as the trends 
in the industry are watched and as features age beyond their maintainable life.

Resorts wanting to have a half-pipe require a “pipe grinder”. The LLSA has not had one 
for about 10-years. Half pipes are no longer considered a necessary part of a successful 
terrain park as the industry trend has moved more towards Slopestyle competitions and rail 
jams.

8.6.5 MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES AND FACILITIES

Maintenance activities at the Lake Louise Ski Area are typical of those found at all ski 
areas. Although the majority of building maintenance staff are seasonal, a growing core of 
skilled maintenance staff are hired on a full-time basis to ensure that the Summer Visitor 
Program can be safely and effectively operated, and that key facilities and equipment, 
including lifts, snowmaking components and equipment are given sufficient life-cycle 
service. Trail maintenance requirements and reclamation projects require the ski area to 
retain a sufficient staff complement throughout the spring, summer and fall seasons.
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8.6.5.1 Maintenance Activities and Facilities - Current Situation:

Primary maintenance activities include:

• Building maintenance including heating, plumbing, electricity and cleaning;

• Lift maintenance including parts stores, millwright tools and equipment and a 
service and testing bay;

• Vehicle maintenance including parts stores, mechanics tools and equipment, and 
service bays. The ski area’s vehicle fleet includes snow grooming cats, cranes and 
loaders, snowplows, buses and light trucks, and highway vehicles;

• Plumbing and electrical service parts and equipment;

• Radio and computer services, including some parts storage;

• Maintenance of snowmaking equipment including large water pumps; water, air and 
fan guns; pipelines, electrical and communications wiring; and portable generators.

Maintenance activities are primarily based out of the Operations Centre at the Whisky 
Jack Base Area. This large Butler-style building houses storage and service bays for 
vehicle maintenance, millwrights, radio technology, snowmaking, plumbing and electricity. 
A second floor in the Operations Centre houses staff lockers and a lunchroom; and offices 
for Computer Services, Environmental Management, Interpretation Services as well as and 
Operations and Maintenance supervisors. Cleaning stores and equipment are kept in each 
building.

Existing operations space is sufficient to meet the current staff and equipment needs; 
however, no new operations / maintenance space has been created for 30 years, and 
the quality and diversity of support facilities has not kept pace with recent demand and 
technology changes. Any growth in the demand for maintenance services, storage and 
staff space will require an off-setting expansion of operations space.
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8.6.5.2 Maintenance Activities and Facilities - Impact of the Long-Range Plan:

The forecasted expansion of Temple Lodge, and of ski lifts and terrain on Richardson’s 
Ridge and on Prunepicker’s hill will require increases in maintenance staff and facilities. 
These changes are reflected in the Implementation Strategy (Chapter 9 of this report), and 
the Staff Housing Strategy (Section 8.9 of this report).

Required expansion of maintenance facilities for Temple Lodge will be included within the 
proposed expansion envelope. Expanded demand for snowmaking and lift maintenance 
will be accommodated in the proposed Temple Operations Building which will be situated 
adjacent to the lower terminal of the Larch Chair. This two-story building will house limited 
parts and equipment storage, two services bays, and operations and maintenance offices 
and staff facilities. This building may also house a cistern and pump house to support the 
proposed snowmaking water reservoir which will be located nearby.

Expansion is also proposed for the Whisky Jack Base Area Operations Centre which 
requires the building of at least two new service / storage bays, and doubling the floor 
space dedicated for Operations Dispatch, staff lockers and lunchroom, and supervisor / 
manager offices. A new, dedicated equipment storage yard has been proposed adjacent to 
the expanded Parking Lot 4.
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8.6.6 SERVICE ROADS
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8.7 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MODES AND CAPACITY

The Full Text of the Regional Transportation Strategy is Provided in Section 12.3. 
Readers can access or download this report at the Long-Range Planning portal of 
the ski area’s website: www.lrp.skilouise.com.

The 2015 Site Guidelines call for the development of a Parking and Regional Transportation 
Management Strategy.  In addition to addressing access and parking issues, the Regional 
Transportation Strategy endeavours to answer the following key questions:

1. What strategies can the ski area employ to increase the average number of visitors 
arriving per private vehicle?

2. What strategies can the ski area employ to increase the proportion of visitors 
arriving by mass transportation, including transit? and

3. What other strategies can the ski area employ to reduce the carbon footprint of daily 
visitation?

8.7.1 EXISTING OPERATIONS, PRINCIPAL FINDINGS:

• Visitors from Calgary tend to travel in passenger vehicles and do not utilize mass 
transit options.

• Approximately 81% of the existing visitors use private vehicles.

• Existing transit service from Banff is low quality with long wait times.

• Existing TCH/ Highway 1A intersection operations need monitoring and possible 
signalization. On peak visitation days, patrons of Lake Louise Ski Area choose to or 
are obliged to park on Whitehorn Drive, a condition which poses a few safety issues 
and convenience concerns and may interfere with wildlife trying to cross Whitehorn 
Drive.

• No integration with public transit services and limited transportation options for staff 
staying in accommodations.
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8.7.2 FUTURE OPERATIONS:

Analysis of the future operations considered the impacts of vehicle occupancy, transit 
usage and parking supply to assess future conditions that could be anticipated with 
the development of LRP. The review concentrated on the peak conditions, which occur 
midwinter, primarily on long weekends and holidays.

The following points summarize the main findings.

• The anticipated parking demand associated with the LRP increase in visitors can be 
accommodated through increases to carpooling and transit usage.

• An increase to existing transit is required to support LRP

• No improvements to Whitehorn Drive are required

• Monitoring for potential signalization at the TCH/Hwy 1A intersection is 
recommended

8.7.3 TRANSPORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT (TDM) STRATEGIES:

The following TDM strategies are suggested to promote increased carpooling to the ski 
area:

• Preferential Parking

• Monetary Incentives

• Facilitation of Carpooling programs

A Transit Mode Shift will require active encouragement and incentive/disincentive programs 
in place to change driver habits. The following techniques could be considered:

• Paid Parking

• Incentivized transit use

• Advertising

• Discounted lift tickets (not including parking)

• Increased frequency for busses, particularly for the Banff bus
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Improvements to (overall) transit network connectivity can be achieved through further 
integration with ROAM transit. The Bow Valley Regional Transit Service Commission 
(BVRTSC) currently runs the ROAM public transit service. The 2017 to 2020 Strategic and 
Business Plan includes plans to:

• Implement a Banff to Lake Louise regional service as part of their strategic plan for 
2019.

• Work with ski area partners to deliver integrated service to ski hills.

The ROAM service would still need to be supplemented with seasonal shuttles; however, 
integration would create opportunities for staff to connect to services throughout the greater 
region when they are not working. LRP should include provisions to include a future ROAM 
dedicated stop and consideration of funding models to support ROAM transit.

8.7.4 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

The LLSA has identified priorities for action to improve parking supply and non-private 
vehicle transportation alternatives for the Lake Louise Ski Area during the implementation 
of the first Long-Range Plan. These include bussing arrangements for staff; working 
with regional stakeholders including ROAM, Calgary and surrounding community; and 
measures to encourage carpooling and increasing paid bussing from Banff.

The present planning shortfall in parking spaces / transportation system capacity confirms 
that parking capacity expansion must be a ski area priority once the LRP is approved. This 
confirms that a balanced effort to expand on-hill parking capacity and improve bus and 
shuttle service can assure that this aspect of ski area planning is in balance with other on-
hill improvements to lift systems, ski terrain, lodges and infrastructure.

By staging the re-development of parking lots at the LLSA, the ski area will be able to 
measure the relative success of improvements to bus and transit systems. If busses can 
shoulder a larger portion of the transportation load, it may not be necessary to implement 
all the proposed parking improvements. This is consistent with direction in the 2015 Site 
Guidelines, which requires that expansion of existing parking lots (P1, P2, P3, P4 and 
existing roadway) be completed before the development of the additional parking area (P1a) 
proceeds.
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8.8 SKI AREA UTILITY SYSTEMS AND PLANS (SUMMARY)

A key element to the successful implementation of the primary projects described in 
the Lake Louise Ski Area Long-Range Plan is the need to ensure that the related utility 
systems are sized appropriately for all future plans and installed ahead of when they are 
required. Beyond the proposed project site needs, it is also important to establish that the 
ski area servicing requirements can be met by the regional utilities systems. The utilities 
that are considered within the LLSA LRP are wastewater, electrical distribution, potable 
water systems, communications and propane gas lines.

To prevent the repeated impacts of installation of services for each project, the intention is 
to identify all future servicing needs, loads and/or volumes and where possible install all 
utilities within a common right of way referred to as utility corridors (Utilidors).

The details of the specific water and wastewater requirements have been reviewed by 
McElhanney Consulting Services and the detailed report is contained in Section 12.4.2. 
The electrical requirements have been reviewed by Electrical & Automation Engineering 
and are presented in Section 12.4.1. Readers can access and download these reports 
at the Long-Range Planning portal at the ski area’s website: www.lrp.skilouise.com.

The following summary will provide an overview of the prime considerations, servicing 
requirements as well as the combined opportunities for servicing all the LRP initiatives.

8.8.1 WATER & WASTEWATER

As part of the development of the Lake Louise Ski Area, it is necessary to ensure that water 
and wastewater services are provided to all facilities in a timely and efficient manner with 
minimal to no environmental impact. The Lake Louise Ski Area uses water for two primary 
reasons, domestic water use in various building facilities and for snowmaking. Although the 
snowmaking system supplies much of the raw water for potable water use, this report will 
focus on the potable water needs since the snowmaking water requirements are reviewed 
separately in the Snowmaking Master Plan.

Wastewater for the ski area is collected by two mountain sanitary lines and discharged into 
a transfer/lift station tank in that base area.  All ski area wastewater is then transferred by 
a sanitary line to the Hamlet of Lake Louise where it is discharged in the Parks Canada 
Agency (PCA) sanitary system. All wastewater from the Hamlet of Lake Louise is treated at 
the PCA wastewater treatment plant located at the south end of the Hamlet.

The following sections will provide a summary of the existing water and wastewater 
systems, the expected system capacity requirements for the projects anticipated by the 
LRP and recommendations on new systems to meet the needs of the LRP.
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Figure 8-29. Existing Sanitary Lines

8.8.1.1 Existing Infrastructure:

The existing mountain wastewater system is comprised of two separate lines, the Temple 
wastewater line and the Whitehorn wastewater line (Fig. 8-29). As their names imply, the 
Temple wastewater line services the Temple Lodge and connects the Temple Lodge to 
the base area by a single 200 mm PVC SDR35 line which is deep buried beneath the 
Temple service road. This line has been replaced from Temple Lodge to the Fish Creek 
holding tank which is adjacent to the Fish Creek parking lot. The sanitary line upgrade 
was replaced in phases starting in 2006 with the last section completed in 2017. The line 
includes standard manholes at regular intervals. Overall the pipeline appears to be in 
good condition but has suffered from two significant freeze-ups in the last few years that 
have resulted in wastewater spills into the surrounding environment in the Fish Creek 
area. These failures appear to be the result of poor installation quality and will need to be 
addressed in the short term and prior to any expected increased flows. The scope of work 
to repair the line has not yet been determined. The section of the Temple sanitary line from 
Fish Creek to the base area follows the Ski-Out ski run alignment and has not yet been 
replaced. It was originally installed in the early 1990’s. This section has not had any recent 
failures; however, it is only a 75mm HDPE line.

The second mountain wastewater line is the Whitehorn sanitary line. The Whitehorn 
sanitary line starts at the Whitehorn Lodge, follows the Wiwaxy ski run to approximately 
the mid-point, where it veers off through the trees and then descends the lowest pitch of 
the Meadowlark ski run. The line ends at the Fish Creek holding tank where it joins into the 
Temple sanitary line. This line was originally installed as a shallow burial line in 1992 as a 
backup to the original septic field system adjacent to the Lodge that was installed around 
1960 and upgraded in the early 1980’s. Due to the shallow burial, the sanitary line is only 
functional in the summer months. In the winter months, the Whitehorn Lodge still operates 
on the septic field system.

The main sanitary line connecting the base area to the Hamlet of Lake Louise is a single 75 
mm HDPE line installed in 1997. The line has two access points along its entire length. The 
line leaves the base area under parking lot 1, and then descends to the valley along the 
1958 gondola access road to the G-base area. The line passes under the Trans-Canada 
Highway (TCH) and then connects to the Hamlet of Lake Louise sanitary system in the 
parking lot behind the Husky gas station. While this line has provided an acceptable level 
of reliability, the line is expected to reach its capacity limits within the early part of the LRP 
implementation and a detailed capacity review will need to be undertaken to determine 
when it will need to be upgraded.



Figure 8-29. Existing Sanitary Lines
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There are two lift stations and one holding tank within the sanitary system. The lift stations 
are at Larch base on the Temple sanitary line and in the base area as the main collection 
tank prior to pumping into the main line. The only holding tank is the Fish Creek tank 
adjacent to the Fish Creek parking lot at the bottom of the Temple service road. The lift 
station pumps and controls have been replaced/upgrade in 2006 and 2017 respectively. All 
the tank capacities will need to be reviewed at each stage of the facilities re-development 
to ensure that they have adequate capacity for the expected wastewater volumes.

All the raw water for the base area is provided by the snowmaking system. Raw water is 
treated in a central water treatment facility and distributed to the base area buildings. Water 
is treated to Alberta Health Services (AHS) standards and potable water is routinely tested 
by a third party with results reported to AHS. The base area water treatment facilities are at 
capacity on peak days. The water treatment facilities must be upgraded as part of any base 
area expansion projects.

Raw water for Whitehorn Lodge is provided primarily from two natural springs uphill of 
the Lodge. Alternatively, the Lodge can be supplied with raw water from the snowmaking 
system on a temporary basis, however this is generally only done if the springs dry up in 
the summer months or for maintenance purposes. The springs have been used as the 
primary raw water source for Whitehorn Lodge with very few service interruptions since 
1958. Water is treated to the AHS potable water standard by an onsite water treatment 
facility and routinely tested and the results provided to AHS.

Temple Lodge is supplied with raw water from the adjacent Corral Creek. Water is 
withdrawn on a demand basis and treated to AHS potable water standards with water test 
results provided to AHS.
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Table 8-10. Existing and Proposed Water Demand

1. Current Water/Sewer capacity, this is 72% of the current BSAC due to the existing facilities imbalance.
2. Current Balanced Ski Area Capacity (BSAC) from BHA Mountain Master Plan, volumes shown are projections 

based on achieving balanced facilities for current BSAC.

Visitor 
Guests 
per Day

Estimated 
Water /Sewer 
Demand per 

Day 
(m3/day)

Estimated 
Sewer Peak 

Flow 
(m3/hr)

Annual Water 
/ Sewer 
Demand 

(m3)

Water /Sewer 
Usage 

(L/pp/day)

Current1 5,200 94 59 15,242 18

BSAC2 7,326 131 83 21,070 18

8.8.1.2 Current Capacity Analysis:

The current water usage patterns of the LLSA have been reviewed based on raw water 
data at each facility. Since wastewater volume data is not available, it has been assumed 
that there is a one-to-one relationship between water intake to a facility and wastewater 
discharge. Water intake volumes from 2015 to 2017 have been reviewed. The following are 
the key points;

• Current water demand is linear when daily guest visits are less than 4,000, 
considered as the nominal guest water demand with no constraints.

• Current water demand trend tapers and plateaus after approximately 5,200 guests 
per day. Assume that current facilities (washrooms, restaurants, etc.) become a 
constraint. Existing facility lodge capacity with respect to water usage is 72% of 
ideal facility space.

Based on these points, the following water/wastewater demands have been determined.
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even though this is below the BSAC of 7,326.

Table 8-11. LRP Phased Water and Sewer Demand (based on 18L/pp/day)

Phases Peak Guests 
(per Day)

Estimated 
Water 

Demand 
per Day 
(m3/day)

Estimated 
Sewer 

Peak Flow 
(m3/hr)

Key Commercial 
Space Upgrades/ 

Additions

Expected Utility 
Upgrade

Existing 5,2001 94 59

Phase 1 7,350 132 84 Temple Lodge 
Expansion

Temple Utilidor

Base Area 
Water 

Treatment 

Phase 2 7,910 142 89 Eagle Ridge Lodge

Whitehorn 
Utilidor

Meadow 
Utilidor

Phase 3 8,420 152 95 Juniper Utilidor

Phase 4 9,160 165 103

Whiskey Jack Lodge 
Expansion

Whiskey Jack Lodge 
II 

Day care Expansion

Main Utilidor

Phase 5 9,530 172 107

Phase 6 9,930 179 112
Educational Building

Bear’s Den Upgrades
Phase 7 10,170 183 114 Juniper Warming Hut
Phase 8 10,570 190 119

8.8.1.3 LRP Projected Waste and Wastewater Requirements:

As facilities are constructed, the equivalent services will need to be installed to support 
those services. With respect to the planned facilities, the water and wastewater demands 
have been assumed to increase at a rate proportional to the increase in guest visitation 
number with the maximum daily usage per guest remaining at the same level as current 
peak days. The following table outlines the expected increases in water and wastewater 
volumes at the projected LRP implementation phases.
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8.8.1.4 Proposed System Upgrades and Additions:

To support the LRP projects, the following upgrades are proposed to service the new and 
upgraded facilities. At this point, no detailed design has been completed, only conceptual 
considerations have been reviewed to determine what the most reasonable option to provide 
the expected necessary services to each facility. The final design will need to account for all 
expected future loads/volumes for each utility.

• Temple Sanitary Line: The recent line failures must be investigated to determine 
their cause and corrective measures shall be taken to repair or replace the affected 
sections.  Prior to any upstream flows being added, the lowest section of the Temple 
sanitary line between the Fish Creek Holding tank and the Base area shall be 
considered for replacement based on expected flows.

• Whitehorn Sanitary Line: The existing Whitehorn sanitary line and septic 
field should be decommissioned. The Sanitary line should be replaced with a 
conventional deep buried sanitary line with regular manhole access along the 
Whitehorn Service road to allow proper maintenance access. The new line would 
tie-in to the existing Temple sanitary line at the junction of the Whitehorn and Temple 
service roads. This line will need to be sized to be able to handle the capacity of the 
Eagle Ridge Day Lodge and the Juniper Warming Hut.

• Main Sanitary Line: The main sanitary line from the base area to the hamlet should 
be decommissioned and replaced with a conventional deep buried sanitary line that 
follows the Whitehorn Drive alignment. This will allow the line to be properly serviced 
and place it in an area of high previous disturbance. The tie-in point at the PCA 
hamlet sanitary system should be reviewed with PCA to determine the best point of 
connection.

• Eagle Ridge Day Lodge: The new lodge proposed for the top of the Grizzly 
Gondola along Eagle Ridge will require all services to be provided. While water can 
be supplied directly from the snowmaking system and treated at the lodge, a deep 
buried sanitary line will need to be installed on the front side of the mountain along 
the Meadowlark ski run. The sanitary line referred to as the Meadow sanitary line will 
tie into the Whitehorn Sanitary line in the area of the Whitehorn Lodge.

• Juniper Warming Hut: Due to the remote location of the Juniper Warming Hut in the 
saddle of Eagle Ridge beside the top terminal of the Top-of-the-World Chair, it may 
be feasible to consider alternatives to a standard sanitary line. It is recommended 
to investigate the possibility of using a micro wastewater treatment plan with local 
dispersion of the effluent. This will require a detailed study into the surroundings to 
gain an understating of the suitability of the soil and environment in the area as well 
as to ensure that the effluent could be treated to a level suitable for direct dispersion.
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Solid waste would be stored at the hut and removed every few years by over snow vehicle 
or helicopter. Alternatively, a combination of a shallow and deep burial sanitary line with 
heat trace in the shallow sections could be considered that would come down the front side 
of the mountain and connect to the Whitehorn Sanitary line in the area of the Whitehorn 
Lodge.

8.8.1.5 Potable Water Treatment Facilities:

All existing potable water treatment facilities require detail review prior to any additional 
facility capacity increases. It is recognized that all the water treatment facilities have 
reached their capacity at this time.

All new facilities will need to incorporate water treatment facilities suitable for the design 
capacity of the facility.

It is expected that water will continue to be treated on a facility by facility basis apart from 
of the base area which will be combined into a single treatment facility. All facilities must be 
designed to the latest AHS and Canadian Drinking Water Guidelines.

8.8.2 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

The LLSA electrical systems are made up of a combination of medium voltage (less than 
25kV) and low voltage systems (less than 1,000V) that service all commercial, operations, 
snowmaking and lift facilities. The connected loads for the ski area vary considerably. The 
largest single loads are the lifts that operate primarily by electric motors. Snowmaking 
contributes a significant electrical load as well through electric pump and compressor 
motors as well as small individual snow gun loads.

The electrical loads are evaluated in two different ways, the first is the total accumulated 
electrical loads and the demand that they create on an instantaneous basis and the 
second is the total power consumed over a billing period. Both must be considered in the 
development and implementation of the LRP.

Power is supplied to the Lake Louise Ski Area by a combination of Altalink, which provides 
the regional transmission and substation infrastructure and Fortis Alberta which provides 
the onsite medium voltage distribution and primary transformers. The Lake Louise region 
is serviced by two Altalink substations which are both located at the LLSA G-Base. One of 
the substations feeds the hamlet of Lake Louise while the second substation is dedicated to 
the LLSA mountain facilities. The LLSA hamlet facilities such as staff accommodation are 
connected to the Hamlet substation.
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8.8.2.1 Existing Infrastructure and Demand:

Since the mountain facilities make up of 85% of the connected loads operated by LLSA, the 
electrical review and capacity requirements are focused on these facilities.

The on-hill infrastructure including the above ground and below ground medium voltage 
distribution network and primary transformers are owned and operated by Fortis Alberta. 
The current medium voltage infrastructure is considered to be in marginal condition with 
adequate capacity to service the current loads. There is a current challenge with aging 
infrastructure, installation type and system design that has led to numerous critical system 
failures in the recent years. While the Lake Louise region is on a single feed that comes 
up the Bow Valley, within the LLSA mountain leasehold, the system design is of a general 
radial design with only a couple of redundantly fed ring loops.

The current load evaluation is based on recent historical demand data compared to the 
theoretical system capacity.  A review of the recent demand requirements indicates that 
the greatest single demand of 5,380 kW occurred on Saturday January 4, 2014. Due to 
the nature of ski area operation, the demand is very cyclical with all significant demands 
occurring over the period of a few hours around the mid-day period on winter weekends 
and winter holidays. Summer loads are significantly lower since the summer operation only 
involves the operation of one lift compared to the 10 lifts currently operated in the winter.

The current maximum service is based on the Altalink Substation in Lake Louise which 
is rated for 8,000 kW. Based on this, there is a remaining peak capacity of approximately 
2,600 kW to support future development.

8.8.2.2 LRP Forecast Demand:

Based on a review of all the proposed LRP projects, the net demand is expected to 
increase by 2,450 kW. This represents the maximum power available from the current 
Altalink substation and each additional load will need to be carefully evaluated to ensure 
that the available substation capacity is not exceeded. 
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8.8.2.3 LRP System Considerations:

As noted above, the substation capacity is expected to be reached once the LRP is fully 
implemented. Before that occurs, it is expected that various other components of the 
medium voltage distribution system will reach their capacity. Each project within the LRP 
must take into consideration all the affected elements within the distribution system prior to 
their realization of a project to evaluate which components must be upgraded. All upgrades 
once considered, should be designed and installed according to their full future system 
demand that they will be expected to handle under full LRP implementation to prevent 
systems from having to be replaced multiple times. This sort of incremental build out can 
be problematic to complete efficiently since the utility companies are mandated to provide 
services up to the immediate demand only. This challenge will need to be addressed with 
the utility providers to ensure that the overall impact of construction is minimized as well as 
the impact to the ski area operation.

Simultaneous to any individual system addition or upgrades, each system should be 
designed to incorporate redundancy through a ring design to improve future system.

8.8.3 PROPANE SYSTEMS

While most of the utility corridors will be focused around water, wastewater, 
communications and electrical services, there will be a need for at least one long propane 
service. It will not be reasonably possible to service the proposed Eagle Ridge Day Lodge 
from a local propane tank since the Lodge is too inaccessible for a large propane trucks to 
refill it.

Currently propane is used to heat all the main lodges as well as for supplying the 
commercial kitchens. This remains one of the most efficient ways to service large 
commercial facilities. As well, as noted above, the ski area will be approaching its electrical 
power capacity once the LRP is fully implemented, so it will be necessary to consider 
alternative power sources to electrical power.

To service the Eagle Ridge Day Lodge, it is expected that it will be necessary to place a 
large propane tank similar to the ones used in the base area at Temple Lodge or in the 
vicinity of Whitehorn Lodge on the ski area’s leasehold land, adjacent to the Temple Road 
right-of-way near the intersection of the Temple and Whitehorn service roads. The latter 
would allow year-round refilling while the former would need to be sized to allow the upper 
mountain lodges to operate the full season without being refilled.

Propane supply lines are expected to be deep buried within the Whitehorn and Meadow 
Utilidors to supply both the Whitehorn Lodge and the Eagle Ridge Day Lodge.
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8.8.4 COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

While there has been a strong movement towards wireless communications in many 
communications fields, wired, or more accurately stated, fibre connected communications 
still provide the highest data through-put with the highest reliability for mission critical 
applications. These applications include point of sales terminals between lodges, 
snowmaking system communication, lift data communications and area wide SCADA 
systems to name a few. To ensure that all these systems can be properly supported, all 
lodges and lifts will be provided with fibre optic connections to the base area as well as a 
link from the base area to the hamlet of Lake Louise to connect to the regional fibre-optic 
trunk.

8.8.5 REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE 

A key requirement to the successful implementation of the LRP will be to ensure that 
the regional infrastructure can support the future demands of the ski area. As discussed 
previously, there are two key connections to the regional infrastructure, LLSA relies on 
a connection to the PCA Hamlet of Lake Louise for wastewater treatment as well as the 
connection to the power grid for electrical power.

8.8.5.1 Wastewater Treatment:

The PCA Hamlet of Lake Louise wastewater treatment plant capacity information has 
been provided by PCA by way of a conference call on February 7, 2018. It is understood 
that the current design capacity of the plant is 8,000 m3/day with a current operational 
limit of ~6,000 m3/day. The wastewater treatment plant will be undergoing upgrades that 
are expected to allow it to achieve its original design capacity within the next few years. 
Currently the wastewater treatment plant treats up to 4,500 m3/day in the summer with 
a peak demand of 3,300 m3/day in the winter. LLSA is expected to increase its peak 
wastewater output by 96 m3 from the current level through to LRP completion.  This 
increase is considered to be insignificant with respect to the wastewater treatment plant 
capacity.
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8.8.5.2 Regional Electrical System Capacity:

Beyond the capacity of the local substation, the regional electrical grid is limited by the 
transmission lines from Lake Louise to Banff as well as the Sunshine substation and the 
Banff substation.

The Banff substation is limited by an agreement to cap the available power to Banff 
National Park at 40,000 kW. This cap is reflected by the capacity of the Banff substation. 
Currently there is approximately 3,000 kW to 4,000 kW of capacity at both the Banff and 
Sunshine substations with no major projects under consideration by the electrical utilities 
beyond the LLSA LRP.

Based on this information, the increased loads associated with the LRP will not likely trigger 
any large-scale utility upgrades, outside of a new hill feeder and some on hill cabling and 
equipment upgrades.

8.8.6 UTILITY CORRIDORS

To ensure that all the projects described by the LRP can be successfully serviced with the 
minimal amount of impact, the intention is to install all services in coordinated Utilidors. 
The proposed Utilidors are shown in Figure 8-30. Each Utilidor will combine all services 
as described in this section into a single excavation to reduce the overall impact of the 
installation of individual systems while providing reliable access to the throughout their 
service life.
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Figure 8-30. Key Utilidor Map
8.8.7 CONSERVATION INITIATIVES

Each of the detailed reports on specific utilities outlines opportunities to advance systems 
that can reduce the impact of the project either through installation improvements, reduction 
of overall materials or by reducing the inputs to the systems.

Water conservation and wastewater reduction are expected to be improved through the 
following:

• Dual flush / low-flow toilets;

• Waterless urinals;

• Automatic taps in all public bathrooms,

• The use of aerators on all taps where they are allowed or practical; and

• Rain water capture for landscaping and grounds keeping requirements.

For electrical energy, the following opportunities are expected to be considered at the 
design phase of each project;

• Increased use of large AC Frequency drives to replace DC drives and reduce 
system harmonics;

• Use of high-efficiency lighting;
• Building design to incorporate and maximize natural lighting;
• Increased use of high-efficiency snowmaking guns;
• Use of programmable environmental controls in buildings;
• Use of occupancy sensors for lighting;
• Consideration for the use of solar energy where the building aspect and location 

permit; and
• The possible use of large-scale battery storage to reduce the need to rely on fossil 

fuels for backup power and to reduce the demand sizing of electrical systems.



Figure 8-30. Key Utilidor Map
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8.8.8 SUMMARY

The utilities strategy has combined a review of all the various utilities types that are 
expected to be required to sustain and expand the operations of the Lake Louise Ski Area.

A review of the wastewater and potable water requirements has identified numerous 
upgrade requirements to the existing system to support future growth as well as the options 
to service new locations with both raw water and sanitary lines. The area-wide wastewater 
and water capacity requirements on both a daily, weekly and peak hourly flow have been 
excesses. In all cases, the conceptual design of the systems has taken these factors into 
account to ensure that there is a reasonable solution to servicing all the needs of the LRP.

Electrically, the expected demands of the projects under the LRP will require numerous 
upgrades to the current system to support the LRP goals and provide increased reliability. 
All of this is reasonably achievable within the footprints of the existing operation.

The regional impacts to the wastewater plant and the electrical utility have been evaluated 
and there are no expected negative impacts to the regional utility providers. The 
wastewater treatment plant will not be significantly impacted by the increased sanitary 
sewer volumes. While the added electrical demands anticipated under the LRP will push 
the regional utility systems to the higher end of their capacity, they are not expected to be 
exceeded.

Through the development of the Utilidor strategy, it is expected that most of the utilities 
will be able to be installed in narrow utility rights-of-way to reduce the impact of utility 
installation and servicing.

The comprehensive review of the current and possible utilities to support the LLSA LRP 
has not indicated that there are any challenges that cannot be mitigated.
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8.9 SKI AREA STAFF HOUSING STRATEGY

8.9.1 INTRODUCTION

A copy of this report can be downloaded from the Long-Range Planning portal at 
the ski area’s website: www.lrp.skilouise.com. 

Staff housing has always been a challenge for virtually all mountain ski areas in North 
America.  Fortunately, in Lake Louise, winter is low season for tourists so there is less of 
a demand from businesses for staff housing in the winter than in the summer.  That being 
the case, the Lake Louise Ski Area (LLSA) has been able to rent enough accommodation 
for its staff in winter to make up for any shortfall in the amount of accommodation it controls 
directly.

The Lake Louise Ski Area is open for approximately 180 days during the winter, from the 
weekend closest to Remembrance Day (November 11th) to either the first or second Sunday 
in May.  In recent years, LLSA has been running its sightseeing operation year-round, 
but the main summer season now runs from the Thursday or Friday before the May long 
weekend through to the Sunday of the Thanksgiving weekend, meaning that the Ski Area is 
open for business approximately 48 weeks per year.

The number of staff that the ski area has on its winter payroll, including temporary and part 
time individuals, peaks at nearly 700 in high season - from mid-February to mid-late March. 
Of the almost 700 employees, about 568 are paid for more than 64 hours in a two-week 
period and are considered full-time, and 103 are part-time, working fewer that the 64 hours 
in a two-week period.  Having said that, the majority of our lower wage staff come to the ski 
area to work for a season and a reason – they want to ski/snowboard, so most are glad to 
work short shifts.

Currently, in the peak ski season, the ski area collects rent from 404 employees, (roughly 
70% of its full-time employees), meaning that approximately 30% live in their own housing 
or rent in Field, Banff, or Canmore, or live in other LLSA housing controlled by another 
head lessee.  It is assumed that most of our part-time or temporary staff have their own 
accommodation in Field, Banff or Canmore, or are, perhaps, working for another business 
in or near Lake Louise and their accommodation is covered by that business, or that they 
have a husband/wife/partner who has accommodation outside of the ski area control.

In the middle of summer, the number of employees is reduced to about 265, 185 (70%) of 
whom pay rent, and 30% who, once again, have separate housing in Lake Louise, Banff, 
Field, or Canmore.  So, in this plan it is safe to assume that the ski area currently has and 
will have enough housing to accommodate its summer requirements.  During the summer 
the ski area rents out its unused units/rooms to various local businesses, some of whom 
rent housing in the winter.
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8.9.2 INVENTORY OF EXISTING HOUSING
See Table 8-12

Note that at any one time, though primarily in the spring and fall, about 5% of all units are 
down for maintenance and are unoccupied.

The Great Divide Lodge (GDL) operates as a 50-room motel in the summer.  In winter, 
about 35 of the rooms are used as staff accommodation for ski area employees with 
the balance being rented to those who want more affordable overnight hostel-type 
accommodation in or near Lake Louise, such as school groups taking outdoor education 
classes to support National Parks values.

The lease for GDL expires in 2024.  Parks Canada is requiring the ski area to remove 
all the facilities at that site and reclaim the land prior to the expiration of the lease.  Prior 
to initiating the removal of GDL, alternate accommodation will have to be found for the 
seasonal employees currently residing there in the winter.

It is the hope of LLSA that Parks Canada will allocate additional land in the village to 
allow the ski area to construct additional housing prior to the start of the removal of GDL.  
Several potential housing sites are listed in “The Future” section of this document.  It would 
be a reasonable expectation to allow some or all these sites to be developed by LLSA to 
offset the displacement of the GDL facility.
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Table 8-12. Inventory of Existing Housing

A bed unit is defined as one bedroom

Owned (as per LLSA Head Lease) # of 
Units

# of Bed 
Units

Charleston 36 168

4-2 Site 24 44

Daycare 3 5

Pinnacle 111A & B 2 9

Harry’s Hill 3 7

Whitehorn Cabin 1 1

Great Divide Lodge 36 72

Subtotal: 105 306

Rented/Leased Units # of 
Units

# of Bed 
Units

Pinnacle 113 (LLI) 1 1

Saddleback D1 (LLI) 1 3

Brewster Building (FCLL) 10 40

Saddleback 201 3 14

Pinnacle 107 2 9

326 Squirrel - Banff (short term) 11 31

Subtotal: 28 98

Total Bed Units Available Winter 2018/19 404
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Table 8-13. Current Plans for Accommodation Expansion

# of Units Total Bed Units

Charleston Site 60 175

4-2 Site 24 46

Total: 84 221

8.9.3 CURRENT PLANS FOR EXPANSION
See Table 8-13

These 221 additional beds at build out will increase the employee bed base for LLSA by 
37% from 404 to approximately 553, if there will be a reduction of 72 beds once GDL is 
closed. This assumes that LLSA can maintain the rented units that it presently has. For any 
shortfalls that we are unable to build, we will need to rent in Lake Louise, Banff, or Field.  In 
addition to the projected 553 bed base, and based on the 962 employees projected once 
the LRP expansion is complete (see below chart), 70% of which will require beds, roughly 
122 additional beds, beyond what is proposed in the preceding table, will be needed to 
support the additions planned in the LRP, for a total requirement of 675 beds.

8.9.4 GENERAL

In constructing additional housing, the ski area must work closely with Parks Canada to 
ensure that LLSA’s housing plans do not cause the population of the Hamlet to exceed 
the recommended resident ceiling established under the Lake Louise Community Plan.  
According to the last census undertaken by ID9 in 2016, the population of the community 
was 1,028, compared with a census of 1,175 during the last federal census in 2011.  This 
means that the population of Lake Louise is shrinking as more and more families are 
moving to Banff and Canmore once their children reach school age.

There is currently a great deal of housing in Lake Louise that is unoccupied due to head 
lessees choosing not to rent their units or use for their own business purposes.  The Lake 
Louise Ski Area had been in negotiations for the purchase of the leases for some of this 
housing from these head lessees but has been unsuccessful due to unrealistic aspirations 
as to what the housing is worth, particularly since these units are close to the end of their 
lease and there is no provision in these leases for their renewal.  It is the understanding 
that these leases have now reverted to PCA.
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8.9.5 CONCLUSION  

The Lake Louise Ski Area fully expects to house most of its staff in Lake Louise.  Certain 
trends will continue, and a certain amount of staff will want to live in the larger centres of 
Banff and Canmore with more services.  Given the leaseholds that LLSA controls, and 
according to the community plan and current zoning, and the ability to develop currently 
designated build sites in the Village, the increase in the housing required for staff can be 
met by the development of these sites.

Arrangements will continue to be made with other leaseholders as this is the most 
efficient and responsible use of housing for the community of Lake Louise.  The current 
Development Application for the 4-2 Site and the pending Charleston application will 
increase the amount of staff housing available to the ski area and will contribute to 
immediate and future demands from other leaseholders in the summer. 

Assuming the ratios stay the same as at present, following completion of the 4-2 and 
Charleston expansions, and closure of the Great Divide Lodge, the ski area will have 553 
existing bed units, thus being able to provide accommodation for 80% of the staff that 
require it, close to the historical average.

It must be recognized that the number of bed units will not match the number of staff that 
can be accommodated because some bed units will be occupied by couples and family 
members of employees, and house more than one person.

8.9.6 THE FUTURE  

The ski area has been discussing its need for additional sites for employee accommodation 
with PCA since at least early 2013.  These sites include:

• Harry’s Hill: Lot 1, CLSR 52779, LTO 4000JK: this site would house a duplex or 
potentially a four-plex with two to four senior director/manager families occupying 
same.

• Harry’s Hill Lot 13, CLSR 67823, LTO 8111767: this lot would house a duplex for 
two senior managers.

• Pipestone Parcel BM-8-6: This lot would house a four-plex or six-plex for 
supervisors

• Pipestone Parcel BM-B-3:  This lot is allocated for phase 2 of the Lake Louise 
Community Co-op housing.  The ski area would take over this lot and sell the units 
to its staff, under the same terms and conditions as exist in phase one of the co-op 
housing.  

The above units, exclusive of the Co-op, should house an additional 25-35 staff.
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Like the Lake Louise Ski Area, a few U.S. ski areas are popular summer destinations as 
well and have large campgrounds nearby operated by the U.S. Forest Service.  Since these 
campgrounds are only partially open, or are closed in the winter, these ski areas have 
reached agreements with the Forest Service to utilize some of the unoccupied campsites to 
place “tiny houses” on during the winter, removing same in the spring.   It is the intent of the 
Lake Louise Ski Area to investigate the economic and environmental viability of this option 
and if it proves feasible, make an application to the PCA to temporarily install a few of these 
houses on a trial basis in the campground in Lake Louise.  If the ski area could do this, it 
would certainly act as a backstop with respect to meeting any housing requirements for its 
staff.

In summary, we cannot predict what Parks Canada will decide to do with the extra housing 
sites located in the village, nor can we predict what those head lessees, and Parks 
Canada, with extra housing in the winter will do with their housing, either in the winter or on 
a year-round basis.  The ski area has expressed interest in these Parks Canada sites since 
2013, but at present the ski area believes the PCA is undecided with respect to how or to 
which businesses they will be allocated.

Should LLSA be unsuccessful in either acquiring one or more of the Parks Canada existing 
vacant sites, or acquiring other presently unoccupied housing, it will move to secure 
additional housing in Banff or Canmore, either by building or renting.  Already the vast 
majority of LLSA’s 150 Ski School staff live in Banff, and many of its senior managers have 
purchased housing there as well.

A further unknown is the impact of technology.  With the increase in minimum wage, the ski 
area is actively looking at ways to be more efficient with its staff, including cross utilization, 
and using new technology with respect to both selling and checking lift tickets.  There are 
also additional opportunities in catering with respect to the automation of food preparation 
and ordering, including hamburgers, pizza, sandwiches, and ordering via tablets, et cetera. 

The Lake Louise Ski Area is confident that with the addition of 221 bed units at the 
Charleston and 4-2 sites, together with the potential of adding additional bedrooms through 
the allocation of existing sites reserved for housing by Parks Canada, and the possibility of 
being able to purchase or rent housing from other head lessees within Lake Louise, it will 
be able to adequately house all of the additional staff needed at build-out for the ski area.

The ski area projects that 962 staff, including part-time, will be required when this first 
Long-Range Plan has been fully implemented.  This is a projected increase of almost 38% 
from the current staffing levels. With the projected expansion of the number of owned bed 
units, LLSA’s owned staff accommodation levels would increase by about 48% from the 
current level.  Historically, LLSA has provided housing for about ¾ of its staff, so this ratio 
will be maintained and would increase to over 80%.  That being the case, at build out of 
our first Long Range Plan, our staff housing will be sufficient to handle the additional staff 
needed.
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8.10 SUMMARY OF SKI AREA SIGN PLAN

For the full text of the Lake Louise Ski Area Sign Plan Guidelines, readers are 
directed to the Long-Range Plan portal at the ski area’s website: www.lrp.skilouise.
com.

8.10.1 INTRODUCTION

The 2015 Site Guidelines require the LLSA to prepare Signage Plan Guidelines to guide 
decisions about on-hill signage.  These Guidelines establish parameters and a framework 
for placing signage around the ski area; outlines the goals of ski area signage; and 
specifies acceptable materials for signage. 

From the time of arrival, signage helps visitors to have a seamless experience. Signage 
provides a sense of arrival, a sense of place, and a sense of identity.  On and after arrival, 
wayfinding signage directs visitors to parking, buildings, services and lifts.  Once on the 
lifts, trail maps and directional trail signage become the primary methods by which visitors 
unfamiliar with the area navigate around the mountain and travel from one pod to another. 

Thoughtfully planned signage not only provides navigational assistance; but is also 
complementary to the natural and architectural surroundings.  In a national park, signage 
should not only effectively direct visitors, but should also be aesthetically pleasing and 
interpretive where possible.  It should ground visitors with a sense of place, educate visitors 
about the Lake Louise Ski Area’s unique geography, ecology, history and heritage and 
convey national park values. 

The Lake Louise Ski Area will develop a comprehensive signage plan that follows the 
guidelines outlined below:
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8.10.2 GENERAL CONCEPTS

• All signs proposed by the ski area will respect the purpose and provisions of the 
National Park Sign Regulations.  These Regulations address sign design and 
materials, particularly for road and business signs.  Sign permits are required for all 
such signs, and Licenses of Occupation are required for road signs that are outside 
the ski area’s boundary.   

• Signage should facilitate the visitor experience by providing a cohesive, consistent 
and intuitive wayfinding and informational network to allow seamless navigation 
around the ski area;

• Sense of place is important, and signage will be designed to reinforce the location 
of the ski area within Banff National Park and convey national park values; 

• Signage will incorporate Heritage Interpretation themes, and recognize Banff 
National Park’s and Lake Louise’s cultural and natural heritage;

• Where appropriate, informational signage, including boundary signage, will educate 
visitors about local wildlife and relevant aspects of conservation and preservation.

• Dependent on the nature of the information to be conveyed, signage will be 
permanent or temporary in nature. 

8.10.3 PURPOSES AND GOALS FOR SKI AREA SIGNAGE

Signage at the Lake Louise Ski Area will serve complementary purposes: wayfinding; 
education and interpretation; and sense of place.
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8.11 SUMMARY OF LAKE LOUISE SKI AREA BEST MANAGEMENT 
PRACTICES FOR SPECIAL AND COMPETITIVE EVENTS

For the full text of the Lake Louise Ski Area Best Management Practices for Special 
and Competitive Events, readers are directed to the Long-Range Plan portal at the 
ski area’s website: www.lrp.skilouise.com.

8.11.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIAL EVENTS 
MANAGEMENT

The 2015 Site Guidelines require that a series of Best Management Practices, specific to 
conditions at the Lake Louise Ski Area, be developed and submitted with the first Long-
Range Plan to address the planning, management, and lighting and noise control at all 
special events including competitive sports events, and special functions, such as weddings 
that take place outdoors or inside day lodges.

This Section includes recommended texts for three new Best Management Practices 
(BMP’s):

1. BMP for Ski Race Course Improvements & Event Management;

2. BMP for Outdoor Noise Management for Competitive & Special Events; and 

3. BMP for Outdoor Lighting Management for Competitive & Special Events.

The intent of these BMPs is not to prescribe which activities are permitted, but to outline 
procedures for addressing operational controls and methods that the ski area will apply 
to ensure that environmental, social and other impacts are avoided or fully-mitigated 
consistent with direction established in the Detailed Impact Analysis (DIA).

The 2015 Site Guidelines include many ‘Guidelines and Conditions’ (planning and 
operations policy statements) that specify the types of development that the ski area may 
bring forward in the first, and any subsequent Long-Range Plans.  Those Guidelines that 
provide direction for the BMPs presented in this document are summarized below and are 
reflected throughout this Long-Range Plan.
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A. Ski Area Core Concept: 

The Core Concept for the ski area has been developed to integrate the goals and 
objectives for sustainable business, visitor experience and ecosystem integrity. The Core 
Concept establishes a long-term vision for the ski area that incorporates broad based 
approaches in three key categories: level of visitor use, and the kind of experiences offered, 
environmental stewardship and protection, and ski area infrastructure development. 

As one of few areas zoned for outdoor recreation in the mountain parks, the Lake 
Louise Ski Area serves Parks Canada visitors as a world-class national park winter and 
summer visitor destination, carrying on a tradition of outdoor adventure and educational 
opportunities unique to the wild, natural environment of Banff National Park. 

For winter visitors, the ski area provides some of the best snow riding opportunities in the 
Rockies, offering a range of challenges from introductory winter activities at the base of 
the mountain to big-bowl riding experiences on the edge of the wild of Banff National Park 
normally only accessible to backcountry skiers. Combined with natural snow and terrain 
conditions, spectacular alpine and wilderness scenery, uncrowded runs, and patrolled 
skiing opportunities in terrain normally only accessed by backcountry skiers differentiate 
Lake Louise from other North American ski destinations. 

For summer visitors, the ski area provides opportunities to experience and celebrate 
authentic mountain culture through programs and activities that engage and connect them 
to the rich history and character of the mountain national parks. Year-round, the ski area 
may also host special functions such as weddings, and community events, provided these 
events do not detract or diminish the primary visitor uses.

Summer interpretive guiding and environmental education opportunities stage at the 
base area and focus on mountain wildlife and national park environments. Higher up on 
the mountain unique ‘view from the edge’ hiking experiences with spectacular scenery 
are centred around designated trails and a lodge located near the upper alpine ridge of 
Whitehorn Mountain. 

Infrastructure at the ski area provides convenient, comfortable and safe experiences for 
visitors like other premier tourism destinations. The character of development at Lake 
Louise reflects a common architectural and design theme that reflects local mountain 
tradition, culture and design, and connects visitors to the spectacular natural environment 
of Banff National Park. Buildings, infrastructure and other artificial or constructed features 
are unobtrusive and blend into the natural environment utilizing local natural materials 
wherever possible. Commercial and common area spaces are designed and sized so 
visitors feel comfortable and uncrowded, and provide an experience that connects visitors 
with the stunning outdoor environment. 
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Reflecting its iconic location in Banff National Park, environmental stewardship and 
protection is a way of doing business that is pervasive throughout all aspects of the Lake 
Louise Ski Area operation. Ski area development and operations are conducted based 
on exemplary best management practices, utilize “green” design and maximize resource 
efficiency. Ski area development and operational decisions actively support national 
park environmental initiatives and management, contributing to regional and park-wide 
ecosystem management objectives. 

B. Heritage Tourism Strategy (Guidelines & Conditions)

Interpretation and education programs are only one aspect of Heritage Tourism. Building 
design and architecture, maintaining viewscapes, and managing noise, night lighting and 
signage are all aspects of providing a heritage tourism experience that connects visitors to 
Banff National Park and protects the experience of off-site visitors. 

Guidelines and Conditions 

• The first Long-Range Plan is to include a Heritage Tourism Strategy for winter and 
summer visitors designed to educate and connect visitors with the natural and 
cultural values of the park and world heritage site. Heritage tourism strategies will 
be consistent with the outline and scope provided by Parks Canada and will be 
updated with subsequent Long-Range Plan submissions; 

• The Heritage Tourism Strategy will be reviewed and updated as subsequent Long-
Range Plans are submitted for review unless a different review cycle is otherwise 
specified by Parks Canada.

C.  Winter Activities (Guidelines & Conditions)

• The primary focus of ski area winter use is to be on snow riding activities. Services 
and facilities that directly support snow riding activities such as food services, ski 
school, day care, rentals and other retail services are allowable uses. Related 
competitive and special events can take place subject to proper approvals being 
received consistent with each Area Concept. 

• New snow riding features, structures or services that are consistent with established 
trends or the evolution of snow riding sports may be considered subject to the 
Superintendent’s approval. 

• Additional traditional non-motorized winter sport or winter recreation activities may 
be considered subject to the Superintendent’s approval. 

• New winter recreation activities may be considered for approval by Parks Canada 
if they are consistent with Guidelines for New Recreational Activities in Banff 
National Park and other related policies. They will be subject to other conditions and 
parameters in the Site Guidelines. 
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• Snow riding competitions and related special events that take place within the 
ski area lease may be considered subject to the Superintendent’s approval and 
application of any Parks Canada special events review processes. 

• The Lake Louise Ski Area will develop and implement a specific best management 
practice for race course management as part of any future proposal for race course 
improvements as part of its first Long-Range Plan submission. 

• The Lake Louise Ski Area will develop and implement best management practices 
for competitive events that address lighting, noise, wildlife impact, visual impacts, 
skier safety and circulation as part of its first Long-Range Plan submission. 

D.  Summer Activities - Relocation of Summer Use (Guidelines & Conditions)

• Revising and relocating summer visitor education, hiking and sightseeing 
opportunities (see Map 5, Pg. 54, 2015 Site Guidelines) to the top of Grizzly 
Gondola and upper slopes of Whitehorn Mountain may be brought forward as 
part of a Long-Range Plan submission subject to meeting the following general 
conditions: 

 ◦ Habitat security for Grizzly Bears on the ski area is improved; 

 ◦ There is effective separation between people, bears and other wildlife; 

 ◦ Visitor activity is limited to designated trails and areas; and 

 ◦ Natural heritage education and interpretation is the primary focus of the 
revised summer use program and services. 

• In association with relocation of summer use, the development of an upper 
mountain trail system on the East Ridge of Mount Whitehorn may be brought 
forward in a Long-Range Plan. These trails must be designed to focus and contain 
hiking to non-sensitive areas above mid-mountain bear habitat.

• In association with relocation of summer use, the development of an upper 
mountain trail system on the East Ridge of Mount Whitehorn may be brought 
forward in a Long-Range Plan. These trails must be designed to focus and contain 
hiking to non-sensitive areas above mid-mountain Grizzly Bear habitat. 

• In association with relocation of summer use, the construction and use of a new 
lodge near the Eagle Ridge shoulder in the vicinity of the top of Grizzly Gondola 
may be brought forward as part of a Long-Range Plan subject to the following 
design conditions: 

 ◦ Siting of the lodge maintains key movement pathways for Grizzly Bears 
travelling over or around the Eagle Ridge shoulder; and 

 ◦ Lodge design such as directional aspect, windows and deck configuration 
minimizes the potential for human/bear exposure or interaction. 
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• At the time of summer use relocation, the summer operation of Whitehorn Lodge 
and use of the mid-mountain will cease. Trails and other specific summer use 
infrastructure will be removed and rehabilitated. 

• At the time of summer use relocation, full on-hill use of the lodges, gondola and 
trails system may begin as early as two hours after sunrise; the trail system will be 
closed, manually checked for hikers, and visitors contained to designated lodge 
areas two hours before sunset; 

 ◦ Prior to August 1st, the last ride down on the gondola will be by 
approximately one-half hour after sunset; 

 ◦ After August 1st, the gondola and upper lodge operation may be extended 
into twilight and night periods allowing for an undisrupted period of at least 
six hours each night to provide significant and predictable low disturbance 
periods for resident Grizzly Bears; and 

 ◦ Between the time of trails closing and last ride down, visitor activities will be 
planned and managed in accordance with the conditions of bullet seven. 

• Outdoor functions or outdoor special events that take place outside of established 
summer season operating hours will not be considered in order to protect periods of 
predictable wildlife habitat and movement security.

• Additional summer visitor activities or outdoor special events and functions that 
focus on learning about the National Park and the World Heritage Site may 
be considered within the fenced base area perimeter subject to the ecological 
protection requirements of the 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines. 

• Proposals for extended use of the gondola and upper lodge into twilight and night 
periods prior to August 1st may be brought forward in a Long-Range Plan subject to 
the following conditions: 

 ◦ A wildlife crossing structure (underpass) is installed on the Whitehorn Road 
by the Lake Louise Ski Area; 

 ◦ The Lake Louise Ski Area relocates the Fish Creek Road and public 
parking area to start in the general vicinity of the existing parking lot one 
and link it by road to the existing Fish Creek Trailhead and Temple Road; 

 ◦ Upon completion of the crossing structure and Fish Creek Road relocation, 
the Fish Creek Road would be closed and rehabilitated by Parks Canada; 
Parks Canada and the Lake Louise Ski Area will investigate ways of 
improving summer visitor access from the ski area to Temple Lodge such 
as a shuttle system, trail improvements and other measures; 
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 ◦ Measures to manage visitor access and maintain vehicle disturbances at 
levels below 30 vehicles per hour along Whitehorn Road are implemented; 
the gondola and upper lodge are closed to visitor use for an undisrupted 
period of eight hours each night to provide significant and predictable low 
disturbance periods for resident Grizzly Bears; and ongoing monitoring 
demonstrates successful implementation of the mitigations and conditions 
as described below. 

• Where permitted in accordance with the conditions above, the use of the gondola 
and upper mountain lodge into twilight and night periods as brought forward in a 
Long-Range Plan will be planned and managed in accordance with the following 
guidelines and conditions:

 ◦ Formal visitor activities and events will be confined to the lodge indoors 
recognizing that informal and incidental use of lodge decks and pathways 
will occur; 

 ◦ Effective separation between bears and lodge visitors is put in place to 
manage incidental outdoor lodge use including the use of decks, walkways, 
viewpoints and loading/unloading from the gondola area; 

 ◦ Artificial or natural cover for moving wildlife is maintained between fenced 
areas of the lodge and wildlife movement pathways; 

 ◦ Noise from outdoor visitor use is contained at decibel levels that would not 
disturb wildlife beyond 100 m from the lodge; and Direct or ambient lighting 
from the lodge or outside areas is contained to not penetrate the wildlife 
movement pathways. 

• At the time of summer use relocation, full operation of the base area may begin 
as early as one hour after sunrise in preparation for full operation. Prior to August 
1st, operation of the base area will cease by approximately one hour after sunset. 
After August 1st, the base area operation may be extended into twilight and night 
periods allowing for an undisrupted period of at least six hours each night to provide 
significant and predictable low disturbance periods for resident Grizzly Bears and 
other wildlife. 

• Proposals for extended use of the base area into evening and night periods prior to 
August 1st may be brought forward in a Long-Range Plan subject to improvements 
to the Whitehorn Wildlife Corridor and other conditions outlined above.
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9.0 LRP IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
9.1 INTRODUCTION

Note to readers:  The information provided in this Chapter is intended to illustrate an 
implementation scenario that assumes that present tourism trends and business conditions 
remain consistent.  The upcoming (2020) review of the Banff National Park Management 
Plan and the Village of Lake Louise Community Plan have the potential to disrupt the 
phasing, cost and implementation conditions for several LRP projects, notably in the 
parking and transportation, water management, and wildlife protection domains.  

The material presented must be considered illustrative.  The final implementation phasing is 
the sole responsibility of the Lake Louise Ski Area, in consultation with Parks Canada.

The Long-Range Plan (the “LRP”), provides unique opportunities to improve the visitor 
experience, provide a better operational balance and add to the environmental appreciation 
for visitors. There are many projects described within the LRP that will directly and indirectly 
contribute to these goals. To ensure that the LRP is achievable, an implementation plan 
has been developed which will address all the following key points;

• Balance the skiing / snowboarding terrain with respect to industry standards and 
LLSA visitor expectations;

• Balance the uphill capacity with the downhill capacity and ensure that ski/
snowboard run access is maintained without and undue safety concerns related to 
traffic flow patterns;

• Balance the commercial space requirements with the mountain capacity;

• Ensure that each project or set of projects will be achievable within the available 
environmental windows for installation and that the execution of projects that are 
considered in any one time period do not create undue strain or restrictions to 
wildlife movement;

• Ensure that ski area’s capacity is balanced with regional transportation system 
capacity, as well as those of the access road and parking lots;

• Balance ski area capacity with staffing requirements and staff accommodation;

• Ensure that all dependant projects are realized simultaneously or ahead of main 
projects. This would include utilities upgrades and additions, and electrical servicing 
requirements;

• Projects are scheduled to minimize the disruption to wildlife corridors;
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• Project scheduling is reflective of the available environmental windows for work in 
a given area, such as all in stream work to be completed during the appropriate 
fisheries window, or ensure that lower front side work is not planned to be 
completed during the first half of summer;

• Project implementation has also been planned based on over all goals to 
achieve specific milestones to improve the guest experience while reducing the 
environmental impact of both winter and summer operations; and

• Financial balance between capital expenditures and return on investment to ensure 
that the plan remains financially viable.

This proposed implementation plan has been broken down into “Phases” for analysis.  
Each Phase represents projects required to complete the work for one functional area of 
the ski area’s development. It is recognized that within any given year, the ski area may be 
pushed out of balance with respect to some of the criteria listed above, however, the goal is 
to restore resort balance by the completion of any one Phase of the development.

“Dependent Projects” are those that are required to support the “Main Projects” which are 
listed separately. Not all dependant projects are defined under the LRP since some may 
proceed outside of the LRP according to the 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines. Both 
LRP projects as well as dependant non-LRP projects are identified for each Phase. 

While each Phase of the LRP implementation strategy is shown independently, it is 
expected that Phases will overlap, with some phases being completed concurrent with 
others, while other phases may be started before the previous Phase is complete since 
there will be requirements to complete some dependent projects to support the main 
projects of the phase.

During the realization of the LRP, it may be necessary to temporarily re-purpose or modify 
existing facilities to act as a bridge until permanent facilities can be realized to correct 
minor imbalances by subsequent phases. An example of this would be the temporary 
replacement of Whiskey Patrol in the base area to support additional traffic until the 
Whiskey Jack II Lodge is completed. In cases like this, temporary structures would be used 
to replace existing facilities as allowed for under the Like for Like replacements defined by 
the 2006 Ski Area Management Guidelines.
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9.2 PROJECT PHASING
 

Phase 1:

The first Phase of the implementation of the LRP takes into consideration the need to 
ensure the water supply for snowmaking while reducing the need for demand withdrawals 
from the Pipestone River. As well, the initial Phase of the LRP implementation takes 
into consideration the need for additional beginner and intermediate terrain through the 
development of Richardson’s Ridge area and the associated Prune Picker area to provide 
a connection to Richardson’s Ridge from Temple Lodge.  To ensure that the Lodge facilities 
are balanced to support the terrain improvements, the Temple Lodge will be expanded.  

Primary Projects:

• Richardson’s Ridge Express Lift, Run Development, Glading and Snowmaking;

• Prunepicker Transportation Lift, Play Area and Surface Lift(s), and Snowmaking;

• Lower Juniper Chairlift, Ski Runs, Adult Learning Centre, Play Area, and 
Snowmaking; 

• G-Base (or alternative site) Water Reservoir;

• Redevelopment of 4-2 Well, and Installation of Pipeline to G-Base;

• Temple Lodge Expansion;

• Initiate Construction of the Eagle Ridge Day Lodge; 

• Initiate Construction of the Eagle Ridge Interpretive Hiking Trails;

• Construct Richardson’s Ridge Egress Route (ski out);

• West Bowl Glading, and Construct Egress Route (ski out).

• Summit Chairlift Construction (re-location).

Dependent Projects:

• 4-2 Staff Accommodation Expansion (already underway)

• Pika-Boo Run Redevelopment
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Figure 9-1. Location of Projects in Phases 1 to 3

Phase 2:

The Eagle Ridge Lodge will be completed in the second Phase to provide for the 
relocation of the summer programs to the upper mountain to reduce the potential impacts 
to the Whitehorn wildlife corridor.  The early Phases of the LRP will require a significant 
investment in dependant projects to ensure that future primary projects can be properly 
supported.

Primary Projects:

• Complete Eagle Ridge Day Lodge 

• Complete Eagle Ridge Hiking Trails

• Parking Lot 3-4 Redevelopment

• Relocation of Operations Maintenance Storage

• Relocation of Fish Creek Access

Dependent Projects:

• Temple Sanitary Upgrades

• Whitehorn Utilidor Installation

• Meadow Utilidor Installation

• Charleston Staff Accommodation Expansion

Phase 3:

Primary Projects:

• Sunset Terrace Snowmaking Replacement

• Mirkwood Alley Snowmaking Line Replacement

• Larch Snowmaking Line Installation

• Marmot Snowmaking Line Installation

• Parking Lot 2 Redevelopment with Revised Arrivals Area

• Re-grading at the “Hump”

• Wildlife Underpass on Whitehorn Drive
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Figure 9-2. Location of Projects in Phases 4 to 6

Dependent Projects:

• Juniper Utilidor

Phase 4:

Primary Projects:

• Whiskey Jack II Lodge

• Sunny Side Chair Lift

• Sunny Side Run expansion

• Sunny Side Snowmaking Expansion

• Tube Park Run Expansion

• Tube Park Conveyor Installation

• Tube Park Snowmaking Expansion

• Day Care Building Expansion

Dependent Projects:

• Main Utilidor

Phase 5:

Primary Projects:

• Meadowlark Runs 2 and 3 Expansion

• Meadowlark 2 & 3 Snowmaking System Expansion

• Juniper Learning Area Conveyor Installations

• Larch Operations Building Construction

• Marmot Run Re-grading
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Figure 9-3. Location of Projects in Phases 7 and 8

Phase 6:

Primary Projects:

• Eagle Lift Installation

• Eagle Ridge Glading

• Upper Eagle Flight Snowmaking Installation

• Lower Eagle Meadow Run Re-grading

• Educational Building Construction

• Saddleback Snowmaking

Phase 7:

Primary Projects:

• Upper Juniper Express Lift

• Juniper Warming Hut

• Olympic Ridge Glading

• Parking Lot 3 access Bridge

• Parking Lot 3 Telecord

Phase 8:

Primary Projects:

• Temple Snowmaking Reservoir

• Corral Creek Water Intake

• Parking Lot 1 Reconfiguration and Expansion

• Meadowlark Express
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10.0 GUIDING PLANNING AND IMPACT 
ASSESSMENT REFERENCES

10.1 Lake Louise Ski Area Site Guidelines for Development and Use, Parks 
Canada, 2015

10.2 Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA), Parks Canada, 2015

10.3 Detailed Impact Analysis (DIA), Golder Assoc., Prepared for the Lake Louise 
Ski Area, 2019

Readers can access and download these documents from the Long-Range Planning Portal 
at the Lake Louise Ski Area Website (www.lrp.skilouise.com).  
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11.0 APPENDIX OF REPORTS SUMMARIZED IN THE 
LONG-RANGE PLAN 

11.1 Regional Ski Area Context, History, Traditions and Community Links 

11.2 Ski Industry Analysis and long-Range Business Plan and Goals 

11.3 Eagle Ridge Interpretive Trail Network, and Whitehorn Trail Rehabilitation

11.4 Detailed Impact Analysis - Terms of Reference 

11.5 UNESCO Canadian Rocky Mountains World Heritage Site - Impact 
Assessment

11.6 Ski Area Sign Plan

11.7 Best Management Practices for Special Events Management

11.8 Architectural Design Guidelines for the Lake Louise Ski Area

Readers can access and download these documents from the Long-Range Planning Portal 
at the Lake Louise Ski Area Website (www.lrp.skilouise.com).   
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12.0 ANNEX OF SUPPORT DOCUMENTS 
(PREPARED FOR THE LAKE LOUISE SKI 
AREA FOR THE LONG-RANGE PLANNING 
PROGRAM)

12.1 Environmental Context

12.1.1 Wildlife Protection & Management Strategy 

12.1.2 Water and Aquatic Resources Protection & Management Strategy

12.1.3 Vegetation and Ski Run Management Strategy 

12.1.4 Climate Change Impact Assessment

12.1.5 Environmental Management System and Continuous Monitoring

12.1.6 Wildland Fire Risk Assessment and FireSmart Plan

12.1.7 Rare Plant Mitigation and Field Survey Methodology

12.1.8 Ecological Functionality Assessment: LLSA Ski Runs and Associated 
Disturbances

12.1.9 Best Management Practice for Whitebark Pine Protection and 
Management

12.2 Heritage Interpretation Strategy and Programs 

12.3  Regional Transportation Strategy

12.4 Infrastructure Plans: 

12.4.1 Electrical Energy Infrastructure & Conservation Plan

12.4.2 Water and Wastewater Infrastructure Plan

12.4.3 Snowmaking Master Plan

12.4.4 Temple Area Reservoir Desktop Design
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12.5 Supplementary Information on Construction Methods, Equipment, Access 
and Reclamation: 

12.5.1 Buildings

12.5.2 Ski Lifts

12.5.3 Ski Runs, Skiways, Glades and Snowmaking

12.5.4 Utilities

12.6 Best Management Practices (BMPs Specific to the LLSA):

12.6.1 BMPs for Special Events Management

Readers can access and download these documents from the Long-Range Planning Portal 
at the Lake Louise Ski Area Website (www.lrp.skilouise.com).   
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The Lake Louise Ski Area Ltd.
www.skilouise.com
info@skilouise.com

1.877.956.8473


